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FOREWORD 

BY WILLIAM H. SCHEICK 

Executive Director 

Building Research Institute 

THE Building Research Institute's public confer
ence on "Windows and Glass in the Exterior of 

Buildings" had as its primary objective discussion of 
the new and untraditional ways in which glass, win
dows and related products are being used today in 
buildings of all types. In addition, there was a need 
for an analysis of the problems posed by the use of 
large glass areas, and exploration of possible solutions 
from the viewpoints of architects, engineers, manufac
turers of windows, glass and accessory devices, build
ing owners and occupants. 

An integral part of such a discussion is the effect of 
large glass areas on heating and air conditioning sys· 
terns, on lighting and on ventilation. The problems 
encountered in a multi-story office building are entirely 
different from those experienced in a one-story school. 
The advantages and disadvantages of lavish use of 
glass in apartment houses vary considerably from 
those in single family homes. 

When glass enters the picture in any quantity, it 
brings with it the need for control of the amount of 
light and heat transmitted to the building. The engi
neering and manufacture of such controls and the 
development of new control devices and techniques 

have a substantial bearing on future utilization of 
glass as a structural material. 

Within the pages of this book, research directors 
detail some of their most recent findings in the field 
of day lighting; heating, air conditioning and venti
lating engineers discuss problems and solutions; 
manufacturers describe new types of windows, new 
uses for glass; building owners relate their experi
ences with controls, and the reactions of occupants; 
control experts point out the benefits and detriments 
of interior and exterior control systems; architects 
mercial and institutional construction. 

No attempt is made to determine whether or not 
there should be glass in a building, or how much of 
elaborate on design applications in residential, com
it there should be. Rather, the entire subject of "Win
dows and Glass in the Exterior of Buildings" is placed 
under a microscope for examination by those inter
ested in a major area of progress within the science 
of building. In conducting this conference, the Build
ing Research Institute acted as a forum in which a 
balance of industry, professional and academic opin
ion was presented in the interest of the advancement 
of new research and dP.velopment. 

iii 
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SYNOPSES OF CONFERENCE PAPERS 

PRINCIPLES OF DAYLIGHTING 
FOR BUILDINGS 

By J. W. Griffith (Southern Methodist University) 

THERE are three basic sources of daylight which 
may be used for illumination in buildings; the 

sun, the sky and illumination from the ground and 
reflecting surfaces. Primary among these is the sun, 
the azimuth and altitude of which must be considered 
in any daylighting design. Calculators and tables have 
now been developed by means of which these two 
factors can be computed for a particular location at 
any time of the day and year. 

The effect of sky brightness on day lighting illumina· 
tion is normally taken into account by the incident 
illumination therefrom for both the direct component 
incident on the fenestration area and the reflected 
portion incident on reflecting areas, such as the ground. 
If the reflecting surface is above the horizon, the 
brightness must be considered as part of the sky bright· 
ness pattern. 

All illumination from below the horizon can he 
considered as ground illumination. The brightness of 
the ground or such reflecting areas as concrete walks, 
light reflecting roofs below the fenestration area, etc., 
can be computed on the basis of incident illumination 
from the sun and sky. This source of illumination 
produces indirect lighting within the room, and may 
or may not he the major source of daylighting. Any 
shadow effect of the building on the immediate ground 
area must also be considered in computing such 
illumination. 

Four fundamental factors are involved in visual 
tasks, all of which are affected by the amount of 
illumination available. These factors are : size of the 
task, contrast of the task (brightness or color con
trast), brightness of the task, and time available for 
viewing the task. Research has indicated that relative 
visual performance increases with higher levels of 
illumination. Likewise, recent research has shown that 
where 30 footcandles may be adequate for some ob
servers, others may require two to three times this 
level for equal vision. 

Thus, recommended illumination practices based on 
minimums may he entirely inadequate and should 
never be incorporated as a code. By adopting minimum 
values of illumination based on artificial lighting 

alone, codes tend to produce poor lighting conditions. 
Performance type codes should specify illumination 
from both artificial and daylighting sources, and codes 
where no daylight is available should require consider
ably more artificial illumination for good visual 
environment. 

There are three methods of calculating daylight dis
tribution within buildings. The first and most eco
nomical is by computation using available prediction 
techniques. The second is by measuring the actual 
distribution of daylight in scale models of particular 
installations. This method is more expensive because 
the models must he to exact scale, and considerable 
equipment is required for testing. The third method 
is to measure the actual distribution in a room after 
it is completed, but this method also requires consider
able equipment, and does not allow for alteration of 
the design to correct faulty conditions. 

Day lighting design must also take into consideration 
the various types of fenestrations and controls. Vene
tian blinds properly adjusted can provide a high 
quality and quantity of light on the work plane, and 
can eliminate glare and redirect sunlight into the in
terior of the room. A properly designed overhang can 
provide adequate sun control and allow full utilization 
of reflected ground light. A louvered overhang on 
non-sun exposures can also reduce the shadow effect 
and redirect sunlight into the interior. 

The diversity of illumination from daylight can be 
reduced by employing multilateral fenestrations. Bi
lateral and clerestory fenestrations can provide higher 
quantities of illumination with lower areas of bright
ness in the field of view. Consequently, where it is 
possible to use them, multilateral fenestrations and 
large fenestration areas will provide better quality 
and quantity of daylighting. 

DESIGN OF GLASS 
FOR DA YLIGHTING 

By Robert A. Boyd (University of Michigan) 

DAYLIGHTING involves three sets of factors; the 
intensity and variability of the daylight sources, 

the overall design of the fenestration and the geometry 
and reflectivity of the interior to be daylighted. The 
visual environment that results can be evaluated on 

\' 
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the basis of quantity of illumination and quality or 
control of brightness. 

Fenestration materials are most readily separable 
into two groups, those which allow clear vision and 
those that are obscuring. The light incident on a glass 
unit is separated into a reflected component, an ah· 
sorbed component and a transmitted component; the 
absorbed one being converted into heat. The per· 
centage of transmission does not in itself predict the 
effectiveness of the material in providing adequate 
daylighting. With clear vision materials, the light re
flected to the exterior, for direct sunlight at or near 
normal incidence, is 4 to 8 per cent. For obscuring 
materials this component may be as high as 60 per cent. 

In clear vision materials the brightness of the view 
depends upon the absorption of the glass. However, 
these materials admit the light in a downward direction 
and thus a high percentage of it is absorbed by the 
floor, furniture, etc., with little or no diffusion of the 
transmitted light. Obscuring materials, on the other 
hand, provide a wide range of diffusion patterns. 
Single sheet obscuring materials scatter the trans
mitted light within a relatively small cone having the 
direction of incidence as an axis. 

Of the various types of glass block used as fenestra
tion materials, the prismatic glass block redirect trans
mitted light so that the major portion enters the in
terior above the horizontal plane. The diffusing type 
glass block transmits the light quite uniformly in all 
directions, and consequently is similar in performance 
to a perfect diffuser. Decorative glass block are manu
factured with many different patterns. Unless used 
on non-sun exposures, they require some type of 
brightness control device. 

The solar-selecting type of glass block incorpo
rates an entirely different principle than the others. 
Through the use of prism combinations in the outer
most layer of glass, it is capable of reflecting as much 
as 60 per cent of the sunlight away from the outside 
surface under certain conditions. This type of block 
is designed for use in wall fenestrations to discriminate 
against sun positions near 45 degrees altitude, and in 
roof installations against sun positions near 60 de
grees altitude. 

Tests show that the solar-selecting type of glass 
block with a uniform distribution of brightness, and 
the prismatic glass block with maximum brightness 
in directions toward the ceiling and upper walls give 
a higher quality of daylight than clear vision materials 
or typical obscuring glass. Also, the increase in illu
mination due to multiple reflections is greater in the 
cases of better diffusion. 

In many single story buildings various types of 
secondary fenestration have been used to raise the 

vi 

mtmmum illumination and improve the quality of 
daylighting, such as clerestories, monitors, saw-tooth 
units and skylights. In the typical classroom, when 
the component due to multiple reflections from room 
surfaces is added to the direct light from the fenestra
tions, the total illumination may he less than the 
minimum required, and the ratio of source brightness 
to task illumination may be higher than recommended. 
Consequently, it has been general practice to utilize 
secondary fenestration, such as clerestories. More re· 
cently, because of lower costs and simpler construc
tion, ceiling panels consisting of solar-selecting and 
diffusing glass block and skylights glazed with various 
types of obscuring glass have been used. These have 
several advantages over clerestories from a daylighting 
point of view. 

Obscuring glass, heat-absorbing glass, clear vision 
materials and prismatic glass block are all commonly 
used in monitor construction. The prismatic glass 
block, in lighting the ceiling of the high hay, provides 
a higher percentage of scattered light than the ob
scuring glass. Diffusing glass block, obscuring glasses 
and clear vision materials are frequently used as 
fenestration materials for saw-tooth construction. Ceil
ing panels may he skylights utilizing wired, heat
absorbing glasses and obscuring glasses, diffusing 
glass block set into a reinforced concrete slab, or pre
fabricated panels of solar-selecting glass block. Such 
panels are often used in checkerboard pattern. 

ASHAE RESEARCH AND HEAT TRANSFER 
THROUGH GLASS FENESTRATION 

By Donald J. Vild (Libhey-Owens-Ford Glass Co.) 

ABOUT a decade ago it became apparent that heat 
.tl. transfer through fenestration was often an im
portant factor in the proper solution of air condition
ing or heating problems. Lack of accurate information 
and research forced engineers to approximate this 
vital component. To fill this void, ASHAE set up a 
research program which since then has been expanded 
to investigation of virtually every type of daylighting 
fenestration. To date, ten papers have been published 
as a result of this research, including studies on flat 
glass, glass blocks, figured rolled glass, skylights, and 
the shading of sunlit glass, as related to heat transfer 
through fenestration. 

In the majority of cases the factor of primary im· 
portance is the incident solar radiation, both the direct 
and the reflected or diffuse. The intensity of the direct 
component may vary from 0 to 350 htu/hr-sq. ft., hut 
for design purposes a value of 294 is taken as stand
ard. The diffuse solar radiation will have daytime 
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values ranging from 10 to 100 btu/hr-sq. ft. depending 
on environmental conditions. 

The intensity of the direct rays of the sun differs 
from one wave length to another. For average condi
tions, about 45 per cent of the total energy lies in the 
range of the visible portion of the solar spectrum. 
Diffuse radiation reaches fenestration by a number of 
paths. Building surfaces having high reflectances will 
increase the diffuse radiation, as will foregrounds such 
as smooth concrete and water. 

Heat transfer through fenestration is also affected 
by low temperature radiation, outdoor air temperature, 
wind velocity and direction. It is only when the sky 
is overcast that the earth's atmosphere acts approxi
mately as a perfect radiator. In addition, surrounding 
buildings, trees and ground may absorb energy during 
the sunlight hours and radiate at somewhat above air 
temperature during the latter part of the day. Outdoor 
air temperature is a factor in heat transfer by convec
tion. The greater the difference between indoor and 
outdoor air temperatures, the greater the heat gain or 
loss by convection. High wind velocities, regardless 
of direction, will increase the convection heat transfer 
rates, with winds parallel to the surface producing 
slightly greater increases than those perpendicular to 
the surf ace. 

The thermal behavior of glass is more difficult to 
analyze than that of opaque materials, since it will 
transmit solar radiation in varying amounts depend
ing upon the type of glass and the characteristics of 
the solar radiation striking it. Many types of glass 
are color selective and will transmit one type of wave 
length more easily than another. For instance, the 
light transmittance of heat-absorbing glass is about 
75 per cent, and that of a representative "gray" glass 
about 13 per cent. However, the total solar transmit· 
lance of each is about 40 to 50 per cent. This is due 
to the fact that the "gray" glass transmits more radiant 
energy in the non-visible portion of the spectrum. 
Solar transmittance values of common glasses vary 
from about 90 per cent for clear plate glass to about 
14 per cent for hammered and etched heat-absorbing 
glass. 

On a clear, afternoon in mid-summer at 40°N. 
latitude, with fenestration facing southwest, heat· 
absorbing glass will reduce the amount of transmitted 
solar energy by about 50 per cent from that trans
mitted by regular window glass. Double glazing em
ploying heat-absorbing glass outside and regular plate 
glass inside will effect an additional reduction. Inside 
shading with light-colored venetian blinds is effective 
in direct relation to the amount of solar energy re
flected back through the glass. ASHAE is presently 
engaged in making an analysis of heat transfer within 

a glass block panel so that its performance may be 
more accurately compared with other types of fenestra· 
tion. However, it has been established that glass block 
greatly reduces total heat gain. 

Engineers or architects can predict heat transfer 
through glass fenestration with a considerable degree 
of accuracy by consulting the tables published in the 
ASHAE Guide. Included in these tables are various 
types of glass and shading devices with information 
presented for winter conditions and for a summer 
design day. Through their use it is possible to de
termine the total instantaneous heat gain for any 
combination of orientation, time and latitude, and the 
heat transfer per square foot of fenestration under a 
variety of conditions. 

DESIGN FOR THE CONTROL OF 
SOLAR HEAT GAIN AND LOSS 

By Alfred L. Jaros, Jr., (Jaros, Baum & Bolles I 

No matter how desirable windows may be from 
all other aspects, their excessive use imposes a 

heavy tax on the cost and the space requirements for 
air conditioning. In figuring the cost of air condition· 
ing a building serious attention must be given to the 
fact that one of the major causes of high air condi
tioning costs is the heat from the sun. It doesn't cost 
as much to operate air conditioning on a cloudy day 
as on a sunny day, but the plant must be designed for 
the sunny day. Ducts, fans and refrigerating machines 
must be large enough to cope with the worst conditions. 

Within a modern multi-story office building, depend· 
ing upon many factors of which size of windows is 
one, the cost of air conditioning may run from as little 
as $3.50 per square foot of usable floor area up to as 
much as $8.00 per square foot. An unshaded window 
of plain glass may transmit some 180 btu's of solar 
heat per square foot into the interior space. If the 
windows are large, this one factor may be greater 
than all of the other heat sources which combine to 
produce air conditioning load. 

In designing windows of moderate size and in trying 
to find ways to shade and orient those windows, you 
can strike a happy medium between no windows at all 
and windows that are excessively large. Heat-absorb· 
ing glasses, glass block, etc., apparently transmit from 
one-half to two-thirds of the amount of heat that would 
come through an unshaded, clear glass window. Al
though research is not yet complete, it appears that 
if you also use venetian blinds, the heat-absorbing 
glass and other elements do not gain much more than 
the blinds alone can gain. 

However, all of these considerations are insignificant 

vii 
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compared to outside shading. With outside shading 
you may cut radiant heat from the sun down to one
fifth or even less, depending upon the efficiency of 
your shading schemes. One example of this is the 
projecting balcony, widely used in the tropics. An
other is a scheme used in South America involving a 
series of concrete vertical louvers two or three feet 
out from the east and west facades of the building. 
As the sun comes around from the southwest arc, al
most no sunshine strikffi the glass, but the occupants 
of the building can look out freely to the northwest 
between the louvers, which are several feet apart. 
However, all such arrangements must be out in front 
of the glass to do their work properly; the farther out, 
the more effective. 

A vast improvement over these fixed louvers is today 
becoming technically and commercially feasible for 
any exposure where you want to use vertical louvers. 
This is the use of light-sensitive amplifiers and mecha
nisms to make louvers swing around and adjust them
selves automatically to the direction of the sun. One 
example of this technique is found in the new Reynolds 
Metals building in Richmond where practically the 
entire facade is covered by aluminum louvers which 
are pivoted on vertical spindles by means of photo
cells, amplifiers and controlled motors. Another is 
the building of the American Association for the Ad
vancement of Science in Washington, D. C., which is 
almost entirely covered by such adjustable louvers. 

In a building with 75 per cent glass in its facade, 
the total internal sensible heat load on the outside of 
the building for a one-foot wide band extending 15 feet 
into the building is not quite 800 btu/hr. The solar 
radiation on plain glass, unshaded, is over 900 btu/ hr. 
With the use of venetian blinds of good reflecting 
quality, this 900 drops to about 500. If heat-absorbing 
glass is used, it drops to about 600 without blinds. 
Outside shading would drop it to 250 btu/ hr instead 
of 900. 

Figures quoted were prepared for the south side of 
a building only and do not reflect the fact that the sun
shine is only on one face at a time. Therefore, the 
savings made possible either by small windows or 
shading devices are not as great in terms of the build
ing as a whole as they are when considering only one 
side. This is true as concerns the total refrigerating 
capacity required. When the sun is shining on the east 
during the morning, it is not shining on the south and 
west. By proper design, the plant capacity can be 
shifted from one zone to another in the building so 
that the savings which can be made on the central 
refrigerating plant by cutting down solar heat are 
smaller than the examples given here indicate. 

However, this is true only of the central refriger-
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ating plant. It is not true of the air handling system, 
the fans, ducts, grilles, coils and filters. These must 
be designed for each zone of a building. In a typical 
job at present-day costs, the central refrigerating 
plant and accessories will cost $300-400 per ton of 
installed refrigerating capacity. The air handling sys
tem, depending upon type used, will cost from $900-
$1,100 per ton of capacity, or about two-thirds to 
three-quarters of the whole cost of air conditioning a 
building. This system is affected simultaneously in 
the design of all sides of the building by excessive sun 
loads. Only the central part, representing about one 
third of the building, can take advantage of this 
diversity factor. 

Therefore, it is important to give the utmost atten
tion to minimizing solar heat radiation load, since 
without such attention it could easily become the most 
important factor in making air conditioning too costly. 

NATURAL VENTILATION 

By Bob H. Reed (Texas Engineering Experiment 
Station) 

WITH all of the present-day improvement in the 
design and construction of windows, there still 

seems to be an almost total lack of concern for the 
fact that air flow is a prime function of the window. 
This may be due in part to lack of information on 
summer ventilation problems in warmer climates, and 
in part to the fact that most windows are manufactured 
in the east, where winter problems are paramount. 

The physical effects of hot, humid weather on the 
occupants of a building are very much modified when 
accompanied by a brisk air movement. However, a 
low temperature which may even be stimulating in a 
calm, becomes unpleasant in windy weather. The 
chief difference, then, between winter and summer 
ventilation is that the current of air which is welcome 
in summer is unwelcome in winter. The variables in
volved in producing human bodily comfort or discom
fort are: velocity of air stream, temperature of air 
stream, relative humidity of air stream, surrounding 
thermal conditions, duration of exposure, degree of 
exposure, and physical and physiological state of the 
individual. 

A great many of our buildings are not air condi
tioned and must rely on natural air movement for 
summer cooling. Windows which are to be used for 
summer ventilation should be designed to permit the 
greatest possible use of natural wind forcffi. In addi
tion to deflecting drafts upward in winter, they should 
also be capable of directing air currents downward 
through the living zone in summer. Some windows 
are limited in their ability to provide summer cooling, 
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and probably should not he used where this is a major 
problem. 

Virtually every window in any kind of building can 
he classified as one or a combination of three basic 
types: (1) simple opening, (2) vertical vane, or 
(3) horizontal vane. Generally speaking, air will 
flow in almost any direction through a simple opening, 
depending on the surrounding pressures at the various 
sides of the opening. Only when these pressures are 
symmetrical will air flow straight into the opening, 
perpendicular to the wall. On the other hand, in a 
plane perpendicular to the operating sash of vane type 
windows, the air generally flows parallel with the 
angle of adjustment of the operating sash. 

While the importance of weather proofing, durabil
ity, strength, ease of operation, etc., in the design of 
windows is recognized, more consideration could he 
given to the air-control characteristics of the window 
to assure that the window will perform adequately 
when it is open, as well as when it is closed. 

E~GINEERING PROPERTIES OF GLASS 

By Leighton Orr (PittSburgh Plate Glass Co.) 

SINCE there are no particular problems with small 
plates of glass, this discussion refers to the use of 

larger size glass plates, often with special properties, 
where the stresses developed could possibly lead to 
failure of the plates. Wind loads and temperature 
difference where the sun is the usual heat source are 
the most common methods of stressing large glass 
plates. 

The rate of applying the load or the length of time 
the load is held is important in determining the stress 
causing failure. An impact type of loading will with
stand three times more stress than that developed from 
a constantly applied load held for a long period of 
time. Also, a failure always originates at some form 
of imperfection on the surface or the cut edge. Or
dinary methods of calculating stresses and deflections 
due to wind loads are not valid with glass because of 
the extremely large center deflections. Pittsburgh 
Plate Glass Co. is therefore conducting experiments 
using equivalent static pressure loads on large glass 
plates. 

Two separate series of tests have been conducted 
involving 20 plates tested to destruction. The variables 
included plate glass and Solex glass of several thick
nesses, and of varying sizes and shapes. The range in 
center deflection at failure was between 1.0 and 1.6". 
The tests showed no significant effect of size or shape 
within the range used. The thickness was the most 

important factor controlling total load. Large size 
Twindow sealed, double glass units showed definite 
advantages as compared to single glass plates, since 
the deflection of one plate compressed the sealed air 
and transferred part of the load to the other plate. In 
tests of three different sizes, the increase in strength 
over single plate amounted to 50 to 80%. 

In considering the effect of solar absorption on glass 
breakage, the type of glass and the thickness influence 
the amount absorbed. If the glass attained a uniform 
temperature rise over the entire area, no stress would 
result. However, where the edge is recessed in a frame 
and does not absorb energy, the edge temperature lags 
behind the normal temperature increase in the central 
area. This temperature difference produces tension 
stress all around the edge, where the plates are nor
mally weakest. Painting solid designs on regular plate 
glass or applying decals would have the same effect 
as using heat·absorbing glass. Some of the darker 
colored opaque glasses or enamel coated glasses would 
he almost perfect absorbers where the only safe solu
tion would he to partially temper the plates to allow 
greater resistance to temperature difference. 

Tests conducted on heat absorption showed that 
stress reached a maximum after 30 minutes of ex
posure, and then decreased as the heat soaked into 
the edges. The investigation of breakage resulting 
from the heated plates suddenly being cooled by high 
winds or cold rain showed that the possibility of plates 
breaking from heat shock in service is very remote. 
Experiments on size effect, using %" Sol ex glass, 
showed that the possibility of breakage increases with 
the number of linear feet of edge, since there is more 
chance of a defect being present to start a break. The 
best safeguards against tension stresses on the edges 
of heat-absorbing glass are skillful, clean cutting, and 
the use of tape around the edges to prevent metal to 
glass contact. 

Another factor which adds to edge stresses is the 
use of tightly closed venetian blinds or drapes close 
to the inside glass surface, which prevents loss of heat 
from the glass. Of all the shading devices tried, those 
with a shaded strip of various widths through the 
center section of a plate were the only ones which did 
not increase the tension stress on the glass edge. In 
using opaque glasses or enamel coated glasses, it is 
most important to know the solar energy reflectance, 
absorption and transmittance values. In general, the 
light colors reflect a high percentage of solar energy; 
the intermediate colors reflect about 50% and absorb 
about 50%; the darker colors reflect very little, and 
should all be "heat strengthened," regardless of 
method of installation, because of higher edge stresses. 

ix 
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WINDOWS IN MODERN 
ARCHITECTURE 

By Bruno Funaro (Columbia University) 

UP TO the time of the discovery of electricity and 
of the steel frame, windows were limited in size, 

shape and position by structural considerations. They 
were also performing a variety of functions such as 
letting in light and air, letting vision pass through, 
and still satisfying requirements of weather protection, 
privacy, heat and sound insulation. Often, the win
dows were the focal points of a vast composition which 
embraced the whole facade. 

Jumping to the mid-20th century, we find windows 
completely free from control of the structural frame. 
As a means for new architectural expression, we find 
continuous horizontal bands of windows accomplish
ing the stratification of independent office areas placed 
one over the other. Vertical bands of windows empha
size vertical lines and contribute to the unity of the 
building. The climax of all this is reached when the 
whole building is sheathed in glass. With the all-glass 
wall, the window as an individual element ceases to 
exist. 

In modern, air conditioned offices windows are no 
longer needed for light nor for ventilation and, when 
heavily tinted glass is used or shades are closed, they 
no longer provide a view. However, in the open areas 
such as cafeterias, rest lounges, etc., there is a real 
opportunity to open up. Here is where sunlight and 
fresh air should be provided. Why not place com· 
munication areas, elevator lobbies, reception rooms 
and corridors on the outer face of the building, so that 
people may enjoy the daylight there? 

Current developments in single family homes seem 
to feature two main themes, the solar house and the 
air conditioned house. Development of the solar house 
has again called our attention to the fact that windows 
can serve many purposes; can become actual sun-traps 
and cut down heating bills. The design of glass areas 
has been removed from the purely aesthetic to a care
ful study and interpretation of conditions of geog· 
raphy, astronomy and climate, posing a challenge to 
both the architect and the glass manufacturer. Fenes
tration in houses has become so important today that 
the design of the whole house often revolves around it. 

This, in turn, raises problems for the manufacturer, 
who must expand the variety of stock items to meet as 
many different situations as possible. The answer to 
this may be to provide separate components; hard
ware, frame and track profiles by the foot, glass sheets, 
all of which could be assembled by the dealer or on 
the job. Meantime, the future of window design re· 
mains closely tied with the kind of life we want to 
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live in the rapidly changing world we have today. 

WOOD WINDOWS 

By James Arkin, AlA 

THE form that stock windows take today is no 
longer bound by what the glass industry can sup· 

ply, because the glass industry itself has become far 
more flexible in its output. Nevertheless, the form, 
style and sizes of stock wood windows are based at the 
present time entirely on the demands of the market for 
homes priced at $35,000 and under, and for light, 
utilitarian buildings. 

The National Woodwork Manufacturers Association 
has carried on research programs aimed at the im· 
provement of stock windows, including such projects 
as performance tests for use in developing standards 
for moisture content, materials, manufacturing proc
esses, glazing and grading. This association has also 
been active in the initiation of Commercial Standards 
for windows produced by its member companies, of 
which five have now been issued. All of the standards 
call for windows made from carefully selected and 
properly kiln-dried wood, defect-free and chemically 
treated to permit easy operation under all weather 
conditions. 

While the horizontal sliding wood window has been 
gaining in popularity, the double-hung window is still 
by far the most universally accepted. BLS statistics 
for 1955 showed that 55% of all windows installed in 
new non-farm dwellings during the first quarter of the 
year were wood. This is due in the main to the in
herent advantages of wood as a material for window 
frames and sash, and also to constant technological 
improvements being made in their manufacture, such 
as the use of new materials and methods for weather
stripping, including vinyls and other synthetics as well 
as metal. 

The NWMA has also developed standards for the 
chemical treatment of wood with water repellent pre
servatives which have now become standards for treat
ing all forms of millwork, special as well as stock. 
The NWMA standards are administered through a 
"Seal of Approval" program based on rigid inspection 
of fabricators throughout the country, their methods 
and the chemicals used. Use of NWMA standards is 
implicit in U. S. Commercial Standards governing 
windows. They may also be applied to custom de
signed frames and sash if the architect so specifies. 

A series of tests conducted by the ASHAE and the 
AlA pointed up the comparatively low infiltration of 
air through double-hung wood windows. Wood case
ment windows may be assumed to have the same unit 
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leakage as the double-hung, when properly fitted. 
Wood windows also enjoy a relatively favorable posi
tion as compared to aluminum and steel in the matter 
of freedom from condensation on the surfaces, due to 
the high insulating qualities of wood. 

In connection with reducing school maintenance 
costs, some architects have recently been specifying 
woods that do not require painting, or that will render 
good service with water·repellent treatment alone. The 
most recent standards of the Central Mortgage and 
Housing Corporation of Canada, which corresponds to 
our FHA, will accept treatment in lieu of priming 
for wood windows. 

The special millwork industry is now organized to 
assist the architectural profession by providing techni
cal information on the design and specification of 
wood frames and sash through the Architectural Wood
work Institute, which has members throughout the 
United States and Canada. Looking toward the future, 
the wood window wall and curtain wall remain to be 
developed to the fullest extent. The direction that 
window design will take in coming years is intimately 
related to the whole problem of architectural design. 

STEEL WINDOWS 

By William Gillett (Fenestra, Incorporated) 

MODERN steel windows are manufactured from 
solid rolled sections for virtually all industrial 

types, and for casement and projected type windows 
for nonindustrial use. Cold roll formed strip is em
ployed principally for double-hung steel windows. 
Advantages of steel windows not offered by other ma
terials include fire resistance and detention. The 
strength of steel permits designs with a minimum of 
profile; lends itself well to rigid assembly; allows 
firm and permanent attachment of hardware and 
fittings. Steel is not subject to warping and, when 
properly protected, will last indefinitely. 

Among its limitations are the fact that it is rela
tively difficult to shape, form and cut; it is not yet 
economically possible to provide steel extrusions for 
windows, and designs must be limited because of in
ability to provide certain shapes. Due to the high cost 
of basic equipment and rolls for forming, shapes must 
be substantially standardized as to types and sizes. 

Today, steel window manufacturers have developed 
a process of hot dipped galvanizing plus a surface 
treatment that helps to protect steel from corrosion, 
makes it more pleasing to the eye without further 
coating, and permits satisfactory adherence of paint 
where colors are desired. Such a process must be ap· 
plied to frames and ventilators separately with as-

sembly of the two following, and is normally applied 
only to solid section steel windows. Those of cold 
roll formed strip start with a coated strip when gal
vanizing is desired. This new type of surface treat
ment represents the latest improvement in steel 
windows. 

A problem confronting all window manufacturers 
today has to do with standardization of types and sizes. 
In the residential market there are literally hundreds 
of different types and sizes of windows, and in the 
non-residential field a large percentage of windows 
have no standardization whatsoever. If we, as an in
dustry, are to give our customers improved products at 
lower costs, we must solve the riddle of varying ex
treme designs, even though window types and sizes 
are limited in number. 

Another problem which calls for the attention of all 
segments of the industry including the designer, 
builder and material manufacturer is that of faulty 
installation and maintenance of operating windows. 

To date, some limited use has been made of stainless 
steel for windows, but the present cost range of this 
material puts it beyond the reach of most building 
budgets. However, it would be remiss not to predict its 
increased use in the future. With a combination of 
new designs, improved protective and decorative 
finishes, and a higher degree of standardization, steel 
windows will continue to offer many advantages to 
future buyers. . 

ALUMINUM WINDOWS 

By John P. Jansson (Aluminum Window 
Manufacturers Association) 

THE first sizable installations of aluminum win
dows in hospitals, office buildings and schools 

were made in 1931. Since then, aluminum has proved 
by many examples that it is a good window material 
and will stand up under the most adverse conditions. 
One of the biggest reasons for its acceptance is the 
complete flexibility of design possible with aluminum. 
Architects can work out sections and details to suit 
their needs. Today, over 100 million pounds of 
aluminum go into prime windows every year, plus 
many millions of pounds used in storm windows. 

Other advantages of aluminum are its low cost, light 
weight and low maintenance expense. Aluminum 
windows can be either of tubular or solid section de
sign. The gauge is generally about .062 as a minimum, 
and it can be as thick as .188 or even %" in some 
sections, depending on design requirements. It is pos
sible to design a window out of light gauge which will 
be very strong structurally and have a good sectional 
module. 

xi 
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In 1946, with the formation of the Aluminum Win· 
dow Manufacturers Association, standards were set up 
for strength of section, uniform and concentrated load 
tests and air infiltration tests, to make sure that the 
products being produced would satisfy requirements. 

Aluminum windows can he screwed, riveted or 
welded together at the corner joints. The least ex· 
pensive finish is the mill finish, which usually includes 
a coat of clear lacquer to protect the window against 
mortar action during construction. The more ex· 
pensive finishes are the satin type, produced by etch
ing, belt polishing, grinding or rubbing with steel 
wool or emery, a bright buffed finish, or an anodized 
finish which is a coated oxide covering on aluminum. 
Anodizing is generally recommended in cases where 
the windows are going to be maintained. If they are 
going to be allowed to accumulate dirt, then anodizing 
is not important, because the aluminum will continue 
to resist corrosion underneath the dirt. 

Aluminum window manufacturers use a variety of 
hardware materials-bronze, aluminum, die-cast stain
less steel. The only requirements here are that the 
hardware be structurally sound and tightly attached 
to the window. It is recommended that architects work 
with the manufacturers and use their accumulated 
experience to get the best results in designing alu
minum windows. 

GLASS BLOCK 

By H. F. Kingsbury (Pittsburgh-Corning Corporation) 

I NTRODUCED in the 1930's, the early designs of 
glass block were mainly decorative in nature, and 

did not make use of the possibilities for light control 
inherent therein. As the need for better daylight 
controls was recognized, the design possibilities of 
glass block were investigated and today a variety of 
types is available in both decorative and functional 
patterns. And, it is not felt that the full range of 
design concepts has yet been explored, either in manu
facturing or end usage. 

Glass blocks are hollow, all-glass, evacuated units, 
made and sealed at high temperatures. They are non· 
load hearing, hut have a compressive strength of about 
500 lhs.jsq. in. when uniformly loaded. Conducted 
heat loss or gain, depending on pattern and size of 
the glass blocks, ranges from approximately l/2 to % 
that of single glazing, and instantaneous radiant heat 
gain is approximately ~·'3 that of single glazing. 

Glass block panels have a relatively high sound 
reduction factor, averaging 40 decibels, which is com· 
parable to a 4.'' thick concrete wall, and are low 
maintenance installations. They are highly weather 
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resistant, even in industrial atmospheres, and are 
difficult to break. In the field of light control, broaci 
design possibilities exist with glass blocks, using 
prisms and lenses pressed in any or all of the four 
surfaces. 

Blocks of light-directing design are available with 
varying degrees of brightness control. In addition, 
there are light-directing blocks which control both 
brightness and heat flow by means of a fibrous glass 
screen sealed into the block during manufacturing. 
For the control of extreme brightness or for use in 
areas where heat gain is a specific problem, there is 
a special block available. Various patterns of light· 
diffusing blocks help to control other situations. 

Perhaps the biggest single usage of glass blocks 
today is in schools, where their properties of light 
control and low cost maintenance make them widely 
accepted as fenestration for classrooms, gyms, and 
other portions of school structures. Two styles are 
used for skylights, one in which the blocks are pre· 
fabricated in aluminum grids, and the other in which 
the blocks are cast directly in concrete. This type of 
panel is very flexible, can he used as sections of barrel 
roofs, pie shaped skylights, or in other forms. 

By nature and design, glass block panels constitute 
a curtain wall type of construction. To overcome the 
monotonous appearance of an all-block wall, designers 
have combined them with inserts of tile and other ma
terials for an interesting decorative effect. Future, 
broadened uses of this material are limited only by 
the imagination and curiosity of building designers. 

FIXED GLASS INSTALLATIONS 

By C. R. Sigler (The Kawneer Company) 

THE modern era in fixed light design began with 
the use of lightweight, all metal glass-holding 

members which provide a resilient setting, are easy to 
install, and facilitate glass replacement. There is 
today universal acceptance of the modern design for 
store fronts and entrances of large, single or multiple 
fixed lights, which provide an open and welcoming 
atmosphere and open up expanded display areas. With 
today's trend toward more air conditioned buildings, 
the fixed light wall system is the simplest and most 
flexible. It is also more economical and forms a more 
positive weather barrier than operating sash. Fixed 
lights are also enjoying wider use inside the building 
as office or corridor walls, for borrowed light, or 
to separate and control traffic. 

A fixed light may he of plate or sheet, or it may be 
a double glazed unit. Patterned and ornamental glass 
are also being used on exterior openings. Function· 
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ally, the requirements of fixed lights are to prevent 
air infiltration, prevent water leakage, and resist wind 
load. Air infiltration is prevented by the use of putty 
or gasket type materials applied continuously around 
the light and properly retained by the stops. Water 
leakage, on the other hand, is not so easily prevented. 
It may be due to a variety of factors including errors 
or poor workmanship in the installation, expansion 
and contraction of metal, warping, swelling or rotting 
of wood, or deterioration of the glazing compound. 
A weathered unit must seal the glass to stops, the stops 
to frame, and the joints in the frames. In this light it 
is better to assume that some water will enter, and to 
provide a system for collecting it and returning it to 
the outside. This can be done by a system of gutters 
and downspouts to contain any leaks within the frame 
members and prevent the water from entering the 
building. This solution requires only minor modifica
tion of the glazing or framing members and has proved 
very effective and economical. 

Designing for wind load, especially on openings 
using large plates of glass with intermediate vertical 
or horizontal mullions, must be done meticulously. 
Engineering values for the strength of glass have not 
been defined to the degree that we could consider glass 
as a structural material, in this case. Therefore, tests 
have shown, the glazing members must be designed to 
contain the allowable deflection of the glass. Actually, 
in our designs, we allow the glazing member to deflect 
only Ya the allowable deflection of the glass. On high, 
large lights where the design is sound from an engi
neering standpoint, with a rather lightweight vertical 
division bar holding the glass, the allowable deflection 
could be several inches. However, for psychological 
reasons, we arbitrarily limit this deflection, since the 
public would react unfavorably to glass movement as 
great as that. 

Other specific considerations on particular jobs 
might include determination of twist in the member 
due to off-center placement of the glass, or location of 
the light where, due to surrounding buildings, air 
velocity on it may be a multiple of the open area 
velocity. 

STANDARDIZATION OF WINDOWS 

By William Demarest (National Association 
of Home Builders) 

SUCH standardization of windows as we have today 
has been accomplished by the window manufac

turers in an effort to hold down the delivered price of 
their products. The resultant economies (simplifica
tion of jigs, easier warehousing, simpler record keep· 
ing and catalogs, etc.) have contributed materially to 

reducing costs. As a result of more wide-spread re· 
search on the construction industry, the development 
of the "component concept" has pointed up the neces
sity for bringing building dimensions generally under 
control. Industrialization of home building has al
ready begun with building materials, which raises the 
question of coordinating standardized unit sizes with 
each other. If the building is considered as the end
product of which the window is a component, it must 
not only he adapted to the structure, hut coordinated 
with other related components. 

Acceptance of modular dimensioning has been gain
ing in recent years, hut has been hampered by the lack 
of modular coordinated material sizes available as 
stock items and priced accordingly. Coordinated 
standard window sizes are among the most urgently 
needed modular elements 

There are several factors influencing the develop· 
ment of standard window sizes, including the aesthetic 
preferences of the building owner, anthropometric 
requirements, ventilation, insect screening, and even 
the use of blinds and window air conditioners, in addi
tion to the problems of manufacturing, shipping and 
stocking. 

To spur activity in this field, the NAHB Research 
Institute has tentatively suggested two widths and five 
heights of stock residential windows. The widths were 
based upon the established spacing of studs, and the 
heights were developed from considerations of eye 
height, furniture placement, and of exterior masonry 
and interior wallboard joints. The reason for choosing 
these particular sizes was to achieve ease and economy 
of installation and to reduce the number of stock 
residential sizes called for by home builders. Some 
manufacturers have already begun to produce stock 
sizes based upon this approach. While the basic stock 
sizes finally worked out between home builders and 
manufacturers probably will not be those originally 
proposed, at least steps are being taken cooperatively 
to solve the problem and to produce eventually at com
petitive prices a choice of sizes, materials and styles 
of windows best suited to the operations of the small 
volume home builder. 

PROBLEMS REQUIRING CONTROLS: 
VIEWPOINT OF THE OWNER 

By Harold S. Miner (Manufacturers Trust 
Company) 

I T WAS the desire of the president of Manufacturers 
Trust to create a hank building that would be so 

appealing, so unusual and so inviting that it would 
compare favorably with the best of modern plants or 
commercial buildings. Because the exterior of the 
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building is entirely of glass set in polished aluminum 
frames, it serves, in effect, as a giant showcase for 
banking. The 13,000 square feet of plate glass panes 
are sealed in place-the building is entirely window· 
less and completely air conditioned. 

Through occupancy of the building and employee 
surveys, Manufacturers Trust has found that the sense 
of spaciousness i.mparted by the glass walls is restful 
and easy on the nerves. The fact that employees feel 
they are on public display has improved morale, per
sonal appearance and efficiency. The openness of the 
structure has also improved customer relations, and 
the rate of opening of new accounts has increased 
nearly three-fold. Although the vault has been set on 
the main floor, only ten feet from Fifth Avenue, there 
is a rear door which is the only entrance for customer 
use, providing depositors privacy in going to and from 
safe deposit boxes. During banking hours, 32-foot 
translucent drapes are drawn to screen from view those 
officers seated next to the windows on the street floor. 

~ This offers sufficient privacy for them and their cus
tomers without destroying the "look-through" effect 
of the glass walls. 

There have been two instances of breakage of tem
pered glass doors, when sharply struck, hut no other 
difficulties have been encountered. 

PROBLEMS REQUIRING CONTROLS : 
VIEWPOINT OF THE OWNER 

By Herbert S. Greenwald, Builder-Developer 

THE apartment house manager and owner encoun
ters a number of problems in glass-walled build

ings, first of which is consumer resistance. This is 
based on fear of falling out of the windows, fear that 
the glass will shatter in high winds, or neurotic fear 
of high places. In addition, prospective tenants worry 
about the problem of drapes and blinds for glass walls, 
and of furniture arrangement. They also worry about 
privacy, even though they are 30 stories up in the air. 

Problems encountered in the structure itself have to 
do with extremes of weather, ventilation, and keeping 
the windows clean. In some cities, a problem arises 
where codes on fireproofing do not recognize glass as 
sufficiently fireproof for a spandrel wall. 

As to the solutions for these problems, the first 
group seem to cure themselves. People learn to live 
with the glass walls and like them, as evidenced by 
the fact that occupancy is high, and that the value of 
the co-operative apartments in 860 Lakeshore Drive 
has increased as much as 200 to 300 per cent over the 
original purchase price. Further research by the glass 
industry could probably help to solve the privacy 
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problem by producing a type of glass that would allow 
tenants to see and not he seen, at a price that would 
make it feasible for use on the outside of buildings. 

Use of heating and air conditioning unit right at 
the glass has eliminated the problem of hot or cold 
walls. Use of gray-tinted plate with a tint of warm 
red added to prevent its being too gloomy on a cloudy 
day has proved quite satisfactory in some recently 
finished buildings. The aluminum industry provided 
Information which allows control of hoppers so that 
ventilation problems have been overcome. We have 
also developed a good, economical system for washing 
the walls from the outside. There are still some prob
lems connected with water infiltration that the glass 
industry could help to solve by developing more 
satisfactory calking compounds and putties. There is 
also a need for development of a glass spandrel con
taining fireproofing elements to satisfy local codes. 

The advantages of glass buildings are many. They 
make for a greater feeling of spaciousness in the 
apartments. They produce a lighter building, and 
therefore, a cheaper building, which is also cheaper to 
maintain. The use of glass forces the builder to select 
a good site and to use only the best workmanship. 

The glass industry faces a great challenge now to 
devise a way to put the air conditioning, the heating 
unit and the lighting in the glass itself, so that it can 
become a complete sheath for the building. 

EXTERIOR CONTROLS 

By Henry Wright, Architect 

KNOWLEDGEABLE architectural design and care
ful orientation of buildings can reduce solar heat 

gain and thus minimize both air conditioning load 
and the need for external shading. Likewise, reduction 
of window sizes on some walls, and the use of all-glass 
walls on others can produce a dramatic effect without 
adding to air conditioning load. Changing the shape 
of high, narrow building windows to dispense with the 
upper half would afford savings and help keep heat 
load down. 

For purposes of comparison, it can be said that an 
exterior louvered sunshade, completely closed, ex
cludes about three-quarters of the heat which would 
otherwise enter an unshaded window. An overhang 
or hood above the window, and a partly open exterior 
louvered sunshade, may exclude slightly more or 
slightly less than two-thirds of the heat. An interior 
shade or blind, if white and if completely covering the 
window, excludes about one-half. 

For any of these methods of solar heat control to 
have maximum effect on air conditioning costs, it is 
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necessary that they reduce the over-all peak load, in
cluding ventilation and lamp loads. Otherwise they 
influence the cost of only part of the equipment and 
operating expense. As orientation of the windows 
approaches the worst possible, savings are at a maxi
mum. To the extent that such orientation can be 
avoided, th~ magnitude of the saving due to control 
devices is reduced. 

Fundamentally, exterior shading devices are an ex
cellent way to correct design defects which have oc
curred because of our lack of experience with air 
conditioning. They are also an effective way to further 
reduce sun load when all appropriate steps have been 
taken in the design of the building to minimize solar 
heat gain. Granted that exterior shading devices can 
help to save money--money which can legitimately 
be applied to the cost of the shading device-this is 
still not economic justification for unnecessarily facing 
glass in the wrong direction, or of using more of it 
than necessary. 

INTERIOR CONTROLS 

By Sterling S. Bushnell (Breneman-Hartshorn, Inc.) 

I NTERIOR window coverings may be selected from 
one of five different types: spring roller shades, 

horizontal or vertical venetian blinds, draw draperies, 
various types of bamboo or woven wood coverings, or 
slatted interior wood shutters. Of these, the spring 
roller shade is the simplest to install and least expen
sive. In addition to the familiar materials, the industry 
is now offering shades in a number of textured fabrics 
and colors. 

Venetian blinds, which permit greater flexibility of 
light control than shades, may be either of wood, 
metal or cloth. The vertical venetian blinds are easier 
to maintain, but more difficult to install, since they 
must be assembled on the job and have a more compli
cated operating mechanism. Draw draperies provide 
good opacity, but are more expensive than other types 
of window coverings due in part to their limited life 
in comparison with initial cost. 

Advances have also been made in the design of 
woven wood and bamboo shades or blinds. Some 
manufacturers are now offering them in a range of 
colors with metallic or colored cords, etc. This type 
of shade can be installed with slats running horizon
tally and using spring rollers or lifting cords, or they 
may be hung with slats in a vertical position and he 
traversed like draw draperies. 

Efforts are being made by shade and blind manu
facturers to standardize on center to center dimensions 
for mounting holes for the various styles of brackets, 

so that metal windows could be prebored and tapped 
for easier installation of the blinds. Cost of installa
tion could be considerably minimized by such a system, 
particularly in the case of panel walls delivered as a 
complete unit, since the shades or blinds could then 
be delivered directly to the job in correct size, and 
could be installed by unskilled labor, since no tools 
would be required. 

Standardization of window sizes for residential con
struction would provide real economies for both 
builder and home owner on the cost and installation of 
blinds and shades as well as of windows. 

ENGINEERING OF BALANCED CONTROLS 

By E. F. Snyder (Minneapolis-Honeywell 
Regulator Co.) 

0 NE of the advances in architecture which directly 
concerns the controls industry is the practice of 

using larger areas of glass in exterior walls. This 
practice means, first, that our heat transfer factors for 
exterior walls are different than those encountered in 
the past. Second, the surface temperatures on exterior 
walls are different. These two factors alone affect the 
choice of controls. 

Because of the many other factors which contribute 
to environment in a given space, each room should be 
considered on its own merits. Anything less requires 
a compromise with results. In a broad sense, architects 
and engineers may choose today from pneumatic, 
electric and electronic controls. Each of these types 
has certain features which are desirable, but today's 
architecture has put the spotlight more squarely on the 
electronic types than on the others, because of the 
increased need to detect minute changes quickly. 
Large glass areas do not increase the thermal lag on 
the exterior wall, but rather tend to increase it. 
Changes in temperature outdoors are more quickly 
felt inside, and solar heat is transmitted very rapidly 
and in large volume through the glass. Such condi
tions may change the demand from heating to cooling 
within a single minute, and controls must keep up with 
these changes. 

In addition, the use of larger glass areas causes a 
considerable variation in interior light levels, due to 
the variation in outdoor conditions. In order to main
tain an optimum condition, it may be necessary during 
periods of low outside intensity to provide artificial 
lighting to bring the inside level up to the desired 
point. Therefore, the control system can not be con
sidered balanced unless we also control interior light 
intensity. This has been done by means of individually 
controlled banks of lights parallel to the outside win-
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dows in some school rooms, arranged so that those 
farthest from the windows turn on first. Another 
method is to modulate the banks by means of saturable 
reactors so as to eliminate the step effect of the previ
ous method. However, due to the additional cost, 
modulating control is at present economically practi
cal only for large buildings in which a large number 
of lights can be regulated from a single control system. 

Therefore, the two-position multi-stage control is 
preferable at this time. With this system, it is feasible 
to divide the building into zones selected according to 
exposure to outside light. A photo tube mounted ex
ternally facing the same direction as the zone it con
trols operates through its own independent panel to 
turn on the lights as required. Such a tube can be 
mounted internally, but exterior mounting has proven 
preferable. 

In the modulating system, the photo tube located 
outdoors measures the average light intensity and 
pilots a saturable reactor or magnetic amplifier dim· 
mer to reduce voltage on inside lamps as required. 

A control system, to be complete, must consider and 
control on a balanced basis all phases of the interior 
environment. This can not be done economically in 
all cases today, but as knowledge increases we are 
drawing closer to perfection. 

RESIDENTIAL DESIGN: 
ARCHITECT'S VIEWPOINT 

By William Keck (George Fred Keck, 
William Keck, Architects) 

FROM their crude beginnings as mere holes in the 
wall to admit light and air, windows have had a 

complex growth to the point where, today, we can 
carry our loads from floors and ceilings down on a 
skeleton type of framework, making the entire outside 
of the building an envelope of glass, if we so desire. 

With the increasing use of glass, the problem of 
heating as well as comfort becomes an important one. 
Observations made of the Crystal House built for the 
Chicago World's Fair in 1933 were the beginning of 
considerable research by the writer's office on the 
subject of solar radiation which led to the conclusion 
that with proper orientation and protection, heating 
costs should be reduced in spite of increased heat loss 
through the glass. Thereafter, efforts were made to 
trap the sunlight and allow it to be converted into heat 
when it touched the floor or other objects in the house. 

With the advent of double glazing in large pieces, 
it became possible to divorce the functions of light and 
ventilation for windows. Thus large areas of glass 
could be fixed and the ventilation supplied through 
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adjacent areas. Glass can now be kept free of screen
ing, and bedroom windows can be brought down to 
the ground with a reasonable sense of security. The 
larger windows also make it possible to open the end 
or side of a room visually, and give a feeling of more 
space to a relatively small room. 

New developments in the future will be determined 
by the scope of materials available, as well as by the 
imagination of the designer. As new materials and 
methods develop, they will, in turn, change our basic 
planning as it is known today. 

RESIDENTIAL DESIGN: 
RESEARCH VIEWPOINT 

By James T. Lendrum, University of Illinois 

THE three accepted functions of a window, to ob· 
tain light, to provide a view, and to provide ven

tilation, actually call for vastly different sized areas, 
located with different and conflicting orientations, and 
at quite unrelated heights from the floor. Because of 
our mechanical ingenuity, we have almost eliminated 
the window as a source of ventilation. While windows 
are important from a lighting standpoint, they are not 
indispensable, since they may be replaced entirely by 
artificial sources. Thus, we are left with only one real 
reason for using glass in a house, and that is for the 
vision which it allows. 

There are a number of psychological problems con
nected with the use of glass in residential construction, 
among which is fear for personal safety, fear of break
age and falling glass. This is one reason many home 
owners hesitate to accept glass in large, unbroken 
areas. Window designs developed by the Small Homes 
Council provide a simple means of overcoming this 
fear by limiting the maximum piece of glass to ap
proximately four feet wide. The addition of vertical 
divisions at spaces well within the reach of the out
stretched arms of a falling person creates confidence 
in the mind of one walking near the window. Intro
duction of horizontal divisions at a point somewhere 
near the height of a chair seat makes it less likely that 
a chair will be accidently pushed through the window. 

If we accept the premise that the primary purpose 
of glass areas in a house is for vision, then the prob· 
!ems involved with the interruption of that vision are 
extremely important. There is nothing more aggra
vating than a heavy, opaque interruption to the view 
at eye-level, whether this is a frame, sill, sash, transom 
bar or any other part of a window. Studies by the 
Small Homes Council staff established that there are 
apparently three ranges in which horizontal obstruc
tions to the view are most objectionable. One is at the 
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eye-level of persons standing relatively close to the 
window, the second of those seated in dining chairs, 
and the third of those seated in lounge chairs. For 
kitchen and bedroom windows, only the eye-level of 
the standing person is of significance, which permits 
the introduction of one or, if desired, two horizontal 
divisions without jeopardizing the view. A dining 
room window with a 2' 6" sill can have horizontal rails 
none of which fall within the limits of a seated person. 
In the family room or living room the only really satis
factory combination is that mentioned above. 

Windows of the type described are finding high ac
ceptance in custom built homes. They need not, of 
course, he all of fixed glass. The glass sizes are such 
that, with the exception of the upper section of the 
living room window, they might all be operated. 

The use of building components, systems wherein 
the window is actually the wall even though it has 
opaque sections above and below, are the only feasible 
approach to truly integrated housing. As more and 
more manufacturers become conscious of the total 
approach to house assembly, costs can he reduced 
sufficiently so that every house can have major areas of 
unobstructed vision, as well as the incidental and col
lateral advantages of plenty of light and fresh air. 

OFFICE BUILDINGS 

By Bruce J. Graham (Skidmore, Owings & Merrill) 

I N ARCHITECTURE, buildings are forms and struc
tures conceived not by one man, hut by many 

minds and techniques. The concept of the skyscraper 
has been applied to many functions; hospitals, office 
buildings, residences, churches, etc. Experience has 
shown that these functions are interchangeable and 
buildings first used as hospitals may later he used as 
office buildings, and vice versa. In any science today, 
the search for form must he a process of cooperative 
activity. An office building, then, is not designed for 
an individual function, since our clients themselves 
cannot predict what the function within its walls will 
he ten years hence. The problem of office buildings is 
primarily a problem of controlled, flexible environ
ment for men. 

The materials we use today are changing constantly 
as new ones make the older ones obsolete. We now 
have a gray glass to reduce glare, and in the making 
may be a glass which will also reduce heat loss, and 
yet be simply fabricated, a transparent reflector. This 
will change our form, however slightly. There are also 
many materials being developed for the opaque waiL 
These in turn must have the same characteristics we 
are requiring of the glass industry. We are experi-

menting with a sea of methods and materials for panel 
construction, such as precast concrete, aluminum, 
stainless steel, etc. It follows, then, that our building 
form can he reduced to three basic elements: sun 
control glass for habitable areas ; opaque panels for 
areas of undesirable view; and structure. The task is 
one of developing these elements to perfection from 
the point of view of permanence and cost. 

New air conditioning systems are being devised 
almost for each building. Every new structure is dif
ferent than the one before it. Lighting is finally he
coming a modulator in architecture. The use of light
ing in office buildings is being thought of in the same 
terms as classroom lighting. The distribution of power 
in office buildings today makes them more than office 
buildings. There are very few functions that cannot 
be held within a building of this type. Elevatoring 
has also made a great contribution to the structures 
which form most of our cities. The primary limitation 
on the height of our buildings today is the ability to 
equip them with elevators. But as these machines de
velop, limitations of height will change, not because 
one individual wants to build a big building, hut 
because technology makes this form possible. 

By the process of conceiving of the industry as one 
which builds structures, and not as a group of special
ists in a function, we are able to understand best those 
characteristics which all buildings have in common. 
And, by studying the various functions, we can develop 
an interchange of ideas to the benefit of alL 

COMMERCIAL INSTALLATIONS 

By Morris Ketchum, Jr. (Ketchum, Gina and Sharp) 

THE exterior walls of commercial buildings have 
two functions: to enclose and protect the interior; 

to admit or exclude vision, light, air and the public. 
The over-all design of the exterior should, by its form, 
shape and color, create trade mark identification for 
the business itself. Another function that it must serve 
is that of advertising and display. Glass plays a vital 
part in both advertising and display by making the 
merchandise visible at the same time as it protects it; 
by making the store open and inviting; by providing 
for the admission of natural light in which to view 
the merchandise. 

Transparent glass walls used in stores are usually 
a single thickness of %" plate glass, when panel sizes 
are not over 12' in any one dimension. In larger 
sizes, %" or %" may he required, which demands 
specially designed and fabricated glazing members at 
extra cost. Today, metal glazing members may be of 
steel, stainless steel, bronze or aluminum. Of these, 
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aluminum is the most reasonable in cost and easiest 
to maintain, and therefore the most popular. To date 
the new finishes recently developed for aluminum have 
not been widely used for storefront design, but they 
could add much to the charm of the building and 
would not compete as strongly with the show window 
displays. 

It is preferable to glaze a display case, show win· 
dow or entire storefront from the outside so that dis
play areas are not disturbed when glass is replaced. 
Applied glazing moldings for this use are essentially 
ornamental in character, whereas built-in glazing 
moldings are used to minimize visually the junction 
point of the glazed surface with an opaque surface. 
Flush glazing can be used successfully at the inter
section of any glazed surface with an adjacent wall 
or ceiling, but is impractical for use at the floor line 
or around all four sides of a glazed opening. 

By using a bulkhead combined with sidewall and 
ceiling glazing members, corner mitres can be avoided 
and the field assembly of the storefront immensely 
simplified. In a large, uninterrupted glass wall, it is 
necessary to use division bars to keep glass panels 
down to standard size. Vertical division bars in com
paratively low storefronts can be kept small and in
conspicuous, but where both vertical and horizontal 
bars must be used, both must be heavier in section and 
larger in over-all size-the horizontal bars in order 
to carry the weight of the glass panels; the vertical 
bars to carry the weight of both horizontal bars and 
glass panels. Door frames are actually division bars 
strong enough to take the weight of adjacent glass 
panels and of one or more doors. Built-in door checks 
plus a top or bottom pivot have superseded side hinges 
in the modern storefront design. 

In multi-floor commercial buildings, typified by the 
department store, upper walls seldom need large glass 
areas. What fixed windows they have, however, should 
be able to follow changes in location of departments 
or service elements. To accomplish this, a modular 
panel wall system is preferable, so that any wall panel 
can be interchanged with any fixed window panel. 
This approach adds flexible glazing to flexible plan
ning, to help meet the changing functional demands 
of merchandising. 

SCHOOLS 

By Alonzo J. Harriman, Architect-Engineer 

T OCAL conditions must be considered in the design 
L of school buildings-social, climatic, financial 
and other conditions. It is by the complete analysis 
of the problem through research that the amount of 
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glass in schools should be determined. And, in this 
large country of ours, the amount and orientation of 
glass in schools should vary. There is no sense in 
putting large glass areas in schools where the sun only 
shines 40% of the time and the daylight hours are 
less than the school hours. It is equally bad to build 
an all-glass school in a glaring desert where relaxation 
comes from shade. 

Since the last war, most states have modified for
merly strict laws establishing the minimum amount 
of glass for schools, and today it is only necessary to 
have enough glass for a pleasant environment. This 
change in the rules has, of course, made material 
changes in the use of glass, and we now have some 
very good schools with interior classrooms. 

We have found that the use of double glazing, in
sulating glass and glass block helps to reduce fuel 
bills, and that it pays the greatest dividends during 
the night hours. The hours that the school is unoccu
pied are apt to be those of greatest fuel consumption, 
since solar heat and body heat help to offset heat loss 
from the building during the time the school is in 
session. 

Skylights are now being used successfully in schools, 
and safety glass has been introduced in a great many 
places where children and playthings come in contact 
with transparent or translucent walls. The type of 
glass varies with the architect and the use, but both 
safety and tempered are being used. We are now de
signing a school using tempered, colored, insulated 
glass for weather protection to replace enameled iron. 
The insulation is an aluminum coating on the back. 

Colored glass is being used for two purposes in 
schools. One form is the use of glass tinted the color 
of sun glasses to reduce glare, and the other is the use 
of panels of colored glass to create colored patterns 
on the floors and walls of kindergartens and sub
primary rooms. 

SCHOOLS 

By Thomas A. Bullock (Caudill, Rowlett & 
Scott & Associates) 

FROM experience with educators, we know that an 
educational program cannot be "fenced in," it 

requires flexibility. The architecture of the school 
must help the child grow physically, mentally and 
socially. To do this, it must be healthful, functional, 
non-confining and colorful. With modern materials 
and methods we can allow for the fact that space is 
fluid. With glass and windows, we can provide the 
classroom with built-in outside learning environment 
without worry about the complexities of weather. 
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If we have really explored all the possibilities of 
this approach and have carried them through to the 
finished solution, we will have a school with all the 
advantages of the outdoors, and controls necessary to 
maintain the desired environment. A look at some of 
our solutions resulting from the spacial approach 
reveals a large, Ooating cover with vertical wall planes 
slipping into and projecting outside of the enclosed 
space. 

Our experience with glass has been good, but we 
still have trouble integrating a good heating system 
in a glass school. The standard question concerning 

glass breakage has been pretty well answered by the 
use of tempered glass. We have reason to believe that 
the larger glass areas are less tempting to break, but 
the large panes are more difficult to replace in smaller 
communities. To meet the objections of visual educa· 
lion teachers to outside glass walls, we have designed 
a "room within a room" ... a darkened area within 
the room itself. 

When a classroom is a display case, the students' 
conduct is better, the teachers' morale is higher, and 
the opportunity for mutual observation helps build 
a fine competitive spirit between classes. 
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MAN AND GLASS 

Glass as a construction material has been closely 
associated with man's attitude toward his fellow men. 
In times of stress, little glass has been used. In times 
of enlightenment or new advancement, glass has been 
used extensively. 

As man emerged from the cave to enjoy the sun· 
shine and eventually find complete satisfaction out of 
his burrow, he found little use for glass, since the 
climate and the attitude of his fellow man were quite 
fulfilling. Barbarianism spread upon the land. Man 
returned to cavernous fortresses as overlord struggled 
with overlord for control of the serfdom. Missiles 
developed. Man crept deeper into the fortifications, 
which were devoid of all contact with the outside, 
since little or no friendliness prevailed. Christianity 
emerged from the catacombs. The printed word ex
tolled the wonders of knowledge as man openly mar· 
veled at the magnificent storied windows of stained 
glass in the great cathedrals. Communication lines 
were extended. Travelers brought back new philoso· 
phies from fabled far-off lands, and a glorious en· 
lightenment spread over the earth to launch the 
Rennaissance. 

Friendly, open-minded man produced glass, a prac· 
tical material as we know it today. The window he· 
came a component part of the monumental structures, 

• Robert W. Cutler is a partner in the firm of Skidmore, 
Owings and Merrill, architects and engineers. He is an archi· 
lecture graduate of Syracuse University and is President of the 
New York Chapter of the American Institute of Architects, a 
member of the Board of Governors of the Building Research 
Institute, the Board of Governors of the New York Building 
Congress, and a member of the American Hospital Asso· 
dation. 

By Robert W. Cutler* 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, 
Conference Clwirman 

and its periphery attained a high degree of studied 
ornamentation. Man enjoyed a new literary and po· 
litical status which resulted in a formula for mutual 
preservation. 

As the Nineteenth Century emerged, the industrial 
revolution quickened the pace. It is quite true that 
research in missiles produced new sources of human 
destruction, but men of good will persisted in their 
efforts to discuss their mutual problems, rather than 
betake themselves again into the caves. 

Material comfort added to this process. The first 
glass structure heralded the fact that the industrial 
revolution was in full force, as Paxton built London's 
Crystal Palace in 1851. Simultaneous with even 
greater development in missiles, man, because he can 
look at his fellow man through glass, views with con· 
tempt the horrible destruction which may be wrought 
by the H·homb. Glass has become a symbol of free· 
dom, of neighborliness. It is quite fitting that the 
United Nations headquarters building in this time of 
stress is sheathed in huge expanses of glass. Man is 
determined that he will not return to the darkness of 
the cave. 

Glass was developed over 3,000 years ago and has 
served man well in many ways. Because of its demon· 
strated performance and its unique properties, it will 
continue to be used in greater quantities, in more ways 
and in larger pieces than it has in the past. 

Because of this evolution in glass, we are here to 
compare notes, to learn how to make the most satis· 
fying use of this material and of the related accessories 
and devices. Surely many new ideas will be revealed 
and many new problems uncovered that will help us 
all to lift our sights even higher. 
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PART I 

FUNCTIONS OF THE BUILDING ENVIRONMENT 

Chairman 

Otto F. Wenzler, AlA 
Manager of Technical Sales, 
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company 
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By J. W. Griffith * 
Southern Methodist University 

This paper presents some of the basic principles of 
daylighting for interiors. Its purpose is to emphasize 
the available sources of daylight, the requirements of 
daylight illumination for interiors, and daylight dis
tribution. 

Interior lighting employing the use of daylight as a 
source is a dynamic process and is, therefore, more 
complex than a static condition. The principles dis
cussed in this paper are primarily unique to the field 
of daylighting. It must be remembered, however, that 
the basic principles of light are applicable to daylight 
problems, in addition to the unique principles discussed 
in this particular paper. 

SOURCES OF NATURAL LIGHT 

The sun is the primary source of all daylight whether 
it is diffused by atmospheric conditions and referred to 
as sky light, or reflected from the ground or other areas 
and called reflected light. The illumination distribu
tion of daylight in buildings varies considerably with 
both the solar altitudes and the azimuth with respect 
to the fenestration area. Consequently, the sun azimuth 
and altitude must be considered in any daylighting de
sign. The sun altitude and azimuth for a particular 
location at any time of the day and year can be com
puted by the use of such devices as the Libbey-Owens
Ford sun angle calculator or by tables. (RL20) .t 

• James W. Griffith is Assistant Professor of Engineering Re· 
search and Director of the Daylight Research Laboratory at the 
Southern Methodist University School of Engineering. Profes
sor Griffith has degrees in electrical engineering and illuminat· 
ing engineering. He is a member of the Illuminating Engineer· 
ing Society and of its Daylighting Committee. He is the United 
States nominee to the Daylight Working Committee of the In· 
ternational Commission on Illumination and is also a member 
of the American Society of Electrical Engineers. 

PRINCIPLES OF DA YLIGHTING 
FOR BUILDINGS 

Tables for computing the average solar illumination 
as a function of altitude are available in the IES Hand
book (RL2l) and generally the effect of sun azimuth 
and altitude can be taken into account by the cosine 
law. Naturally, where the azimuth of the sun is such 
that no sun is incident on a fenestration area, the only 
necessary consideration for the effect of the sun is that 
due to reflected illumination. This effect can also be 
taken into account by application of the cosine law. 
For installations where the sun is incident on the 
fenestration, it generally contributes the greater por
tion of daylighting on the interior directly. Under 
such conditions it is difficult to locate the illumination 
incident on the fenestration from the sun alone and 
take into account the excessive sky brightness immedi
ately surrounding the sun. Consequently, it is advisable 
to consider this excess sky brightness as part of the 
incident illumination from the sun. 

The secondary source of daylighting is the sky. It 
may be an overcast sky, a clear sky with or without 
sun on the fenestration, or a partly cloudy sky. Typi
cal clear skies are approximately three times brighter 
at the horizon than at the zenith, while typical over
cast skies are just the opposite. The uniform overcast 
sky has been used in the past for comparison purposes 
and care should be taken to assure proper usage of 
this hypothetical condition. Equivalent sky brightness 
for clear days and average overcast days, as well as 
typical illumination values for various sky conditions 
as a function of solar altitude, can be obtained from 
tables and curves in the IES Handbook (RLI8,19). 
The atmospheric conditions in a particular locality 
may be such that it would be necessary to take observa-

t For Bibliography of Selected Reference$ see page 169. 
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tions of daylighting conditions rather than typical 
data. At the present time the actual availability of 
daylighting on an hourly basis throughout the year is 
known for very few locations. There is a task group 
of the IES Daylighting Committee working on this 
problem and computational techniques or data are 
forthcoming. 

The effect of sky brightness on daylighting illumina
tion is normally taken into account by the incident 
illumination from the sky brightness for both the 
direct component incident on the fenestration area, and 
the reflected portion incident on reflecting areas such 
as the ground. 

Partly cloudy skies are generally taken care of by 
daylighting designs that are adequate for both over
cast and clear sky conditions. If specific consideration 
is given to partly cloudy skies, computations should 
be made for combinations of conditions where the sun 
may or may not be incident on the fenestration and 
where the sun may or may not be incident on the 
ground immediately adjacent to the sun fenestration 
area. 

The third source of daylight is the illumination from 
the ground and reflecting surfaces. If the reflecting 
surface is above the horizon, the brightness must be 
considered as part of the sky brightness pattern and 
diffuse illumination from above the horizon follows 
a similar distribution pattern. 

All illumination from below the horizon can be con
sidered as ground illumination since diffuse illumina
tion from below the horizon follows a similar distribu
tion pattern within the interior. The brightness of the 
ground or reflecting areas such as concrete walks, light 
reflecting roofs below fenestration areas, etc. can be 
computed on the basis of incident illumination from 
the sun and sky. This source of illumination produces 
indirect lighting within the room and may or may not 
be the major source of daylighting. The illumination 
from the ground may be only a small percentage for 
bright overcast sky conditions, whereas in the case of 
clear skies with no sun on the fenestration, bright 
ground areas can produce considerably more incident 
illumination on the fenestration area than the clear 
sky. The immediate ground area adjacent to the fenes
tration is the most effective portion of the area below 
the horizon for producing illumination within a 
building. 

Except for the ground area, which is partially 
shielded by the sill, the closer an area is to the fenes
tration the more effective it will be in producing illu
mination within a room, if areas being compared are 
of equal brightness. In making such computations, it 
is necessary to consider any shadow effect of the build
ing on the immediate ground area. For overcast sky 
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conditions, or clear sky conditions with no sun on the 
fenestration, the most effective ground area will be 
from the fenestration at a point where the shadow 
effect is adequately reduced. 

ILLUMINATION FOR INDOOR SEEING 

There are four fundamental factors involved in all 
visual tasks. These are: size of the task, contrast of 
the task (brightness or color contrast), brightness of 
the task, and time available for viewing the task. All 
of these factors are affected by the amount of illumina
tion on the task. Consequently, in recommending any 
level of illumination for a task, each of these factors 
must be considered. It must be remembered that the 
effects of these four factors are not controlled solely by 
the physical limits of the task. It is possible to change 
the size of a task by viewing it at a different angle or 
to change the contrast by viewing from a position 
where shadows or specular reflections will either in
crease or decrease the contrast of a task. It is also 
possible to decrease the brightness of a task by veiling 
shadows such as the shadow cast by the individual. 
Any change of these three factors will affect the time 
required for vision. 

It is obvious that, except where an extensive lighting 
survey can be made, it is impractical to study each 
task individually to determine the proper lighting con
dition for good vision. It is necessary, however, to 
design a lighting system that permits the worker to 
perform his visual tasks safely, efficiently, and as com
fortably as possible. To insure safety and a minimum 
level of illumination, many states and counties have 
adopted performance type codes. Since the require
ments for vision vary considerably with different types 
of tasks, the IES Handbook lists several hundred tasks 
with levels of illumination that were considered good 
current practice at the time of printing ( RL22). 

In using such a table as a guide, one must remember 
that good current practice does not necessarily mean 
adequate levels of illumination. Under the section for 
homes, a footcandle level of forty is recommended for 
study. If you compare this with the recommended 
level for study halls and classrooms, you will find that 
thirty footcandles are considered good current prac
tice. It is rather obvious that students spend much 
more time studying in schools and there appears to be 
a discrepancy in the table. This apparent discrepancy 
is due to the fact that these recommended levels apply 
only to illumination from artificial sources. The 
properly designed schools of today are provided with 
much higher levels of illumination throughout the 
school day due to the added illumination from day
lighting. It is unfortunate that most recommendations 
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are based on artificial lighting alone. Such recom
mendations are unrealistic and should be considerably 
higher .to conform with good current practice and 
higher yet for optimum lighting conditions. 

Research ( RL34) has indicated that relative visual 
performance increases with higher levels of illumina
tion. This relative performance approaches a loga
rithmic curve when plotted against illumination in 
footcandles over a range of one to five hundred foot
candles for contrasts of thirty to fifty per cent. More 
recent research (RL13) has shown that where thirty 
footcandles may be adequate for the average observer, 
some observers will require two to three times this 
illumination level for equal vision. This research also 
pointed out that people in the age bracket of fifty-six to 
sixty-five require two to three times as much illumina
tion as a group in the age bracket of sixteen to twenty
five for equal vision. It further shows that people with 
only a slight degree of subnormal vision (20/25) re
quire a forty per cent increase in the level of illumina
tion to equal the visibility of the so-called normal 
group with 20/20 vision. People with 20/40 vision 
required over four and a half times as much illumina
tion for equal visibility with the 20/20 vision group. 

It is rather obvious that good visual environment 
requires much higher levels of illumination than are 
presently considered as good current practice. It must 
be remembered that recommended practices are based 
not only on good current practice, hut on what can be 
obtained at the present time. It would be far more 
realistic to recommend the levels that would produce 
efficient, safe, and comfortable accomplishment of vis
ual tasks, rather than abide by current limitations. 
Since recommended levels of illumination at the pres
ent time are generally based on artificial lighting 
alone, and since most installations throughout the 
working day have added illumination from daylight
ing, many so-called thirty footcandle installations 
appear adequate. 

PERFORMANCE TYPE CODES 

Recommended practices based on mtmmums that 
should be maintained in service may not be adequate 
for the normal task and should never be incorporated 
as a code. They are not designed for use as codes, but 
only as recommendations. By adopting minimum 
values of illumination based on artificial illumination 
alone, codes tend to produce poor lighting conditions 
rather than good illumination. Performance type codes 
should specify illumination from both artificial and 
daylighting sources where possible. Codes for condi
tions where no daylight is available should require 

considerably more illumination from the artificial 
sources for good visual environment. 

Since World War II performance type specifications 
have become increasingly popular. Where perform
ance type codes are being designed, it must be remem
bered that such codes become part of law and should 
be based on proven facts rather than extrapolated data. 
It is quite obvious that illumination levels alone are 
not the basis for good illumination design. However, 
to date there has been no basis for evaluation of good 
quality lighting that is applicable to all conditions. 
It is also obvious that quality and quantity cannot be 
separated. The so-called good quality of a one-to-one 
brightness ratio can be obtained with total darkness. 

If a glare rating system is being considered in a 
recommended practice or code, it should be limited to 
those conditions upon which it was based. To date 
most glare rating systems are based on small area 
brightness sources. Glare is a function of the adapta
tion level, and where large areas of brightness are in 
the field of view producing higher levels of illumina
tion on the task, the glare rating systems for small 
area sources are not applicable. At this time, it is 
premature to try to incorporate a glare rating system 
into a performance type code. 

Naturally, performance type codes are desirable as 
far as the purchaser is concerned, because it places 
the responsibility of performance on the designer and 
builder. It is unjust to saddle a designer or builder 
with performance type codes that are not practical or 
proven. Consequently, the old specification type codes, 
with proven results, are more satisfactory at the 
present time. 

Recommended practices are designed for the use of 
experienced illuminating engineers and should not be 
used as "do-it-yourself" instruction manuals. It is 
quite easy to see where a person inexperienced in the 
field of illumination might take the school lighting 
recommended practice of the IES and surmise that 
since thirty footcandles of illumination are adequate 
for classrooms, and since classromns of a particular 
school are designed to be used only in the daytime, the 
daylighting should be designed lo provide all of the 
required illumination. The illuminating engineer 
knows that these recommendations are based on arti
ficial lighting alone, that school tasks need additional 
illumination from daylighting, and consequently de
signs installations with this in mind. Mistakes could 
be eliminated if recommended practices gave not only 
minimum levels of illumination based on artificial 
lighting, but minimum levels for daylighting based on 
the service period of the room and standard, or mini
mum, claylighting conditions. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF DAYLIGHT INDOORS 

There are three methods of calculating the daylight 
distribution within buildings. The first and most 
economical method is by computation using available 
prediction techniques (RL29,10,9,3,4,30). The second 
method is measuring the actual distribution of day· 
light in scaled models of a particular installation un
der either artificial or natural conditions. This method 
is more expensive, because the models must be exact 
scales of the full size room, and it requires consider
able equipment for testing. It is the best means for 
obtaining daylight distribution in rooms that are be
yond the scope of prediction techniques, and can be 
obtained from daylighting laboratories at several uni
versities. The third method of determining daylight 
distribution is to measure the actual distribution in a 
room after it is completed. This procedure requires 
considerable equipment and does not allow for al
teration of the design where necessary. 

The primary purpose of a prediction technique is to 
permit the architect and illuminating engineer to 
compare and study alternative types of daylighting 
design while the plans are on the drafting table. A 
few hours of consideration to a particular design can 
show the advantages and disadvantages of various 
types of controls, room sizes, reOection factors, and 
fenestrations. Such studies can produce adequate day
lighting design and enable the engineer to design 
compatible artificial lighting systems. 

Regardless of the method used to determine the 
distribution of daylight within a room, it is usually ob
tained for evaluation purposes. Before any daylight 
distribution is used for evaluation, proper considera
tion should be given to the exterior of the building. 
The following exterior data should be either measured 
or computed: 
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(I) The total incident illumination measured in 
the plane of the fenestration area or in a parallel 
plane at the outer edge of any exterior control de
vice. (Recorded simultaneously with each interior 
reading.) 

(2) The incident illumination from the sun only, 
its altitude and azimuth. 

( 3) The incident illumination from above the 
horizontal excluding sun. 

(4) The incident illumination from below the 
horizontal. 

( 5) The total incident illumination measured in 
a horizontal plane at an unobstructed position. 

( 6) Brightness measurements of the sky vault 
visible from the fenestration. 

(7) The average brightness of large area sur-

faces visible from the fenestration such as ground, 
concrete areas, or buildings. 
Where prediction techniques or model tests under 

artificial conditions are used to obtain the daylight 
distribution, the exterior conditions should be com
puted as nearly as possible to that expected on the 
particular installation. This includes the orientation 
of the building and its geographical location, so that 
several conditions for various times of the year can 
be considered. Extreme care should be given to the 
exterior terrain. If proper consideration is not given 
to the daylight from below the horizon, gross errors 
may appear in both computation and measurements 
(RL25). The variability of day lighting necessitates 
this consideration for each installation. It would be 
improper to compare overhangs or horizontal louvers 
for northern latitudes and southern latitudes with the 
same exterior conditions. 

DA YLIGHTING AND CONTROLS 

There is no one best daylighting design that fits all 
conditions. Consequently, it is necessary to analyze 
various types of fenestrations and controls to arrive at 
the best daylighting design for a particular installa
tion. In this way the advantages and disadvantages of 
various designs and controls can be weighed. 

Horizontal adjustable louvers such as venetian 
blinds with clear glass fenestrations provide a high 
quality and quantity of light on the work plane. They 
can eliminate direct glare and redirect sunlight into 
the interior of the room, giving a good distribution of 
daylight. Indirect illumination from the ground fur
ther increases the quality and distribution with prop· 
erly adjusted louvers. Venetian blinds have a further 
advantage in that on dark days they may be raised to 
permit higher levels of daylight illumination. Where 
horizontal adjustable or fixed louvers are used as an 
exterior control, they effectively reduce the heat loads 
for warm climates. 

The overhang is a very useful daylighting control 
device and, like the exterior louver, greatly reduces 
the heat load for warm climates. A properly designed 
overhang can provide adequate sun control and allow 
full utilization of reOected ground light. Solid over· 
hangs, either sloping or Rat, provide weather protec
tion in addition to sun control. The louvered overhang 
is advantageous for non-sun exposures to reduce the 
shadow effect and redirect sunlight into the interior. 

Figure l.l shows the comparison of various fenes
trations with several types of control. The vertical 
scale has been expanded for ease of reading. These 
curves are based on computations for a 30' x 30' room 
with a 12' ceiling height and a ceiling reOectance of 
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Fig. 1.1-Daylight distribution curves on a thirty-inch 
work plane. 

80 per cent, a wall reflectance of 70 per cent, and a 
ftoor reflectance of 30 per cent. Computations were 
made for a maximum 5 feet in from the fenestration, 
a mid-point in the room, and a minimum 5 feet from 
the wall opposite the fenestration area. All of the dis
tribution curves were computed for sky conditions at 
II :00 a.m. and I :00 p.m. on March and September 
21st at a 42° latitude with a ground reflection of 20 
per cent. 

Curves I, 2, 3, 4, and 7 in Figure 1.1 were computed 
for a south elevation with a sun at 45° altitude and 
for window wall fenestrations from a 3' sill to the 
ceiling. The sun control in curve 1 was a diffusing 
shade with 20 per cent transmission. Curves 2, 4, and 
7 are for typical venetian blinds adjusted at 30°, 45° 
and 60° with the horizontal. Curve 3 is for a room 
with a 9' solid, horizontal overhang extending out 
from the top of the fenestration. Curve 6 is the dis
tribution for a north window wall fenestration with 
the same sun condition and no control. This is a 
typical clear sky test with no sun on the fenestration. 
Curve 5 is the distribution for a typical overcast sky 
with five hundred footcandles incident on the window 
wall fenestration from the sky and 100 footcandles 
from the ground. Curves 8, 9 and 10 are for 2'9" 
bilateral fenestrations measured down from the ceiling 
and running the entire length of the room. Curve 8 
is the distribution for a south bilateral window for 
the sun condition with a diffuser of 15 per cent trans
mission. Curve 9 is the distribution for a north bi
lateral window with the 45° sun and has no control 
on the fenestration. Curve 10 is the distribution of an 
overcast sky with no control on the bilateral fenestra
tion. By adding the effect of the proper bilateral fenes
trations to the main fenestration distribution, the total 
distribution of the multilateral daylighting design can 
be obtained as shown by the dashed curve for a north 
window wall and a south bilateral with clear sky 
condition. 

The diversity of illumination from daylight in in
teriors can be reduced by employing multilateral 
fenestrations. Bilateral and clerestory fenestrations 
can provide higher quantities of illumination with 
lower areas of brightness in the field of view. Con
sequently, where possible, multilateral fenestrations 
and large fenestration areas should be employed for 
better quality and quantity of daylighting. 
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By Robert A. Boyd * 
Univer5ity of Michigan 

The purpose of this paper is to present a com
plete review of the various types of glass and glass 
products used in windows, walls or roofs to provide 
and control the quality and amount of daylight for 
various purposes and various building types. In doing 
this it will be necessary to review briefly the various 
factors associated with the daylighting of buildings. 

In any daylighting problem one is involved with 
three sets of factors; the intensity and variability of 
the daylight sources, the overall design of the fenes
tration and the geometry and reflectivity of the in
terior to be daylighted. The visual environment that 
results can be evaluated on the basis of quantity of 
illumination, and quality or control of brightness. 

The daylight that is incident upon the exterior sur
faces of a building may come from three sources; the 
sun, the sky and by reflection from the ground and 
surrounding areas. Generally speaking, however, in 
day lighting design, major consideration is given to two 
extreme conditions; sun and clear sky, and an over
cast sky. The reason for this is that for sun and clear 
sky one is principally concerned with control of bright
ness, whereas, for overcast sky one is concerned with 
quantity of illumination. 

As an illustration of the intensities involved, Fig
ure 1.2 shows a typical variation in normal sun in
tensity with solar altitude due to atmospheric absorp
tion and scattering. This variation when combined 

• Robert A. Boyd has been a research physicist at the Uni
versity of Michigan since 1940. He is a graduate of Carleton 
College, holds a Masters degree from Washington University 
and a Ph.D. from the University of Michigan. He has also 
been an instructor in physics at Western Reserve and Cleve
land Universities, and is a member of the Illuminating Engi
neering Society and the Optical Society of America. 
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Fig. 1.2-Variation of normal sun intensity. 

with the normal motion of the sun provides a large 
variation in the intensities of direct sunlight on build
ing exteriors. Figures 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 show this varia
tion on east and south vertical surfaces and on a hori
zontal surface for December 21, March and September 
21 and June 21 for 42° N. Latitude. These data are 
presented in this form because the intensities for direct 
sunlight and the corresponding sun positions are di
rectly involved in any day lighting problem. Of course, 
one must also consider the supplementary intensities 
due to light from the sky and the surroundings, but 
they are of secondary importance from a brightness 
stand point. 

Figures 1.6 and l. 7 show typical exterior illumina
tion conditions for over-cast sky as recorded for Ann 
Arbor, Michigan, on February 23, 1951. In these cases 
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Fig. 1.4--Direct sun
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latitude-September 
21 to March 21. 

Fig. 1.5--Direct sun
light incident, 42° N. 
latitude-June 21 . 
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the illumination component due to ground reflected 
light has been included. 

These data are given only as a guide in the discus
sion of fenestration materials. More extensive and 
detailed meteorological data are contained in the 
literature (RL41 ,7,40,42,39,6,12,35,8) .t 

Fenestration materials are most readily separable 
into two groups, those that allow clear vision to the 
exterior and those that are obscuring; Table 1 shows 
the representative materials constituting these two 
groups and where they are most frequently used in a 
building. 

The light that is incident on a glass unit is separated 
into a reflected component, an absorbed component and 

t For Bibliography of Selected References see page 169. 
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a transmitted component; the absorbed one being con
verted into heat. It is difficult to refer to a single 
transmission figure for fenestration materials since 
the percentage transmission, in general, depends upon 
the angle of incidence of the light. It is general prac
tice, however, to give one figure for a collimated beam 
of light incident normally, this figure being representa
tive for direct sunlight, and a second figure for light 
from a diffuse source such as an overcast sky. Table 
1 also gives a range of percentage transmission for 
a collimated beam of light, for the materials in each 
group. The percentages of transmission for light 
from an overcast sky may be as much as 20 per cent 
lower than those for a collimated beam, depending 
upon the structure of the material. 

For clear vision materials the light reflected to the 
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TABLE I 

Fenestration Materials 

A. CLEAR VISION 

1. Clear Window Glass . ..... . . .. . ... . .. ... . .. . .. .. . . .•.• 
2. Polished Plate Glass .. . . ..... . .......... . ......... . . . . 
3. Tempered Plate Glass ..... . . . .. . . ... .... .. ..... .. . ... . 
4. Heat Absorbing Glass ... . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .•. . . . . .. 
5. Glare Reducing Glass . . . .. .. ..•..... . . . .... ... .• . . .... 
6. Glass Block .. ... . ..•.. . .. . ..... ... . .. . . .. . .. .. ... ... . 
7. Double Glazing Units .. .. .. . .. . .... .. ..... .. ..... . ... . . 
8. Triple Glazing Units . .. .. . ..... .. .•. ... .. ... .. .... .. . .. 
9. Wired Glass . .• . . .. . .. . .. . ... .... .. . . . . . .. . ......... . 

10. Filter Glass . ... . . ...... . . .. .... • . ... . ..... . ......... . 

B. OBSCURING 

1. Hammered Frosted Heat Absorbing Glass . ... . .. ... ... . . 
2. Hammered Heat Ahsorbing Glass ... .. ... . . .. ... .... ... . 
3. Wired Heat Absorhing Glass ... .. . .. . . ... . . .. . . . .. . ... . 
4. Frosted Glass ...... . . . . . . ... .. . .. . .. . ... ..... . .... . . . 
5. Pallerned Glass ..... . ..... . . . .. ... ... . .. ... . . . . . .... . 
6. Double Glazing Units .. •.. . .. . ..... ... . .. ... . . . ... .... 
7. Patterned Sandblasted Glass . ...... .. .. ... . ....... . .. .. 
8. Prismatic Glass Block . ... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . ... .. ... . .. . . . 
9. Diffusing Glass Block .. . . .... . . ... • . .. .. . . .... .. . .... . 

10. Decorative Glass Block ... .• . . .. .... .. . ... .. .. . . .. . . ... 
11. Solar Selecting Glass Block ... .. ... .. .. ............ .. .. 

*Code : W -Windows 
Wa-Walls 
C -Clerestories, monitors and saw-tooth 
S -Skylights 

exterior, for direct sunlight at or near normal inci
dence, is 4 to 8 per cent. For obscuring materials the 
reflected component may be as high as 60 per cent for 
direct sunlight having angles of incidence 0 to 60 de
grees. The difference between 100 per cent and the 
sum of the reflected and transmitted components is, of 
course, the absorbed component. 

The percentage transmission does not in itself pre· 
dict the effectiveness of the material in providing 
adequate and acceptable daylighting. In addition it is 
necessary to have information on the diffusion of light 
and brightness of the material, or of the views through 
the material. 

In the case of clear vision materials the brightness 
of the view depends upon the absorption of the glass. 
Typical maximum exterior brightnesses are; up to 
7,000 footlamberts for clear sky in the vicinity of the 
sun, an average of about 2,500 footlamberts for an 
overcast sky, up to about 7,000 footlamberts for a 
white-sunlight building, and the sun has an actual 
brightness of several hundred million footlamberts. 
Reference to Table 1 indicates that these brightnesses 
will be reduced from 10 to about 90 per cent depend· 
ing upon the material used. However, these materials, 
because they allow clear vision to the exterior, admit 

Use • 

w 
w 
w 
W,S,C 
w,s,c 
Wa 
Wa, W 
Wa, W 
W, S,C 
W,V 

W,C 
w.c 
W, S 
w 
w,c 
Wa, W 
w 
Wa,C 
Wa,C,R 
Wa 
Wa, Rs 

R -Roof-panels 
Rs -Prefabricated roof-panels 
V -Vision strips 

• • Per cent-Normal Incidence 

Range of 
Transmission • • 

90-92 
90-92 
90-92 
75-83 
45-68 
81 -85 
81-85 
73- 78 
72-84 

121h-35 

36-58 
53-63 

63-76 
52-92 
56-76 
36-77 
40-50 
40-50 
70-80 
20-40 

the light from the sun and sky into the interior in a 
downward direction. This is inefficient from a lighting 
point of view, since a high percentage of the light is 
absorbed by the floor, furniture and room occupants 
before it is scattered about the room and, in addition, 
high intensities on some of the room surfaces may 
cause reflected glare. 

Whereas clear vision materials provide little or no 
diffusion for the transmitted light, the obscuring ma· 
terials are designed to provide a wide range of dif
fusion patterns. In these cases, since the brightness 
relates to the material rather than the exterior view, it 
is necessary to refer directly to the amount of light 
incident on the exterior. Reference to Figures 1.3, 1.4 
and 1.5 indicates that exterior intensities due to direct 
sunlight may be as high as 6,900 footcandles for a 
vertical surface and 9,000 footcandles for a horizontal 
surface. The supplementary illumination due to light 
from the sky will be of the order of 1,000 to 2,000 
footcandles. 

As an illustration of how increase of diffusion re· 
duces maximum brightness, consider two sheets of ob
scuring material, one being a perfect diffuser and the 
other an average obscuring material, each transmitting 
55 per cent of the light that is incident normally in a 
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collimated beam. The brightness distribution of each 
material, per 1,000 footcandles of incident illumina
tion, is shown by Figure 1.8. It is apparent that the 
smaller the angle of scattering the greater the maxi
mum brightness per lumen of transmitted light. One 
observes that the ratio of maximum brightness of the 
average obscuring material to that of the perfect dif
fuser is about 8.4 to l. The perfect diffuser is simply 
used to show the extent to which brightness can be 
reduced by an increase in diffusion; actually there is 
no material manufactured that can be classified as a 
perfect diffuser, although solid opal glass and diffus
ing glass block are "near" perfect diffusers. As regards 
the magnitude of the brightness for direct sunlight, for 
an incident illumination of 9,000 footcandles a bright
ness of 40,000 footlamberts is easily obtainable with 
some obscuring materials. For prismatic glass block 
incorporating specific control prisms a maximum 
brightness of 2,000 footlamberts is typical. 

It is characteristic of single sheet obscuring materials 
to provide scattering of the transmitted light within a 
relatively small cone having the direction of incidence 
as an axis. This, since the direct sunlight on the ex
terior is incident from directions above the horizontal 
plane, means that the direction of maximum brightness 
is one easily encountered by the observer. On the other 
hand, as a class of fenestration materials, prismatic 
glass block have been designed for use in walls of 
buildings which redirect the transmitted light to such 
an extent that the major portion of the light enters the 
interior above the horizontal plane. Thus, with the 
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Fig. 1.8-Brightness distribution, 550 lumens per 
sq. ft. 

directions of maximum brightness being above the 
horizontal, the higher brightnesses are not usually en
countered by the observers when the block are installed 
above eye-level. 

The diffusing type glass block belongs to this same 
class of fenestration materials. Through the use of 
prisms and diffusing ribs the light is quite uniformly 
transmitted in all directions, consequently in perform
ance it is similar to a perfect diffuser. 

Decorative glass block are manufactured with many 
different patterns and are suitable for use on non-sun 
exposure. VVhen used on sun exposure, they usually 
require some type of brightness-control device. 

The fourth type of glass block has been designated 
as solar-selecting. This type should be considered 
separately since as a fenestration material it incor
porates an entirely different principle than is employed 
in single sheet obscuring materials and prismatic glass 
block. Reference to Figures 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 indicates 
that there are two major variations in the intensity of 
direct sunlight. The first is the daily variation for any 
particular surface as shown by all of the curves and 
the second is the yearly variation of the daily maxi
mum values for a particular surface. As an example 
of this latter variation, one can observe from Figures 
1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 that for a horizontal surface the daily 
maximum value varies from 3,000 footcandles on De
cember 31 to 9,380 footcandles on June 21, whereas, 
for a south vertical surface it varies from 6,600 foot
candles on December 21 to 3,14.0 footcandles on 
June 21. To a large extent, with clear vision materials 
and obscuring materials, except solar-selecting glass 
block, these variations are retained in the amount of 
light transmitted by the materials and in the bright
ness of the materials. In addition to these variations 
in the daylighting being somewhat undesirable, the 
high illuminations and brightnesses corresponding to 
the maximum exterior intensities are unnecessary, since 
there is more than enough light at these times. In
creasing the density of the materials to reduce the 
transmission and brightness for the maximum condi
tions to desirable values would not alter the varia
tions and, in addition, would reduce the transmission 
of daylight for the less severe exterior conditions to 
undesirable levels. 

The fourth type of glass block, through the use of 
prism combinations in the outermost layer of glass, is 
capable of reflecting as much as 60 per cent of the sun
light incident from particular directions away from 
the outside surface. For other sun positions the reflec
tion is considerably less. This type of glass block is 
manufactured for use in wall fenestrations to dis
criminate against sun positions near 45 degrees alti
tude, and for use in roof installations to discriminate 
against sun positions near 60 degrees altitude. Due to 
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Fig. 1.9--Unilaterally daylighted room. 

this type of reduction in transmission the maximum 
"observer" brightness for the most severe sun condi
tions is about 2,000 footlamberts. For the majority of 
sun conditions the brightness is considerably less. 

Having briefly reviewed the transmission charac
teristics of the various types of fenestration materials, 
the next step is to consider the quality and quantity of 
daylighting when the materials are used in various 
types of interiors. The materials have actually been 
divided in three more or less separate classes depend
ing upon the type of diffusion; little or no diffusion 
for clear vision materials, moderate diffusion for typi
cal obscuring materials and extensive and particular 
diffusion as shown by functional glass block. 

It is impossible in a paper of this length to give 
detailed information on the daylight that results when 
each of these materials is considered in connection 
with the many different fenestration arrangements 
employed in the various types of buildings. One way 
to present the relative performance of the three types 
of materials is to consider each of them as constituting 
a fenestration in a particular building type. 

Possibly the most common type of interior, when 
all buildings are considered, is the unilaterally day
lighted room. Such a room is shown by Figure 1.9 
where the fenestration is considered to occupy the 
upper half of the outside wall and the room depth is 
equal to twice the ceiling height. For any type of 

Material 

Clear Vision .............. . . .. ............................ . 
Typical Obscuring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . .... . 
Prismatic Block •.......•.... . ......•..•........ . .•.......•• 
"Near" Perfect Diffuser... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ........... . 

fenestration material the amount of daylight reaching 
any point on the working plane can be considered in 
two parts; the direct light from the fenestration and 
the light multiply reflected from the room surfaces. 
Methods have been developed that allow the calcula
tion of each of these two components (RL5,14-16,23, 
24,26-28,31). In the Day lighting Laboratory at the 
University of Michigan models have been used with an 
artificial sun and sky, as well as with natural sources, 
to collect such data. 

In any daylighted interior reference is usually made 
to the poorest lighted task and the brightness of the 
fenestration as viewed from that task. In Figure 1.9 
consider that P is such a task. According to the theory 
of surface sources, if the fenestration has an average 
brightness of B footlamberts and all the remainder of 
the room surfaces above the working plane have an 
average brightness of B' footlamberts, as viewed from 
P, then the illumination at P is given by E = 0.025 B + 
0.975 B' (Ft.C.). 

Some evaluation of the quality of the daylighting 
can be obtained from the ratios B/E and B/B'; the 
lower the ratios the higher the quality of the lighting. 
In giving the comparative figures for the three gen
eral types of fenestration materials, and for a "near" 
perfect diffuser, it has been assumed that the average 
value of B is the same for each, namely 1,000 foot
lamberts. On this basis, the results are as follows: 

0.025B E B' B/E BIB' 

25Ft. C. 
25 
25 
25 

65 Ft.C. 
45 

105 
95 

41 Ft.L. 
21 
82 
72 

19 31 
28 60 
10 12 
13 17 
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For single sheet materials requiring window frames 
it has been assumed that 80 per cent of the entire 
fenestration area is free glass. The figures for the 
clear vision materials are typical for exterior condi
tions not involving direct sunlight. The remaining 
figures are typical for direct sunlight. With direct 
sunlight on the clear vision materials the interior illu
mination is considerably higher than indicated, but 
some type of brightness control is usually required. 
Most obscuring materials with no direct sunlight will 
perform similarly to clear vision materials with no 
direct sunlight. Prismatic glass block, by virtue of 
the design, provide the same type of performance for 
all exterior illumination conditions. 

Since the "observer" brightness is the same in each 
case, these data serve to show the effect that the bright
ness distribution pattern of the fenestration material 
has on the quality of the lighting; the "near" perfect 
diffuser with a uniform distribution of brightness and 
the prismatic glass block with maximum brightness in 
directions toward the ceiling and upper walls giving 
the higher quality daylighting. It will also be ob
served that the increase in illumination due to multiple 
reflections is greater in the cases of better diffusion. 

Unilaterally daylighted rooms similar to the one 
shown by Figure 1.9 are common for multi-story office 
buildings, single story and multi-story schools and 
similar structures. 

In many single story buildings various types of sec
ondary fenestrations have been used to raise the mini
mum illumination and consequently improve the 
quality of the daylighting. It is impossible to discuss 
in detail the complete fenestration systems utilizing the 
various types of secondary fenestrations , such as 
clerestories, monitors, saw-tooth units and skylights. 

r 
~r:f 
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- - -r----
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
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o- 0.114 

However, two general types of interiors will be dis~ 
cussed briefly. 

Figure 1.10 indicates a common classroom interior 
wherein the room is square and has a depth equal to 
2.5 times the ceiling height. The specific dimensions 
given can, for the most part, be ignored in this con
sideration. The room surface has been divided into 
specific sections, as designated by A, B-1, and a factor 
has been calculated for each section which is the ratio 
of the illumination at P (Ft.C) to the average bright
ness (Ft.L) of the section as viewed from P. Generally 
sections A and B constitute a main fenestration. In 
some cases B is a glass block panel and A is a vision 
strip glazed with clear flat glass or a filter glass, while 
in other cases both A and B are clear flat glass. 

In any case, if both A and B are assumed to have 
an average brightness of 1,000 footlamberts the direct 
light reaching P is only 16.5 footcandles and, when 
the component due to multiple reflections from room 
surfaces is added, the total illumination may be less 
than the minimum required and certainly the ratio of 
source brightness to task illumination will be higher 
than is recommended. Consequently, it has been gen
eral practice to utilize a secondary fenestration in such 
a case. Clerestories have been used, having a position 
such as section F, or a position with opposite exposure 
such as between E and D when E is at a greater height. 
More recently, because of lower costs and simpler 
construction, ceiling panels consisting of solar-select
ing and diffusing glass block and skylights glazed 
with various types of obscuring glass have been used 
in areas similar to section E. From a daylighting 
point of view, ceiling panels have several advantages 
over a clerestory arrangement. 

Clerestories receive their light from only half the 
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Fig. 1.10-Common classroom interior. 
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total sky, whereas, ceiling panels are exposed to the 
entire sky. Thus, the transmission of light through the 
latter is much more uniform, in general, over a period 
of one day or one year. This uniformity is further 
increased when solar-selecting glass block are used 
since they are designed to have an unusually low per
centage transmission when exterior intensities are at a 
maximum. On an overcast day, as shown by Figures 
1.6 and 1.7, the exterior illumination of a horizontal 

surface is about twice that of a vertical surface. In a 
consideration of adequate interior illumination for 
times when the exterior illumination is low, this is of 
major interest. 

As can be seen from Figure 1.10, there is another 
disadvantage of the ceiling panel in that the illu
mination factor for section E is substantially larger 
than for section F. In fact, the illumination factor 
for section E is too large, so in practice, only a por-
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Fig. 1.11-Factory type interior. 
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tion of E is used as a ceiling panel. As an illustration 
of the effectiveness of such a secondary fenestration 
in improving the quantity and quality of the daylight
ing, consider that only one-quarter of section E is a 
ceiling panel or skylight, that the illumination factor 
is 0.103 and that the brightness from P is 1,000 foot
lamberts. Then the supplementary direct light at P 
is 103 footcandles or, with the direct light from sec
tions A and B, the total direct illumination at P is 119 
footcandles. Consequently, the ratio of brightness to 
illumination, even without taking into account the 
light due to multiple reflections, is adequately low. 

This type of classroom is associated with both single 
and double-loaded corridor arrangements. Many times 
in double-loaded corridor situations, sections F and G 
consist of clear glass or obscuring glass in order to 
daylight the corridor by borrowing light from the 
classrooms. 

The second general type of interior to he discussed 
is the one shown by Figure 1.11, where the distance 
between outside walls is large compared to the ceiling 
height. Part A shows how the illumination factor de
creases with increase of distance from fenestration A. 
In calculating these factors it has been assumed that 
the length of the room is infinite; this does not intro
duce an appreciable error for a large room. These 
factors indicate that when the distance from fenestra
tion A is more than two or three times the ceiling 
height, or the distance between fenestrations A and B is 
more than five to six times the ceiling height, supple
mentary daylighting is required. 

The secondary fenestrations, when the structure of 
the building will allow, are represented by Parts B 
and C of Figure 1.11. In Part B the clerestory, saw
tooth or half-monitor is considered to be infinite in 
length, since they usually extend the full length of the 
building, and the illumination factors were calculated 
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accordingly. In Part C the ceiling panel or skylight 
is shown to be square; the illumination factors being 
for the finite size. 

It is common practice in monitor construction to 
make the high and low bays the same width, the width 
being one to two times the ceiling height of the 
low bay. Obscuring glass, heat-absorbing glass, clear 
vision materials and prismatic glass block are fre
quently used in these cases. The prismatic glass block, 
in lighting the ceiling of the high bay, provides a 
higher percentage of scattered light than the obscuring 
glass. 

In saw-tooth construction, which is frequently used 
on north exposure, the spacing is one to two times the 
ceiling height. Diffusing glass block, obscuring glasses 
and clear vision materials are frequently used as fenes
tration materials in these cases. 

Ceiling panels fall into three distinct classes; sky
lights utilizing wired heat-absorbing glasses and ob
scuring glasses, diffusing glass block set into a rein
forced concrete slab and prefabricated panels of solar
selecting glass block. Such panels are many times 
used in a checker-board pattern with the total area 
equal to 10 to 20 per cent of the floor area. 

To a large extent the uniformity and intensity of 
the interior daylighting for a proposed fenestration 
arrangement can be estimated by using the data given 
by Figure 1.11. The added illumination resulting 
from multiple reflections will he approximately the 
same for all areas of the working plane and, in the 
case of a well-decorated interior, may equal 60 per 
cent of the direct light. 

As mentioned previously, the quality of the day
lighting is dependent upon diffusion and control of 
brightness. More specific information on the proper
ties of the glass can be obtained from the manufac
turers. 
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Discussion Period-DA YLIGHDNG 

MR. WENZLER: What was your source material 
for the effect of lower intensity illumination on loss 
of the tension, the effect on the heart action and the 
effect on blinking of the human eye? 

PROFESSOR GRIFFITH: That material was based 
on research that has been done at General Electric, I 
think by Syl Guth. The slides were furnished me by 
Walker Sterling of General Electric. 

MR. WENZLER: With human specimens? 
PROFESSOR GRIFFITH : I'm not sure. I made 

reference to the actual paper I took that from, and 
I'm not sure they mentioned in that the exact number 
they used in that demonstration. It was published in 
the IES under the title, "Footcandles for the Forgotten 
Man." 

R. L. CLINGERMAN (William Bayley Co.): For 
the benefit of those who are not IES members, explain 
the difference between footcandles and footlamberts. 

DR. BOYD: This question always comes up, of 
course, when you're talking to people who are not 
versed in our terminology. If you take one footcandle 
of illumination and reflect it from a perfectly diffuse 
surface, that is, having a reflectivity of 100 per cent, 
and it is reflected in such a way that the brightness of 
the surface is the same for all directions and view, 
then that brightness will be one footlambert. Like
wise, in transmitting one lumen per square foot 
through a surface if it is transmitted so as to have 
perfect diffusion, then the brightness of the surface 
will he one footlamhert. 

M. D. FOLLEY (Architect) : Diffusion-type rna· 
terials transmit only a fraction of that of clear glass 
or even of an unglazed area. But does not the glare 
factor increase with diffusion type of materials? 

DR. BOYD: That was one thing that I tried to point 
out. If you think in terms of a ratio of brightness to 
illumination as it is provided in an interior, then the 

ratio for a diffusing type of material would be higher 
than for clear-vision materials for the same footcandle 
illumination incidence. 

Now, of course, that answer has to be modified a 
little bit on the basis of how wide a diffusion you 
have. Obviously, if you go to something like a perfect 
diffuser, then eventually you will get to the other side 
where your brightness ratios are better. But for the 
most part, with the obscuring materials available to
day, the first answer is correct, and that is that your 
ratios will be higher. 

J. R. BEAUJON (Procter & Gamble): What is the 
importance of interior decorations to the quality and 
quantity of daylighting? Can one design for this? 

PROFESSOR GRIFFITH: The interior decorations, 
the reflection factors on the walls and any equipment 
in the room necessarily determine the brightness in 
the field of view. In designing prediction techniques 
we have taken into account and applied the techniques 
over a wide range of brightness conditions, or rather 
reflection factors, in the room, which in turn cover a 
wide range of brightness conditions. You can design 
for it by using the variations of wall reflectances on 
your room surfaces and compute the incident illu
mination on the work plane with the various reflec
tances. As yet we have not designed a prediction 
technique that covers all of the room surfaces, so that 
the entire field of view cannot be predicted at this 
time. 

W. H. SCHEICK (Building Research Institute) : 
Are the speakers willing to comment on reasons for 
obtaining visual levels by daylight, rather than solely 
by artificial illumination?" 

DR. BOYD: In talking about daylighting, the ques
tion always comes up; What are the advantages of day
lighting? I think the first one is the variability of 
daylight. All of us are averse to stacked conditions, 
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and I believe we feel that way with regard to lighting. 
We like the variability of illumination that results 
from daylighting. The second is that as yet the elec
tric lighting people have not developed an artificial 
lighting source that has the same color, temperature, 
or the same spectral distribution as daylight. In using 
daylight you see colors, and the reflection from objects 
is much more realistic than it is with the use of com
parable electric lighting sources. 

PROFESSOR GRIFFITH: I agree completely with 
Dr. Boyd. Dr. Weston over in England brought this 
out about two years ago in a paper before the IES in 
which he posed the problem to the artificial lighting 
people asking them to see if they could design arti· 
ficial lighting so it would have this built-in variability. 
He thought it would appeal more to the individuals in 
the room. Also, in using daylighting, you normally 
have clear-vision strips, and these strips allow the 
eye to become rested when it is fatigued from close 
work. As you work with close objects the curvature of 
the lens in your eye is tightened so that the muscles 
holding this curvature become fatigued over a period 
of time. You can get away from this fatigue by 
shutting your eyes and letting your muscle tension re
lax. This takes a little longer, though, than if you 
look at a far-off object outside a window or something 
twenty to forty feet away. 
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A. L. JAROS (Jaros, Baum & Bolles, Consulting 
Engineers) : Do you have data as to ratio of reflected 
visible light and reflected infra-red heat from ground 
surfaces? 

PROFESSOR GRIFFITH: I don't have this in
formation with me, and I'm not sure that it is available. 
It could be obtained, but just at the present time I can •t 
think of a source where it is available. 

H. E. TWIETMEYER (Johns-Manville Corp.) : 
What method of brightness control do you recommend 
for partly cloudy days when the sun comes out from 
behind the clouds and is again obscured? 

DR. BOYD: This, as far as fenestration design is 
concerned, can only be done on the basis of design for 
direct sunlight and design for diffused light. The 
work that we have heen doing at the laboratory in 
recent years is involved with prismatic design that 
discriminates against certain sun positions; that is, by 
prism control it is possible to reflect the direct sun
light, and consequently to direct solar heat away from 
the outside surface. This same design that discrimi
nates against direct sunlighting also increases the 
transmission of light from other portions of the sky. 
as well as light reflected from the ground. By design 
the materials have a different transmission for direct 
sunlighting and for light from some of the outlying 
portions of the sky and light reflected from the ground. 
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ASHAE RESEARCH AND 
PRINCIPLES OF HEAT TRANSFER 
THROUGH GLASS FENESTRATION 

By Donald J. Vild * 
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company 

The proper solution of any air conditioning or 
heating problem depends upon accurate prediction 
of the cooling and heating loads likely to be encoun· 
tered. Often an important factor in this evaluation is 
the heat transfer through the fenestration. For many 
years air conditioning engineers were forced to ap· 
proximate this vital component. With the advent of 
increased use of air conditioning this situation consti
tuted a major deterrent to correct design. About a 
decade ago, as a major step in its policy to assist the 
air conditioning industry, the American Society of 
Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers instituted a 
research program to obtain information to fill this 
void. This program was initiated by the ASHAE Tech
nical Advisory Committee on Heat Transfer through 
Fenestration, whose purpose is to guide the research. 
All research has been executed at the Research Labora
tory of the ASHAE in Cleveland, Ohio. Financial sup· 
port of the program has come from glass-producing 
firms, membership dues, and manufacturers, con· 
sultants and others directly interested in particular 
phases of the research. 

Initially the research was to cover the more common 
types of flat glass and glass block. Since its beginning, 
the scope has expanded to the point where virtually 
every type of day-lighting fenestration is planned for 
investigation. The ultimate goal is to provide air 

• Donald J. Vild is Technical Service Engineer for the 
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Company. He was formerly asso· 
ciated with the American Society of Heating and Air Condi· 
tioning Engineers' laboratory, and The Austin Company of that 
city. He has a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical 
Engineering from Case Institute of Technology and is a Reg· 
istered Professional Engineer in Ohio. He is also a member 
of the Illuminating Engineering Society and the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers. 

conditioning engineers with reliable design data for 
all types of fenestration. 

Below is a list of past ASHAE research on fenestra
tion: 

(1) Heat Transfer through Flat Glass (2 papers). 
(2) Heat Transfer through Double Flat Glass. 
( 3) Over-all Coefficients for Flat Glass. 
( 4) Solar Energy Transmittance of Glass Blocks. 
(5) Solar Energy Transmittance of Figured 

Rolled Glass. 
( 6) Shading of Sunlit Glass (3 papers l. 
(7) Heat Transfer from Skylight Fenestration. 

Presently, canvas awnings are being studied and 
shading devices between two lights of glass are 
planned for the near future. Subsequent research will 
be dictated by the needs of industry. In all, there have 
been ten research papers dealing specifically with heat 
transfer through fenestration. The information in 
these papers has been reviewed and condensed by the 
Technical Advisory Committee and compiled into con· 
venient tables in the ASHAE Guide. These tables en· 
able the air conditioning engineer to predict quickly 
the total instantaneous heat transfer for combinations 
of fenestration design, climatic conditions, orientation 
and location. 

PRINCIPLES 

Heat transfer through fenestration is dependent 
upon a combination of meteorological conditions, 
fenestration design and orientation, the nature of the 
surroundings and, to some extent, the indoor condi
tions. The indoor air temperatures for an inhabited 
structure are generally assumed as 80°F. for summer 
and 75°F. for winter. It is further assumed the sur· 
faces that the inside of the fenestration "sees" are 
perfect radiators at the temperature of the indoor air 
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and only natural convection occurs at inner surface. 

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 

In the majority of cases the meteorological factor 
of primary importance is the incident solar radiation. 
This is especially true during the cooling season. 
Solar radiation consists of two portions, the direct 
solar radiation and the reflected or diffuse solar radia
tion. The diffuse radiation is that which is reflected 
from water vapor, gases, and dust particles in the at
mosphere surrounding buildings and the ground. The 
intensity of the direct component may vary from 0 to 
350 btu/hr.-sq. ft. at sea level, depending upon the 
clearness of the atmosphere and the altitude of the sun. 
For design purposes a value of 294 btu/hr.-sq. h. is 
taken as a standard, with the sun directly overhead. 
It is only occasionally that this value is exceeded. The 
diffuse solar radiation will have daytime values rang
ing from lO to 100 btu/hr.-sq. ft. depending upon the 
environmental conditions encountered. (RL 32).t 

As illustrated in Fig. 1.12, the intensity of direct 
rays of the sun differs from one wave length to an
other. This spectral energy distribution curve is for 
a solar altitude of 30°, average atmospheric condi
tions for a clear day and at sea level. Changes in 
these conditions will cause marked changes in the 
energy levels and the distribution of the solar energy. 
Note the narrowness of the visible portion of the solar 
spectrum. For average conditions about 45 per cent 
of the total energy lies in this range. 

The various paths by which solar radiation reaches 
a fenestration are shown in Fig. 1.13. The radiation 
is depleted passing through the earth's atmosphere 

CLEAR ATMOSPHERE 

30 OEG SOLAR ALTITUDE 

VISIBLE SPECTRUM 

WAVE LENGTH -MICRONS 

Fig. 1.12-Spectral energy distribution of direct solar 
radiation at sea level. 
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Fig. 1.13-Paths of solar radiation. 

and in some cases may be reduced nearly 100 per cent. 
As seen, the diffuse radiation reaches a fenestration by 
a number of paths and its value is dependent, to an 
extent, on the nature of the surroundings. Building 
surfaces having high reflectances will increase the 
diffuse radiation, as will foregrounds such as smooth 
concrete and water. 

Heat transfer through fenestration is affected by a 
number of other meteorological factors besides solar 
radiation. These are low-temperature radiation, out
door air temperature, and wind velocity and direction. 
Previous to studies (RL33) at the ASHAE research 
laboratory, it had been customary to treat the earth's 
atmosphere as if it were a perfect radiator at ambient 
air temperature. This has been proven invalid for a 
number of cases. When atmosphere is clear and rela-
tively free of dust particles, gases and vapors, a fenes
tration will have a low-temperature radiation ex
change, largely with the upper layers of the atmos
phere, which may be as much as 40°F. cooler than 
the ambient air. This effect is most pronounced in sky
lights and other fenestration that "see" a large part of 
the sky. 

This phenomenon is of sufficient magnitude in most 
cases to warrant consideration in predicting the rate 
of heat transfer. It is only when the sky is overcast 
that the earth's atmosphere acts approximately as a 
perfect radiator at air temperature. The overall low
temperature radiation exchange is significantly altered 
by the nature of the surroundings, such as buildings, 
trees, and ground. These may absorb energy during 
the sunlight hours and radiate at somewhat above air 
temperature during the latter part of a day. 

Outdoor air temperature is a factor in heat transfer 
by convection. The greater the difference between 
indoor and outdoor air temperatures, the greater the 
heat gain or loss by convection. This means of heat 
transfer is also affected by the outdoor wind velocity 

t For Bibliography of Selected References see page 169. 
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Fig. I.I..__Convection and low-temperature 
radiation. 

and direction. High wind velocities, regardless of 
direction, will increase the convection heat transfer 
rates. Wind parallel to a surface generally produces 
slightly greater convection rates than wind perpen
dicular to a surface. 

In Fig. 1.14 are shown the convection and low
temperature radiation exchanges between a fenestra
tion and its surroundings. These exchanges, along 
with those attributable to solar energy, constitute the 
whole of the outdoor environmental conditions affect
ing a fenestration. 

Fig. 1.15 shows the complete heat balance between 
any type of fenestration and its environs. Although 
the interchanges within the fenestration itself may vary 
considerably, the exterior exchanges are qualitatively 
identical. As seen, the solar energy is divided into 
three parts; the transmitted, absorbed and reflected 
radiation. The transmitted portion is realized as an 
instantaneous heat gain to the inside. The absorbed 
energy increases the temperature of the fenestration 
which in turn contributes to a heat gain by convection 
and reradiation. The time lag involved in this gain is 

INDOOR 

TRANSMITTED 

CONVECTION 

RE-RADIATION 

Fig. !.IS-Instantaneous heat balance for any 
fenestration. 

dependent primarily upon the heat capacity of the 
fenestration. The reflected energy, of course, is ex
pelled and does not contribute to the heat gain. Super
imposed upon the gain due to solar energy are those 
due to convection and low-temperature radiation ex
changes between the glass and its outdoor environs. 
None of this energy is transmitted directly through the 
glass, but is absorbed by it and convected and reradi
ated at the inside face. 

PRINCIPLES AFFECTING FENESTRATION 
DESIGN 

Glass possesses characteristics that make an analysis 
of its thermal behavior more complex than opaque 
materials. As is well known, glass will transmit vari
ous amounts of solar radiation depending upon the 
chemical and physical make-up of the glass, and upon 
the characteristics of the solar radiation striking it. 
Glass, however, as previously pointed out, is opaque 
to low-temperature radiation. This latter phenomenon 
occurs up to temperatures of about 450°F., above 
which increasing temperature is accompanied by in
creasing transmittance. 

Not all types of glass will transmit with equal ease 
all wave lengths within the solar spectrum. Many 
types are decidedly color selective in that they may 
transmit the wave lengths constituting the "greens" or 
the "blues," or some wave lengths in the invisible part 
of the spectrum with greater ease than the remainder 
of the spectrum. 

In Fig. 1.16 are shown three typical curves of 
normal-incident solar transmittance versus wave 
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Fig. 1.16--Spectral transmittance of various flat 
glasses. 
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length. Each of the many types of glass has its own 
characteristic curve. From this figure and the curve of 
solar energy distribution, it can be seen that solar 
transmittance and light transmittance will not be the 
same and are likely to differ quite widely. A good 
example of this is the case of the heat-absorbing glass 
and a representative "gray" glass. The solar trans
mittance curves are those shown in Fig. 1.16. The 
light transmittance of heat-absorbing glass is approxi
mately 75 per cent and the "gray" glass, approxi
mately 13 per cent. However, the total solar trans
mittance of each is of the order of 40-50 per cent. 
This is due to the fact that the "gray" glass transmits 
a greater portion of the radiant energy in the non
visible portion of the solar spectrum than the heat
absorbing glass. For typical atmospheric conditions, 
the two glasses will have equal total heat gains. 

The solar transmittance values of common glasses 
vary from about 90 per cent for color-clear plate 
glasses to about 14 per cent for hammered and etched, 
heat-absorbing glasses. Some special types have lower 
transmittances but are presently not widely used as 
daylighting fenestration. 

A fenestration may be in the form of flat glass, fig
ured rolled glass, corrugated glass, glass block or 
shading devices singly or in combination. The de
sign, if properly developed by the architect, will be 
an optimum combination of heat exclusion, ventilation, 
proper daylighting, aesthetic appeal and economics. 
This discussion, however, will deal only with the heat 
transfer through various common types of fenestra
tion. From the standpoint of heat transfer, factors 

REGULAR WINDOW GLASS 

183 BTU/HR-SQ FT 

such as orientation and prevailing climatic conditions 
should be considered. 

COMPARISON OF VARIOUS FENESTRATIONS 

To illustrate the thermal behavior of various fenes
trations, four common types will be compared with 
regular window glass. Conditions are a typical, clear 
afternoon in mid-summer at 40° north latitude, fenes
tration facing southwest. It should be emphasized that 
these comparisons hold only for the conditions indi
cated and not necessarily for any others. However, 
these are typical severe conditions. 

Heat Absorbing Glass-Fig. 1.17 is a graphic com
parison of the heat transfer through regular window 
glass and standard heat-absorbing glass. The heat
absorbing glass reduces the amount of transmitted 
solar energy by about 50 per cent. This reduction is 
partially offset by a large absorption of solar energy 
(indicated by the vertical portion of the arrow). This 
raises the temperature of the heat-absorbing glass, 
causing an increased gain by convection and low-tem
perature radiation exchanges to the interior. The total 
heat flow is, nevertheless, much less for the heat
absorbing glass. This illustration points out the varia
tion in heat transfer due to differences in the chemical 
properties of the glass. 

Double Glazing-In Fig. l.l8 is shown the heat 
gain for a double light having heat-absorbing glass 
outside and regular plate glass inside. A considerable 
reduction in heat gain is achieved. As in the case of 
heat-absorbing glass alone, the convection and reradia-

HEAT-ABSORBING GLASS 

126 BTU/HR-SQ FT 
Fig. 1.17-Comparison between regular window glass and heat-absorbing glass. 
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REGULAR WINDOW GLASS 

183 8TU/HR-SO FT 

DOU8LE LIGHT 
HEAT-A8SOR81NG OUTSIDE 
REGULAR PLATE INSIDE 

95 8TU/HR-SO FT 

Fig. I. IS-Comparison between regular window glass and a double light. 

tion gain is slightly increased, offsetting a portion of 
the reduction in transmitted solar energy. A fenestra· 
tion of this type also provides a greater barrier to heat 
transfer during periods of negligible incident solar 
radiation. 

Inside Shading Devices-The thermal interchanges 
within a fenestration consisting of a single sheet of 
glass and inside horizontal louvers are shown dia
gramatically in Fig. 1.19. Incident solar radiation is 
partially absorbed by both the glass and the louvers. 
The portion ultimately transmitted through the slats 
depends upon slat geometry, solar absorption of the 
louver surfaces, as well as the characteristics of the 
glass. The reflection from the slat surface may be 

CONVECTION 

------·-------
LOW-TEMPERATURE RADIATION 

-Jt 
SOLAR RADIATION 

Fig. 1.19-Heat exchanges within a flat glass
venetian blind assembly. 

specular, as shown here, or it may be diffuse. If it 
were diffuse the rays would scatter upon striking the 
surface. Recent research (RL37) has shown that there 
is negligible convection heat transfer between the glass 
and the louvers, and each operates independently with 
the indoor air. The paths of air movement are shown 
by the dashed lines. Radiation exchanges take place 
between the glass, the louvers and the indoor surfaces 
due to differences in temperature caused principally 
by the absorption of solar energy. These are repre
sented by the short arrows. This diagram is simplified 
since the actual case would involve numerous inter
reflections between the glass and louvers, especially in 
the case of diffuse-reflecting louvers. 

Fig. 1.20 indicates the reduction in heat gain due to 
the addition of light-colored inside venetian blinds. 
The effectiveness of louvered devices of this type is 
directly related to the amount of solar energy reflected 
back through the glass. 

Glass Block-The thermal interchanges within a 
glass block panel are complex. Fig. 1.21 shows a 
simplification of the heat flow paths involved. Not 
shown are lateral heat flow components and the numer
ous inter-reflections within the block. An analysis of 
the heat transfer within a glass block panel is pres
ently being made at the ASHAE research laboratory. 
(RL1). The results will enable an accurate prediction 
of the complex thermal performance. Fig. 1.22 com
pares a typical glass block panel with regular window 
glass. Glass blocks gain their effectiveness by reflect
ing and refracting energy back to the outdoors and by 
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REGULAR WINDOW GLASS 

183 8TU/HR-SQ FT 

REGULAR WINDOW GLASS 
AND 

INSIDE VENETIAN BLINDS 

107 BTU/HR-SQ FT 

Fig. 1.20-Comperison between regular window glass with end without inside 
venetian blinds. 

absorbing solar energy. This absorption takes place 
almost exclusively in the web (or non-face) portion 
of the block. The example indicated here is for a time 
after the glass block had been subjected to considerable 
solar radiation. The heat storage within the panel is 
therefore greater than it would be earlier in the day. 
This causes the relatively high convection and reradia
tion gain. The total gain, as seen, is greatly reduced. 

DESIGN DATA 

Faced with the complexities of predicting heat trans
fer through glass fenestration, an engineer or architect 
is apt to consider accurate determinations as an im-

CONVECTION 

LOW-TEMPERATURE RADIATION w 
SOLAR RADIATION 

~~ 
Fig. 1.21-Heet exehenges within a glass bloek panel. 
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possibility. It is here that the information compiled 
by the research laboratory staff of the American So
ciety of Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers comes 
to his aid. In the ASHAE Guide are convenient tables 
to enable the prediction of the total heat transfer 
through numerous types of flat glass, figured rolled 
glass, glass block and shading devices. Information is 
presented for winter conditions and for a summer 
design day, which is the basis for determining air 
conditioning loads and comfort conditions. When in
formation for other climatic conditions is desired, there 
are methods described for obtaining it. 

The vast amount of information on heat transfer 
through fenestration compiled as a result of ASHAE 
research is prohibitively large to he included here in 
its entirety. However, information will he presented 
for predicting the total heat transfer for a number of 
flat glasses and regular window glass with various 
shading devices. 

AIR CONDITIONING LOAD 

All data for heat gain determinations is related to 
that for regular window glass on a summer design day. 
The summer design day is a typical clear August l with 
a maximum outdoor temperature of 95°F. Table l is 
a compilation of the transmitted solar energy through 
regular window glass for the design day. Table 2 indi
cates the convection and reradiation gain from the 
inside surface of regular window glass and Table 3 
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REGULAR WINDOW GLASS GLASS-BLOCK PANEL 

183 BTU/HR-SQ FT 91 BTU/HR-SQ FT 
Fig. 1.22-Comparison between regular window glass and a glass block panel. 

TABLE I* 

A VALUES 

(Instantaneous Rates of Heat Gain Due to Transmitted Solar Energy by a Single Sheet of Unshaded 
Window Glass) 

Regular 

For A Summer Design Day 
------ -

Sun Time Instantaneous Heat Gain in Btu Per (Hr.) \Sq. Ft.) 
..... 

AM N NE E SE s SW w NW Hor. 

6 a.m. 6 p.m. 25 98 108 52 5 5 5 5 17 
..c 7 5 23 155 190 110 10 10 10 10 71 t: 
:£-8 8 4 16 148 205 136 14 13 13 13 137 

• :::0 
tl&l .~ 9 3 16 106 180 136 21 15 15 15 195 ., ... 

10 2 17 54 128 116 34 17 16 16 241 Qj 

~ 11 1 18 20 59 78 45 19 18 18 267 
12 18 19 19 35 49 35 19 19 276 

5 a.m. 7 p.m. 3 7 6 2 0 0 0 0 1 

..c 6 6 26 116 131 67 7 6 6 6 25 
t: 7 5 16 149 195 124 11 10 10 10 77 
Q 

;z; 8 4 14 129 205 156 18 12 12 12 137 
llil 9 3 15 79 180 162 42 14 14 14 188 ., 

Q 10 2 16 31 127 148 69 16 16 16 229 
~ 11 1 17 18 58 113 90 23 17 17 252 

12 17 17 19 64 98 64 19 17 259 

5 a.m. 7 p.m. 20 54 54 20 3 3 3 3 6 
..c 6 6 25 128 140 81 8 7 7 7 34 
t: 7 5 12 139 197 136 12 10 10 10 80 Q 
;z; 8 4 13 107 202 171 32 12 12 12 129 
llil 9 3 14 54 176 183 72 14 14 14 173 ., 

Q 10 2 15 18 124 174 110 16 15 15 206 
~ 11 1 16 16 57 143 136 42 16 16 227 

12 16 16 18 96 144 96 18 16 234 

PM N NW w SW s SE E NE Hor. 

• Reprinted by permission from Heating J' entilating Air Conditioning Guide, 1956, Chapter 13. 
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TABLE 2 * 
8 VALUES 

(Instantaneous Rates of Heat Gain by Convection end Reradiation from e 
Window Glass) 

Single Sheet of Unsheded Regular 

For A Summer Design Day 

Dry North Instantaneous Heat Gain in Btu Per I Hr. J ISq. Ft.) 
Sun Bulb Latitude 
Time Deg.F. De~rees N NE E SE s sw w NW Hor. 

5 a.m. 74 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -6 
6 74 -5 --4 --4 -5 -5 -6 --6 ~ -5 
7 75 - 5 - 2 - 2 - 3 -5 - 5 - 5 -5 -3 
8 77 -3 0 0 -2 -3 --3 -3 0 
9 80 0 2 4 3 0 0 0 3 

IO 83 3 4 6 6 5 3 3 3 8 
II 87 8 8 IO II IO 9 8 8 I3 
I2 90 30,40.50 12 I2 12 13 u 13 I2 12 I6 
I p.m. 93 15 I5 15 I6 17 17 17 15 20 
2 94 16 16 16 I6 I8 19 19 17 2I 
3 95 I7 17 17 17 19 21 21 I9 21 
4 94 I6 16 I6 I6 17 20 20 I9 I9 
5 93 IS 15 15 15 15 18 19 I8 I7 
6 9I 13 I3 13 13 13 14 15 15 13 
7 87 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
8 8S 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
9 83 3 

., 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 .. 
• Reprinted by permission from Heating Ventilating Air Conditioning Guide, I956, Chapter 13. 

provides a correction factor for the convection ad rera
diation gain for fenestration having greater absorption 
of solar energy than regular window glass. The pro· 
cedure for determining the total instantaneous heat 
gain for any combination of orientation, time and 
latitude is outlined below: 

(l) In Table 4 find the proper fenestration and 
coefficients x, y and z. 

(2) From Tables l, 2 and 3 determine the A, B, 
and C values for the orientation, time and latitude 
under consideration. 

(3) Multiply the above values by their proper 
coefficients thusly: xA + yB + zC. This summation 
equals the total instantaneous heat gain in btu/ hr.
sq. ft. for the specified conditions. 

HEATING LOAD 

The heat transfer per square foot of fenestration is 
dependent upon the overall coefficient of heat trans
mission ( U value l of the fenestration and the air-to-air 
temperature difference. Generally the U value is for 
an outdoor wind velocity of 15 mph. Variations in U 
values for wind velocities other than 15 mph are shown 
in Fig. 1.23. Following is a list of U values for a 
number of fenestrations. 
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U Values of Common Vertical Fenestration 
(15 mph wind outside: still air inside) 

Btu/hr.-sq. ft. / F. 

Any single glass 
Any double glass--%" air space 

~~::" air space 
Glass block 

U Value 

1.13* 
0.61 * 
0.55* 

Nominal 6" x 6" x 4" thick 0.60 
Nominal 8" x 8" x ·1" thick 0.56 
Nominal 12" x 12" x 4" thick 0.52 

The total heat transfer when negligible solar radia
tion is present is: 

Q = t; X A X ( t1 - to) 

Where: Q = total heat transfer- Btu/ hr. 
U =overall coefficient of heat transmis-

sion-Btu/ hr.-sq. ft. / F. 
A= face area- sq. ft. 
t1 = indoor air temperature- F. 
to = outdoor air temperature-F. 

• A lowered shade or clo<t>d venetian blinds will reduce 
the U value approximately 20 per cent. 
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TABLE 3 * 
C VALUES 

(Heat Absorbed in Glass. Used in Determination of Instantaneous Rates of Heat Gain Due to Convection and 
Reradiation Gain for Various Fenestration) 

For A Summer Design Day 

Sun 
Values of C in Btu Per (Hr.) (Sq. Ft.)' 

Time N NE E SE s SW w NW Hor. 

5 a.m. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 4 16 18 9 1 1 1 1 3 
7 2 24 30 20 2 2 2 2 11 
8 2 22 33 25 2 2 2 2 21 
9 2 16 30 29 8 3 3 3 32 

10 3 5 25 27 14 3 3 3 37 
ll 40 3 3 12 21 18 3 3 3 42 
12 Degrees 3 3 3 15 19 12 3 3 45 

1 p.m. North 3 3 3 3 19 22 10 3 44 
2 Latitude 3 3 3 3 16 27 24 4 41 
3 3 3 3 3 10 30 31 15 35 
4 3 3 3 3 4 29 36 26 26 
5 2 2 2 2 2 23 34 27 17 
6 4 1 1 1 14 24 21 6 
7 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 3 

Sun Sun 
Time Latitude SE s sw Time Latitude SE s sw 

5 a.m. 0 0 0 5 a.m. 2 0 0 
6 7 I 1 6 13 1 1 
7 18 2 2 7 22 2 2 
8 22 2 2 8 28 3 2 
9 24 3 3 9 30 13 3 

10 22 5 3 10 31 20 3 
11 30b 16 7 3 11 so• 27 25 5 
12 Degrees 6 9 4 12 Degrees 20 27 17 
1 p.m. Nonh 3 9 14 1 p.m. North 9 25 26 
8 Latitude 3 6 21 2 L:llitude 3 22 32 
3 3 5 27 3 3 16 33 
4 3 3 26 4 2 7 31 
5 2 2 21 5 2 2 26 
6 1 1 11 6 17 
7 0 0 0 7 0 0 7 

• Reprinted by permission from Heating Ventilating Air Conditioning Guide, 1956, Chapter 13. 
• Values of C for 8 and 9 p.m. are zero. 
• For N, NE, E, W, NW and horizontal use 40 deg. North Latitude values. 
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U VALUE FOR 15 MPH WIND 

Fig. 1.23-Verietion in U value versus wind velocity. 

TABLE 4 

Coefficients to be Used with Values from Tables 1, 2 and 3 

Fenestration X 

Single regular window glass. .. . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.00 
Single regular plate... . .... .. .......... . .. ... .... . ........ 0.87 
Single heat·absorbing plate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.46 • 

Double regular window glass .. ...... . ..... .. ............... 0.85 • 
Double regular plate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.66 • 
Double light 

Heat·absorbing plate outside 
Regular plate inside . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 0.37 • 

Single regular window glass and: 
Inside Venetian blinds, light, 45• slat angle.. . .. . . .... .. 0.56 
Inside Venetian blinds, dark, 45• slat angle...... ... . .... 0.75 
Outside Venetian blinds, light, 45° slat angle..... .. . .. .. 0.15 
Outside green·tinted aluminum sun screen. . . . . • . . • . . . . . . 0.22 
Outside dark bronze sun screen. .. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.15 

• Increase values by 10 per cent when glass is in shade. 

Coefficients 

y 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

0.60 
0.60 

0.60 

1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 

z 

0 
0.25 
1.00 

0.10 
0.55 

0.75 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Derived from Tables 15 and 24 of the Heatins Jl entilatins Air Conditionins Guide, 1956, 
Chapter 13; and unpublished data. 

NoTE.-Values for the various slass·shade combinations may be used only in cases where n11 
direct sunli,ht passes between the slats. The coefficients for the slass·shade combinations will 
yield accurate total heat sains but tcill not pve correct values for the two components; i.e., the 
transmitted solar radiation and the convection and reradiation sain. 
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By Alfred L. Jaros, Jr.* 
Jaros, Baum & BoUes, 

Since our basic subject is "Glass and Windows," 
and I am to discuss their effects on air condition· 
ing quantities and costs, we will devote particular at
tention to the subject of solar heat and how to keep it 
out. For (in most buildings) the radiant heat from the 
sun entering through windows is one of the major 
determinants as to how large and costly the cooling 
system must be. Even more important, it is the largest 
such factor readily amenable to preventive treatment. 
And it is usually much cheaper to keep heat out ini
tially than to remove it after it gets in. 

This being the case, we shall consider at length the 
two rna jor questions in controlling this sort of heat: 

(a) How large (or small) can the windows be? 
(b) How can we best shade them and thus keep 

the solar radiation out, especially if the architecture 
requires that they be large? 

I have been asked to discuss this phase of our sub
ject, because as a designer of air conditioning systems 
I am in frequent contact with these problems. Since 
most of the audience, however, is engaged in very dif
ferent areas of the building industry, much confusion 

• Alfred L. Jaros, Jr., has been a partner in Jaros, Baum and 
Bolles, Consulting Engineers of New York, since 1916. He .is 
a mechanical engineering graduate of Columbia University. has 
taught engineering at the New York University School of Engi
neering, and has lectured at Columbia University Schools of 
Architecture and Engineering. 

During World War II he was a Technical Advisor to Con
truction, Quartermaster General, United States Army, and in 
World War I was a Project Engineer in the Power Plant sec· 
tion of the United States Navy, Bureau of Yards and Docks· 

Mr. Jaros is a Member of the American Society of Mechani· 
cal Engineers, American Association for the Advancement of 
Science, the United States Naval Institute, the Institute of 
Navigation, and is Past President of the New York Association 
of Consulting Engineers. 

DESIGN FOR THE CONTROL OF 
SOLAR HEAT GAIN AND LOSS 

and misunderstanding could arise if I used without 
explanation terms which had a different meaning (or 
perhaps no meaning) for many of you. Therefore, it 
seems important first to define enough about air con
ditioning itself-its vocabulary, the principal systems 
in common use, and how their size and capacity are 
determined-so that we may, together, discuss the ef
fects and control of solar heat with complete under
standing. 

Since heating and air conditioning (now considered 
almost essential in making a modern building livable, 
rentable, and useful) usually represent from 15 to 20 
per cent of the entire construction cost, sound design 
must provide not only functional completeness, proper 
coordination of the mechanical work with other trades 
and with the available space, and proper zoning and 
control, but also the lowest cost, both of installation 
and operation, consistent with good results. 

This is where the skilled engineer most needs the 
understanding cooperation of the architect and owners 
for his greatest study and care cannot secure good 
results if the building design provides inadequate or 
badly-arranged mechanical spaces, nor economy if it 
necessitates extravagant quantities of cooling and 
heating. Harmonizing all of these requirements calls 
for imagination, experience, initiative and real co
ordination in which the fact must be faced that the high 
unit cost of air conditioning puts great emphasis on 
methods of reducing summer heat gains from sun
shine, heat conduction and humid air infiltration. 

QUANTITIES 

The air conditioning equipment must provide ca
pacity sufficient to care for the maximum requirements 
that occur often enough to matter (perhaps 50 hours 
in an average summer) . It must automatically and 
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dependably adjust its output to the needs of the occu
pants, and to the effects of changing outdoor tempera· 
ture, sunshine, wind, etc. 

A good air conditioning system must: 

(a) Maintain suitable air temperatures, auto
matically controlled to suit varying population, out· 
door temperature, sunshine, etc. 

(b) Maintain about 45 to 50 per cent relative 
humidity at all temperatures. 

(c) Circulate enough conditioned air (usually a 
mixture of outdoor and recirculated air) to accom
plish the above, and to produce adequate but not 
too great air motion. The delivered air must be at 
a lower temperature and humidity than those to be 
maintained, to the degree needed to remove the heat 
and moisture liberated within the room. 

(d) Remove objectionable dust from the air be
ing supplied. 

(e) Introduce outdoor air (cooled and dehumidi
fied in summer) at such a rate as to prevent odors, 
or "fouling" of coils and ducts, etc. A needlessly 
large quantity of outdoor air is a simple but ex
travagant way to improve air quality. In summer, 
it requires more refrigeration, and in winter more 
fuel, than to recirculate reconditioned return air. 
0.3 to 0.4 cfm/sq.ft. of net floor area is an acceptable 
range of outdoor air supply for office buildings. 
Suitable rates for other types of buildings will vary 
with population and usage. 

(f) Extract used air from rooms in such a man
ner as to remove smoke, odors, or other objection· 
able constituents. Part of this used air will be 
filtered, reconditioned, deodorized chemically when 
necessary, and reused. 

COMPUTATION METHODS 

The rate of supply of conditioned air is based upon 
the acceptable temperature differential between room 
and delivered air and the internal sensible load 
(Btu/hr. to be removed) including: 

(a) Conducted heat through walls, windows, etc., 
due to temperature difference between outdoors and 
indoors. 

(b) Heat given out by people, lights and any hot 
equipment. 

(c) Heat radiated by the sun or reflected from the 
sky, entering mainly through windows. • 

• (See Appendix II.) 
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In a typical office building with about 100 sq. ft. of 
floor per occupant and about 5 watts/sq. ft. of electric 
consumption for lighting and office equipment, the 
sensible cooling load for interior zone space all the 
year around may approximate 20 Btu/sq. ft./hr. Cool
ing load due to occupants and electric equipment will 
not be too different in other types of buildings de
voted primarily to human occupancy (except auditor· 
iums or other crowded spaces) . However, in exterior 
zone spaces (considered as about 15 ft. in from win
dows), windows with blinds or shades equal in size 
to 25 per cent of the total facade area, will increase 
the maximum sensible cooling demand to about 40 
Btu/sq. ft./hr. on the south side, and at least 45 on 
the east and west. For windows equal to 50 p2r cent of 
the facade, these figures will approximate 55 and 60 
Btu/sq. ft./hr. respectively; for 75 per cent windows, 
70 and 75 Btu/sq. ft./hr. • All of these values are for 
approximately 11% to 12 ft. floor-to-floor height, and 
40° north latitude. The values for southern exposure 
will vary considerably in other latitudes. 

The proportion of the various factors will naturally 
vary with the size, usage, location, and design of the 
building, but: 

(a) In any particular case, population will be a 
fixed design quantity. 

(b) Lighting intensities will also be fixed, but 
the cooling load can be substantially reduced by 
more efficient types of lights, by the use of radiant 
ceilings with cooled lighting fixtures, by using ceil
ing spaces when practical as a return air plenum, 
as well as excluding from the conditioned spaces 
as much as possible of power and industrial heat 
sources. 

(c) Good thermal insulation will pay its way in 
roofs, and in large areas of thin outside walls. We 
have found both glass fiber blankets and foam glass 
blocks excellent if of adequate thickness ( 4 inches 
is desirable). A good vapor barrier on the indoor 
side of glass fiber blankets is most important in 
winter. Where windows are large, the thermal re· 
sistance of walls becomes relatively unimportant, 
since they represent no more than 2 per cent of the 
total cooling load. 

(d) Heat gain due to solar radiation is one of 
the largest variable factors. To limit this, windows 
should either be well shaded, or their areas should 
be the smallest acceptable, since every square foot 
of unsh.aded window may admit five to eight times 
as much heat from the sun's radiation as it conducts 
from the hotter outside air. An "all window" build
ing, inherently, causes very extravagant air condi-
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tioning design. Even with blinds or shades, every 
needless square foot of glass except on the north 
will probably add $10.00 to $15.00 to the cost of 
installing good air conditioning. 

In a typical case, computation gave the following 
subdivision of the maximum simultaneous cooling 
demand: 

(a) People, Lights, Office Equipment. ... 37% 
(b) Conduction (through walls and roofs). 1% 
(c) Conduction and Solar Radiation 

(through windows) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27% 
(d) Dehumidification of outdoor air supply. 24% 
(e) Miscellaneous (including heat from 

fans) ...................•....... 11% 

This was a building whose windows approximated 
40 per cent of the facade areas and were equipped with 
venetian blinds. 

Obviously, the only important ways of reducing 
total cooling capacity in this building would be either 
to reduce the proportion of outdoor air or size of 
windows, to use heat-absorbing glass, or more effec
tive shading. In the example quoted, 25 per cent 
windows would have reduced the total refrigerating 
demand by about 10 per cent, whereas 70 per cent 
windows would have increased it by at least 20 per 
cent! • 

In the above example with 40% windows, complete 
outside shading of the south, east and west windows, if 
it could have been done, would probably have reduced 
the refrigerating demand by about 20 per cent-twice 
as much reduction as by using 25 per cent windows. • • 

SHADING 

Much emphasis has been given recently to heat
absorbing types of glass, but recent research indicates 
that, while this glass will substantially reduce solar 
heat input through an entirely unshaded window, its 
net advantage is negligible when light-colored vene
tian blinds (or any still better method of shading) are 
used. 

By now, it should be clear that the most effective 
way to save on the cost of air conditioning and still 
have an adequate, efficient, and satisfactory plant is to 
keep the sun out of the windows entirely, if that is 
possible, or as nearly so as other considerations will 
permit. This was a common practice in the tropics, 
and in other very hot countries, during the centuries 
before air conditioning was developed. But, for some 

• (See Appendix II.) 
•• ISee Para. 1·3, Appendix 1.1 

reason, American habits, municipal building laws in 
some cases, and the usual architectural concepts of our 
builders have quite generally accomplished little or 
nothing with such shading in our large, modern air 
conditioned buildings. Substantial savings could be 
made by a widespread change in our practices. 

Various factors have a bearing on which method of 
shading to employ: 

(a) The old fashioned canvas awning on the out
side of the building can do more to reduce cooling 
demand than most combinations of heat-absorbing 
glass and venetian blinds. 

(b) The performance of such awnings can be 
further improved by making them light in color on 
the outside and by providing a ventilating slot at 
the top of each awning. The light color reflects 
more of the sun's rays outward and the ventilating 
slot permits hot air accumulating under the awning 
to escape, instead of increasing heat conduction 
through the window. 

(c) Modern types of ventilating awnings, built of 
aluminum or plastics, will do as good a job as the 
canvas awning. 

(d) Unfortunately all of these, as well as the old 
fashioned wooden slat shutter outside of the window 
(also quite effective), suffer from a common and 
grave defect. They must be manipulated, perhaps 
at several hundred distinct points in a building, and 
to do this the windows must be opened and closed. 
Because of the nuisance, all of these older methods 
have largely fallen into disuse. 

(e) On orientations where the sun is quite high 
in the sky (in the northern hemisphere, the south 
facade, and in the southern hemisphere, the north 
facade) projecting balconies or cornices can be 
arranged to do as effective a job as any sort of 
awning. However, this method of shading is less 
useful on easterly exposures, and almost useless on 
westerly exposures, because the solar heat radiation 
is greatest on a west window late in the afternoon, 
as the sun sets low in the sky. 

(f) For these directions, the best shading methods 
are fixed (or movable) metal or concrete jalousies, 
several feet out from the building (which intro
duces a serious problem in supporting them, unless 
projecting vertical "fins" are used for this purpose), 
or various schemes of vertical louvers, either fixed a 
little way out from the windows or pivoted so that 
their angulation can be adjusted to the changing 
direction of the sun's rays. 

(g) The latter method is especially valuable on 
exposures somewhat to the south of true east or 
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west; the spaces between such louvers should then 
look northward rather than southward. • • 

Each building, and to some extent each different 
facade (depending on its orientations), deserves 
special study for the best results. In different cases, 
various combinations of these methods work out best. 
It requires rather bold initiative, an adventurous out· 
look on the part of the architect, and, of course, the 
cooperation of the builder and owners in accepting 
such design, to secure all the saving which solar 
shading can provide. 

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

While a detailed discussion of air conditioning dis
tribution systems is outside the scope of this paper, it 
is necessary to point out that buildings with any con
siderable amount of heat intake through glass win
dows require zoning. They must have systems so ar
ranged that the amount of heating or cooling effect 
can be independently controlled in the several dif
ferently oriented outside zones, separately from the 
interior zone. The need to do this, and as economically 
as possible, has largely dictated the development in 
recent years of: 

(a) Subdivided Conventional Systems-Some
times used for new buildings, but more applicable 
to old ones; subdivision of conventional systems 
(each caring for one floor, or at most two or three) 
into several separate zones, selected as to exposure 
to sunshine, wind, and the like. 

(b) Peripheral Systems-The outer zones (areas 
extending from 12 to 15 feet inward from the win
dows I are cooled or heated by means of compact 
local units located in metal cabinets under the 
windows or in a continuous metal sill construction. 
Each unit circulates, locally, as much conditioned 
air as will serve the outer zone space bounded by 
the one window; while the inner zones of the build
ing are conditioned by separate dueled air-supply 
systems. Frequently, the units under the windows 
receive primary air (about 25 per cent of the total to 
be circulated in the room) from a remote primary 
fan-room, through tomall, high-velocity conduit ducts, 
usually run vertically near each outside wall col
umn. The primary (largely or entirely outdoor) air 
is filtered, cooled and dehumidified as necessary, 
and delivered at considerable pressure to the acous
tically baffied under-window units where, by means 
of ejector nozzles, it aspirates several times its own 

•• (See Para. 1-3, Appendix 1.) 
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volume of air into the room from the unit, mixes 
with it, and delivers the mixture back into the room 
in such a manner as to give good local distribution. 
The aspirated room air passes through a finned coil 
in the unit, and is cooled in summer or heated in 
winter by water circulated from piping connecting 
to each unit, and distributed much as is the primary 
air ductwork. 

(c) Another somewhat similar scheme uses small 
motor-driven fans in the units to handle the re
circulated room air, while the primary air may either 
enter the unit (at lower pressure) for mixing or be 
delivered to the room through separate outlets. 

(d) Double-Duct Systems-A single, central 
high-pressure system utilizes two supply ducts, with 
air at two different temperatures (one very low, 
the other moderately high). Mixing dampers, ther
mostatically controlled, deliver the correct tempera
ture of air to the "control box" supplying the out
lets for each individual zone (or room). This 
system gives excellent control, and can be applied to 
mixing boxes under windows {as well as in ceil
ings). It requires larger ducts than peripheral 
systems. 

(e) Radiant Heating and Cooling-By the cir
culation of cooled "secondary" water through coils, 
which extract heat from an aluminum ceiling at
tached under the coils, and exposed to the room to 
be thus cooled. The same equipment gives very 
effective winter heating by warming the circulated 
water. To absorb heat, the ceiling must be appreci
ably colder than the air or than other surfaces in 
the room. For example, a suitable surface, about 
15°F. cooler than the room air will absorb at least 
20 Btu/hr./sq. ft. of sensible heat. It will be recog
nized that this is just about the differential between 
typical inside and outside zone demands, if windows 
are smaller than 25 per cent of the facade, or else 
very well shaded. This in turn means a large reduc
tion in the amount of conditioned air required and 
usually makes it possible to combine outside and 
inside zones into a single system of fans and ducts, 
supplemented by small convectors under windows 
for winter use only, and obtaining their zone control 
entirely by means of the water supplied to the 
radiant ceiling. 

There is no standard or routine method for selection 
of the best scheme to use. Study and experience, the 
geometry of the building, the quality of results con
sidered appropriate, the relative importance of initial 
versus operating costs, whether or not the space can 
be modified to accommodate a particular system, these 
and many other considerations should guide. However, 
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it may be stressed that some schemes are feasible and 
economical only when windows are quite small or very 
well shaded. 

The accompanying photographs, as well as Ap· 
pendix I, give further examples of methods of solar 
shading. An example may emphasize its value: A 
building with about 250,000 net square feet of usable 
floor area, with typical construction and 40 per cent 
windows, might require about 1,000 tons of air condi· 
tioning. Such a plant might add about $1,800,000 to 
the total construction cost, of which about $1,500,000 
or less would be in the mechanical contract, and about 
$110,000 per annum would be the operating and 
maintenance costs including labor, but not fixed 
charges.• 

Reducing the windows to 25 per cent of facade 
would reduce the maximum air conditioning demand 
to about 900 tons; this would reduce the initial in
vestment to about $1,250,000, and the per annum cost 
of operation and maintenance to about $95,000. 

But complete solar shading, even without reducing 
the size of windows, would reduce the air conditioning 
plant to 800 tons and simplify its zoning, and there
fore its unit cost. The initial investment might ap
proximate $1,050,000, a saving of about 30 per cent, 
and the per annum expense should be about $85,000 
to $90,000, a saving of over 20 per cent. So you 
can see that keeping the sun out can pay handsome 
dividends.•• 

APPENDIX I 

SOLAR RADIANT HEAT REDUCTION 

1-l. Inside Shading: The simplest way of re
ducing solar heat loads is to use the smallest accept
able windows, especially on east, southeast, south, 
southwest, and west facades. Additional reductions 
can be had (effective only in windows not otherwise 
shaded) by using heat-absorbing glass or by com
bining one pane of heat-absorbing with one pane of 
plain glass. The advantages of heat-absorbing glass 
approach the vanishing point, however, when effective 
shading devices are used. Results of recent ASHAE 
research indicate that, whereas (under typical condi
tions of time and orientation) light colored venetian 
blinds inside the room reduced the solar radiant energy 
transmitted with plain glass to 56 per cent of what 
such an unshaded window would admit, with good 
heat-absorbing glass, using the same blinds, the solar 
heat gain was 55 per cent of that with the unshaded 

• (See Par. 111-5 and Notes, Appendix III.) 
•• (See Para. III-6, III·7, and 111-11, Appendix III.) 

plain glass. The heat-absorbing glass with blinds 
produced a net reduction of only about l per cent in 
solar heat gain. 

1-2. While research on double and triple panes is as 
yet less complete, it seems most probable that these 
also are of little added value when proper inside 
shading is employed. 

1-3. Outside Shading: An attack upon solar heat 
gain, basically different from the use of small win
dows, is to so design the building as to shade all 
or most of the glass during the hours of most intense 
insolation (which vary with orientation, latitude, and 
time of year). The earliest such attempts long ante
dated air conditioning. Manually operated awnings 
and the newer, more efficient designs of aluminum 
slats arranged to ventilate the space under the awning 
are widely used on south-facing windows. 

1-4. A light colored outside awning, especially if 
properly ventilated, can be much more effective than 
the best inside shades or blinds, because it intercepts 
a major part of the sun's radiation before it can enter 
the building. Inside devices can only intercept radiant 
energy after it has passed through the glass, and they 
actually eliminate only that percentage which they can 
reflect out through the glass. Much of the radiant 
energy striking an inside blind is absorbed, converted 
into sensible heat, and converted to the air within the 
building. 

1-5. These factors, plus the fact that heat-absorbing 
glass functions by converting within the glass solar 
radiation into sensible heat, part of which is conducted 
outward and part inward, account for the facts brought 
out in Par. 1 of this Appendix. While heat-absorbing 
glass refuses to pass inward a considerable fraction 
of the energy radiated from the sun, it likewise refuses 
to pass outward a similar or greater fraction of the 
energy reflected from blinds. 

1-6. Manually operated outside devices, however, 
are cumbersome and undependable, especially for 
large buildings with thousands of windows. They pose 
a major maintenance problem, and are not readily 
applicable to very large windows. In recent years, a 
number of inherent or built-in solar shading schemes 
have been used. Among these may be mentioned: 

(a) For south windows in the northern hemis
phere--also southeast and southwest windows-pro
jecting eaves or balconies on every floor, casting a 
shadow in summer as far down as the window sill. 
(Figs. 1.24 and 1.25) . This scheme is of little value 
on west facades, because the rays of the late after
noon sun are too horizontal to be intercepted by 
horizontal projections. 

(b) An eqivalent scheme is the use of external 
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Fig. 1.24--0verhanging balconies, etc., on the 
southeastern exposure of an apartment house in Ha
vana, Cuba. 
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inclined louvers or fixed metal awnings supported 
by a projecting structure at such a distance out from 
the wall as to shade the south windows effectively 
from above, while allowing upward ventilation of 
space behind the louvers and permitting a horizontal 
outward view. (Fig. 1.26). 

(c) Either scheme can also be designed to exclude 
the midsummer sun, while admitting a considerable 
amount of welcome heat from the lower-altitude sun 
of midwinter months. 

(d) East windows are not a serious problem for 
office buildings, because: 

( 1) Solar radiation on these windows is most 
intense from about 6 to 9 A. M. (when the build
ing is untenanted) and practically vanishes by 
about 10:30 or 11:00 A. M., before the real heat 
of the day. 

( 2) During these morning hours, the outdoor 
air is usually cooler and drier than at midday or 
in the afternoon, so that the conditioning plant 

Fig. 1.25-Projecting balconies to southeast and 
louvers to the northeast in an office building in Ha
vana, Cuba. 

then has surplus cooling capacity. At such times, 
inside shades or blinds are adequate. 

For residential buildings, hospitals, etc., however, 
the east window problem is more important than 
for business buildings. 

(el West windows are the most severe problem 
of all because of the low sun and high outdoor tem
peratures in late afternoon. Some unconventional 
buildings (especially in the tropics) have met this 
problem by the use of vertical louvers such as con
crete panels a few feet apart, projecting several feet 
out from the building facade. (Fig. 1.271 . These 
panels are not set perpendicular to the wall, but 
are slanted at such an angle as to shade the windows 
until about 5:00 P. M. while permitting a diagonal 
view out. 

(f) A still more recent adaptation of the same 
basic idea uses vertical metal louvers perhaps 2' in 
width mounted on pivots, which can be adjusted 
either individually or in groups to suit the changing 
"angle of attack" of the sun as the day passes. 
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Fig. 1.26--Horizontal louvers set out on the west
ern exposure; balconies on the southern exposure of 
an office building in Havana, Cuba. 

(g) The latest development of this scheme ad· 
justs the vertical louvers in groups mechanically, 
the mechanism being controlled either by timing 
devices or by "electric eye" photo-electric devices, 
so mounted as to come into play whenever the sun 
starts to creep around the louvers. (Fig. 1.28). 

1-7. Inclined Windows: A recent idea (valuable on 
a South facade, especially) is to incline windows, top 
outward, somewhat as in an airport control tower, 
thus reducing the effective cross-section perpendicular 
to the sun's rays. A detailed study of this scheme was 
based upon various combinations of glass types and 
of angles of inclination: vertical windows, windows at 
various specified angles of inclination outward, plain 
glass unshaded, or plain glass with inside venetian 
blinds. In all cases, it was assumed that the interior 
would be 15° cooler than outdoors and the heat 
transmission was included, as well as the solar radia
tion entering through the glass. The heat transmission 
at 15° is a fixed quantity (approximately 17 Btu/hr./ 
sq. ft., whether or not the sun hits the glass) and is not 
affected by the inclination. This study was made for 

Fig. 1.27-Vertical concrete inclinded louvers on 
the western exposure of an apartment house in Ha
vana, Cuba. 

true south, not the "New York south," which is about 
208° true instead of 180° true. 

l-8. An example will show typical results of this 
study: For a typical office building, the cooling load 
for all interior factors (occupants, lights, electric 
typewriters, etc) plus the dehumidification of outdoor 
air brought in for ventilation will approximate 315 
Btu/hr. of sensible heat (which affects the cfm of 
air to be supplied) plus 30 to 40 Btu/hr. conducted 
through the wall, say 350 total Btu/hr. of internal 
sensible heat, for a strip 15 feet deep and one foot 
wide along the periphery of the building. Humidity 
given out by occupants plus the dehumidification of 
outdoor air will account for approximately another 
250 Btu/hr. of latent heat. This will not affect the cfm 
of air supply. 

1-9. As against this, a continuous window 6 feet 
high would impose an additional sensible heat load 
(in the middle and latter part of August, the time 
usually assumed) of about 720 Btu/hr. if not shaded, 
or about 510 Btu/hr. if shaded with venetian blinds. 
If venetian blinds are used, very little additional is 
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Fig. 1.28-Movable vertical louvers as used on the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science building in Washington, D. C. 

gained by using heat-absorbing glass, double glazing, 
or any combination thereof. 

(a) Thus, with the usual vertical window, the 
solar radiation (at this time of year) adds about 
120 per cent to the summation of all other sensible 
heat loads, and a corresponding amount to the cfm 
of conditioned air that must be supplied. 

(b) Since the refrigerating tonnage (as distin
guished from the air quantity) includes also the out
door air and latent loads, the solar radiation at this 
time and on these windows adds about 80 per cent 
to the tonnage required for this outside zone, not 
for the whole building. 

(c) While this addition is the only increase in 
refrigerating plant, the local air handling equipment 
(for the South zone only) really should he sized for 

36 

the lower sun and more intense sunshine in mid
October. This almost doubles the amount of solar 
heat through any vertical window on the south 
facade, so that the air quantity is tripled (rather 
than doubled) as compared to loads other than 
sunshine. 

1-10. The above example was worked out for vertical 
glass 6 feet high. However, in mid-August a window 
inclined outward approximately 20°, unshaded, will 
only admit about one-half as much solar radiation per 
square foot of glass as a shaded vertical window, and 
a window inclined outward at 30°, only about one
fourth! Such inclined windows should nonetheless be 
provided with venetian blinds. These are not too im
portant in mid-summer, but will become important dur· 
ing September and October as the sun goes lower. 
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APPENDIX II 

TYPICAL ANALYSIS, COOLING LOAD "OUTSIDE ZONE" 

11-l. Assumptions: 

Outdoor Condition, 95 o Dry Bulb, 75 o Wet Bulb 
Indoor Condition, 77° Dry Bulb, 50 per cent 

Noon South, will increase solar inputs about 
60 per cent.) 

Relative Humidity 

Outside Zone, per 1 ft. wide, 15 ft. deep 
South Exposure, August mid-day 

Persons, one per 100 sq. ft., light activity 
Electric Usage (lights, etc.), 51;2 watts/sq.ft. 
Wall Construction, 12ft. floor to floor, U =0.3 
Ventilation, 0.4 cfm outside air/sq.ft. (75° to 

~Note: 8:00A.M. East, 4 P.M. West or October 

Per Cent Glass in Facade 

64° Wet Bulb) 
11-2. Comparisons: 

25 50 
~ 

275 
,-------"-----

Lat. and Outs. Air Load, btu/ hr.t .....•.......................... 
Sens. Load, Cond. Sing. Glass, btu/hr .......................... .. 
Sens. Load, Cond. Double Glass, btu/hr ......... .. .............. . 
Sens. Load, Cond. Wall, btu/hr ................................. . 
Sens. Load, Occupants, btu/hr ....•........... ..... ..•. ..... .•... 
Sens. Load, Elec. Equip., btu/hr ................................. . 

61 

48 
35 

280 

Total Sens., Excl. Solar ..................................... • 668 699 

Solar, Unshaded, Plain Glass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 306 
Solar, Unshaded, Double Glass ................................... • 276 
Solar, Unshaded, Heat-Ret. Glass . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . 224 
Solar, Unshaded, Glass Block . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 84 
Solar, Inside Blinds, Plain Glass.............. ...... .. .... .. ... .. 171 
Solar, Inside Blinds, Double Glass ..... ... .................... . ... •147 
Solar, Inside Blinds, Heat-Ret. Glass... . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 168 
Solar, Outside Shading, Plain Glass........... .... ... . ........... 84 

• Based on conduction for double glass. All other figures are for single glass. 
t For 15' x 1' floor strip with 1' side parallel to wall. 

Per Cent Glass in Facade 25 

Cfm/Sq.ft.,• Unshaded, Plain Glass .. ... ... .. .................... 2.3 
Cfm/Sq.ft., Unshaded, Double Glass ..•.. . ........... .. ..........• 2.1 
Cfm/Sq.ft., Unshaded, Heat-Ret. Glass ............................ 2.0 
Cfm/Sq.ft., Unshaded, Glass Block ..... ...• ............ .... . . .... 1.5 

Cfm/Sq.ft., Inside Blinds, Plain Glass ........•................... 1.9 
Cfm/Sq.ft., Inside Blinds, Double Glass ........................... 1.7 
Cfm/Sq.ft., Inside Blinds, Heat·Ret. Glass ............ .. ........... 1.8 
Cfm/Sq.ft., Outside Shading, Plain Glass ......................... 1.6 

• Cfm/Sq.h. for 15' x 1' floor (based on all-air system with 20° F.T.D.). 

Per Cent Glass in Facade 25 

Tons/1000 Sq.ft., • Unshaded, Plain Glass ........................ . 6.00 
Tons/1000 Sq.ft., Unshaded, Double Glass ..•. . .................... 5.30 
Tons/1000 Sq.ft., Unshaded, Heat-Ret. Glass ..................... . 5.15 
Tons/1000 Sq.ft., Unshaded Glass Block ............... .. ....... . . 4.25 

Tons/1000 Sq.ft., Inside Blinds, Plain Glass ....... .•...... ........ 4.95 
Tons/1000 Sq.ft., Inside Blinds, Double Glass .......... . . .. ...... . 4.60 
Tons/1000 Sq.ft., Inside Blinds, Heat-Ret. Glass ............ .... .. . 4.75 
Tons/1000 Sq.ft., Outside Shading, Plain Glass ............. . .... . . 4.40 

• Tons/1000 Sq.ft. for south outside zone. 

275 
122 

•61 
32 
35 

280 

•683 744 

612 
•ss2 

448 
•168 

342 
•294 

346 
168 

50 

3.3 
3.0 
2.8 
1.8 

2.5 
2.2 
2.4 
2.0 

50 

7.45 
6.95 
6.55 
4.75 

6.05 
5.50 
5.90 
5.15 

75 
~ 

275 
183 

•91 
16 
35 

280 

•698 789 

918 
•827 

672 
•252 

513 
•440 

504 
252 

75 

4.5 
3.9 
3.7 
2.1 

3.2 
2.7 
3.1 
2.4 

75 

9.65 
8.55 
7.70 
5.30 

8.30 
6.35 
6.60 
5.85 
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APPENDIX Ill 

TYPICAL INSTALLATION AND OPERATING COSTS 

111-l. The installation cost of air conditioning in 
multi-story buildings logically falls under three major 
heads: 

(a) Central Refrigerating Plant-Refrigerating 
machines, "drive" and accessories, cooling towers 
or other source of condensing water (or air-cooled 
or evaporative condensers) , condensing-water pip· 
ing and pumps, chilled-water piping and pumps, 
steam, drain and fresh-water connections (also 
thermal insulation .1 • 

(b) Floor Work or Distributing Systems-Fans 
and drives, coils, cooling and heating and connec
tions, ducts, filters, grilles and outlets, automatic 
controls, exhaust ventilation, steam, drain, and 
fresh-water connections (also thermal and acoustic 
insulation). 

(c) Other Trades-Electric power supply and 
wiring beyond what the building would require if 
it were not air conditioned, foundations, sill en· 
closures for units, supports for cooling towers, etc. 

111-2. For this paper, costs have been approximated 
for three types of central refrigerating plants generally 
used in large and moderately large buildings: 

(a) Motor-driven centrifugal compressors, (l) 
in basement, (2) in penthouse. 

(b) Stearn turbine-driven centrifugal compres
sors, I 1) in basement, (2) in penthouse. 

(c) Steam-operated absorption refrigeration in 
penthouse. 

111-3. For similar buildings, five basic floor work 
schemes have been estimated: 

(a) Ejector type units under windows for ex
terior zones, plus a single-duct system for interior 
zones. 

lh) Fan-coil type units under windows for ex-

terior zones, plus a single-duct system for interior 
zones. 

(c) Metal radiant ceilings for cooling and heat· 
ing exterior zones, plus a single-duct system for all 
parts of the floor. 

(d) Single-duct systems (all air) separately 
zoned for interior and for the several exterior zones, 
plus heating convectors under windows. 

(e) A double-duct system (all air) for each floor, 
with mixing boxes under windows for exterior zones, 
and mixing boxes in ceilings for interior zones. 

111-4. In considering all these alternatives, it must 
he understood that the choice cannot he based solely on 
relative initial cost. The nature, size, location and 
usage of the building, available space, operating and 
maintenance features, all must he considered-from 
the viewpoint of both imagination and ample experi
ence-to arrive at the most satisfactory and (in the 
long run) most economical scheme for each particular 
project. 

Ill-S. Typical Cost Estimates* (Dollars/Ton) 
Notes: 

(a) Cost of steam supply source (boiler plant 
or outside t<tearn connection) not included; steam 
piping to turbines, coils, heat exchangers, etc., is 
included. 

(h) Electric power supply costs include no power 
generating equipment, hut do include additional 
cost of basic electric power supply in building, as 
well as wiring to motors, installation of starters, 
interconnections to pneumatic control equipment, 
etc. 

(c) The item for sill enclosures is the estimated 
difference between otherwise normal treatment of 
sills and walls at windows, and extended-sill con
tinuous enclosures for peripheral units (or double
duct mixing boxes and their connections. 

• For New York City (}956·1957). These are comparative 
costs for similar buildings, with high grade commercial 
mechanical plants. 

CENTRAL PLANT 

Item 

Motor· 
Centrif. 
in Bsmt. 

Refrigerating Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175 
Cooling Towers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 
Condensing Water System . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110 
Steam Piping . . .... ... .•. . .. . . . .. .... .....•..... .. ... .. .. . . . . . 

$340 
Electrical Wiring and Other Trades . .. .............. . . . .. . .. . .. . . 50 

$390 

38 

Motor· 
Centrif. 

in 
Penthouse 

175 
55 
45 

$275 
100 

$375 

Steam· 
Centrif. 
in Bsmt. 

155 
65 

130 
45 

$395 
25 

$420 

Steam· Steam· 
Centrif. Ahsor. 

in in 
Penthouse Penthouse 

155 145 
65 75 
50 55 
80 90 

$350 $365 
45 50 

$395 $415 
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(d) Other building construction items have been 
included (such as foundations, duct and pipe shafts, 
furring at columns, and construction of machine 
rooms) under General Contract Items, at about 15 
per cent of mechanical items. 

(e) These figures are the writer's estimates for 
an assumed "average" new building during the com· 
ing year, and would vary widely with shape, size, 
use and location of building, calibre of mechanical 
plant considered desirable, etc. 

FLOOR WORK 

Ejector 

Air Handling Equipment . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .... . ...... .. .. . . . .... I20 
Controls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . IOO 
Chilled· Water System . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . 350 
Steam Equipment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35 
Ductwork . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 275 
Insulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ISO 
Exhaust Ventilation . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Grilles and Outlets. .. .. . ... . .. ........ . ... . . .. . .. ... .. . . . . . .. . . 35 
Plumbing and Miscellaneous . .... .... . . ..... .. ... ..... ...... . .. . 20 
Radiant Ceiling ... . . ... . ... . .... . .. .... .. ... ... . . . .•. .. . ....... 

$lll5 
(Credit) Acoustical Ceiling. . .. .... ... . ... . . .. .... . . ... . . ... . ... . .. 

Net/Ton • ...... .. .• .. .... . ... ...... ....... ... .... .... .. . . . lli5 
Electrical Wiring and Other Trades.. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ISO 

$I265 

OTHER TRADES 
Sill Enclosures . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 00 
Other Construction • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250 

$3SO 

Fan-Coil 

ISO 
IOO 
400 
35 

I65 
125 
30 
45 
45 

$I095 

I095 
200 

$1295 

100 
250 

$350 

Radiant 

IOO 
90 

300 
35 

165 
I 50 
30 
45 
20 

500 

$I435 
-225• 

I210 
I25 

$1335 

2SO 

$250 

Single Double 
Duct Duct 

I60 22.S 
90 I25 

ISO I 50 
65 35 

225 400 
ISO 200 
30 30 
85 85 
20 20 

$975 $1270 

975 I270 
I 50 200 

$1125 $I470 

40 100 
200 2SO 

$240 $350 

• If good acoustic ceilings would otherwise be provided, the radiant metal ceiling (which is acoustically at least as good) should 
be credited for their omission. 

111-6. Electric Requirements: Based on a typical, 
modern, fairly large office building of normal con· 
struction, usage and orientation in New York City or 
similar climates. All quantities are given per ton of 
refrigerating capacity (equivalent to approximately 
250 to 300 sq. ft. net usable area), with ejector type 
peripheral units and separate interior zones. 

Note: In Southern climates (e.g., Dallas, New 

Orleans, Phoenix) annual use of power for cooling 

will be much higher, aggregating perhaps 2 to 2% 

times as high for compressors and cooling towers, and 

l% to 2 times as high for fans, due to longer operating 

hours in mosl months. 

BREAKDOWN 

Compressor 

Demand ..... . . .. . ..... . ... .. . ...... . . 0.95KW (max) 
Consumption . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 645. KWH 

Pumps and 
Cool. Towers 

0.35KW (max) 
305. KWH 

ELECTRICAL SUMMATIONS 
L.P. Int. Zone 

All-Electric 

Demand ... .. . ....... .. .. .. . .. ... ..... 1.70KW (max) 
Consumption . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . 1810. KWH 

Stm. Driven 
Ref rig. 

0.75KW (max) 
ll70. KWH 

L.P. Int. 
Zone Fans 

0.40KW (max) 
865. KWH 

H.P. Int. 
Zone Fans 

0.60KW (max) 
1370. KWH 

H.P. Int. Zone 

Electric 

1.85KW (max) 
2310. KWH 

Steam 
0.95KW (max) 

I675. KWH 
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111-7. Steam Requirements (Pounds per Ton)
based on typical degree day heating year for New York 

and similar climates, and on 18 lbs.fton hr. average 
refrigerating consumption. 

STEAM REQUIREMENTS 

Ref rig. 
Mach. 

Tempering 
and 

Reheat 

Space Htg. 
and 

Hot Water 
12,700 

Totals (Lbs./Tons) 

Ali·Eiectric 

21,900 

Steam Driven 
Ref rig. 

Total ........ . ......•.......•.....•... 13,650 

111-8. This table makes it clear why steam-turbine 
drive for refrigerating compressors has become so 
popular. For a 1,000-ton plant, approximately 13% 
million pounds of steam (at a cost probably not much 
over $16,000) will deliver the same amount of cooling 
effect as 650,000 KW Hrs., with an increased demand 
charge, also, for about 950 KW. A saving in electric 
power installation cost of $25,000 to $50,000 will 
result; whereas, the boiler plant or other source of 
steam-supply, whose capacity must otherwise be based 
on the coldest midwinter day plus a fair surplus for 
"heating up" and "breakdown protection," will need 
little if any increase in capacity to operate the re
frigerating plant in summer. 

111-9. With purchased steam, in some localities a 
markedly lower all-year rate is available for all-year 
power service; with a boiler plant, better operation 
and a better satisfied crew are the usual result. 

9,200 35,550 

111-10. Other Costs-Operating and maintenance 
labor may currently be expected to approximate 
$20,000 to $30,000 per year for a plant of a few hun· 
dred tons-up to $-15,000 for a plant of 2,000 to 
5,000 tons-figures which will vary considerably with 
hours of operation, calibre of management, etc. With 
a competent crew, maintenance supplies may average 
$3.00/yearfton; water make-up and chemical treat
ment may approximate 75¢/year/ton currently in the 
New York area. 

111-11. Total Cost of Air Conditioning-From data 
similar to the above, an approximate analysis may be 
made of the cost of providing good air conditioning 
under any given set of conditions. As a sample, in 
New York or equivalent climate, with a 1,000-ton 
plant, in a building with about 250,000 net sq. ft. 
usable area, steam-driven compressors, purchased 
steam and current: 

TOTAL COSTS 
Installation Cost (including electric power and accessory construction work)........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,800,000 

Fixed charges (at 10 per cent aggregate) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $180,000 
Electric power, 1,670,000 KWH (per year) •................•..............•.. . . . ..... . .... . ............. $27,000 
Steam 35,000,000 lbs. (per year)................................................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41,000 
Operating and Maintenance Labor (per year)............................ . .... . ......................... 30,000 
Water, Maintenance Materials, etc. (per year)...................................... . ........ . .... . ...... 3,000 
Annual Operating Cost including winter heating and ventilation................................. . ................ $ 101,000 

Total Fixed and Operating Cost................................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . $ 281,000 

Increased Building Cost ($1,800,000/250,000) ........•... . ....... . ................................ .. ............ $7.20/sq.ft. 
Annual Unit Cost-Operating ........ . . . ..............•........ . ...............•...•.•.............. . .......... 40.4¢/sq.ft. 
Annual Unit Cost-Fixed .......................•........ . .................. . .................. . .. . ....•..... . . 72.0¢/sq.ft. 

40 

Total ........•..•.......... · .. · .. · ·. · .. · ..... • .. . ................. . . . .. . ... . . . .......................... $1.124/sq.ft. 

It is evident that for the example given an increased 
average rental of $1.25 per sq. ft. would suffice to 
retire the investment, pay all interest, taxes, and oper· 
ating costs. This figure applies closely only in climates 
analogous to the North Atlantic States. 
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By Bob H. Reed * 
Texas Engineering Experiment Station 

The effect of windows on natural ventilation is no 
new subject at the Texas Engineering Experiment Sta· 
tion. As early as November 1951, a report treating 
the subject was published by the Station (RL2) .t Since 
this report had a very limited circulation and its con
clusions are believed to be important, and since it is 
thought that improvement in window design has not 
and should not reach a stopping point, the subject 
chosen for this paper, largely from this particular re
port, is worthy of re-emphasis. 

AIR FLOW A PRIME FUNCTION 

Designing and building good windows is most as· 
suredly a difficult task. Windows are expected to per
form many functions and overcome many problems. 
In recent years great strides have been made in the im
provement of windows. They have been made stronger, 
more economical, air-tight when closed, rain proof 
when open, and rust and rot resistant. They have been 
made easier to operate and simpler to clean. 

Despite all that has been done, however, there seems 
to be an almost total lack of concern for summer ven
tilation in window design. This is undoubtedly not 
due to a lack of ingenuity on the part of the window 
designers, rather it is most likely due to a lack of 
information on summer problems in warmer climates. 
It may also be partly due to the fact that most of our 
windows are still manufactured in the east where 
winter problems are paramount. 

Properly directed air Row is, nevertheless, essential 

• Bob H. Reed is an Associate Research Architect with the 
Texas Engineering Experiment Station. He has a Bachelor of 
Architecture from Texas A & M and is a member of the Na· 
tiona) Conference on School House Construction, and of the 
Illuminating Engineering Society and its Daylighting Com
mittee. He was formerly associated with the architectural and 
engineering firm of Caudill, Rowlett, Scott and Associates. 

NATURAL VENDLAnON 

to summer comfort in hot, humid climates, and should 
be considered a prime function of a window, if it is 
to be marketed in the south and southwest sections of 
the country. Manufacturers' advertising literature, 
however, indicates that more interest has been devoted 
to air infiltration than to air Row. That is, more 
thought has gone into the design and performance of 
the window when it is closed than when it is open. In 
nearly every case, such literature devotes a consider· 
able amount of space to the results of infiltration 
tests with hardly a trace of information on air Row 
tests. Infiltration is, of course, very important, espe· 
cially in cold and extremely windy weather, but so is 
air Row important in hot, humid and otherwise moder· 
ate weather. 

WINTER VENTILATION vs. SUMMER 
VENTILATION 

Joseph B. Kincer, senior meteorologist of the U. S. 
Weather Bureau, states : "Air movements have an im· 
portant physiological aspect. They produce a cooling 
tendency in all conditions of temperature by acceler· 
ating the conduction of heat from the body and by 
increasing the opportunity for evaporation which is 
a cooling process. The physical effects of high tern· 
peratures are very much modified when accompanied 
by a brisk air movement. But a low temperature which 
may be even stimulating in a calm, becomes unpleasant 
in windy weather" (RL38). 

Roughly speaking, then, the chief difference in 
winter ventilation and summer ventilation is that in 
the winter one usually does not want to be in a current 
of air, but in summer he often does. This conclusion 
is greatly simplified, of course, for the sake of clarity. 
The variables involved in producing human bodily 
comfort or discomfort are numerous and a change in 

t For Bibliography of Selected References see page 169. 
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any one of them from one minute to the next can 
modify or reverse a person's need for air movement. 
These variables are listed in Henry Wright's excellent 
discussion, "What is a Draft?" (RL43) as follows: 

"(l) Velocity of the air stream 
(2) Temperature of the air stream 
( 3) Relative humidity of the air stream 
( 4) Surrounding thermal conditions 
( 5) Duration of exposure 
( 6) Degree of exposure (clothing) 
(7) Physical and physiological state of the indi. 

vidual." 

A great many of our buildings must still rely on 
natural air movement for summer cooling. In their 
lack of temperature and humidity control, air move· 
ment is the only factor left with which to work for 
summer comfort and it must be used to the utmost. 
Referring to the aforementioned list of variables effect· 
ing comfort, if we assume the physical and physio· 
logical state of the occupants of these buildings to be 
normal, and if we establish values for the temperature 
and relative humidity of the air on a typical southern 
summer day, substitute these values in the ASHVE 
comfort charts and effective temperature charts 
(RL17), and solve for variables l, 5, and 6, the an· 
swer will usually be that these people should remove 
as much clothing as their social standing will allow, 
get in the fastest air stream available, and stay as long 
as possible. Rarely will a subjective test disagree with 
these calculations, and the proof is in the everlasting 
popularity of the short-sleeved sport shirt and the 
electric fan. 

WHY STOP THE DRAFT? 

There are times, of course, when air movement can 
cause discomfort even in summer such as when a per· 
son oversaturated with perspiration is subjected to a 
fast current of dry air, causing the "draft" sensation. 
This is aptly pointed out by Wright. Except for such 
special cases, however, it is still believed that air move· 
ment in summer is more often sought than avoided. 

Mr. Wright has defined a draft as "an air move· 
ment within an enclosure of sufficient cooling power to 
cause local chilling of the more exposed portions of 
the body." This is a very good definition from a dis· 
comfort point of view, but it leaves us without a name 
for "an air movement within an enclosure of sufficient 
cooling power to cause cooling and comforting of the 
exposed portions of the body." For the purpose of this 
paper at least, it is preferred to use Webster's some· 
what more concise definition that a draft is simply a 
current of air. On this basis, drafts would be generally 
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undesirable in winter and generally desirable in sum
mer. This should cause no more confusion than al
ready exists in the window literature (Figs. 1.29 and 
1.30). 

Many standard windows would seem to be designed 
on the basis of winter ventilation only, since they are 
advertised as having operating vents which deHect 
"air currents" upward for "draft-free" ventilation. 
Some manufacturers are more specific in advertising 
their products by definitely stating that their windows 
are designed for winter ventilation. But most of the 
literature leads to the impression that the so-called 
"draft-free" principle of window design is just the 
thing, regardless of the season or the climate, using 
such phrases as: "fresh air ventilation in any weather 
. . . by deflecting drafts upward," "draftless ventila
tion in all seasons," "freedom from direct drafts," 
"indirect ventilation," "all weather ventilation" and 
"100 per cent controlled ventilation." 

Windows which are to be used for summer ventila
tion should be designed to permit the greatest possible 
use of the natural wind forces when needed for cooling. 
This means that, in addition to deflecting drafts up
ward in winter, these windows should also be capable 
of directing the drafts or air currents downward 
through the living zone in summer. It doesn't seem 

Fig. 1.29-Draft-free ventilation: a "must" in winter, 
a mistake in summer. 
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Fig. 1.30-Direet drafts are essential to summer com
fort in hot, humid weather. 

to make much sense to stop the natural draft with a 
window and then, for the sake of comfort, create an
other draft with an electric fan (Fig. 1.311 . 

Fig. 1.31-Creating a draft in a "draft-free" 
environment. 

NOMENCLATURE IN THE INDUSTRY 

There seems to exist a great need for eliminating 
the present confusion of terms and misleading state
ments regarding air flow performance in the window 
market. To most people, drafts mean undesirable air 
eurrents which have definite association with cold 
weather. But, defining a draft as a current of air, it 
is very desirable during hot summer weather, and the 
so-called "indirect" or "draft-free" summer ventila
tion becomes a bit ridiculous. Therefore. it seems 
advisable that the industry formulate a uniform no
menclature which either explains the difference in de
sirable and undesirable drafts of air currents, or adopt 
a precise definition for the term "draft" in the unde
sirable sense and another to represent the desirable 
aspects of air flow. 

A better understanding of the air flow characteristics 
of common type windows would be a great help in 
eliminating the confusion that exists. Therefore, the 
remainder of this paper will be devoted to the classifi
cation of windows and a brief discussion of how the 
various types perform in terms of air flow. 

It is not the purpose here to discredit any one win
dow type simply because it is limited in its applica
tions for summer cooling; there are other functions of 
the window, exclusive of summer cooling, which are 
just as important. The purpose is rather to point out 
the fact that some windows are limited in this respect 
and probably should not be used in applications 
where summer cooling is the major problem. 

CLASSIFICATION OF WINDOWS 

While manufacturers produce a great variety of 
windows, virtually every window in any kind of build
ing can be classified as one or a combination of three 
basic types in regard to effect on air flow patterns. 
These three types will be referred to as: (1) simple 
opening, ( 2) vertical vane, and t3) horizontal vane 
tFig. 1.32). 

Simple opening windows are such windows as the 
single hung, double hung, and horizontal sliding-any 
window which does not pivot, but opens by sliding in 
a single plane. 

Vertical vane windows are the side hinged casement, 
the folding casement, and the vertical pivoted or re
versible window-any window which opens by pivot
ing on a vertical axis. 

Horizontal vane windows are the projected sash, the 
awning, the basement, the horizontal pivoted, and the 
jalousie or louvered glass window-any window which 
opens by pivoting on a horizontal axis. 
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Fig. 1.32-Ciassifieation of windows. 

AIR FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 

Holleman gives a complete analysis of the air flow 
characteristics of each of the different windows in Re· 
search Report 33 ( RL2) including various positions 
of adjustment and wind direction. Time does not 
permit the inclusion of this complete analysis here, 
hut the characteristics of the three basic types of win
dows can be generalized, assuming average conditions. 

Generally speaking, air is likely to flow in most 
any direction through a simple opening or through a 
vane opening in the plane of the operating sash, de
pending on the surrounding pressures at the various 
sides of the opening. Only when these pressures are 
symmetrical will the air flow straight into the opening 
(that is, perpendicular to the plane of the window 
wall). When these pressures are asymmetrical, which 
they usually are, the incoming air will flow through 
the opening at some angle other than perpendicular 
to the wall. On the other hand, in a plane perpen
dicular to the operating sash of vane type windows, 
the air generally flows parallel with the angle of ad
justment of the operating sash (vane), just as the flow 
of air follows the rudder of the airplane's tail (Figs. 
1.33, 1.34, 1.35). 
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SECTION 

SIMPLE OPENING 

PLAN 

Fig. 1.33-Simple opening, section and plan. 

In Figs. 1.33, 1.34, 1.35, typical air patterns are 
shown in section (above) and plan (below), assuming 
a wind perpendicular to the plane of the window wall. 

Figure 1.33 shows a few ways in which air may flow 
through a simple opening. In the left section diagram, 
the pressure above the opening is greater than that 

SECTION 

VERTICAL VANE 

PLAN 

Fig. 1.34-Vertieal vane, section and plan. 
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SECTION 

HORIZONTAL VANE 

PLAN 

Fig. 1.35-Horiz:ontal vane, section and plan. 

below, causing the air to flow at a downward angle 
as it passes through the opening. In the right section 
diagram, the larger pressure below the opening forces 
the air to flow in an upward direction as it enters the 
building. 

The two plan diagrams show how the air will flow 
straight into the simple opening when the pressures 

around the opening are symmetrical, as shown in the 
left diagram, and how it will flow in at an angle when 
the pressures around the opening are not symmetrical, 
as shown in the right diagram. 

Figure 1.34 shows the general characteristics of the 
vertical vane type window. In section, as shown in 
the upper diagrams, the pressures above and below 
the windows determine the final direction in which 
the air will flow, as with the simple opening. In plan, 
however, the air stream usually follows very closely 
in the plane of the operating sash, as shown in the two 
lower diagrams, regardless of the pressures around the 
openings. 

The horizontal vane opening shown in Fig. 1.35 is 
the direct opposite of the vertical vane opening, in that 
the air flow follows roughly the angle of adjustment 
of the operating sash in section, whereas it may flow 
in any of several directions in plan, as through a 
simple opening, depending on surrounding pressures. 

CONCLUSION 

While the importance of the various aspects of win· 
dow design, such as weather proofing, durability, 
strength, ease of operation, etc., is recognized, it is 
suggested that more design consideration could be 
devoted to the air-control characteristics of the win-

. dow-characteristics which will provide adequate per· 
formance when the window is open as well as when 
it is closed. 
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Discussion Period-HEAnNG, VENnLAnNG 
AND AIR CONDITIONING 

MR. WENZLER: I would like to ask each of the 
three speakers if he has any questions or comments to 
make on papers given by the other speakers. 

MR. VILD: Yes, I have some comments in regard 
to Mr. Jaros' paper. 

In Appendix No. II of his paper Mr. Jaros com· 
pares the amount of air conditioning equipment re· 
quired for various percentages of fenestration area. 
In essence his tabulations are within the accuracy of 
contemporary design procedures. Unfortunately the 
example is not typical from the standpoint of proper 
evaluation of the portion of the air conditioning load · 
due to heat transfer through glass. In the majority of 
large commercial buildings, it is feasible to supply 
zones on opposite exposures of the building from a 
central air conditioning unit. Thus a high morning 
load on an east exposure is often balanced by a low 
load on the west exposure. In the latter part of the 
day, the loads proportionately may he reversed, al· 
though the total may he very nearly the same. In 
sizing equipment it is the maximum total instantaneous 
cooling load that is significant and not the load from 
one particular exposure. Take an example of an office 
building with large north and south exposure offices 
16 ft. deep on each side. This is the way most archi
tects would orient a building to best overcome climatic 
conditions, other factors being equal. 

Calculations based on the procedure and values in 
the 1956 ASHAE Guide yield the following results. 
Using common window glass an increase in glass area 
from 25 to 50 per cent of the facade area requires an 
increase in air conditioning equipment of 0.9 tons per 
1,000 sq. ft. of floor area. Increasing the glass area 
from 25 to 75 per cent increases the equipment size 
by 1.8 tons per 1,000 sq. ft. of floor. If, in place of 
common window glass, a double light of heat-absorb
ing glass and regular plate glass were used, an increase 
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in glass area from 25 to 75 per cent of the facade 
would require less than 1 additional ton of refrigera
tion per 1,000 sq. ft. of floor. In addition, this would 
appreciably reduce the air conditioning load as com
pared with equal areas of window glass. Compare 
these increases with the 1.6 tons of refrigeration neces
sary to overcome the lighting load alone for the same 
floor area, or 2.0 tons needed to handle the ventilation 
and people load for 20 men in a conference room. 

The increases in equipment size due to additional 
glass area are calculated assuming no shading of any 
type. Shading provided by adjacent buildings and 
building projections will reduce the amount of addi
tional equipment required. In the extreme case, where 
all windows are shaded as indicated or oriented away 
from the sun, an increase in glass area from 25 to 
75 per cent of the facade would necessitate an addi
tional 0.8 tons of air conditioning capacity per 1,000 
sq. ft. of floor. This is for common window glass. For 
the double light previously described, an increase in 
area from 25 to 75 per cent would require only an 
additional 0.4 tons of refrigeration for the same 
1,000 sq. ft. of floor area. 

Another factor to consider is that an increase in 
fenestration area may make it possible to decrease the 
lighting load. Assume a hypothetical case where an 
increase in area of a double light fenestration from 
25 to 75 per cent would allow less frequent use of 
artificial lighting. With these circumstances, the net 
cooling load would be reduced by about 0.6 tons per 
1,000 sq. ft. of floor area. Thus, increasing the glass 
area by 200 per cent has actually decreased the air 
conditioning load. As the natural illumination is de
creased due to inclement weather conditions or other 
factors, the decrease in heat gain through the glass 
will partially offset the increase due to the necessity 
of turning on the lights. 
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J. M. SHULL (Reynolds Metals Co.): How signifi
cant is even a moderate amount of surface dirt in 
affecting the transfer of heat gain through glass? 

MR. VILD: A moderate amount of dirt won't seri
ously affect the total heat gain. The transmitted solar 
energy will be reduced, but the absorption ratio of 
the glass will be increased with even a moderate 
amount of dirt. 

T. S. ROGERS (Fiberglas Corporation) : Most 
orientation data given in your talk deals with primary 
orientations-north, east, south, west. Are there any 
special control problems at intermediate orientations, 
such as southeast or southwest? 

MR. JAROS: This is a problem that is ever present 
in New York, because what we call "north" in New 
York is not north; it's something like 28 degrees east 
of north. The result is that in mid·morning a southeast 
facade, and in mid-afternoon a southwest facade, is 
getting the sun's heat at an agle that is intermediate 
in altitude between those of a south facade early in 
the day and those of the east and west facade late in 
the day. As far as east and west goes, the figures 
differ but it is easy enough to apply them in designing 
the job. 

When you come to shading devices, however, this 
has quite a bearing. The projecting balconies which I 
spoke of rather warmly for south exposures become 
less and less effective as you walk around to the east 
or west. A shadow machine, such as quite a few 
architects' offices have, in which any position of the 
sun can be simulated on a model, would tell just about 
at what angle the balcony of a given building ceases 
to be effective. 

The vertical louver scheme and the horizontal louver 
scheme, particularly if they are movable and con· 
trollable, can be adapted just as easily to north or 
south exposures as they can to east or west. And this 
may be one reason why the newest buildings using 
such devices seem to show an increasing tendency to 
use more and more of the vertical louvers, particularly 
the adjustable ones, rather than the structurally 
heavier balconies. 

JOHN EVERETTS, JR. (Charles S. Leopold, Engi
neer) : Do you have any Btu transfer data with the 
lines between two plain pieces of glass or one plain 
and one heat-absorbing glass controlled between the 
pieces of glass? 

MR. VILD: There has been no precise experimental 
work done on this. I think the ASHAE is presently 
working on this project. I think this is a very worth
while project. 

MR. JAROS: This brings to mind a scheme that I 
have seen suggested several times, although I have 
never actually tried it, which would relate to any 

method with two layers of glass as long as there were 
something in between that tended to absorb or obstruct 
the sun's rays. The suggestion has been made that we 
ventilate the space between the glass. The blinds or 
even the fact that the first layer of glass is heat· 
absorbing glass tends to convert radiant energy into 
sensible energy, and heat displaced between the two 
layers of glass to a higher temperature. I think Mr. 
Vild would agree with me that that would tend to 
increase the temperatures of the insulation. If you 
knew a way to absorb that heat, whether you did it 
with outside air or cooled air, you would increase the 
net temperature to the room by doing so. I think 
sooner or later something of this sort will be tried. 

ALEX HAVLICSEK (E. K. Geyser Co.): In gen
eral, approximately how much opening in the spur of 
heat in natural ventilation is actually recommended 
related to square foot floor area in a room of normal 
ceiling height? 

MR. REED: Without getting into the ridiculous, 
the more the better. The most ideal thing you can 
have in a tropical climate, I think, is a shed roof with 
no walls at all. I don't know of any figures that can 
be applied to the square foot area of windows, but the 
more the better; that's all I have to say. 

H. B. QUICK (Glenmar Manufacturing Co.): Your 
general studies show lower light and heat transmission 
on a cloudy or overcast day. We were called in on a 
problem in Los Angeles where we recorded anomaly 
of higher heat transmission on overcast days. Does 
infra-red come through overcast? 

MR. VlLD: There is one instance where you may 
get a higher heat transmittance on overcast days, in 
that the distribution of the diffuse energy may be 
such that you are getting quite a bit in between your 
louvers, while on a clear day the diffuse radiation will 
be small and you will not get quite so much through 
the louvers. This is the only situation I can think of 
where you would get greater heat transmission. 

R. T. HOLTZ (B. F. Goodrich Chemical Co): What 
is the effectiveness of double-glazed windows in re
ducing solar heat input, and can their higher initial 
cost be offset by savings in original and operating costs 
of air conditioning? 

MR. JAROS : I think this question calls for an 
opinion and not simply for facts, especially the sec
ond part. The heat input due to conduction of heat 
from the warmer outdoor air to the cooler air inside 
of an air conditioned building is very definitely af
fected by using double, rather than single, glazing. 
Roughly speaking, without going into a lot of figures, 
you cut the conduction of heat in half. As far as solar 
radiation is concerned, each sheet of glass does reflect, 
absorb or otherwise dispose of some portion of the 
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original radiant energy from the sun. Remember that 
we are talking now of radiant energy, not hot air as 
such. 

However, the amount that each sheet of ordinary 
glass absorbs is only about 10 per cent of the radiant 
energy present before the beam of energy struck the 
glass. And the two layers of glass therefore might he 
expected to compare in radiant energy transmittance 
somewhat as 8 compares with 9. 

I can give a much more definite opinion answer to 
the second part of the question. We have made studies 
over and over again regarding the merits of double
glazing of any type, whether it's two sheets of glass 
with single mounting or two separate windows, from 
the point of view of savings in air conditioning and 
heating costs. Usually under most conditions it does 
not pay. We have very seldom ever been able to estab
lish to our own or the client's satisfaction that the 
increased cost of providing double glazing paid out 
in terms of savings in the cost of providing air condi
tioning and heating. 

However, one of the difficulties in winter in cold 
climates, even though a room may he adequately 
heated in the sense of air temperature, is the negative 
radiation from the human body, exposed surfaces, 
particularly glass or metal surfaces exposed to the 
outdoors. You may have a condition where the air in 
the room is at 75°, hut the sheet of glass is only at 
30° or something of the sort. And if you sit near that 
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glass, the side closest that glass is chilled because it 
radiates heat to the glass. 

Double glazing eliminates most of this difficulty in 
cold weather by providing a much warmer inside glass 
surface. When it is zero, say, outdoors, instead of the 
inner surface of the glass being 30 or 35 or some 
such temperature, it may he at 50 or more if you have 
double glazing. And these local chilling effects of 
cold glass, while still theoretically present, are ap
proaching the vanishing point as a practical matter of 
comfort. 

This may make it possible to use a much simpler 
sort of heating system or air conditioning system, he
cause you may get rid of the need for providing 
separate heat directly under the glass, which might 
otherwise he necessary. And in that sense, rather than 
actual Btu savings, you may get a large enough saving 
on installation and operating costs to pay or more than 
pay for the cost of the double glass. 

I can cite one very specific example, the Alcoa 
building in Pittsburgh, which has double-glazed win
dows. The outer pane, if I remember correctly, is 
heat-absorbing glass, in addition. As far as the sum
mer conditions are concerned, it made little difference 
in the air conditioning costs, hut it did enable us to 
use a system in which no heat whatever is provided 
under the glass for winter heat, with a great simplifica
tion of duct systems, piping systems, and so forth. And 
in practice, after several years' occupancy nobody 
claims that it is chilly next to the glass. 
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PART II 

PRODUCT ENGINEERING 

Chairman 

Robert W. McKinley 
Technical Representative, 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company 
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ENGINEERING PROPERTIES OF GLASS By Leighton Orr * 
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company 

The information presented here relates specifically 
to the use of glass in buildings. Since there are no 
particular problems with small plates, the discussion 
will refer to the trend to use larger size glass plates, 
often with special properties, where the stresses de
veloped could possibly lead to failure of the plates. 

We usually think of wind loads as the most common 
method of stressing large glass plates. Ordinary meth
ods of calculating stresses and deflections are not valid 
because of the extremely large center deHections. For 
this reason we are in progress on an experimental pro
gram using equivalent static pressure loads on large 
size glass plates. 

The other method of stressing large plates is by 
temperature difference, where the sun is the usual heat 
source. This is more common in heat-absorbing 
glasses, opaque structural glasses or enamel coated 
spandrel glasses, where the solar absorption is not uni
form over the entire glass area. 

In dealing with the strength of glass the rate of 
applying the load or the length of time the load is 
held is important in determining the stress causing 
failure. An impact type of loading will withstand 
three times more stress than that developed from a con
stantly applied load held for a long period of time. 
Also, a failure always originates at some form of im
perfection on the surface or on the cut edge. The 
larger the plate, or the greater the area stressed, the 
greater the possibility of an imperfection being present 
and the lower the stress required to cause failure. With 

• Leighton Orr is a member of the Research Laboratory staff 
of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, and has done physical 
testing work for 20 years with this company. He has a Bache· 
lor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from the University 
of Pittsburgh, and is a member of the American Society of 
Mechanical Engineers and the Society for Experimental Stress 
Analysis. 

glass there are no indications of when or where a 
failure is starting. The severity of the break depends 
on the amount of energy available to continue the 
fracture. A high velocity, high energy break produces 
ragged fracture surfaces which fork and send out 
branches, while a low velocity, low energy break pro· 
duces a smooth surface fracture which continues as far 
as the energy is available, but does not fork. 

WIND LOAD TESTS PROGRAM 

The test plan followed was actually a static load test 
using reduced air pressure on one side of a plate of 
glass mounted vertically. The frame used for the 
82" x 120" plate shown in Figure 2.1 was made up using 
6" x 6" H columns. A 2" wood liner was inserted all 
around the inside face of the frame. To the hack edge 
of this liner was mounted %" plywood stiffened with 
a double 2" x 2" angle at the joint of the two sheets. 
Near the front edge, %" deep stops were used to 
mount the glass as shown at the bottom of Figure 2.2. 
The stops were lined with %" x ~!:!" rubber near the 
base and a ;'] 6 " x ~~ 6 " extruded glazing compound 
inserted near the edge of the stop. The glazing com
pound was compressed by pressure on the stops to %" 
thickness which was limited by the rubber strip form· 
ing a definite seal. The glass edge was recessed %" 
leaving a %" clearance between glass and opening all 
around. 

For smaller size plates additional 6" H beams were 
inserted in new horizontal and vertical positions, and 
the plywood and stops revised accordingly. The 2" 
diameter connection to the exhaust fan was located 
near the lower left corner with a valve for rough ad· 
justment of pressure. A smaller line with control 
valve was used as bleeder for fine control of pressure. 
Another outlet to the enclosure was connected to a 
water column to measure pressure difference on the 
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two sides of the panel, later converted to load in 
pounds per sq. ft. In converting to equivalent wind 
velocity mph we have used the form P-.0032V2 , hut 
we realize there are differences of opinion regarding 
the constant used, ranging from .0025 to .0040, and 
also adjustments for air density at elevations above 
sea level. 

During the test a constant center deflection in incre
ments of .100" was held by control of the bleeder valve 
while viewing the center mounted dial gauge with a 
small telescope at a distance. While holding the center 
deflection constant a series of observations were made, 
including deflections at stations 10 or 12" apart along 
the principal axes using a machinist depth gauge in
serted through the holes in the bars clamped to the 
cross arms shown in Figure 2.1. 

Also measured was the change in strain from 20 
bonded strain gauges located on both surfaces of the 
glass plates at critical locations along the principal 
axes boundaries of the lower left quadrant. On some 
plates a few of the gauges were located along a 45° 
diagonal from the lower left corner. We also meas
ured bending by change in curvature using a 4" span 
gauge at various locations along the full length of the 

Fig. 2.1-Frame and other equipment used for wind 
load test of 6' I 0" x I 0' plate. 
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principal axes and along one 45 ° diagonal. The pres
sure on the glass was observed at the start and end of 
the series of measurements for each center deflection, 
which required from 5 to 25 minutes depending on 
how many of the strain gauge, deflection and curvature 
measurements were taken. 

Strips of masking tape were applied to the outside 
glass surface to hold the fragments in place in order 
to trace the origin of the break to a definite location. 
In each case the breaks were very severe, with the 
plate shattering into many pieces. In most cases the 
origins were located as shown graphically in Figure 
2.2 for one group of tests. This also records the angle 
of the break and a sketch of the fracture face showing 
a scratch or crush on the surface, producing a weak
ness where the break started. From experience we have 
learned to estimate the stress causing failure from a 
measure of the smooth length between the break origin 
and the first roughened face of the fracture. These 
estimated stresses are recorded in Figure 2.2, and 
average about 3,000 psi for the group of plates. 

WIND LOAD TEST RESULTS 

Actually two separate series of tests were conducted 
involving 20 plates tested to destruction. The variables 
included plate glass and Solex glass, thickness range 
from .114" to .383", area from 47 to 80 sq. ft. and 
shape factor from square to 0.6 ratio of sides. Typical 
plots of center deflection versus load are shown in 
Figure 2.3 representing three different glass thick
nesses and two different glass sizes. 

The range in center deflection at failure for the 20 
tests was between l.O and 1.6". Naturally the larger 

· sizes were in the upper range of deflections hut what 
appeared unusual was that the glass thickness had very 
little effect on deflection at failure. The departure of 
calculated deflection from measured center deflection 
at failure was greater for thinner glasses, being in the 
order of 12 for %" glass, 5 for %" glass and 2 for 
%" glass. Lack of space prevents description of de
flection measurements along the principal axes. In 
general, the trend is for the curvature to he greatest 
at the center and flat at the edges for low loads. As 
the load increased, the central area became flat rela
tively and the greatest curvature shifted to a region 
between center and edges. Even at high loads near 
failure there was negligible curvature at the edges, 
indicating that the glass is free to rotate as much as 
3° hut pulled out of the frame .02 to .04". 

We have not completed the analysis of the curvature 
measurements using the 4" span gauge, hut it appears 
that the greatest curvature would he at right angles 
to a diagonal a considerable distance from the corner. 
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Along the principal axes the greatest change in curva
ture was not at the center, but between the center and 
the edge. These measurements of change in curvature 
can be converted directly to bending stress in psi. 
However, because of membrane tension stresses, where 
the deflections are large in relation to the glass thick
ness, the bending stress is only part of the surface 
stress. 

To obtain the combined stress from both bending 
and membrane we must depend on bonded strain 
gauges. It is very difficult to make a complete stress 
survey over a large area as there is a limit to how 
many gauges can be used with certain equipment. 
Twenty gauges were used on each test plate along the 
axis boundaries and diagonal of one quadrant. The 
gauges were divided between the two surfaces and, 
since there should be gauges in three directions at any 
one location, this does not allow a very complete stress 
survey. The greatest measured stresses were along a 
diagonal well in from the corner. The stress at the 
center is well below the maximum. It is interesting to 
observe that there were many locations where mem
brane stress predominates to such an extent that both 
surfaces were in tension. 

The basic information regarding the 20 test plates 
and their performance at failure are summarized in 
Table l. From an examination of the results expressed 
as total load at failure, we could not detect any sig
nificant effect of the size or shape within the range 
used in these tests. The thickness was the most im
portant factor controlling total load. To show this 
more definitely, column ten of Figure 2.4 is a tabula
tion of the total load per .001" thickness. This value 
is fairly close to ten. Thus for a quick estimate of 
total load in pounds to cause failure of a large plate 
simply multiply the glass thickness in thousandths of 
an inch by ten and divide by the loaded area to obtain 
the load in pounds per sq. ft. to cause failure. 

A closer fit to the data is obtained using the em
pirically developed relation-P=7600 (t+tz) where 
P is total load in pounds and t is glass thickness in 
inches. To use this relationship for any area or glass 
thickness we have developed the chart shown in Fig
ure 2.4. We would not attempt to use this formula 
beyond the limits of this chart. This is a practical 
representation of load carrying capacity of large glass 
plates subject to our test conditions, where the most 
important variable involved is the condition of the 
glass surface. 

In comparing our test conditions with actual build
ing installations, the principal difference would be the 
rigidity of the frame members to which the stops are 
fastened. We realize that edge frame members will 
never be 6" H columns as used in our tests and we are 

already planning tests to show what effect the use of 
light-weight framing sections on one or more edges 
of the glass opening would have on the load carrying 
capacity of the glass. The other factor in which our 
tests differ from actual wind loads is the duration of 
the load. Each load increment was held constant for 
5 to 25 minutes while making stress and deflection 
measurements. The extreme wind velocity loads on a 
building would be applied only occasionally and 
usually as a gust of short duration. We would estimate 
that the same plate would withstand almost twice the 
load applied as a gust, lasting only a few seconds com· 
pared with a constant load held for 25 minutes. 

This was demonstrated in the tests of Twindow 
sealed, double glazed units, where when one plate 
failed under a constant load, the other plate withstood 
the load formerly held by both plates, while the blower 
was being stopped. Because of this difference in load
ing, the developed information, including the chart 
in Figure 2.4, would actually include some factor of 
safety. The architect is free to use any additional 
factor of safety depending on building conditions. 

Wind load tests of large size Twindow sealed, double 
glass units have demonstrated definite advantages in 
comparison with single glass plates. This is explained 
by the deflection of one plate compressing the sealed 
air and transferring part of the load to the other plate. 
The actual pressure in the air space would be inter
mediate between the pressure on the two sides, and the 
pressure difference across each plate would be only 
a part of the total. In the tests of three different sizes, 
the increase in strength over what we would expect 
from a single plate amounted to 50 to 80)o, being 
greater for the larger size where the strength is most 
needed. The plate on the low pressure side would be 
most likely to fail because the tension surface is ex
posed and subject to damage, where the plate on the 
high pressure side would have its tension surface 
inside the dry air space where it could not be damaged 
in use. The added strength of sealed, doubled glazed 
units was demonstrated during a wind storm in Winni
peg, Canada. A survey of the glass breakage for store 
front replacement orders revealed that not one Twin
dow unit was broken, while almost all of the larger 
single plates were broken along a certain section of 
the main street. 

EFFECTS OF SOLAR ABSORPTION ON GLASS 
BREAKAGE 

Before starting on a test program it would be ad
visable to review the fundamental data on solar energy 
available, and establish the behavior when intercepted 
by a plate of glass. The energy available from the sun, 
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Fig. 2.2-Summary of fracture origins of large plates tested under simulated wind loads. 
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Fig. 2.3-Relation between load and center deflection on large glass plates. 

assuming ideal conditions without clouds, depends on 
the amount of atmosphere it passes through or the 
angle to the earth's surface. This information was 
taken from work done by Parry Moon reported in the 
Journal of Franklin Institute, Vol. 230, 1940, and is 
reproduced as the upper curve in Figure 2.5. Since 
most glass is installed in a vertical position, another 
curve has been drawn in Figure 2.5 showing the energy 
available on a vertical surface, assuming the surface 
is constantly turned to face the sun. This would in
clude the maximum possible condition for receiving 
solar energy on a wall of a building. This curve also 
shows that the greatest intensity of 204 Btu per hour 
per sq. ft. is obtained when the sun is 30° to 35° 
above the horizon. 

When a plate of glass is installed on this vertical 
surface facing the sun, the available energy is either 
reflected, absorbed or transmitted. We are only im-
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mediately concerned with the amount absorbed. This 
is a property of the type of glass and is also affected by 
thickness. Two common thicknesses of regular plate 
glass and Solex heat absorbing glass are shown in 
Figure 2.5 to indicate their behavior. The solar energy 
absorbed internally increases glass temperature until 
reaching an equilibrium where the heat gain by in
ternal absorption balances heat loss convection to sur
rounding air on both surfaces. The peak value for 
absorption of%" Solex glass from Figure 2.5 was 126 
Btu per sq. ft. per hour. If we assume half, or 63 Btu, 
lost on each surface and a film coefficient of 1.6 for 
still air at 70° F, the temperature rise would be 40° F. 
Air movement over either surface of the glass would 
increase film coefficient and reduce temperature rise. 
When using Solex in double glazing the insulating 
effect of the adjoining plate of glass would reduce the 
loss from one surface and increase the temperature 
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TABLE I 

Summary of Wind Load Tests to Destruction, Various Glass Sizes and Thicknesses. 
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rise. Any obstruction to transmitted energy producing 
a heat block on one side of the glass, such as caused by 
tight fitting blinds or drapes, would return heat to the 
glass instead of allowing the glass to lose heat, result
ing in an excessive temperature rise. 

If the glass attained a uniform temperature rise over 
the entire area, no stress would result. However, where 
the edge of the glass is recessed in a frame and does 
not absorb energy, the edge temperature lags behind 
the normal temperature increase in the central area. 
This temperature difference produces tension stress all 
around the edge, where the plates are normally weak
est. For an analysis of this effect, consider a large 
plate where the area absorbing solar radiation is large 
compared with the narrow, recessed margin. The ex
pansion in the central area is 0.00000463" per inch 

I IS! 3 II ZOO 
I 3_Q,S /POq_ 

l II'(; ,.S/2/-;l -3~~ -s.s"J. 
2:? .5?27_ .Yozc. nzn 

per or. For 40° F temperature differential the strain 
on the cold edge would he .000185" per inch. For a 
Modulus of Elasticity of 10,600,000 the edge stress 
would he 1,960 psi. This may appear low to cause a 
glass failure, hut the stress occurs at the edge where 
imperfections are most likely to he located and there 
may be some unusual feature about the installation to 
cause excessive temperature difference, resulting in 
occasional breakage. 

Painting solid designs on regular plate glass or ap
plying decals would have the same effect as using heat
absorbing glass. Some of the darker colored opaque 
glasses or enamel coated glasses would he almost per
fect absorbers, where the only safe solution would he 
to partially temper these plates to allow greater 
resistance to temperature difference. 
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Fig. 2.~Solar energy available and portion absorbed by various glasses. 

HEAT ABSORPTION TEST PROCEDURE 

Since uniform solar intensity is not dependable for 
test work, and solar overload tests impractical, we used 
a bank of 163 radiant heat 250-watt lamps as shown 
in Figure 2.6. The radiation intensity was regulated 
by a timer controlling the percentage of time the lamps 
were on during a IS-second period. The full intensity 
input to the lamps is 400 watts per sq. ft., but 18" 
a"way the energy received by the panel was 200 watts 
per sq. ft. or 3 to 3.5 times the maximum energy re
ceived by the sun on a vertical surface. The spectral 
distribution of the lamps is not the same as the sun, 
but it does produce temperature difference on plates 
which causes breakage. 

For normal test procedure the lamps were turned on 
suddenly at any desired intensity causing the glass to 

heat up fast while the recessed edges lagged behind. 
The severity of this test can be measured by tempera
ture difference as determined by thermocouples ad
hered to the glass along vertical centerline from top to 
bottom edges. A more direct method of rating this ex
posure is to measure optically the edge stress directly, 
using a quartz wedge viewing through a hole in the 
stop. 

RADIANT HEAT TEST RESULTS 

Early in this test program it became apparent that 
the occasional breakage in service and the breakage 
from overload radiation test in the laboratory were 
caused by the central area heating up fast while the 
recessed edges lag behind, producing temperature dif
ference and tension stress on the edges. The curves at 
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Fig. 2.6-8' x 10' test frame and radiant heat lamp bank. 

the top of Figure 2.7 show this effect for a 6' x 10' 
panel of %" Solex glass subjected to various radiation 
intensities. Directly below the temperature curves are 
measured edge stresses plotted against time with a 
curve drawn through the maximum stress. This shows 
that the stress reaches a maximum after 30 minutes, 
then decreases as heat soaks into the edges. These 
curves also show that the edges have an initial edge 
compression stress of about 500 psi. This is a definite 
advantage as the desirable compression stress must be 
relieved before the edge goes into tension. For our 
glass, the larger the plate the greater the initial edge 
compression on the edges, which is important because 
it is most needed in large plates. 

The same plates ;hown in Figure 2. 7 were used to 
investigate the possibility of breakage resulting from 
the solar heated plates suddenly being cooled by high 
winds or cold rain. The stress curves show that after 
suddenly stopping radiant heat after 55 minutes the 
edge tension stress was reduced fast when the central 
area was suddenly cooled. Tests on a smaller two ft. 
sq. panel showed that the surface had to be heated to 
220° F before breaking with cold water spray. The 
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glass would break from radiant heating before reach
ing such temperatures, so the possibility of plates 
breaking from heat shock in service is very remote. 

Experiments on size effect using %" Solex glass in· 
stalled in the same store front section subjected to full 
100% lamp bank intensity showed maximum edge 
stress as follows: 

1 square foot. ....... 2,550 psi edge tension 
9 square feet. ....... 3,150 psi edge tension 

15 square feet. ....... 3,450 psi edge tension 
24 square feet ........ 3,950 psi edge tension 
80 square feet .....•.. 4,400 psi edge tension 

extrapolated because 
of failure 

The possibility of breakage in the large sizes is even 
greater than indicated by the stress measurements he· 
cause of the greater number of linear feet of edge with 
more chance of a defect being present to start a break. 

From experimental work attempting to eliminate 
temperature difference we arrived at the following con· 
elusions. The use of insulating materials applied to 
the edges of the plate was of little value in reducing 
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edge stresses. Where the outside stop or front face 
molding was removed, allowing the full area of the 
glass to be exposed, there would be no problem. If the 
face molding or stop is painted black to absorb solar 
radiation it would help to reduce the edge stress, but 
highly polished aluminum moldings would prevent 
heat from getting into the edges and produce tension 
stresses on the edges. Where the glass was installed in 
a massive masonry building, the edge temperatures 
would tend to lag behind more than when installed 
in a light-weight, curtain type wall building. This 
would be especially true where there are extreme 
changes in temperature between night and day. 

Varying the width of the recessed edge over wide 
limits has shown that the edge stress is a maximum 
when the plate is recessed from % to 1" which is 
close to the value used in most installations. Increas
ing the depth of glass recessed provides a wider band 
to absorb the expansion of the central area, reducing 
the edge stress, and where the recessed depth becomes 
very large the maximum stress is on the glass surface 
in from the edge. It is much more practical to reduce 
edge stress by reducing the width of the recessed mar
gin, but it is not safe to install glass with less than %" 
edge recess. Supplying heat to the edge of the glass 
electrically with resistance ribbon using 2 to 3 watts 
per linear foot of edge would prevent the edge stress, 
but the necessary arrangements and equipment needed 
would not be practical. 

Taking all these factors into consideration we have 
concluded that on a practical basis it is impossible to 
prevent tension stresses on the edges of heat-absorbing 
plates. We have concentrated our efforts on procedure 
for preparing plates with the best possible edges to 
withstand safely the moderate stresses that are devel
oped. From mechanical tests of edges, and tempera
ture difference tests using electric blankets and the 
lamp bank, we have concluded that the strongest edges 
are obtained by making clean cuts using a glass cutting 
wheel running through an oil layer applied on the 
glass surface. There is still considerable skill required 
of the cutter in applying pressure to open the cuts 
without producing flared or ragged edges. Any seam
ing or other edge work reduces the strength, but the 
edges must remain undamaged to maintain their 
strength. We also advise using tape around the edges 
in store front mounting to prevent metal to glass 
contact. 

POSSIBILITY OF ADDITIONAL EDGE STRESSES 
IN SERVICE 

Other factors which add to these normal edge 
stresses over which we have no control are the effect 
of using tightly closed venetian blinds or drapes close 
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to the inside glass surface, which prevents loss of heat 
from the glass surface, increasing the edge stress. We 
have also observed localized stress increases due to 
certain types of shading. Of all the shading arrange
ments tried, those with a shaded strip of various widths 
through the center section of a plate were the only ones 
which did not increase the tension stress on the glass 
edge. Listed in the order of increasing edge stresses, 
the various shading arrangements were as follows
horizontal shading, 45° diagonal shading, vertical 
shading, double 45° diagonal shading with the shade 
lines intersecting at the middle of an edge, and the 
most severe shading was a double diagonal arrange
ment with 70° included angle between shade lines 
intersecting at the middle of one edge. In general, for 
all these shading arrangements, the maximum edge 
stresses occur when about 25% of the plate is shaded 
and 75~i, exposed to solar radiation. The greater the 
stress increase the more localized the high stress is at 
a specific section of the edge. While certain types of 
shading greatly increase the tension stress on some 
edges, they also reduce the tension stresses at other 
edges to the extent of producing safe compression 
stresses along the shaded edges. 

SPECIAL TYPES OF GLASS 

While we have been referring specifically to heat
absorbing glass we would have the same or possibly a 
more severe problem when painting designs or apply
ing decals over large areas of regular plate glass win
dows. The recommendation to prevent breakage is to 
keep a 4" to 6" width of clear glass around all the 
edges. 

When considering using opaque glasses or enamel 
coated glasses, the item of most importance is to know 
the solar energy reflectance, absorption and transmit
tance values, which can be determined on a two-inch 
square sample. In general the very light colors reflect 
such a high percentage of solar energy that there is no 
problem, regardless of whether the remainder is ab
sorbed or reflected, or how the glass is installed. The 
intermediate colors, such as Gray or Tranquil Green 
Carrara, reflect about 50% and absorb almost 50%. 
Where used in panels free to lose absorbed heat from 
both surfaces, this glass could be used in the annealed 
condition, provided the usual precautions were fol
lowed to have clean-cut edges. Where used with insula
tion behind them, or free to lose absorbed heat only on 
one side, it would be advisable to have this glass "heat 
strengthened," meaning a low degree of temper. The 
darker glasses having very low energy reflection values 
should all be "heat strengthened," regardless of the 
method of installation, because of the higher edge 
stresses. 
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By Bruno Funaro, AlA * 
Columbw University WINDOWS IN MODERN ARCHITECTURE 

Today we are faced with what appears to be a 
dilemma: modern building technology has, on one 
hand, made unlimited windows possible. With the 
outer surface of buildings freed from structural com· 
mitments, windows can be placed anywhere, every
where. On the other hand, modern technology has re
placed with more reliable artificial means many of the 
services which were performed by windows and which 
were their reason for being. Now that we can have 
them, we are not so sure that we really want them. 

Let us first take a quick glance at our inherited 
tradition up to the time of the great upheaval caused 
by the discovery of electricity and of the steel frame. 

I. Windows were limited in shape, size and position 
by structural considerations. To open wondows in a 
bearing masonry wall or in a balloon frame meant a 
compromise with structural stability. 

2. Windows were doing a great number of tasks; 
let light and air in, let vision through while still satis
fying requirements of weather protection, privacy, heat 
and sound insulation. The classical casement window 
(fig. 2.8) still prevailing in the Mediterranean coun
tries, with its outer slatted movable shutters, its inner 
solid shutters, curtains and drapes, was a wonderful 
piece of design because it performed effectively and 
graciously a great variety of services. 

3. Windows were essential elements of architectural 
expression. They were often the focal points of a vast 
composition which embraced the whole facade. 

Now, keeping this very schematic glimpse of the past 

• Prof. Bruno Funaro is Assistant Dean of the School of 
Architecture at Columbia University. He studied architecture 
in Rome, Italy, and at Columbia University where he secured 
his M.A. He is a member of the American Institute of Archi
tects and of the National Institute for Architectural Education, 
and has co-authored with Geoffrey Baker the book, "Windows 
in Modem Architecture." 

Fig. 2.8-Traditional shutters. Closed (left) they 
keep out rain and sun, let air circulate. For more air 
and some view, the lower half opens awning-wise ( cen
ter). Swung half open (right) the two leaves act as 
vertical sun shades. 

in the background, let us jump into mid-20th century. 
It is a jump indeed; the Yankee at the Court of King 
Arthur was not as bewildered as we Victorians are in 
the 1950's. Let us take the high-rise office building
definitely an expression of our time--as our subject 
for observation. Its structural frame has given com
plete freedom to the outside walls. How has this 
freedom been used? 

As a means for new architectural expressions, con
tinuous bands of horizontal windows, which were im
possible to realize in bearing masonry walls, become 
an expression of the stratification of independent office 
areas placed one over the other. Vertical bands of 
windows emphasize vertical communications and stress 
the unity of the building (Figs. 2.9 and 2.10). The 
climax of modern fenestration is reached when the 
whole building is entirely sheathed in glass. What is 
the real reason for it? Is it to make the fullest use of 
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Fig. 2.9-The McGraw-Hill Building, New York, Hood 
& Fouilhoux, architects. 

natural light? Is it to offer better natural ventilation? 
No. It is basically an aesthetic expression. 

The architect had been longing for years to capture 
in the finished building the fascinating beauty which 
can often be seen in naked building skeletons before 
they are hidden by exterior walls. The glass wall has 
made this possible. Mies van der Rohe's design for a 
skyscraper back in the 1920's expresses this aspiration 
quite clearly. (Fig. 2.11) With the all-glass wall, the 
window as an individual element ceases to exist. It is 
the end of the line. From here, either we start moving 
back, or in an easy step we may move to the window
less wall. 

We have so far considered windows in relation to 
architectural expression. Now let us move to the more 
tangible, practical reasons for their being. Still con
tinuing with our observation of the office building, let 
us try to find out why we should want windows. For 
light? No, fluorescent lights are so much more de
pendable. For air? Indeed, not! That would throw 
our air conditioning system out of kilter. The sci
entists tell us that it is essential to focus the eye 
occasionally on a distant view, also that people psy
chologically need a visual contact with the outside. 
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Fig. 2.10-The Daily News Building, New York, Hood 
& Fouilhoux, architects. 

Windows may take care of these requirements, but 
rather poorly, especially when the glass is heavily 
tinted to reduce glare or when the shades are pulled 
down. 

I do not see why these functions could not be much 
better performed by electronic devices. Imagine each 
desk equipped with its own TV window through 
which the office worker may look down the street and 
"stretch" his eyes, no matter how distant his desk is 
from the outer wall. The climax of this horrible 
thought would be a closed TV office circuit which 
offers the opportunity to Washington office workers 
to feast their eyes occasionally on sunny Biscayne 
Boulevard. 

Jokes aside, it is hard to find very valid reasons for 
having windows in most of today's office space. In 
fact, people draw their curtains, turn the lights on and 
settle into their daily routine, oblivious of the existence 
of any windows. When coffee-break time or lunch 
time comes, the office workers stream into the well 
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Fig. 2.11-Model of a skyscraper in glass and steel, 
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, architect. 

equipped cafeterias and rest lounges. Where are these 
rooms? In a great many buildings they are in the 
basement or in an inner, electrically illuminated space. 
Here, instead, is the real opportunity to open up. Here 
is where the glow of direct sunlight, the physical 
stimulation of fresh air have a place. Here is the place 
for windows. Why not place the communication areas, 
elevator lobbies, reception rooms and corridors on the 
outer face of the building so that people may walk 
from office to office out in the daylight? 

A clear distinction between work areas with fully 
controlled artificial climate and communications, and 
relaxation areas opened to the outside, may eventually 
lead the way to forms of architectural expression much 
more articulated and humane than the abstract all· 
glass wall. The model of Italy House in San Paulo, 
Brazil, Gio Ponti, architect, is an example of this ar· 
ticulated fenestration. (Fig. 2.12). 

There is another development of an entirely different 
nature which may also bring fresh meaning to the 
fenestration of the tall office building. In the next few 
years there will undoubtedly be great changes in the 
structural systems of tall buildings. The outside walls 
may assume again a structural function. Consequently, 

Fig. 2.12-Model of Italy House, San Paulo, Brazil, 
Gio Ponti, architect. 

they will impose new restrictions on fenestration, 
and will give birth to new forms of architectural 
expression. 

The Library at Rangoon, designed by Raglan 
Squirre & Partners, (Fig. 2.13) is indicative of the 
nervous, dynamic fenestration which may come out of 
this trend. It is a Gothic revival in a deeper sense 
than merely through imitation of form. 

Let us now move our attention to an entirely dif. 
ferent type of building, the single family house. In the 
last few years we have been exposed to many themes 
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Fig. 2.13-Model of Library, Rangoon, Raglan Squirre 
& Partners, architects. 

related to the house among which the "solar house" 
theme, and the "year-round air conditioned house" 
theme stand out. On the surface, these two present 
opposite trends in home design. The solar house advo
cates almost a cult of the use of the natural light and 
heat from the sun, at all costs. The air conditioned 
house suggests the urge to shut ourselves in, turn on 
the switch, and bask in our own ideal climate without 
mosquitoes and without any concern for what hap
pens outside. With air conditioning established as a 
widely accepted service for the home and not as an 
imposed way of living, we can see no real conflict, but 
rather cooperation between the two. 

It is the solar house movement that deserves our 
attention. Personally, I can not conceive anyone wish
ing to withdraw into an artificial climate except in 
extreme weather conditions. The solar house has had 
a good influence which is more noticeable now that 
the catch-name, solar house, has lost its glamour. 
First, it has called our attention to the fact that win
dows are not necessarily negative factors in the heat
ing of a house, but on the contrary when properly 
applied, can become actual sun traps and cut down 
heating bills. The design of glass areas has been re
moved from a pure I y aesthetic placement of holes on 
a facade to a careful study and interpretation of condi
tions of geography, astronomy and climate. The archi
tect has been challenged to devise new types of sun
shades, blinds, shutters, fixed or stationary, to meet the 
new problem imposed by the large glass areas. These 
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new elements, through the creativeness of the architect, 
have become new expressions of architectural design. 

The glass manufacturers have been challenged to 
develop glass panes which, while transparent to the 
radiant heat of the sun, are insulators to convected 
heat. The designers' attention has been extended be
yond the building itself to the grounds around it, 
upon which the large glass areas open. The meaning· 
less formal planting of symmetrically placed ever
greens, the useless front lawns, have given way to an 
integrated organization of open and enclosed spaces all 
of which make up the home. In fact, the large window 
has given new life to landscaping and has made it an 
integral part of the design of the home. 

Windows in the house have become very articulate 
symbols of comfort, delight, and architectural expres
sion. They range from large, movable glass walls 
which can be opened up when the climate is pleasant, 
closed and insulated when the outside temperature is 
too high or too low, to small glass panels which barely 
give a glimpse of the sky without sacrifice to privacy. 
Windows no longer have to be rectangular openings 
on vertical walls. They can be of many shapes, on 
slanted walls, or on roofs. 

The great variety of windows demanded by the 
modern house makes life difficult for manufacturers 
and architects. The manufacturers have to expand 
the variety of stock items to meet as many different 
situations as possible. The architect, especially if tied 
down to a budget, has to use a great deal of ingenuity in 
making the best of what is on the market. They often 
have to use products for purposes for which they were 
not meant by the manufacturer. Fenestration has be
come so important that the design of the whole house 
revolves around it. The answer to this situation may 
be for industry to offer more independent parts which 
can be fitted together to suit specific cases, rather than 
completely packaged units of stock size. We might 
have to go back to more separate components, hard· 
ware, frame and track profiles by the foot, glass sheets, 
all of which would be assembled either by the dealer 
or at the job. 

To sum it up, the future for designers and manufac
turers is definitely not a static one. It is one of excit
ing search, of conflicting answers. The future of win
dow design is closely tied to the kind of life we want 
to live in a rapidly changing world. 
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By James Arkin, AlA * 

The manufacture of wood window frames and sash 
is very properly a function of the millwork industry. 
Appropriately enough, this industry was initiated dur· 
ing the Industrial Revolution in England by Jeremy 
Bentham, an outstanding mechanical engineer and 
brother of the famous economist. The first patents ever 
granted for power operated woodworking machinery 
were awarded to Bentham in 1793. He was primarily 
interested in producing more and better decking for 
ships of the Royal Navy. This concern for mass pro· 
duction was apparently the motivating force behind a 
whole series of new woodworking machines which were 
invented in the two decades which followed 1793, 
including additional patents by Jeremy Bentham. 

It should be remarked here that all of the new rna· 
chines and the new processes were intended to pro· 
duce an end product of lumber, namely interior and 
exterior finish. Power operated gang-saws for the 
production of lumber were used as early as the second 
quarter of the 17th century by American colonists who 
harnessed water wheels on the New England rivers. 

The vogue for woodworking machinery spread from 
England to France and the low countries, to Germany, 
and to Russia, but the full impact of the revolutionary 
methods of production was reserved for America in 
the 1830's. Here there was no great tradition to shackle 
and inhibit the woodworkers. A new continent waited 
expectantly for settlement and development. Balloon 
frame construction helped to meet the demand for 

• James Arkin is a consultant to the Architectural Wood· 
work Institute and to the National Woodwork Manufacturers 
A~sociation. He has a Bachelor of Architecture degree from 
Carnegie Tech and did graduate work in art and architecture 
at the University of Chicago. He has also been on the faculties 
of the Departments of Architecture at Kansas State College 
and the University of Illinois, and has lectured on building 
construction at Purdue University. Mr. Arkin is a member of 
the American Institute of Architects and the Society of Archi· 
tectural Historians, and is a Life Member of the Art Institute 
of Chicago. 

WOOD WINDOWS 

light, fast construction in wood. The demand for trim, 
windows and finish was met by the ingenuity of Yankee 
inventors who produced a new series of efficient wood
working machines. 

The fact that large, but charming, Greek Revival 
buildings could he built of wood created an unprece· 
dented demand for Doric columns, Ionic columns, 
entablatures, enframements, mouldings, and sash, all 
of wood. The mass production of woodwork went into 
high gear first in New England and the Atlantic sea
board, and then in neighboring states to the west. By 
the 1840's mass distribution began to develop. Thus 
was born the "stock" wood window industry, con· 
temporary with many another mass production indus
try in America. 

After the Civil War, the industry followed its mar· 
kets and its source of raw material ever westward and 
large plants were gradually established in the middle 
west, a number on the banks of the Mississippi River. 
Here a continuing supply of logs could he floated down 
from the white pine forests of Minnesota, northern 
Wisconsin and northern Michigan. 

However, the growing depletion of the forests of 
northern white pine, due to fires, waste and negligence 
as well as to normal consumption, forced the stock 
window industry again to seek sources of raw rna· 
terials farther west, in the forests of the Rocky Moun
tains, the Pacific northwest and British Columbia. A 
large variety of softwood species were used and ex· 
perience records were developed over many years. In 
the South, yellow pine and cypress were popular 
species for wood windows. Narrow gauge logging 
railroads were pushed into mountain fastnesses all over 
the continent to extract lumber. And by the 1890's, 
the continental networks of standard railroads made it 
possible for a builder in southeast United States to 
purchase and install a good, inexpensive window that 
was made in the Mississippi valley from a tree that 
grew in Oregon. 

A single species of lumber-Ponderosa pine-is 
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now concentrated upon by many individual stock 
manufacturers because that species possesses most of 
the qualifications demanded for mass production of 
windows, and fewer of the disadvantages of other 
species. A plentiful supply of Ponderosa pine is 
assured for many years to come. 

The form that stock windows must take today is no 
longer tied to what the glass industry can supply, 
simply because the glass industry itself has become far 
more flexible in its output. Nonetheless, the form, 
styles and sizes of stock wood windows at the present 
time are based entirely on the demands of the market 
for residential buildings in a price bracket of approxi
mately $35,000 and under, and for light, utilitarian 
buildings. 

Today's improved woodworking machines are on a 
par with any machines used in the metal working in
dustries for speed of operation, accuracy and safety. 
New developments in the fields of adhesives have aug
mented the processes of production and have made 
finger jointing practicable. It is now recognized in 
several U. S. Commercial Standards. Automation 
lends itself to the manufacture of stock windows, and 
although full automation is several years away, semi
automation has been adopted in a few plants. 

The National Woodwork Manufacturers Associa
tion, Inc. is the trade association of the stock woodwork 
industry in the United States. Mr. Ormie C. Lance is 
Secretary-Manager and general headquarters are main
tained in Chicago with a branch office in Washington, 
D. C. The major activities of theN. W. M.A. are con
cerned more with the production than the marketing 
function of the industry. 

Ever since it was organized in 1933 (under the name 
of the National Door Manufacturers Association), 
N. W. M. A. has carried on research programs in the 
interest of improving stock windows. These programs 
have related to such subjects as performance tests for 
use in developing standards for moisture content, ma
terials, manufacturing processes, glazing and grading. 
The association has been active in the initiation of 
Commercial Standards relating to the windows pro
duced by its member companies, by application to the 
Commodity Standards Division, U. S. Department of 
Commerce. The standards indicate marked progress in 
window design and construction. The trend toward a 
snug fit, without having windows stick and bind, has 
been accelerated. All of the Standards call for win
dows made from carefully selected and properly kiln
dried wood, defect free and chemically treated to op
erate easily under all weather conditions. A tolerance 
of Ya 2 11 , plus or minus, is allowed in the width of all 
machined parts. 

The following is a list of window and sash standards 
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promulgated within the past few years, including 
standards issued this year: 

CS 163-25-Standard Stock Ponderosa Pine Win
dows, Sash and Screens 

Covers check rail windows, casement sash and 
cellar sash in 1%11 thickness; plain rail windows, 
storm sash, cellar sash and screens in 1 Vs 11 thick
ness; and screens in% 11 thickness. (The term "win
dow" refers to two or more single sash required to 
fill a given opening, and not to a framed rmit.) 

CS 190-53-Standard Stock Double-Hung Wood 
J11 indow Units 

Covers window frames, balancing, and weather
stripping for 1%11 check rail type windows, includ
ing the assembly of these four components into a 
window unit. Also covers 1 ~~~~ storm sash, and 
window screens in %11 and 1%11 thickness. Side 
jambs and head jambs are at least %11 thick with 
a minus tolerance of Ya 2 11 • 

The window units may have spring, spiral or 
pulley balances that call for only the amount of en
ergy to match the weight of the sash, plus a friction 
load of 1.2 lbs. per inch. The units may also have 
removable sash, which can be lifted out for washing 
and painting indoors. 

CS 913-53-Standard Stock Ponderosa Pine Insulat
ing-Glass Windows and Sash 

Covers check rail windows and sash in 1%11 thick
ness to accommodate insulating glass of 1/:! 11 thick
ness; also stationary sash 2% 11 thick to accommo
date insulating glass of 111 thickness. 

CS 204-56-Standard Stock J11 ood Awning J11 indow 
Units, and Projected Awning and Stationary 
Sash Units 

Covers frames, sash, operating mechanism, 
weather stripping, and assembly of component parts. 
Also covers storm sash of %" and 11/s" nominal 
thickness; and screen sash of %11 and 11/s" nominal 
thickness. 

An awning window unit is defined as a frame in 
which two or more operative weather-stripped sash 
are installed, with integral operating device. A pro
jected awning and stationary sash unit consists of a 
single frame with either an operative sash or a fixed 
sash, or a stationary glass. Single units of this sec
ond type may be stacked vertically, joined hori
zontally in ribbons, or assembled in both directions 
to form a window wall. In lieu of single units ad
joining one another, the complete frame may he 
manufactured with continuous vertical and/or hori
zontal members. Furthermore, projected awning and 
stationary sash units may be set vertically, when 
designed for such use by the manufacturer. In that 
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position, awning sash or transom sash (hoppers) 
will function as casements. All awning sash are 
required to be not less than 1%" nominal thickness, 
and all projected awning and stationary sash are to 
be not less than 1%" nominal thickness, with a 
minus tolerance of %6 " on each thickness. 

Side jambs are required to be 1 Yt 11 " at their thick
est part for awning window units, and %" at their 
thickest part for projected awning and stationary 
sash units, with a minus tolerance of %2 " in either 
case. Head jambs are required to be at least %" 
thick at their thickest part for both awning window 
units and projected awning and stationary sash units, 
with a minus tolerance of %2 ". 

Weatherstripping requirements are the same as 
those for CS 190-53. 

Hardware to control and securely close both types 
of units is required to meet very comprehensive per
formance tests including an operation cycle that 
must he repeated 10,000 times. All other hardware 
is in accordance with Federal Specification FF-H
llla. Two strengths of hardware are available for 
glazing with window glass and plate glass, respec
tively. 

CS 205-56-Standard Stock Wood Casement Win
dow Units 

Casement units do not lend themselves to rigid 
standardization, because they vary widely in de
sign, sizes, and methods of operation. Therefore 
sizes and thickness of sash are not mentioned in this 
Standard. However, construction requirements are 
given for sash, frames, hardware, weatherstripping, 
and assembly of component parts. Storm sash and 
screens are also described. 

Side jambs and head jambs of the frame are re
quired to he at least %" thick with a minus tolerance 
of %2"· 

Weatherstrip is required that shall prevent air 
infiltration or leakage in excess of 0.4 cubic feet of 
air per minute per linear foot of sash crack perime
ter, at a wind pressure equivalent to 25 miles per 
hour. 

There are, of course, other types of wood windows 
which are popular for residential use and which have 
not been standardized as yet. The horizontal sliding 
window has gone through a long period of develop
ment and highly perfected models are now available. 
This window embodies many of the advantages of the 
double-hung window, without the check rail which 
sometimes impairs a view. However, the double-hung 
window is still by far the most popular type for resi
dential construction, according to figures recently pub
lished by the U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. These 
figures also indicate that wood windows constituted 

more than 55~!, of all windows installed in new non
farm dwelling units during the first quarter of 1955. 
Preliminary figures for 1956 indicate that this per
centage will remain about the same. 

This continued acceptance by owners, architects and 
builders is due to the inherent advantages of wood as 
a material for window frames and sash. However, 
these advantages in themselves would not suffice in a 
highly competitive economy, were it not for constant 
technological improvements in the production of win
dow units. An example is the use of new materials and 
methods for weatherstripping, including vinyls and 
other synthetics, as well as metal. Wood windows lend 
themselves to weatherstripping and to constant ex
perimentation in that field. Adjustments can easily be 
made in existing buildings as well as new structures. 
According to published studies carried on at the Uni
versity of Minnesota, weatherstripping reduces 85% 
of air leakage and thereby cuts fuel cost by 24% for 
a typical one-family residence during a single heating 
season. Other advantages include the exclusion of dirt, 
sand, smoke and soot; and the deadening of street 
noises. 

Another example of the improvement in window 
units is the application of modern chemistry to wood 
treatment. The treatment of wood against decay is not 
new, but the use of water repellent wood preservatives 
which permit the painting or finishing of woodwork 
only 48 hours after application is a relatively new 
method which dates hack to only 1938. At that time 
the N.W.M.A. developed criteria for treatment. 
Through continual research, these have gradually he
come the world recognized standard for treating all 
forms of millwork, custom as well as stock. In 19 
years of continued application of these standards, there 
is not a single authenticated record of failure. 

The technology and chemistry of water repellent 
preservatives are fully described in the latest edition 
of the "Wood Handbook" of Forest Products Labora
tory, inasmuch as that agency pioneered many of the 
early experiments. There are Federal specifications 
and ASTM specifications regarding formulation, but 
the only performance standards extant to cover pre
servatives, water-repellents and methods of treatment 
are the standards of N.W.M.A. At the present time, 
that association is in the midst of a two-year program 
in collaboration with the Forest Products Laboratory 
to verify its own methods of testing. 

The N.W.M.A. standards are administered through 
the "Seal of Approval" program. This is a program 
of rigid inspection of fabricators and treatment plants 
throughout this country, their methods. and the chemi
cals used. use of N.W.M.A. standards for treatment 
are implicit in the U.S. Commercial Standards govern-
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ing stock sash and window units. Custom designed 
frames and sash should receive similar treatment, 
which is always available provided the architect 
specifies "water-repellent preservative treatment in 
accordance with the minimum standards of N.W.M.A." 

LOW AIR INFILTRATION THROUGH 
WOOD WINDOWS 

(Excerpted from Heating Ventilating Air Conditioning 
Guide, 1956, pages 227-231) 

The air leakage which takes place through various 
apertures in buildings must be estimated in heating and 
cooling calculations. The rate of air flow depends on: 

(a) The magnitude of the pressure difference be
tween the inside and outside of structure. 

(bl Resistances presented to pressure difference. 
Pressure difference may be caused by: 

(a) Wind; its effect depends on: 
1. Interrelation of speed and direction. 
2. Exposure of the building. 

(b) Difference in density of air inside and out
side building; its effect depends on: 

1. Magnitude of inside-outside temperature 
difference. 

2. Height of the rooms. 
3. Shape of the openings. 
4. Elevation of openings in room or build

ing. 
When pressure difference is the result of: 

1. Wind pressure. . . . 
Air enters building through openings in wind
ward walls. 

2. Temperature difference .... 
Air takes path of least resistance from lower 
levels to higher levels. 

Complicating factors: 
1. Variations in quality of construction. 
2. Variations in wind velocity and direction. 
3. Exposure of the building. 
4. Variations in outside temperature. 
5. Relative area and resistance of openings. 
6. Influence of a planned air supply. 

TIGHT CONSTRUCTION IS ESSENTIAL FOR PRE
VENTING LARGE HEAT LOSS DUE TO INFILTRA
TION. The following comparative table is based on a 
series of tests conducted by the American Society of 
Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers. It is note
worthy that the original tests were conducted in co
operation with the American Institute of Architects. 
The double-hung wood windows used in the tests 
were 1 o/s" thick, and varied in sizes from 2' 8" x 5' 2" 
to 3' 0" x 6' 0". Emphasis was placed on average win
dows, i. e., good windows, as distinguished from poor 
windows or from windows fabricated in accordance 
with the very best practice. 

The fit of double-hung windows is determined by 
crack and clearance. Crack thickness is equivalent to 
one-half the difference between the inside window 
frame dimension and the outside sash width. The dif
ference between the width of the window frame guide 
and the sash thickness is considered as the clearance. 
The length of the perimeter opening or crack for a 
double-hung window is equal to three times the width 
plus two times the height or, in other words, it is the 
outer sash perimeter length plus the meeting rail 
length. All of the window crack in any given room is 
not necessarily used in estimating the infiltration heat 
loss by the crack method. The length of crack to be 
selected in any given case depends on the number of 
exposed sides. 

INFILTRATION THROUGH WOOD AND METAL WINDOWS 
(Expressed in Cubic Feet per Foot of Crack per hour, Values corrected to allow for building up of pressure in rooms I 

Type of 
Wind Velocity, i\liles Per Hour 

,--- ----- --·~--- ----- -
Window Remarks 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Double-Hung Wood Sash Total for average window, weather· 4 13 24 36 49 63 
Windows (unlocked) stripped, -;\;" crack and 11V' clear-

ance. Includes leakage around 
frame in calked masonry wall . 

Double-Hung Metal Win- Weatherstripped 6 19 32 46 60 76 
dows (unlocked) 

Intermediate Projected :h." crack 8 24 38 54 72 92 
(Average practice) 

Rolled Section Steel Sash Residential Casement :h" crack 14 32 52 76 100 128 
Windows (Average practice) 

Architectural Projected 
:\ ,, 

crack 20 52 88 116 152 182 6 ·1 

I Average practice) 

Hollow Metal, vertically 30 88 145 186 221 242 
pivoted window 
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The figures shown in the table for double-hung 
wood windows are for the unlocked condition. Just 
how a window is closed, or fits when it is closed, has 
considerable influence on the leakage. The leakage 
will be high if the sash are short, if the meeting rail 
members are warped, or if the frame and sash are not 
fitted squarely to each other. It is possible to have a 
window with approximately the average crack and 
clearance that will have a leakage at least double that 
of the figures shown. Values for the average double
hung wood window in the table are considered to be 
easily obtainable figures, provided the workmanship 
on the window is good. Should it be known that the 
windows under consideration are poorly fitted, larger 
leakage values should be used. Locking a window gen
erally decreases its leakage, but in some cases may 
push the meeting rail members apart and increase 
leakage. On windows with large clearances, locking 
will usually reduce the leakage. 

Wood casement windows may be assumed to have 
the same unit leakage as for the average double-hung 
wood window when properly fitted. A normal opera
tion in the closing of this type of window is the lock
ing function, which maintains the crack at a low value. 

When storm sash are applied to well fitted windows, 
some reduction in infiltration is secured; the applica
tion of the sash provides an air space which reduces 
heat transmission and helps prevent frosting of the 
windows. By applying storm sash to poorly fitted win
dows, a reduction in leakage of 50 percent may be 
obtained; the effect, so far as air leakage is concerned, 
being roughly equivalent to that obtained by the in
stallation of weatherstrips. (From ASHAE Guide, 
1956) 

THE RELATIVE FREEDOM FROM CON
DENSATION OF THE SURFACES OF 
WOOD FRAMES AND SASH 

The factor of thermal conductivity, or the time rate 
of heat flow, is designated by the letter "k." The k 
factor for softwood is 0.8; for hardwood, 1.1. On the 
basis of the published k values for aluminum and for 
mild steel, all other factors, such as thickness and de
gree difference being equal, the relative heat flow 
through the following commonly used window ma
terials is obtained: 

Aluminum: 1770 times faster than softwood 
" 1280 times faster than hardwood 

Mild Steel: 390 times faster than softwood 

" 284 times faster than hardwood 

Hence, relatively high insulating qualities accrue to 
wood and these are of value in preventing condensa
tion. In a room that is heated to 70°F, with a relative 
humidity of 40%, the ratio of actual vapor pressure 

to the saturation pressure will be approximately 407o. 
If the temperature on the inside of the frames and sash 
in this room should be 44.6 P, due to low insulating 
qualities of the window material, the particular air
vapor mixture would tend to migrate to the window, 
and become saturated at the above mentioned tempera
ture. A s1ight drop in temperature would result in 
condensation, and a below freezing temperature would 
result in frost. When this condition obtains, the vapor 
pressure at the condensing surface is also reduced, 
thereby establishing a gradient of vapor pressure from 
the room air to the window surface. This gradient will 
operate in conjunction with the convective action 
within the room to move water vapor continuously to 
the window surface to be condensed, so long as the 
concentration of water vapor in the room is main
tained. This explains, in part, the greatly reduced rela
tive humidities experienced in buildings in extreme 
cold weather, when cold outside air enters and is 
heated, with resulting discomfort for the occupants of 
the room, who are also subject to negative radiation. 
The solution to this problem is the use of window ma
terial with high insulation value plus adequate weath
erstripping. 

"Wood Handbook, #72" contains up to date chap
ters on the physical properties of various species of 
softwoods, and hardwoods which should prove of 
value to the designer and specification writer in select
ing an appropriate and economical species. Reference 
should also be made to the chapter, "Control of Mois
ture Content and Shrinkage of Wood," for the purpose 
of specifying moisture content. The chapter, "Paint
ing and Finishing Wood," is very valuable for the 
information it contains on priming, and on the paint
holding characteristics of various species. 

In connection with the problem of reducing school 
maintenance costs to a minimum, some architects in 
Texas have in the past few years been specifying woods 
that do not require painting, or that will render good 
service with water-repellent treatment alone. It is note
worthy that the most recent standards of the Central 
Mortgage and Housing Corporation of Canada, which 
corresponds to our FHA, will accept treatment in 
lieu of priming for wood windows. 

ADVANTAGES OF WOOD WINDOWS 

The following tabulated advantages are excerpted 
from "Selection of Windows," a report by Task Group 
T-14 of the Federal Construction Council, prepared 
and edited by Homer J. Smith, staff architect and 
pub1ished by Building Research Institute, Washington, 
D.C., April 1956. 

1. Surfaces of sash and frame not likely to collect 
condensation. 
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2. Durable when treated with preservatives. 
3. Easily refitted if frame becomes distorted. 
4. A convenient base for attachment of hardware. 
5. Not readily affected by acid fumes found in air. 
6. Easy to install. 
7. Shock absorbing qualities reduce glass breakage. 
8. Repairs can easily he made locally. 
9. Resistant to corrosion by industrial air. 

ARCHITECT-DESIGNED DOUBLE HUNG 
WINDOWS 

Below are specification suggestions for utilizing 
1%" sash or 2%" sash: 

Tolerances: Use tolerances which appear in stand· 
ards of N.W.M.A. for 1%" sash. (Reference may he 
made to latest U. S. Commercial Standards.) 

Weatherstripping: Ribbed type with interlocking 
type at check rail. 

Sash: Sash exceeding 3' 0" x 4' 10", utilizing glass 
size over 32" x 26", should he 1% ". Stiles 2", Head 
Rail2", Bottom Rail31A,". Add%" for sticking. Drip 
groove in bottom rail. Bottom rail should he in
creased, as width of sash increases. Check Rail, 1 %". 
Vertical dimension between glass, 11fl". Sash should 
contain %" rabbet for plate glass. Plate-glazed sash 
over 42" wide should he reinforced with a zinc-coated 
steel angle, 1" x 1%", installed in a rabbet running 
the full length of bottom rail of upper sash. All sash 
should he blind tenoned. 

Frames : Use box frames with counterweights and 
pulleys for plate glazed sash over 42" and for other 
heavy types of sash. Plank jambs may he used for 
smaller sash. Prevent or reduce infiltration through 
box frame by : 

1. Adequate nailing of jointed pieces. 
2. Calking head hack of brick mould. 
3. Galvanized metal strip at hack of brick mould. 
4. W eatherhar in sill. 
5. Weatherhar in head. 

Pulley stiles: Up to 4' 10" in height: May he 
2%2 ". Over 4' 10": 1 Yt 6 " in Fir and Yellow Pine. 

Blind stops are normally 2%2 ", hut vary in width, 
depending on brick or frame construction. (See 
N.W.M.A. standards.) Gouge out bottoms of blind 
stops for water to run out. 

Brick mould: 1%" min. thickness. 2" min. width, 
U.S.A. 1%" min. width, Canada. These sizes may 
require adjustment for modular brick openings. 

Sills: Should he kerfed several places on bottom 
to prevent warping. Should he pitched at an optimum 
angle of 14 degrees, or slope of 3 : 12. Pitch provides 
better beam action and strength. Minimum of 1 '}~" 
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in fir, or 1%" in pine. Weather-break recommended. 
For sills in masonry, use water bars 1" wide, 10 gage 
hot-dipped galvanized iron installed in groove cut in 
underside. 

Sill, head, jamb and box to he properly framed at 
joints. Include spreaders for box. 

Single units: Jambs to he dadoed to receive sill, 
particularly with plank frames. 

Multiple units: Sills to receive mullions. For 
counter-weighted windows, mullions should provide 
standard width weight pockets, with space for 4 
weights. Shoulder back-part of pulley stile to sill. 

Stop heads at head and jambs should he removable, 
secured with stop bead adjusters. Stop heads should 
not he fastened, hut should fit tightly. 

Weight pockets should he removable with brass 
screws. 

Treatment: All frames and sash should he treated 
with a water-repellent wood preservative in accordance 
with the minimum standards of N.W.M.A., and should 
hear the "Seal of Approval" of that association. 

Custom designed wood windows as we know them 
today were ushered into Western architecture with the 
advent of the Italian Renaissance. Prior to that time 
the window was either an integral part of the structure 
or a convenient opening in a heavy masonry wall with 
limited facility. Except for the glorious tracery of 
the cathedrals, windows of humbler structures in 
Gothic times were small, with leaded "cames," set 
diamond-fashion to shed rain and snow. Operative 
windows moved in frames of lead, iron or wood. 

The large, in-swinging casement was developed for 
the new palaces in Florence. Perhaps it was because 
of this very practical and functional solution that wood 
window design changed little for 250 years, particu
larly in monumental buildings. The shutters lingered 
on, long after the need for them had disappeared. In· 
swinging casement windows became standard equip· 
ment in the great Baroque buildings all over Europe. 
If left slightly ajar, these windows could admit plenty 
of air without interfering with the drapes and hangings 
on interior walls. This extremely successful and truly 
international window design, with single or double 
casements, continued to flourish in the revivals and 
neoclassical styles that were prevalent during the 19th 
century and the early decades of this century. 

The double-hung sash window was apparently first 
used or developed in the Low Countries toward the 
end of the 16th Century. By the beginning of the 18th 
century, this window type was already being used for 
monumental buildings in Britain. The popularity of 
the window grew by leaps and hounds and many an 
owner replaced good casements with the new windows. 
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SECTI N THRU SIDE JAMB 

Fig. 2.14-Typical double-hung window and frame for 
institutional type building. 

Georgian architects soon discovered that the double
hung sash window could be readily adapted to almost 
any kind of masonry opening, or to any proportion 
which they wished to conceive. As a result, the sash 
window was adopted almost universally in England 
and in her American colonies for all types of build
ings. After the Revolution refinements in design, such 
as thinner muntins, were introduced. During the 19th 
century American architects integrated this window 
into all their designs, in every region of the country, 
and for every style of architecture. 

Because of this extreme adaptability of the double 
hung window to every kind of wall condition that the 
architect might conceive, the wood D.H. window re
mained the standard window for construction well into 
the twentieth century. Indeed, the twentieth century 
saw an actual revival of interest in the double hung 
mullion window for high office buildings and for insti
tutional work because of the ease with which interior 
partitions could be finished to the mullions, if and 
when necessary. 

The great innovators of the Chicago School in the 
1880's and 1890's realized that the potentialities of 
the wood window were by no means exhausted, and 
they strove mightily for new forms and new functions. 
The bay window in the high building was their first 
contribution; out of this developed the famous "Chi
cago" window. The Chicago window was adaptable 
to the plane surface, to a perfect expression of struc
ture, and it functioned to admit a maximum of day
light with good ventilation. However, it was not adapt
able to small, rentable floor areas in office buildings. 

By the late 1890's the Chicago window was reserved 
for display space for large unpartitioned areas on the 
lower floors of office buildings, and for department 
stores. The Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co. store (Louis H. 
Sullivan, architect, 1899) brought the wood Chicago 
window to a high state of perfection. The windows in 
that building are in good condition today, and oper· 
able, except for the fact that they are not used to their 
fullest extent because of air conditioning and artificial 
illumination. During the same pioneering period of 
modern architectural history, Frank Lloyd Wright de
veloped the corner window for residences, and intro
duced the out-swinging wood casement in his early 
Prairie houses. 

Today architects all over the world may look back
ward for a period of 500 years and observe that only 
a few basic types of wood windows were developed 
during that period, and used over and over again with 
continued service. For the future, there remains an 
unlimited field of exploration in the design and use 
of wood windows. For example, it is doubtful that all 
of the potentials of the double-hung window have as 
yet been exhausted. Windows of that type de· 
signed in the 1880's are still in successful operation, in 
sizes that would dwarf many contemporary windows 
of the same type. 

Of course there are other problems which cry aloud 
for solution. The wood window wall and curtain wall 
remain to be developed to the fullest extent. For the 
first time in American history, the special millwork 
industry is now organized to assist the architectural 
profession with its problems by providing technical 
information pertaining to detailing and specifications 
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for custom frames and sash. The Architectural Wood
work Institute, 332 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, 
Illinois, organized in 1953, is the trade association of 
that industry. The Institute has members throughout 
the United States and Canada, with the exception of 
California, and publishes a brochure series which is 
distributed to architects. 

The direction that window design will take in the 
future is intimately related to the whole problem of 
architectural design. The two cannot be separated, for 
this is a unity that transcends materials. The philoso
phy of functionalism has held sway during the second 
and third quarters of the twentieth century. Current 
reaction to that not too well integrated philosophy is 
well expressed in the following quotations from "The 
Functional Neurosis" by Robin Boyd, Architectural 
Review, February 1956: 

"Functionalism is being renounced because the first 
attempts to apply the principles of the functional ethic 
always tended in the same direction, and we are tiring 
of this direction ... . One application suggested it
self to men who were revolting against the aimless 
anarchy of nineteenth century eclectic exhibitionism. 
They saw a line of development which started with a 
white cube of concrete and appeared to lead ultimately 
to a cube of glass. 

"If our present stage had been reached earlier while 
the functionalist principles were still fresh, more at-

i4 

tention might have been concentrated on achieving 
equal purity of conception in terms not necessarily 
limited to rectangles and continuous glass, in terms 
which might give always increasing consideration to 
the demands of living and environment-a more sub
jective, constructive simplicity for every purpose; not 
merely the plainness that results from the avid prac
tice of elimination .... 

"The originating idea is the essence of character. 
If our buildings are monotonous, it is because our 
ideas are generally confined within a narrow range. 
Structure is approved as a stimulus by our unwritten 
architectural morality code rules; ideas based on shell
concrete or exposed steel cantilevers are always well 
accepted, but ideas based simply on the enjoyment of 
living, or springing from a sense of humour, or gaiety, 
or reverence, or mystery, or awe, are suspect, because 
we cannot bind them into a specification . ... Only 
our own lack of ideas is responsible for the coldness, 
the monotony of atmosphere, the constancy of mood, the 
limited range of expression in modern architecture." 

• • • 
Mr. Arkin's paper, here condensed, contained a wealth of 

material on the historical progress of the millwork industry, 
and on the development down through the centuries of the 
various types of wood windows. Copies of the complete paper 
may be secured upon request direct from the author at 
332 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 4, Illinois. 
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By William Gillett* 
Fenestra, Incorporated 

Mr. Gillett's paper was presented to the conference by 
Clyde 11'. Kelly, Chief Engineer of Fenestra, Incorporated. 

Like many of today's steel products, metal windows 
had their beginning as wrought iron, dating as far back 
as the time of the Roman Empire. Their modern ver
sion in steel is easily traced since 1880 in some of the 
old buildings in England where today they predomi
nate the window market. The advent of steel windows 
in the United States began in 1906, when they were 
limited largely to use in industrial buildings. Through 
the years they have not only provided the basic in
dustrial window but, with refined designs, have been 
popular in all other kinds of buildings. 

Modern steel windows are manufactured from hot 
rolled solid sections as well as from cold roll formed 
strip steel. In general, solid rolled sections are used 
for virtually all industrial type windows and are suited 
principally to casement and projected type windows 
for the non-industrial fields. Cold roll formed strip is 
employed principally for double-hung steel windows 
in the non-industrial fields. A distinct advantage for 
the solid rolled section products appears in the cor· 
rectional and penal institutional buildings where even 
tool-resistant steel is sometimes used to assure con
finement of inmates. 

Steel as a window material fulfills certain require
ments not provided by any other material, such as fire 

• William Gillett is Vice President of Engineering and Re
search for Fenestra, Incorporated. He is a graduate of Case 
Institute of Technology with Bachelor's and Professional De· 
grees in Civil Engineering, a Past President of the Producers 
Council, and past chairman of the Metal Roof Deck Technical 
Institute and the Industry Advisory Committee of the Building 
Officials Conference of America. 

STEEL WINDOWS 

resistance and detention. The relative strength of steel 
permits designs with a minimum of profile. Steel lends 
itself well to rigid assembly by welding or pivot end 
riveting. Its strength is well suited to the firm and 
permanent attachment of hardware and fittings. It is 
not subject to warping, has expansion and contraction 
characteristics comparable to adjacent building ma
terials and, when properly protected, will last in
definite! y. 

As in the case of all materials, steel for windows 
has, along with its many assets, some limitations. It is 
relatively difficult to shape, form and cut. Although 
much work has been done in the extruding of steel, the 
process has not yet been sufficiently refined within 
economical limits to provide steel extrusions for win
dows. Both in the case of solid rolled sections and of 
cold formed strip sections, tolerances must be taken 
into account in steel window assembly designs. Also, 
designs have some limitation because of the inability 
to provide certain shapes. The insulation value of steel 
is often criticized even though it is comparable to other 
metals used in windows, and even though glass areas 
common to all types of windows represent the major 
window area. The corrosion of steel is considered a 
handicap but, when properly protected, this deterrent 
can be avoided. 

There is a science to steel windows which, if fol
lowed, provides important economies. Virtually any 
form, type or size of steel window can be manufactured 
if the cost factor is disregarded. On the other hand, 
the basic equipment and rolls for forming either solid 
sections or cold roll formed sections is costly and, 
consequently, shapes must be so standardized as to 
provide substantial tonnage production if excessive 
cost is to be avoided. In relation, the tooling for cut
ting off and assembling steel sections which affects the 
types and sizes of steel windows is also relatively ex-
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pensive. If economies are to be maintained, then it is 
necessary to have a substantial standardization of 
types and sizes. This latter problem also confronts 
window products manufactured in other materials. 

Now let's look with more detail into the corrosion 
protection of steel windows. History indicates that 
early iron windows derived their protection from their 
own oxidized surface, but modern people are not 
satisfied with such oxidized surfaces in modern build. 
ings. Old steel window catalogues show that in Eng· 
land in the early 1900's electro·copper plating was 
used as a protection for steel windows hut, since this 
process died an early death, it apparently did not serve 
the purpose well. Paint has for years been the basic 
protection medium for steel windows and serves the 
purpose well in modern living where color is such an 
important part of our lives. Steel windows, which 
have universally been bonderized since the middle 
30's, can be painted with any desired color to match 
changing interior decorations. 

The most modern protection for steel windows is hot 
dipped galvanizing plus a surface treatment to make 
it not only more pleasing to the eye when further coat· 
ing is avoided, but also to provide for the satisfactory 
adherence of paint when colors are desired. Several 
of the steel window companies in England have for a 
number of years maintained galvanizing lines solely 
for the treatment of steel windows, and at least one 
producer in the United States is currently operating 
such a galvanizing line. To be thoroughly effective 
and to provide a pleasing appearance in the finished 
surface, such a galvanizing line must be equipped with 
a conveyor system to support the steel windows 
throughout the trip in the various stages of galvaniz
ing. First there is a degreasing unit to remove oil and 
grease accumulating on the surface during the manu
facturing process, followed by a thorough pickling to 
remove all scale and rust, then the window surface 
receives a coating of flux before dipping into the gal
vanizing pot, which must be sufficiently large to re
ceive the entire window unit at one time (Figs. 2.15 
and 2.16) . 

Following the cooling of the window comes a dipped 
chemical treatment (Fig. 2.17) designed to passivate 
the surface and allow for the application of paint as 
well as to increase resistance to oxidization of the gal
vanized surface. Such a process must be applied to 
frames and ventilators separately with assembly of 
the two following. Such coating processes are nor
mally applied only to solid section steel windows; 
windows of cold roll formed strip start with a coated 
strip when galvanizing is desired. Such surface treat
ments probably represent the latest improvement in 
steel windows, and although galvanized steel windows 
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Fig. 2.15-Windows in drying oven after degreasing, 
pickling, rinsing and fluxing. 

have been in use to a very limited extent for at least 
thirty years with highly satisfactory results under ex
cessive conditions, nevertheless, it is only recently that 
galvanizing plants have been constructed specifically 
for window manufacture. 

A problem which today confronts all window manu
facturers has to do with the standardization of types 
and sizes. Varying the size and layout of windows is 
one of the architect's easiest tools for creating indi
vidualism in building facades, but at the same time it 
creates a situation in the window market which makes 
it virtually impossible for window manufacturers to 
introduce a high degree of automation in their plants. 
Consequently the cost of all windows can be considered 
relatively high in relation to other building materials 
where mechanism is employed. If we, as an industry, 
are to give our customers improved window products 
at the same or lower costs than now prevail, we must 
forthrightly solve the riddle of varying extreme de
signs, even though window types and sizes are limited 
in number. In the residential market there are literally 
hundreds of different types and sizes of windows. In 
the non-residential field a large percentage of windows 
have no standardization whatsoever. Some window 
manufacturers may feel that they have developed a 
high degree of mechanization in their producing facili
ties but, as compared to automation now employed in 
other industries, the surface has not been scratched. 
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Fig. 2.16-Galvanizing bath, 110 tons of molten zinc:. 

Fig. 2.17-Chemic:al treatment of windows after galvanizing. 
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Another problem for windows is common to vir· 
tually every building product where a poor field in· 
stallation will harm or destroy the utility of the best 
made product. It should be recognized that any oper· 
ating window is a mechanical part of the building and 
unless it is properly installed and properly maintained, 
the mechanical features will fail to serve well the 
building occupant. Here again is a problem needing 
the attention of all segments of the industry, namely; 
the designer, the builder, and the material manufac· 
turer. 

Although its ramifications may deserve separate 
treatment, any discussion on steel windows would not 
be complete without at least touching lightly on stain· 
less steel. To date, a few buildings have been de
signed and erected with stainless steel windows but, to 
my knowledge, in all cases they have been manufac· 
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tured by cold rolled or break forming processes, since 
it has been found impractical for the modest volume 
of production to date to produce hot rolled sections in 
stainless steel. This basic material is still in a cost 
range that has placed its use for windows beyond the 
reach of most building budgets, but with the amount 
of work being done to promote the use of stainless 
steel in buildings, it would be remiss not to predict its 
increased use in windows. 

As in the past, new designs for steel windows will 
continue to be made and the intrinsic values of steel 
should continue to assure its need in the market place. 
Improvement in protective and decorative finishes will, 
I am sure, continue to be made. If a higher degree of 
standardization can be achieved, steel windows will 
offer many economies and advantages to future build
ing buyers. 
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By John P. Jansson, AlA * 
Aluminum IF indow Manufacturers Assocwtion 

Mr. Jansson's paper was presented to the conference by 
Robert L. Klein, President of the Aluminum Window Manu· 
facturers Assocwtion. 

As near as we can determine the first aluminum 
window was produced in this country in the year 1926. 
About 1931 the first sizable installations were made 
in hospitals, schools, offices, monumental type build· 
ings, apartment houses, railroad stations and in a few 
expensive residences. 

The ever widening acceptance of aluminum windows 
is amply demonstrated by the fact that the aluminum 
industry after only 33 years of existence, now chan· 
nels well over one hundred million pounds annually 
to prime building window manufacturers alone, for 
the production of double-hung, casement, awning, pro· 
jected, vertical pivoted, sliding, jalousie, and other 
types of windows. This figure does not include a siz. 
able tonnage of aluminum shipped to hundreds of 
manufacturers for combination storm and screen win
dow units. 

Major reasons for this outstanding growth lie in 
the characteristics of the metal itself. Its basic prop· 
erties include lightness, corrosion resistance, durabil
ity, and attractive appearance. Alloying adds high 
strength without significantly impairing either the ease 
of working with it, or the comparative economies 
which result from its application. 

• John P. Jansson, Executive Vice President of the Aluminum 
Window Manufacturers Association, has a Bachelor of Archi· 
lecture degree from the Pratt Institute School of Architecture. 
He is a member of the American Institute of Architects, the 
Construction Specifications Institute, the Producers Council 
and the Building Research Institute. 

ALUMINUM WINDOWS 

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Thickness of Sections: When determining the 
proper thickness or gauge for an aluminum window, 
consideration must be given to its type, function and 
size. It must also be decided whether it is to be fabri
cated from solid or tubular sections. Generally speak
ing, lighter gauges ranging from .062" to .125" are 
specified for windows in residences or low-cost housing 
projects. For industrial, commercial and monumental 
type buildings, such as factories, schools, office build
ings, etc., gauges from .062" to .188" are more 
desirable. 

A sill member should never be of lighter gauge than 
the jamb and head members of the frame since it is 
usually subjected to harder use. In commercial build
ings, for example, window cleaners stand on the sills 
in order to clean the windows. Sill thickness should 
never be less than .062" and, for non-residential build
ings, .078", .094" or greater. 

Strength Requirements: Gauge thickness is only one 
measure of strength for window members. Certainly 
size and shape, or to put it in more technical terms, 
section modulus, are important factors. However, 
to ask the building designer and/or specifier to 
check and request window members in terms of sec
tion modulus would result in a long and arduous task. 
The Technical Committee of A WMA has set up per· 
formance standards or specifications for practically 
all types of aluminum windows on the market today. 
These standards are to be found in the specifications 
for aluminum windows published annually by the 
Association, which consist, in part, of concentrated 
and uniform load requirements in proportion to the 
functions the various components of windows are ex
pected to perform. In effect, the strength of the vari
ous window members can be specified in terms of per-
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formance rather than on a section modulus basis for 
each type of window or window member. 

Mechanical Joining and Welding: Either mechani
cal or welded joints are satisfactory for aluminum 
windows if properly engineered and fabricated. If 
two sections overlap, mechanical joining can be effec
tively accomplished. For abutting sections, welding 
or mechanical joining may be used. If gas welding is 
chosen, it is important that the flux be removed after 
completion of the welding process, otherwise the resi
due may subsequently act as a corrosive substance. 
Generally, inert arc-welding cannot be used for in
accessible locations, but this method as well as Bash 
welding create no residue problems. Flash welding, 
incidentally, is being used almost universally by the 
casement and projected window manufacturers. In 
any event, it will be less expensive to use the method 
of joining preferred by the individual manufacturer 
for his standard window. 

Finishes: Finishes tend to fall into four basic 
types. Although there are variations, the specifier will 
be able to keep his costs lower if he chooses one of 
the following: 

l. Mill Finish-natural finish, the least expen
sive of all. 

2. Satin Finish-produced by 
(a) etching in caustic, 
(b) belt polishing, 
(c) rubbing with emery cloth or steel wool. 

3. Bright Finish-produced by buffing. 
4. Anodized Finish-also known as "alumilite 

finish"-an electrolytic finish that provides a much 
thicker and more protective oxide coating than is 
naturally present on aluminum. It can be specified 
with any one of the three finishes mentioned above. 

In view of the fact that A WMA has received a num-
ber of inquiries on this fourth type of finish, it may be 
well to compare the merits of electrolytic finishes with 
non-electrolytic. For outdoor architectural installa
tions of aluminum, the finish is largely a matter of 
choice with the architects and owners, and is based on 
obtaining a specific architectural appearance. Where 
adequate maintenance has been provided, anodized 
finished windows have been used with excellent re
sults. On the other hand, where the windows have not 
been maintained periodically, that is, where the grime 
and results of weathering have not been cleaned off, 
the use of the anodized finish has not been fully justi
fied. Like any other exterior building material, if 
aluminum windows are not maintained the surfaces 
become stained and coated with dirt and products of 
weathering, regardless of whether or not an anodized 
finish was applied. 
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Aluminum windows do not require an anodized 
finish to protect their structural integrity or operating 
characteristics. This finish, however, does afford added 
protection against weathering and makes the problem 
of maintenance easier. An excellent example of the 
servicability of aluminum windows without any special 
finish is afforded by the Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania. The windows on this building have been 
in service over 18 years and, although the surfaces 
have become roughened, the windows are structurally 
sound and operating satisfactorily. In comparison, the 
windows in the Mellon Industrial Research Building, 
also in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, have been in serv
ice for the same length of time. The casement windows 
on this building were given an anodized finish. They 
were also maintained periodically by wiping the out
side of the frames and sash with a damp cloth. The 
finish on these windows is still excellent and they are 
more attractive in appearance than those of the Gulf 
Building. Mechanically and structurally, however, 
these windows are not functioning any better by reason 
of having an anodized finish. 

It is our opinion that the anodized finish is not neces
sary for aluminum windows except where added pro
tection against weathering and easy maintenance of 
the bright, metallic appearance are important factors. 

Temporary Protective Coating: Regardless of the 
type of finish preferred, a temporary protective coat
ing should be used to shield the finished aluminum 
surface from the many possible construction abuses. 
For this purpose the preferred coating is a clear, water
white, methacrylate-type lacquer, resistant to alkaline 
mortar and plaster, and applied to the windows at the 
factory before shipment. Such a coating must be able 
to withstand the action of lime mortar for a period of 
at least one week in an atmosphere of 100 per cent 
relative humidity at room temperature. The coating 
should also be the type to which glazing compound 
will adhere. Before application, the manufacturer 
must remove all fabrication compounds, dirt accumu
lations, and steel-wool fibres deposited by abrasion 
cleaning. 

To insure good temporary protective coating, the 
Protective Coating Committee has recently developed 
a performance specification for clear coatings. Copies 
of this specification can be obtained by writing to the 
AWMA office. 

Hardware: Hardware used to control and lock 
ventilating units should be designed to have long life 
under repeated operation and be resilient to twisting, 
shock, and abusive treatment. The basic hardware ma
terial should not cause the aluminum to corrode. If 
it does, it must be treated so as to render it passive. 
Non-magnetic stainless steel and "white bronze" are 
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strong, durable materials which have demonstrated 
their suitability for use in hardware components. A 
few other bronzes may be used after being heavily 
chrome plated and insulated from direct contact with 
aluminum window surfaces. Zinc is widely accepted 
for die-cast hardware, and plastics are now beginning 
to come into wider use. 

Aluminum alloys are enjoying a rapid acceptance 
for use in window hardware because of their strength, 
durability, economy and attractive appearance. When 
they are specified, caution should be exercised to avoid 
possible galling or seizing which could result from 
direct aluminum-to-aluminum contact. This can be 
prevented by the use of inserts, bushings, and similar 
components of non-magnetic stainless steel, plastics, 
oilite bronze, or other suitable material. 

PERFORMANCE FACTORS 

Performance specifications based upon performance 
requirements rather than designated physical charac
teristics have been developed by the A WMA Techni
cal Committee for use as a guide for the aluminum 
window industry. To establish the tests now used by 
the independent Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, con
sideration was given to weather-tight conditions and 
strength requirements to suit wind and other opera
tional loading factors. 

Air Infiltration: Air infiltration resistance of an 
aluminum window varies by window type, and 
whether the window is mass-produced or custom 
made. The standard measurement of air infiltration 
is in terms of cubic feet per minute per lineal foot 
of crack length when a window is adjusted for nor
mal operation and subjected to a static air pressure 
equal to the pressure exerted by wind at a velocity 
of 25 mph. This will result in a force of 1.560 
lbs./sq. ft. The conversion of wind velocity to 
lbs./sq. ft. is based on the Ensewiler formula 
(P= .002496V2 ). There are other wind velocity-to
pressure conversion formulas but the Ensewiler 
formula is the one that is most widely recognized by 
the leading laboratories and window manufacturers. 
The Technical Committee of A WMA has agreed that 
a performance test is far superior to feeler-gauge 
tests used to measure the size of a crack between the 
sash and frame, since performance is the prime 
consideration. 

Test Data: Specific knowledge regarding air in
filtration, strength and other performance charac
teristics of a particular window, should be obtained 
from manufacturers in the form of accredited copies 
of the results of the tests made on a window identical 
in construction with the window to be furnished. 

Test reports should state that the window unit under 
consideration has met or exceeded the requirements 
set forth in the specifications. If mass-produced 
windows are being considered, the tested model 
should be a production line window. 

Weather Stripping: Sliding aluminum windows, 
either vertical (double-hung) or horizontal, will 
render better service if all contact points between 
the sliding sash and frame are weather stripped. 
Not only does weather stripping give excellent air 
infiltration control, it also permits the sash to slide 
more freely in the frame. The recommended specifi
cation reads, "There shall be no aluminum-to
aluminum contact between window members that 
are required to move relative to one another and at 
the same time remain in contact." 

The nature of the window design will usually de· 
termine the location of the weather stripping. For 
double-hung windows, weather stripping on the 
sill must be properly protected to prevent damage 
by window washers. Satisfactory weather stripping 
should: 

1. Control air infiltration. 
2. Withstand external atmospheric conditions. 
3. Hold up mechanically under use. 
4. Resist corrosion. 
5. Resist galvanic action. 
6. Be easily replaceable. 
7. Keep dirt accumulation to a minimum. 
8. Be very durable in relation to the sash 

material. 

Fabric pile, stainless steel, Monel metal, felt, 
neoprene and other types of plastic weather strip
ping are often used to accomplish these objectives. 

Where no sliding action exists, as in the case of 
projected, casement and awning windows, and where 
the hardware normally forces a tight closure, metal
to-metal contact can be satisfactory without weather 
stripping. 

Life of Aluminum Windows: With nominal main
tenance, the life of aluminum windows can be ex
pected to equal that of the buildings in which they 
are installed. No painting is required. Such a 
period of service may not generally be considered 
possible, but if the windows are properly designed, 
fabricated and installed, the building owner can be 
assured he is obtaining a lasting building product. 
The purpose of the "Quality Approved" Seal of the 
A WMA is to assure the buyer of a lasting building 
product through the medium of the specifications 
and testing program. 

Aluminum windows can serve in any climate in 
which normal atmosphere exists. This would in-
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elude coastal and inland areas that encompass rural, 
city or industrial sections in wet, dry, hot or cold 
climates. The 6063 alloy, generally employed for 
the ~xtruded sections of windows, contains sufficient 
magnesium and silicon to impart the strength re
quired and at the same time it can he extruded at 
high speed for economic advantages. The 6063 alloy 
has a silvery appearance, an excellent basis for 
protective or decorative coating, and a high inherent 
resistance to atmospheric weathering. 

Aluminum alloy windows have been used for the 
past thirty years in all types of natural atmospheres, 
including a wide variety of industrial and seacoast 
atmospheres. Based on this experience aluminum 
windows may he expected to have adequate life in 
most industrial environments. As a rule of thumb, 
if a human being can work comfortably in an in
dustrial atmosphere, aluminum windows will per
form satisfactorily. If you are specifying products 
for plants with unique atmospheric conditions, it is 
advisable to consult a prime-metal producer (Alcoa, 
Kaiser, Reynolds) concerning the expected per
formance of aluminum windows for the specific 
project. 

Corrosion by Dissimilar Materials: Galvanic ac
tion in terms of the corrosion resistance of a ma
terial cannot be expressed quantitatively; it is only 
a relative term. No known construction material 
is entirely resistant to all conditions to which it 
might he exposed. To judge it fairly, it should only 
be compared with other materials under similar 
conditions. Unlike many other metals, aluminum 
has the ability to form a thin, adherent film of hard 
oxide instantaneously on freshly exposed surfaces. 

Except for the possible over-all corrosion caused 
by highly contaminated atmospheres, the only cor
rosive actions of any concern to aluminum windows 
are: 

1. Galvanic attack excited by non-aluminum 
metals. 

2. Drainage of salts from non-aluminum 
metals over aluminum windows. 

3. Poultice attack, which aluminum and other 
metals suffer when held for extended periods in 
intimate contact with absorptive materials. 

Galvanic corrosion involved in window installa-
tion can easily be controlled by the choice of the 
dissimilar metal and the design and use of protective 
measures. The most compatible non-aluminum 
metal possessing the physical characteristics needed 
should be selected. Metals that will in general per
form well with aluminum are : non-magnetic stain
less steel, heavily galvanized steel, and zinc. Com-

ponents of copper or nickel alloys can be used 
under specific conditions, although it is best to avoid 
their use if at all possible. 

Galvanic attack can be prevented by providing 
weather-tight joints between dissimilar metals by 
mechanical tightness plus the use of a protective 
coating such as lacquer, zinc chromate, bituminous 
paint, non-conductive and non-absorptive gaskets, 
or mastic seam compounds. It is also essential to 
locate the joints in order to provide free drainage 
of moisture away from the dissimilar couplings. 

The use of water-absorptive building materials 
(such as wood or insulation hoard) between alu
minum and the dissimilar metal (such as steel) can 
result in direct galvanic corrosion, if the absorptive 
materials remain wet or damp. An electrical con
tact between dissimilar metals could easily be ef
fected by a metal fastener; however, no galvanic 
attack will occur if the metal parts are fully insu
lated from one another. Where this cannot be ef
fected, the use of a uniform layer of water resistant 
mastic between the aluminum and non-metallic 
members will generally prevent galvanic attack. 

Wash from Dissimilar Metals : Corrosion of alu
minum windows can also be caused by wash from 
dissimilar metals, notably copper and nickel. Such 
drainage contains salts of copper or nickel parti
cles; iron salts are considerably less harmful. It is 
important, therefore, to prevent drainage or drip 
from flashing, gutters, valleys, or ornaments of 
copper and nickel alloys from coming in contact 
with aluminum. This can best be prevented by 
maintaining a paint coating over the dissimilar 
metal parts. 

Poultice Attack: Poultice attack, as the name 
implies, may result from extended contact of alu
minum or any other metal with a water-absorptive 
material. These materials hold moisture against the 
metal surface for longer periods of time than the 
freely exposed surfaces and, in so doing, screen 
oxygen away from local spots on the metal. This 
creates small galvanic cells between spots contain
ing different amounts of oxygen or moisture. 

The absorptive material itself need not be corro· 
sive. Certain types of products create greater poul
tice attack than others. This type of attack might 
he caused by wood, insulation hoard, or poorly 
impregnated building paper. It is best prevented 
by not allowing construction materials to become 
wet. One successful precautionary measure is to 
make non-metallic construction materials water
resistant by painting with two coats of a good grade 
aluminum house paint and sealing the joints with 
a good quality mastic calking compound. 
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Masonry Joints: Where aluminum windows come 
in contact with masonry, the prime consideration is 
to be sure that a close fit exists between the frame 
and masonry. It should be determined whether the 
frame is going to sit behind masonry or butt against 
the masonry reveal. When cement block is used, 
special attention should he given to specification 
and application details. If possible, it is advan· 
tageous to use cement blocks that are made espe· 
cially to receive windows. 

Manufacturers' recommendations for installation 
and anchorage should be carefully checked to insure 
that adequate calking is provided. Every effort 
should be exercised to eliminate any crevice which 
might allow water to collect around the frame. In 
addition it is advisable to paint the aluminum sur
faces in contact with lime mortar, concrete or other 
masonry materials with alkali-resistant coatings 
such as water-white methacrylate lacquer, or a hi· 
tuminous paint. 

INSTALLATION FACTORS 

Aluminum alloys used in windows have a coefficient 
of thermal expansion of .000013 per inch per de
gree F. This means an 8' length of aluminum will 
change by Vs" per l00°F. change of temperature. 
Aluminum windows must be designed and anchored 
so that they will not be distorted, nor the fasteners 
overstressed from the expansion and contraction of 
the metal. 

To insure proper anchorage: 

l. Anchorage must hold the window rigid. 
2. There should be sufficient strength in anchor· 

age of jambs of commercial windows to satisfy the 
requirements of the window cleaner. 

3. Windows must be supported properly at the 
sill to withstand normal use by window cleaners. 

4. Anchors should be fabricated and installed 
to eliminate any staining of aluminum surfaces. 

5. All anchoring devices used in the erection of 
aluminum windows must be of aluminum, non· 
magnetic stainless steel or other corrosion-resistant 
materials compatible with aluminum. 

6. It is important to specify and clearly indicate 
who shall supply the anchors, the window manu· 
facturer or erection contractor. 

Each aluminum window manufacturer will normally 
show in his literature the best method of anchoring 
windows to surrounding construction; the manuf ac· 
turer's representative should be consulted in the event 
that a special design is used. 

Because of aluminum's lightness, relatively large 

individual windows can be installed with ease. Four 
to six small windows can be handled as one unit and 
two men can speedily lift this window assembly. It 
should be remembered that large assemblies made up 
of individual units in the factory are feasible only up 
to a certain point, because of the controlling factor of 
transportation. In such cases, assembly at the site 
provides a simple solution. 

Glazing and Calking Compounds: Mastic-type 
calking compounds should be provided and installed 
by others, except in the case of metal-to-metal 
contact points in the window assembly. In this case 
they should be provided and installed by the win· 
dow erection contractor. 

A mastic-type glazing compound that does not 
require painting should be specified. As aluminum 
colored mastic alone is an insufficient precaution, a 
compound should be labelled, without qualification, 
that it does not require painting. A glazing com· 
pound should remain elastic enough to perform 
properly when subjected to the rigors of atmos
pheric environments. Mastic-type compounds are 
advantageous as they permit a broken light to be 
replaced easily, as opposed to those glazing com· 
pounds which become hard and brittle with age. 

Performance specifications for Elastic Glazing 
Compound for Metal Sash Face and Channel Glaz· 
ing, dated July 15, 1955, are available by writing 
the A WMA office. Glazing compounds should be 
supplied and installed by the glazing contractor, 
as should all standard glazing clips. A special type 
of glazing clip is usually provided by the window 
manufacturer. Glazing clips for double insulated 
glass are provided by the glass manufacturer. Alu
minum windows can be prepared for either inside 
or outside glazing. It is best to consult the indi
vidual window manufacturer to determine their 
respective glazing details. 

Some of the manufacturers of aluminum windows 
are no longer using glazing compounds for their 
windows. Many of them use neoprene or vinyl 
glazing heads. Generally speaking, these manu· 
facturers preglaze in their factories, previous to 
shipment, although site glazing is also prevalent. 
All of the manufacturers who use these techniques 
consider them equal to and, in some cases, superior 
to glazing compounds. 

Care During Construction: The window erection 
contractor will install the aluminum windows in a 
good condition and will assume full responsibility 
for their condition. However, once the installation 
has been approved by the architect and/or the 
general contractor, the contractor must assume re· 
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sponsibility for their protection as other trades 
continue their work. Many times the question of 
protection and cleaning is completely ignored in 
the specifications, but more commonly it is placed 
in the hands of the window erector. This is the 
worst thing that the specifier can do to preserve the 
quality of the finished appearance of aluminum 
windows. The responsibility should be placed com

pletely in the hands of the general contractor who 
is running the job. The general contractor is the 
only one who has control over all of the many trades 
on the job. He is the only one in a position to 
demand satisfaction from the various subcontractors, 
police them and give instructions, and withhold 
their payments if they do not cooperate. Care of 
aluminum during construction is not a difficult thing 
to achieve. The recent A WMA publication en
titled, "The Care and Cleaning of Aluminum Win
dows During and After Construction," gives rather 
complete coverage of this important subject. 

Maintenance: Aluminum windows require little 
maintenance to preserve their appearance and effi
cient operation throughout the life of the building. 
The care consists of merely washing the sash and 
frame along with the glass; the frequency of the 
washing depends upon the location of the building. 
Caustic or acid cleaners should not be used. Many 
solutions marketed today are satisfactory for wash
ing both glass and aluminum. 

DESIGN FACTORS AND ECONOMICAL 
SELECTION OF WINDOWS 

Last June the Federal Construction Council, which 
is made up of some 36 Federal agencies active in con
struction, asked A WMA to help outline methods for 
the economical selection of windows. A full report 
covering all types of windows is now available from 
the Council through the Building Research Institute. 
In our work on this project we found that there are 
many factors to be considered in the choice of windows 
for a building. In making a selection of window type 
and material, consider whether the window will: 
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l. Suit the overall design of the building. 

2. Provide daylight in adequate amounts. 
3. Offer minimum obstruction to view. 
4. Provide the desired ventilation. 
5. Provide weather-tightness when the window 

is closed. 
6. Be fitted with hardware which makes for 

easy operation. 

7. Be economically adapted to the construction 
technique to be used. 

8. Not interfere with passage (interior and ex
terior) near the windows, nor interfere with draper
ies, blinds, or furniture, when open. 

9. Be easy to fit with screens and storm sash, 
if required. 

10. Be easily washed. 
11. Be inexpensively maintained. 
12. Be adapted to the climatic conditions of the 

building location. 

In most cases the type of window selected will be 
determined by the desired architectural design of the 
building. It is advisable to consult with the window 
manufacturers at an early stage of the building design. 
Usually they can make suggestions for proper applica
tion, anchoring trim, glazing, etc., which can reduce 
fabrication costs and can result in substantial savings 
for the owner. Some of the general factors which assist 
in maintaining minimum costs are: stock designs: 
maximum use of one type and size throughout the 
building; uniform design of windows; only minor 
adjustments at most on a standard design recom
mended by a manufacturer. 

Initial and Maintenance Costs: The initial cost 
of a window unit will depend on the material (wood, 
steel or aluminum) and the type of window selected. 
Generally speaking the initial cost of aluminum 
windows is slightly more than steel or wood. How
ever, when the first painting cost for the steel and 
wood windows is added to their basic cost, the price 
difference will disappear. It must be remembered 
that aluminum windows arrive on the job in the 
finished state and additional finishing is not re
quired. 

Maintenance costs over the life of the building 
have been and will continue to be one of the best 
selling points of aluminum windows. It is axio
matic that buildings become successful from a cost 
standpoint only when income is substantially in 
excess of maintenance. Certainly, the painting of 
windows must be taken into consideration in a study 
of building maintenance costs. One of the major 
advantages of aluminum windows is that they do 
not require painting throughout the life of the 
building. 

The savings that are possible are worthy of the 
owner's and architect's consideration, since alu
minum windows do not rust, rot, or warp. For in
stance, a group of building windows with 15,000 
window openings, leased at present day prices would 
save almost $400,000 over a 20 year period, or 
81,000,000 over a 50 year period. 
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A WMA SPECIFICATIONS 

The A WMA Specifications covering minimum struc
tural standards, quality materials, construction, 
strength of sections and minimum air infiltration re
quirements were first established by the Association 
in 1946 for the protection of all who specify, buy or 
use aluminum windows. There can be no doubt that 
the specifications have proven beneficial to the build
ing industry. We know that the architectural profes
sion has been effectively utilizing these specifications 
in both private and public construction. In surveys 
conducted by the Association of the architectural pro
fession it has been indicated that 80 per cent of the 
architects who use these specifications believe them to 
be effective documents. Various Federal agencies such 
as the FHA, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, U. S. 
Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks and others use these 
specifications as minimum standards for aluminum 
windows in their respective projects. 

In spite of overwhelming acceptance by the building 
industry of these specifications, the AWMA member
ship feels that improvements can be made. With this 
i11 mind the Association has recently retained the firm 
of Arthur D. Little, Inc., to make a study and evalua
tion of aluminum windows. The basic objective of 
this study will be to provide an impartial and authori
tative analysis of the fundamental requirements of 
prime aluminum windows and sliding aluminum frame 
glass doors and, based on this analysis, to establish 
standards and testing procedures which will be the 
basis for the preparation of sound and reasonable 
performance specifications for the building industry. 

The first part of this research project will comprise 
a survey by Arthur D. Little, Inc., to determine what 
architects and builders expect in the way of perform
ance standards from aluminum windows. 

••QUALITY APPROVED" SEAL 

In our specifications, advertising, and other litera
ture published by the Association you have all noted 
reference to the "Quality Approved" Seal. What 
exactly does the "Quality Approved" Seal mean to the 
building industry? The seal is an indication that the 
windows on which the seal appears (double-hung, 

casement, projected, awning, sliding and jalousie) 
meet or exceed the specifications of the A WMA. To 
ascertain that these requirements have been met it is 
necessary for the window manufacturer to submit his 
window to the independent Pittsburgh Testing Labora
tory for tests outlined in the specifications. In addition 
to this, the manufacturer must abide by the rules and 
regulations governing the test program of the A WMA 
and the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory, and by the 
rules, regulations and procedures for obtaining the 
"Quality Approved" Seal of the A WMA. This means 
that the window manufacturer must sign a license 
agreement for the use of the seal and that the seal can 
only appear on the window units that have complied 
with the aforementioned documents. 

Use of the "Quality Approved" Seal is not limited 
to members of the Association. Any manufacturer 
whose windows, when tested by the independent Pitts
burgh Testing Laboratory, meet these minimum stand
ards can qualify for use of the seal. 

In addition to the specifications A WMA also pub
lishes other useful literature as follows: 

l. Simplified Instructions for the Proper Han· 
dling and Installation of Aluminum Windows in 
Commercial and Monumental Buildings, No. 53 CM. 

2. Simplified Instructions for the Proper Han· 
dling and Installation of Residential Double-Hung 
Aluminum Windows, No. 54 RDH. 

3. Simplified Instructions for the Proper Han· 
dling and Installation of Residential Casement Alu
minum Windows, No. 5.t. RC. 

4. Ever See a Window Talk about .. . Con
densation! 

5. Tips on Selecting Windows for your New 
Home. 

6. Aluminum Windows-Selection and Detail
ing, reprinted from Progressive Architecture, April 
1952. 

7. The Care and Cleaning of Aluminum Win· 
dows During and After Construction. 

8. Weather Tests Determine Rigid Window 
Specifications, reprinted from Progressive Archi
tecture, March 1956. 

Copies of these publications may be obtained from 
the A WMA, 75 West St., New York 6, N.Y. 
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By H. F. Kingsbury* 
Pittsburgh-Corning Corporation 

To give some context to the development and usage 
of glass blocks, it seems in order to review briefly their 
history. 

They were introduced in the mid·l930's by the two 
manufacturers presently engaged in the production of 
these items. The early designs were mainly decorative 
in nature and concept, and did not make use of the 
possibilities for light control inherent in the basic 
design. As the need for better daylight controls was 
recognized by architects and lighting experts, the de
sign possibilities of glass block began to be investi· 
gated, with the end result that there arc available 
today a variety of types of blocks in both the so-called 
decorative and functional patterns. Individual pat· 
terns, particularly of the functional series, are de· 
signed for certain types of usage. 

Because design progress in blocks for particular 
functional needs has been so rapid, and because glass 
blocks are actually quite a new product in the history 
of fenestration, it is not felt that the full range of 
design concepts has yet been explored, either in manu
facturing or end usage. 

Since the use of any product in a building is at least 
partly determined by the properties of the material, 
it seems worthwhile to consider the properties that are 
typical of all glass block, as well as some that are 
specific for certain patterns. 

In the first place, glass blocks are hollow, all-glass, 
evacuated units, made and sealed at high temperatures. 

• Howard F. Kingsbury is the Director of the Daylighting 
Research Center of the Pitlshurgh-Corning Corporation, at Port 
Allegany, Pennsylvania. He has a Bachelor of Science degree 
in Glass Technology from Alfred University, and a degree in 
Ceramic Technology from Pennsylvania State University. He 
is a member of the Illuminating Engineering Society and the 
Society of Glass Technology. 
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GLASS BLOCK 

Being glass and hollow, they are non-load bearing, al· 
though they do have a compressive strength on the 
order of 500 pounds per square inch, when uniformly 
loaded, such as in normal panels. Point loading, quite 
naturally, will break them. 

Since they are both hollow and evacuated, panels of 
glass block have low heat transmission, both conducted 
and radiant. Conducted heat loss or gain, depending 
on pattern and size of the blocks, ranges from ap· 
proximately one-half to one-third that of single glaz. 
ing. Instantaneous radiant heat gain, again depending 
on pattern, is approximately one-third that for common 
single glazing. For reference purposes, the values for 
both conducted and radiant heat transfer may be found 
in the current ASH&AE Guide. 

Glass block panels, because they are masonry con· 
struction of some mass, also have a relatively high 
sound reduction factor. The average over the various 
commonly accepted frequencies is a 40 decibel reduc· 
tion, and is comparable to a 4" thick concrete block 
wall. Also, because of the masonry construction, glass 
block panels are essentially low maintenance installa· 
lions. They are highly resistant to weathering, and a 
whole range of industrial atmospheres and fumes. 
While they are glass and therefore can be broken, such 
breakage is difficult, usually only on one face and, if 
it occurs, can normally be taken care of on a planned 
basis at a convenient time. Since panels of glass block 
are translucent, for most patterns, they seldom need 
washing other than by normal rainfall. 

Since glass blocks have four pressed surfaces, two of 
them protected from the weather, it is in the field of 
light control, using prisms and lenses pressed in any 
or all of the four surfaces, that broad design possibili
ties exist. A variety of patterns is available for the 
control of light by the principles of either light direc· 
tion or light diffusion. Light directing patterns have 
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been used in many installations where control of en
tering daylight is required or desired, without the use 
of auxiliary brightness control devices. The principle 
upon which these blocks work is simply that, by the 
use of carefully designed prisms on the inside surfaces 
of the blocks, the entering daylight is redirected up
ward to the ceiling, and reflected down from there to 
the task level, with two immediate results. In the first 
place, by redirecting a major portion of the light up
ward, this light is projected deeper into the room to 
obtain better lighting of the rear of the room. Sec
ondly, and perhaps of equal importance, this redirec
tion lowers the fenestration brightness, to obtain better 
ratios of fenestration brightness to task brightness. 

Blocks of light-directing design are available wtih 
varying degrees of brightness control to suit various 
circumstances. For example, there is one type spe
cifically designed for use on north exposures which not 
only offers the high light transmission required for 
this exposure, but also sufficient brightness control for 
comfortable lighting. 

For excellent control of both brightness and heat 
flow, there is another style of light-directing block 
available, which incorporates a fibrous glass screen 
or cavity divider, sealed into the block during manu
facturing. And finally, for the control of extreme 
brightness, or for use in areas where heat gain is a 
specific problem, both manufacturers have special 
block available. One such unit operates on the princi
ple of rejecting a portion of the unwanted heat and 
light at certain sun positions, for the better control of 
this energy. Another pattern includes a blue-green 
tinted fibrous glass cavity divider, which aids in the 
control of radiant heat and, at the same time, gives a 
psychological feeling of coolness by reason of its 
color. 

For those areas where the extreme qualities of the 
light directional patterns are not required, but where 
brightness control is still important, various patterns 
of light diffusing block are available. 

Since these technical descriptions of the lighting 
properties are, necessarily, a bit involved for easy 
understanding, reference to Figs. 2.18 and 2.19 shows 
the difference in light patterns created through direct
ing and diffusing. In Fig. 2.18 the light source from 
the upper left is noticeable redirected, finally emerg
ing above the horizontal. Fig. 2.19 is a similar picture, 
but for a diffusing pattern, and shows the scattering 
caused by the prism action. 

All of these descriptions of the technical properties 
of glass block lead to the end-point of usage in 
buildings. Perhaps the biggest single present-day 
usage of glass block is in schools. Here the funda
mental properties of blocks with regard to light con-

Fig. 2.18-Light path through light-directing block 
section. 

Fig. 2.19-Light path through light-diffusing block 
section. 
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Fig. 2.20-Bishop Dubourg High School, St. Louis, Mo. 

trol and maintenance make them a widely accepted 
fenestration material for classrooms, gyms, and other 
portions of school structures. As an example of 
typical usage in schools, Figure 2.20 is included; 
While there have been many strides in school design 
incorporating glass block, and in the design of glass 
block for such usage the performance advantages of 
glass block have been well described elsewhere and 
will not be dealt with here. 

Among the newer developments in glass block usage 
has been that of skylights. For a variety of tech
nical reasons, glass block skylights have always ap
peared to be a logical usage, and two types have been 
developed and marketed. In one style, the blocks are 
prefabricated in an aluminum grid and are available 
in a selected number of panel sizes. The blocks them
selves are designed to reject a portion of the heat and 
light at certain critical angles, when properly oriented. 

The other style of skylight uses glass block cast 
directly in concrete, and may either be cast in place or 
prefabricated and hoisted into place. Diffusing type 
block, specifically designed for skylights, are used in 
this system. One feature of this system is the flexibility 
of sizes a"ud shapes that can be obtained. Examples 
are sections of barrel roofs, fan or pie shaped sky
lights or other forms, depending on the end usage and 
imagination of the designer. 
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Fig. 2.21-Giass block curtain wall in Y.M.C.A., Port 
Chester, N. Y. 
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. Fig. 2.22-Philadel
phia Elec:trio-Cromby 
Station, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 

Fig. 2.24-Tile combined with two sizes of glass block for decorative effect. 
89 
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Fig. 2.23-Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y. 

By nature and by designs, glass block panels con· 
stitute a curtain wall type of construction. This fea
ture, however, has been emphasized infrequently. Most 
glass block panels have taken the form of inserts in 
exterior walls of other materials. To show how glass 
block can be used to make complete exterior walls, 
Figures 2.21 and 2.22 show installations in newer 
buildings. There are various reasons for the use of 
block in these installations, as detailed by either the 
architect or owner, but in essence all of them have to 
do with the basic properties of the material, such as 
maintenance, daylight control, low heat loss, or ap
pearance. Some say that glass bloek panels have a 
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monotonous appearance in large areas. To show how 
such difficulties or objections have been overcome 
Figure 2.23 shows the back wall of the Corning Glass 
Center, where combined sizes of glass block have been 
used to obtain an interesting architectural effect. It is 
also possible to use both combined sizes of glass block 
and inserts of other materials within the panels to give 
additional visual stimuli. In Figure 2.24, tile has been 
combined with two sizes of gla>s block for an inter· 
esting decorative effect. 

One of the most interesting job~ of whieh the writer 
is aware is a new installation in a bank building where 
vision, brightness controL color and appearance have 
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Fig. 2.25-Richfield State Bank, Richfield, Minn. 

been combined in one structure and yet entire walls, 
with the exception of the tile inserts, are glass block. 
Figures 2.25 and 2.26 are exterior and interior views 
of this building and show how, by combining sizes and 
types of glass block with other materials, monotony 
may he avoided, the functional characteristics of glass 
block retained, and a finished wall , inside and out, 
obtained with hut one material. 

Inherently, glass block has a number of advantages 
for the building designer, and future, broadened uses 
of this material will he determined to a certain extent, 
by his imagination and curiosity. 

Fig. 2.2~1nterior view of wall treatment in Richfield 
State Bank. 
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By C. R. Sigler * 
The Kau:neer Company 

Mr. Sigler's paper was presented to the conference by D. C. 
Muessel, MaTUJger of Architectural Products Developnu!nt, The 
Kawneer Company. 

Fixed glass installations in commercial, public, and 
residential buildings can be found back through the 
centuries. Over these many years we are able to point 
to only a few basic design advances. However, in 
more recent years there have been several almost 
revolutionary steps taken in the design, installation, 
and application of fixed lights of glass. We at Kaw· 
neer believe that the modern era in fixed light design 
began fifty years ago with the birth of the idea of us
ing lightweight, all metal, glass-holding members 
which provide a resilient setting, easy to install and to 
handle during glass replacement. 

We see fixed lights playing an important part in 
today's buildings. Among the many specific uses, these 
installations form the major part of storefronts and 
entrances. The modern design is built around large, 
single or multiple fixed lights. This design gives a 
feature effect to the elevation or to the specific en· 
trance. Psychologically this design provides an open 
and welcome atmosphere to the building, thus minimiz· 
ing the harrier between the potential customer and the 
merchant. Flexible and expanded display areas are 
provided in this design; the entire shop is opened and 
may serve as a display in itself. The universal accept· 
ance of this design approach to store fronts and en· 
trances by the architects and owners has made this one 
of the major applications of fixed lights. 

In commercial buildings of all types-including 

• Charles R. Sigler is Manager of Engineering for The Kaw· 
ueer Company. He has been with this firm for nine years, 
principally in product development and engineering. He has a 
degree in Mechanical Engineering from Purdue University. 

RXED GLASS INSTALLATIONS 

office buildings, schools, hospitals-we see an increas· 
ing use of fixed glass. The trend today is to have in 
the physical plant of the building equipment which 
will control the heating and cooling of the building 
along with providing the proper humidity and ventila· 
tion. This not only eliminates the need for operating 
sash, hut actually makes it undesirable on many jobs. 
The fixed light in a wall system is the simplest and 
most flexible from a design standpoint. It is also more 
economical and forms a more positive weather harrier. 

Although this conference deals with windows and 
glass in the exterior of buildings, I think that it is 
important to note that fixed lights of glass also play 
an important part in the interior of the building, es· 
pecially the glass used in partitions for borrowed light. 
These partitions may be office or corridor walls or 
separators for the control of traffic. Of course, there 
are also interior display areas and shops which are 
treated similarly to a storefront. 

The various uses and applications of fixed lights 
having been noted, it is probably well that we con· 
sider the light itself. There are as many variations in 
the light as there are uses for it. The glass itself may 
he simply plate or sheet, which is most common of 
course, and is used almost exclusively in storefronts 
and entrances. Or it may he a double glazed unit, 
which is finding more and more usage in commercial 
buildings as a part of metal walls. Patterned and orna· 
mental glass, in addition to its many uses on the in
terior of the building, is also used on exterior openings 
and may require special consideration. 

We see each of the glass types just mentioned set 
in several ways. They include everything from the 
simplest putty system to minutely designed metal 
members incorporating a weathering gasket. There
fore there could be literally hundreds of designs for 
fixed light openings if all combinations of the variables 
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were explored. Rather than pursue that frightening 
thought any further, let's examine some of the func· 
tiona! requirements of fixed light openings and see how 
generally these can be best met. 

l. Prevention of air infiltration is certainly a con
sideration. The degree to which this is a factor varies 
widely with application. On storefronts and entrances 
it is of relatively small importance; on residential and 
certain commercial applications it is of major im
portance. The fixed light is generally easier to make 
airtight than operating sash. Several materials of both 
putty type and gasket type, applied continuously 
around the light and properly retained by the stops, 
solve this problem nicely. 

2. Water leakage must be prevented in all applica
tions. In light of how casually I discussed air infiltra
tion one might assume that water leakage is no larger 
problem, since if you have no air penetration, certainly 
no water will come in. In part this may be true. How
ever, in a sense, air is abstract and relative, while the 
water is as positive as each stained wall, drape, or rug. 
Theoretically, as was mentioned under air infiltration, 
the light can be perfectly sealed with a continuous 
bead of quality glazing material properly retained by 
the stop. However, consider the actual conditions. 
Here we have to introduce the fact that the stops are 
not continuous around the window and joints do exist. 
Errors or poor workmanship can occur in installation. 
Metal expands and contracts; wood warps, swells, and 
rots. Glazing compounds age and deteriorate. Con
sider the glass as a member moving under changing 
wind load and traffic vibration. 

Realistically, then, the designer faces a real task 
indeed, if he proposes to stop all water at the exterior 
glass line under these conditions. Water weathering 
does not stop with sealing the area between the stops 
and the glass. A weathered unit must include sealing 
the glass to stops, the stops to frame, and the joints in 
frames. This, then, being the size and shape of the 
problem, it would be foolhardy to plan on allowing 
no water to go beyond the outside glass line. Rather, 
it is better to assume that some water will enter, and 
then provide in the stops or frames a system of collect
ing the water and returning it to the outside. This 
would essentially be a system of gutters and down
spouts which would contain any leaks within the frame 
members and not allow the water inside the building. 

While this may seem a further complication to the 
problem, we have used this approach in storefront 
sash and division bars, as well as wall type framing 
systems (Fig. 2.27). This provides a solution not 
subject to the same errors and failures noted above. 
The solution has required only minor modification of 
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Fig. 2.27-Sash section at sill. 

the glazing or framing members and has resulted in a 
very effective and economical solution. 

3. Designing for wind load is another task that the 
designer must perform in accurate detail on certain 
types of installations. Specifically, this is true on 
those openings using the large plates of glass, where 
intermediate vertical or horizontal mullions are intro
duced. Here, in addition to all other considerations, 
a structural system must be developed. Economics 
demand the maximum structural use of the materials 
used. On the other hand, it should be recognized that 
failure of the system would seriously endanger life and 
limb. Engineering values for the strength of glass have 
not been defined to the degree that, in this case, we 
could consider glass as a structural material. Further, 
the formulas for stress developed in plates under this 
type load are not as yet precise, nor does the designer 
know in exactly what manner the load is transmitted 
from the plate to the framing system he is attempting 
to develop. 

In spite of this apparent dilemma, the situation is 
not hopeless. From the extensive tests and studies that 
have been made, a practical approach and set of values 
have emerged. Starting with allowable deflection in 
glass, the glazing members must be designed to con
tain the deflection within this value. Allowable deflec
tion defined for this purpose would be that developed 
in a l" strip of glass loaded as a simple beam. We 
assume no strength in the glass itself, in resisting wind
load. Actually, in our designs we allow the glazing 
member to deflect only % the allowable deflection in 
the glass. 

To establish the windload that is transmitted to each 
of the glazing members, we divide each light of glass 
by 45 ° lines from each corner (Fig. 2.28). The wind-
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Fig. 2.28-Wind load transmitted to glazing members. 

load carried by each of the four frame sides is that 
carried by the area of the triangle or trapezoid formed 
on it. Member A is loaded by the shaded area. The 
unit load is established from the wind velocity for 
which we are designing. 

It is interesting to note that in a relatively high and 
narrow opening the vertical members which would sup· 
port a single light of glass might have to be beefed up 
if a horizontal were to be introduced, say, at the mid
point. (Fig. 2.291. Note that not only is the load 
area supported by A 1 in case #2 larger than that sup· 
ported by A in case # 1, but the area in dark shading 
is transmitted by H to A 1 as a concentrated load. A 1 

must be a stronger member than A. The framing mem
ber, having limited the deflection as required, must 
now be examined to determine if, under the load, the 
allowable stress has been exceeded. 1£ not, in effect the 
design has been achieved. 

On high, large lights where the design is sound from 
an engineering standpoint, with a rather lightweight 
vertical division bar holding the glass, the allowable 
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Fig. 2.29-Effect of introduction of a horizontal 
member. 

deflection could be several inches. Here, for psycho
logical reasons, we would arbitrarily limit the deflec
tion, since the public would react unfavorably to glass 
m,ovement as great as that actually allowable. Limit
ing the deflection also puts less of a burden on the 
glazing members, since there would be less movement 
of the glass in this member. 

This is generally the design approach to be used on 
large lights. However, on specific jobs, other con
siderations may be required. These could include de
termination of twist in the member due to off.center 
placement of the glass. Or they may be concerned 
with the location of the light where, due to surrounding 
buildings, air velocity on the light may be a multiple 
of the open area velocity. Suffice it to say that the de
signer, when properly aware of the job conditions, can 
resolve the problem with a sound, economical design. 

A brief summary on fixed lights of glass in the ex· 
terior of buildings reveals that they do play a large 
part in today's buildings, and will continue to play 
even a larger part in the future. The applications are 
extremely varied, but proven designs of many types 
are available for use in practically every case. The 
functional and structural design of the individual unit, 
while it may be a challenge to the designer, can be 
created in confidence based on engineering data using 
a variety of proven materials. 
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By William Demarest* 
National Association of Home Builders STANDARDIZATION OF WINDOWS 

There are probably as many opportunities for stand
ardization of windows as there are characteristics of 
windows. It should be possible to standardize degrees 
of light transmittance, as well as thermal conductance 
characteristics; window hardware and accessories can 
also lend themselves to standardization. I have been 
asked to talk to you about dimensional standardization 
of windows. The importance of this is self-evident 
and, furthermore, it has been a particular interest of 
mine-one upon which I have something to report to 
you. Isolated standardization of window sizes is quite 
prevalent today, hut I am sure that many of the archi
tects here can recall the day when they actually de
signed windows. Sash and frame were made up for 
them by the mill because there simply was no other 
procedure to follow. A range of catalog window sizes 
and combinations in many types and grades has only 
been with us for a relatively short time. 

Such standardization as we have has been accom
plished by the window manufacturers themselves, and 
by their trade associations, in a serious (and largely 
successful) effort to hold down the delivered price of 
their product. "Simplification" is the term for a lead· 
ing principle in window manufacture in post-war 
years-a combination of standardization with the re
duction of the choice of variations of the particular 
product kept in stock. The resultant economies are 
obvious: simplification of the jigs, etc., needed for 
efficient fabrication, easier warehousing, simpler rec
ord keeping, catalogs, and so on. This effort has con
tributed materially to keeping costs down. 

• William Demarest is Assistant Director of the Construction 
Department and Research Institute of the National Association 
of Home Builders. He is widely known for his previous work 
as Modular Coordinator for the American Institute of Archi· 
tects, is a graduate of Princeton, and a member of the Building 
Research Institute. 
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Meantime, there has been developing what BRI 
Executive Director William Scheick likes to refer to as 
"the science of building." As more effort goes into 
research on construction technology, we have come to 
study the building as a whole. It is, after all, the prod
uct which we sell in competition with other industries. 
We must assure, by whatever means are necessary, that 
its price and its quality are truly competitive. Reali
zation of this gives rise to several basic concepts. 

One, for instance, is an appreciation of the fact that 
a building can have an optimum useful lifespan in 
relation to other variables, such as costs of construction 
and maintenance, permanence of the function of the 
building, etc. Another such concept is that, rather than 
being a mere physical object, a building is essentially 
the enclosure of space for a particular purpose. 

Also springing from recognition of the whole struc
ture as the end product, another concept regards con
struction as a production process-the site-assembly of 
parts. This is frequently labeled the "component con
cept" and is yet to be fully explored in building re
search. It may have revolutionary significance, par
ticularly for what is termed the construction side of 
the building industry. 

This component concept quickly points up the nec
essity for bringing building dimensions under control. 
There was a day, not really so far back in history, 
when dimensions were wholly the province of the 
craftsman. The man, or crew of men, who built a 
house fashioned every part of that house, thus con· 
trolling and relating the sizes of the units, as well as 
the dimensions of the whole. Industrialization of our 
industry has already begun with building materials 
and-fortunately for the country's stand~rd of living 
-is here to stay. But, before long, this will not he 
enough. Industrialized production of building materi
als means standardized unit sizes and soon raises the 
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question of coordination of these sizes with each other. 
Taking the window as an example-if it is con

sidered to be an end product, it can be judged on a 
basis of maximum quality at minimum delivered price. 
However, if the building is the end product of which 
the window is a component, there are additional cri
teria which must be given weight. These have to do 
with how well the window is adapted to the structure, 
and how well it is coordinated with other related 
components. 

The need for dimensional order in building was 
recognized sometime back and led to the development 
of "modular measure" as the basis for coordinating 
unit sizes and building dimensions. Acceptance of 
modular dimensioning, based upon a 4-inch unit, has 
been gaining in recent years, although slowly. Some 
builders and a great many more architects now dimen
sion their drawings by modular measure. For them, it 
is simply a better way of dimensioning, both in the 
drafting room and on the job. 

But the new method is still far short of realizing its 
full potentialities. This is because of the persistent 
lack of modular-coordinated material sizes available 
as stock items and priced accordingly. Materials pro
ducers, for the most part, acknowledge the potentiali
ties of modular measure for bringing sizes and dimen
sions under control. However, because of the enor
mous amount of study necessary for the development 
of a modular range of sizes for any one product, their 
conversion to the new system has been slow. By and 
large, modular measure has thus far been applied only 
to masonry and a few related products and to a limited 
range of basic materials used in homebuilding. Future 
progress in converting our entire building industry to 
orderly modular dimensioning hinges, in my belief, 
on our success in developing a wide range of modular
coordinated materials. Coordinated standard win
dow sizes are among the most urgently needed of such 
products. 

BASIS FOR STANDARDIZATION 

In homebuilding, there are several factors influenc
ing the development of standard window sizes: One of 
these naturally concerns the aesthetic preferences of 
the owner, a factor upon which traditional window 
proportions bear heavily. Another major factor en
compasses the requirements of use. At the University of 
Illinois, a Small Homes Council team under Professor 
Lendrum has, for example, studied anthropometric 
requirements-the preferred heights of sills based 
upon the eye-level of a seated man or woman. The 
latter will also establish the heights at which meeting
rails should not be permitted to occur, since they will 
obstruct the view through the window. 

Other requirements include ventilation, insect screen
ing, even the addition of venetian blinds and window
sill air-chilling machines. Indeed, there are many 
considerations which will be discussed by others at 
this conference which may influence standard sizes. 
These arise from the problems of manufacturing, 
shipping, and stocking the window unit. They have, of 
course, been given close study by the window manu
facturers themselves. We of the homebuilding industry 
probably can contribute little new thinking on this 
score. 

There remains, however, one factor upon which we 
are qualified to comment-the factor of installation of 
the window in the house. This factor can affect stand
ard sizes greatly. In line with my earlier comments, 
window installation has already been fairly well 
thought through for that minority of houses which 
have all-masonry walls. There is now available a 
limited variety of stock residential window sizes that 
are adequately coordinated with the dimensions of 
modular masonry openings. For wood frame houses, 
including those with masonry veneers, coordinated 
window sizes are still needed. Studies to this end are 
new being pursued by several groups, including the 
NAHB Research Institute. 

Although urgently needed, no specific sizes have yet 
been accepted in view of lack of agreement at this 
moment as to a reasonable basis from which the stand
ard coordinated sizes will be developed. The NAHB 
has long been a sponsor of modular measure, which 
has been officially promulgated under the American 
Standards Association in a series of American Stand
ards defining the 4-inch module and its uses in build
ing. Our thinking, then, on all projects having to do 
with dimensional standardization has been predicated 
upon modular measure. This is a natural state of af
fairs in the homebuilding industry in view of the many 
important materials we use which come in stock sizes 
that are multiples of the 4-inch module. 

The general acceptance of 16 and 24-inch spacing 
of studs again supports our adherence to modular 
dimensioning. It is fundamental in the thinking of the 
NAHB Research Institute that the house be given 
prime consideration at all times as our end product. 
Any work we may do on the pieces, parts or compo
nents of the house must be within this frame of 
reference. 

In June 1956 the NAHB Research Institute proposed 
that stock residential window sizes for conventional 
wood frame construction be based upon either 30%" 
or 46%" as the actual rough-framed opening width. 
Actual rough-framed heights of 23", 34", 41", 53" 
and 74" were also proposed with tolerances of %" 
more or less to allow for variations in rough carpentry. 

Among the factors bearing upon the selection of 
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these particular sizes were: suitability with regard to 
vision from within, modular framing of walls coupled 
with modular veneer, and visual alignment of window 
heads with exterior door heads. Also, the selection of 
the 41" height was influenced by the critical placement 
of a window over a kitchen sink backsplash. The 74" 
height was intended to leave adequate space for a hot 
air or hot water register below it. The 34" height was 
intended to enable a 4' wide interior-skin material to 
be used beneath it without cutting. 

May I emphasize that the widths named above are 
for conventional construction; they are not necessarily 
correct for panelized construction any more than they 
are for masonry. Special uses of these standard win
dows, such as placement side by side to create a "rib
bon" window entail special problems. Such problems 
are, however, fewer and simpler than those which 
would be present with·out window standardization; it 
is unrealistic to assume that one group of standard 
sizes will meet all the many installation possibilities. 

Our purpose is to foster development of a very few 
stock sizes for windows in home building which will be 
best coordinated with the other pieces with which they 
must fit, so as to accomplish two things: ( l) ease and 
economy of installation; and (2) a reduction in the 
number of stock residential sizes called for by home 
builders. It is logical to expect that this will reduce 
manufacturers' costs in producing and stocking win
dows and-it is hoped-ultimately result in a lower 
delivered unit price, as well as a lower in-place cost. 

We are confident that this mode of achieving win
dow standardization will pay off in terms of our ov~r
all objective--a better house at a lower price. We 
have been greatly impressed by the enthusiasm of the 
window manufacturers for this fresh approach to the 
question-an approach which is bolder and larger in 
concept than heretofore. They realize that it is bound 
to be more difficult to accomplish than mere stand
ardization within the window industry, without much 
regard to the many other related components of the 
house. 

Some manufacturers report they have already begun 
to produce stock sizes based upon the NAHB Research 
Institute's "installation" approach to window sizes. 
The major associations of window producers are right 
now engaged in studies of their own toward the same 
end. It is more than likely that the basic stock sizes 
as finally worked out between the builders and the 
manufacturers will not be quite the same as our Re
search Institute's present proposed sizes. Our pro
posals were put forth primarily as a means of initial· 
ing cooperative studies by the two groups. A joint 
effort of this kind cannot be completed overnight, but 
the problem has now been stated. It should be possi-
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ble to move forward cooperatively to a practical solu
tion. It is not unreasonable to expect that, before much 
more time has elapsed, the small volume builder will 
have available to him at competitive prices a choice 
of sizes, materials, and styles of window which will be 
best suited to his operation. Windows, we expect, will 
come first. But it is our hope that they will be followed 
by a host of other residential components, sized to fit 
and designed for simple installation procedures. 

FUTURE WINDOW STANDARDIZATION 

There is one important point that needs to be made 
in any discussion of coordinating materials sizes. It is 
inherent in my earlier observation that modular win
dows to fit masonry houses are not necessarily the right 
size for most houses today, since most of our houses 
are wood frame. The governing factor is always the 
system of construction. This controls the installation 
of the window, thus affecting its standard sizes. In 
the residential field, we are still using conventional 
construction methods. As they evolved, the window 
was not conceived of as a component part of the sys
tem. It had to fit as best it could and not until very 
recently have there been serious attempts to develop 
it into an integral component of the bouse structure. 

The way has been shown in other building types. 
Some houses these days feature the so-called "window 
wall"-a floor-to-ceiling combination of sash in such 
a manner that the frame assembly is structural. This is 
a reflection of many present-day schools, commercial 
and other buildings which explore the component con
cept thoroughly. With the most advanced of them, the 
window unit has no more significance by itself than 
does the spandrel unit. Each is a component and in· 
tegral part of the whole, and the size and shape of each 
is fixed accordingly. 

This is why it is probably fortunate for the home 
building industry that change is in the air. It will be 
only a first step when we have developed a few stock 
window sizes which are coordinated with conventional 
methods of wall construction. I am confident that 
radically new and better ways of building a house will 
be coming into use before very long. Now-under the 
component concept-windows can never be after
thoughts in the development of such new systems of 
construction. Their redesign will have to be worked 
out continuously as the design of the system progresses. 
Here lies our greatest opportunity, with windows as 
with other components, to restudy the unit in relation 
to the complete end product. Here is the way that 
window manufacturers will best serve the public-by 
working with builders, designers and other segments 
of the industry toward the production of a better build
ing at a lower price. 
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Discussion Period-PRODUCT ENGINEERING 

V. W. WIEDMAN (E. I. duPont de Nemours & 
Co.): What precautions are taken to prevent galvanic 
corrosion between aluminum windows and hardware 
of copper base alloys? 

MR. KLEIN: The problem of galvanic corrosion 
involves the presence of moisture in order to have a 
galvanic current Row. Frequently, the hardware used 
is a plated material. It could also be zinc plates or a 
bronze material. Our experience has been to date 
that usually we do not get enough moisture present 
where the hardware attaches to the aluminum on the 
inside, and I assume you are talking about operating 
hardware, such as handles and locks, to cause us any 
problem. Where we use anchors or attach the alu
minum to dissimilar metals, it is essential that they be 
separated from the aluminum by bituminous paint, 
plating or by some similar means so there will not be 
any direct contact between aluminum and dissimilar 
metals where moisture is present. 

E. C. TAYLOR (Carbide & Carbon Chemicals Co.): 
In a multi-story building having large fixed units 
should the panels be inside or outside glazed? 

MR. MUESSEL: There are advantages to glazing 
it from the inside in that the replacement which will 
conceivably have to be done at some time in event of 
glass breakage can be done without scaffolding or 
other means. If the building were arranged with a 
mechanism such as, I believe, the Lever House has, in 
effect an elevator where you could reglaze from the 
outside conveniently, it would be no problem. We 
have attempted to work out systems where the glazing 
can be handled from the inside and still maintain the 
water trap or baffle system that is necessary. 

E. R. BALLANTYNE (Div. of Bldg. Research, Aus
tralia): Has untempered colored or Rashed glass 
been used successfully in curtain wall construction? 
Have breakages occurred in heat-absorbing glass due 
to shadow patterns or other reasons? 

MR. ORR: Where the enamel-coated or Rashed glass 
has a very high absorption, it is essential that it have 
some degree of heat strengthening or tempering. With 
this procedure, breakages from partial shading, I 
think, are completely eliminated. There may be other 
reasons for occasional shattering, but I don't think it 
would be from any unusual shading, although shading 
conditions will break it definitely if it isn't heat 
strengthened to some degree. 

MR. McKINLEY: You have put this in the category 
of the darker glasses, rather than the very light, re
flective glasses? 

MR. ORR: Very light glasses reflect so much solar 
energy that there is not much of a problem. 

R. H. BLISS (Bliss Steel Products Corp.) : Has 
any attempt been made to standardize packing and 
crating methods for commercial aluminum sash? 

MR. KLEIN: This is one of the subjects of a com
mittee study in the Aluminum Window Manufacturers 
Association. We have a Traffic and Packaging Com
mittee that is collecting data from the various manu
facturers and working with the freight and trucking 
companies in order to come up with the ideal method 
of packing to prevent damage and to keep the cost 
of that packing to a minimum. I expect it will proba
bly be a number of months before anything is revealed 
as far as these studies are concerned, but it is the 
subject of study, and it is one of the problems we 
hope to solve very soon. 

MR. KELLY: We in the steel window business don't 
have quite that problem of damage to our product. 
That is possibly why we steer away from a prefinished 
or finished article which would have to be protected 
and which wouldn't have to be painted or processed 
on the job. In connection with galvanized windows, 
there is a problem of protecting them against abra
sion during shipment, as they rub together in the 
carriers. But it is possible to put work corners on 
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window frames, as well as other types of protection, to 
protect them to a big degree against damage in ship· 
ment. 

MR. ARKIN: One reason why the manufacturers of 
wood windows don't have to crate their products is he· 
cause they treat them with the water-repellent wood 
preservative before they leave the factory, and this 
treatment is sufficient to protect the product from rain
fall and various other things that might happen be
tween the time the window leaves the factory and the 
time it arrives on the job. This is no substitute, how· 
ever, for covering the windows with a tarpaulin or 
keeping them indoors when they do arrive on the job. 
Incidentally, the commercial standards for wood win
dows do cover treatment also, that is, for the so-called 
stock window for residences. For a custom designed 
window which the architect designs, it is up to him to 
specify water-repellent treatment. 

GEORGE SANER (E. I. duPont de Nemours & 
Co.) : What are the physical requirements of the rna· 
terial used as a cavity divider in glass block? Spe· 
cifically, what are: its construction, color and other 
requirements? 

MR. KINGSBURY: The requirements for the cavity 
divider can he summarized rather briefly. In the first 
place, it must resist high temperatures, since it is in· 
serted in the block at the time of sealing when the 
glass is at the temperature of approximately 1,200 to 
1,400 degrees Fahrenheit. It must also withstand 
temperatures of about 1,000 degrees Fahrenheit he
cause the glass must he annealed. When the block is 
in a 75 to 80 per cent vacuum there is some oxygen. 

Furthermore, it must have great physical stability, 
since it must withstand shipment within the block. 
For instance, we have tried to seal a variety of items 
in the glass block. We presently use fibrous glass 
treated in a variety of ways because it offers the 
greatest possible freedom. There are a number of 
things you can do with it. 

GUSTAVE KEANE (Eggers & Higgins): We have 
all seen pits develop in unprotected aluminum, es· 
pecially so in industrial areas. Would these pits con
tinue and eventually destroy the aluminum section if 
left unprotected? 

MR .KLEIN: ALCOA has completed a series of 
20 years of study on aluminum in various types of 
atmospheres-industrial, seacoast and ordinary at· 
mospheres. They have studied the depths of pitting 
and find that these surface pits go to a maximum depth 
of something like .005 to .007" and then they stop. 
So that while the pitting which appears on the surface 
is detrimental to appearance, it is not something that 
materially affects the strength or the lasting qualities 
of the aluminum. 
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If I remember correctly, over a 20-year period the 
tensile strength of aluminum, in all atmospheres, did 
not decrease more than 7 or 8 per cent. 

MR. FUNARO: Is there any prospect now, with the 
revival of reinforced concrete, of going into more 
integral application of glass products? I think there is 
a great horizon open for that. 

MR. KINGSBURY: In our export business we do 
a fairly large volume in the Sweden branch and in 
Germany with that specific type of construction where 
glass block, made in America, are incorporated di
rectly into concrete. There is also available from one 
of our companies a skylighting system incorporating 
the same features, which has the obvious advantage of 
great flexibility as far as the design is concerned and 
as far as the amount of light the architect wishes to 
have transmitted. 

GUSTAVE KEANE: The testing data prepared 
showed the effect of medium and long-time wind loads 
on glass panes. Some recent failures of large glass 
panes in all-glass buildings indicate that failures OC· 

curred not during the original wind load, but rather 
on its cessation and were caused by the sudden rebound 
of the glass. Similar behavior was observed during 
bomb explosions during the war. Are there any data 
available on strength on rebound? 

MR. ORR: That's a little beyond my knowledge, 
and I really don't have any specific information that 
would help you out. When you have enough energy, 
glass will break at the rate of 5,000 feet per second. 
Whether this rebound comes immediately afterward 
or whether there is a delay, the energy would have to 
come from somewhere to start the break very soon 
after the energy is available. 

MR. McKINLEY: Are we in a position to suggest 
that if someone knows the forces involved in the re· 
bound, then we can say whether or not there is likely 
to he breakage? 

MR. ORR: Well, if the rebound is more severe than 
the original load, I think it would be logical for the 
break to occur at that point. 

MR. McKINLEY: This seems to be one of those 
unexplored areas to a degree. I wonder, Mr. Muessel, 
if you want to comment on this subject? You have 
indicated you have been doing a certain amount of 
structural studying. 

MR. MUESSEL: Actually, we don't have very much 
information on the subject either. One of the inter· 
esting things I think most of the gentlemen are familiar 
with, at least in store front construction, is that most 
plates of glass break out or blow out from the build
ing, rather than blow in. The glass will generally he 
found on the sidewalk rather than on the showcase 
area. Very often it's due to a slight pressure inside the 
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building with someone opening another door in the 
building and allowing a gust in and forcing the glass 
to pop out, or it could also be this rebound property 
where the glass is forced in and, with a release of 
pressure, it will pop out. 

MR. KINGSBURY: If I recall correctly, there was 
an excellent publication put out by the English during 
the war on that precise problem of the breakage of 
glass due, not to the forces of explosion, as such, but 
to the vacuum cycle that immediately followed the 
pressure cycle. I think it does relate those factors 
quite well as to cause, types of stress and durations. 

W. S. SWANN (Pilkington Glass Co.): Have you 
any recommendations with respect to the amount of 
glass which should be contained between the stock, 
both plate glass and heat·absorbing glass to be covered 
in the answer? 

MR. ORR: Our tests, based on temperature dif. 

ference in optically measured stresses at the edges, 
show that the worst condition that you can have is a 
recess of two or three·quarters to an inch in depth. 
If you go beyond that, the stress on the edge increases, 
and if you go far enough, the maximum stress is no 
longer on the edge, but on the surface, which is gen· 
erally much better able to take care of the load than 
when the maximum is on the edge. But it is not very 
practical to recess to a depth of, say, two or three 
inches. 

The simplest arrangement would be to make the 
recess as small as possible. I am not familiar with 
how far that can go, but I would think it shouldn't go 
much below three-eights of an inch. That will keep 
the temperature difference between the edge and the 
center at a much better balance than where the recess 
is, say, three·quarters of an inch or as much as one 
inch. 
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PROBLEMS REQUIRING CONTROLS: 
VIEWPOINT OF THE OWNER 

The question most often asked of those of us who 
live in our particular glass house (Manufacturers 
Trust Co.) is: "How was it that a bank put up a 
building like this?" That's a good question, and 
behind it lies an interesting story. 

During the darkest days of the depression of the 
30's, our president, Horace C. Flanigan, was visiting 
in Detroit. Many enterprises were being forced out of 
business, among them banks. Mr. Flanigan observed 
that when a hank vacated its building it was difficult, 
if not impossible, to get other tenants. The structures 
themselves were just not suitable for other purposes. 
As he puts it: "The only people that would take over 
vacated bank buildings were bookies, bars and dry
cleaning establishments-nobody else wanted or could 
use them." 

So he determined that if he ever had a chance to 
erect a bank building he was going to make it so ap· 
pealing, so unusual, so inviting that it would compare 
on the most favorable terms with the best of modern 
plants and commercial buildings. That's what he set 
out to do with our office at one of the busiest inter
sections in the world, the corner of Fifth Avenue and 
43rd Street in New York City. He commissioned the 
architectural firm of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill to 
conceive and design the structure, the George A. Fuller 
Company to build it, and Miss Eleanor Le Maire to 
decorate it. 

In the banking business we talk a lot about offering 
our customers convenience, efficient service and friend
liness. Through the medium of this building our bank 
set out to project these perquisites by means of the 
inviting appearance of the structure itself. We saw 
no reason why hanks should not be as attractive, as 

• Harold S. Miner is Vice President of the Manufacturers 
Trust Company of New York City. 

By Harold S. Miner * 
Manufacturers Trust Company 

comfortable and as pleasant as any other place of 
business. And in the world's most competitive banking 
community, New York City, we saw many reasons 
why our hank should extend itself to take leadership 
in this phase of customer relations. Because, as you 
have seen, the exterior of the building is entirely of 
glass set in polished aluminum frames, we offer, in 
effect, a giant showcase for banking. 

My architectural friends tell me what we have is a 
glass box structure in which the glass walls-some 
13,000 square feet of glass in all-hang like curtains 
and support no weight. Paradoxically, ours is a win
dowless building. The plate glass panes are sealed 
in place. This reduces street noises, minimizes dust 
infiltration and, with our air conditioning, controls 
the purity, humidity and temperature of air. 

I am told that not everybody in every situation could 
build a building like ours. Nestled as we are among 
some of New York's tall skyscrapers, direct sunlight 
hits our building for only about an hour each day. 
Were this not so I am sure there would be problems 
of screening and drapery and temperature control 
that do not exist in our location. But these are mat
ters about which you, as professionals, are far better 
informed than I. 

I understand that you want me to talk about what it's 
like to live and work in a glass house. I'll try to give 
you a firsthand point of view. Most important of all, 
it's restful. This may sound odd, and may convey a 
wrong impression about the banking business which 
rates high in the production of ulcers! However, 
banking under glass as we have experienced it, is very 
definitely easier on the nerves. You can feel the dif
ference at the end of a busy day. Part of this is caused, 
I am sure, by the sense of spaciousness imparted by the 
glass walls. No claustrophobia here! You feel, in a 
sense, as if you are working out of doors, but without 
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the inconveniences of weather. As one member of our 
staff put it: "It gives you a certain sense of freedom." 

Perhaps I can make you understand what I mean by 
quoting one of the characters in David Grayson's 
colloquy on "Contentment." When asked whether his 
neighboring farmer is friendly, he replies: "Yes, we 
are good friends in matters of whiffietrees, hog-killings 
and haying, but we have never looked up to the sky 
together." In our bank we've always been good friends 
in matters of loans, bookkeeping and credit reports, 
but now we can also look up to the sky together. It's 
harder to breed misunderstandings or to stay peeved 
or pessimistic when the sky is right above you. As I 
mentioned earlier, we are located at one of the busiest 
-therefore one of the noisiest-street intersections in 
the world. But, while we can see, we cannot hear. I 
guess you might say we have a sealed-in serenity. This 
shows itself in improved efficiency by our staff of 220 
employees, a matter of very considerable importance 
to any business. It also reflects itself in better satisfied 
customers and, in our instance, many more customers. 
Since moving from an old building right across the 
street, the rate of opening of new accounts has in
creased nearly three-fold. 

Sealing-in has its more homely virtues as well. One 
of our vice presidents--the man you see every Tuesday 
night handing out checks on the $64,000 Question 
television program-confided to me that since we have 
moved into our glass building he hasn't been troubled 
by his formerly persistent hay fever! 

One of the most interesting aspects of working in 
a glass building is the effect it has on personal morale. 
Anyone in the public eye takes pains to look his best. 
The personal appearance and dress of all members of 
our organization have improved. Hand in hand with 
this greater pride in appearance goes improvement in 
morale, a heightened sense of personal well-being and 
the resulting improvement in efficiency that I men
tioned earlier. As one of our staff put it in a survey 
conducted to get employee reactions to the building : 
"I want to bring a graciousness to all of my contacts 
with visitors, customers and colleagues in keeping with 
the cordial surroundings." 

Or, as another said: "In such a bright, uncluttered 
place you just can't help feeling bright and alert 
yourself." 

Customers react favorably to the environment too. 
They seem more relaxed and in less of a hurry to 
he served. 

Visibility also affects deportment, as witness this 
comment from one of our staff who works in plain 
view of eight million New . Yorkers passing up and 
down Fifth Avenue : "You must be more alert. Cus· 
tomers, visitors, even fellow associates approach you 
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from all sides. You are observed from all angles. You 
must he careful not to yawn or scratch. If you do, 
you will he seen, even from across the street!" 

This survey of employee sentiment regarding our 
glass bank is more eloquent in its testimony than I can 
possibly be. Asked whether they preferred the new 
bank as compared with the more traditional type of 
structure in which they previously worked, all but one 
favored the new look. In answer to whether the new 
surroundings had given any more of a feeling of well
being or had had a favorable effect on general health, 
99 per cent said they feel healthier. Some attributed 
this to air conditioning, others to the glass building 
and the dust and draft-free atmosphere. Still others 
to the "lift" of virtually working in the great outdoors. 
As to whether there were any unique problems in 
working in a glass house, 96 per cent said there were 
none. The other 4 per cent said it took time to get 
used to being observed and certain consequent dis
tractions. 

This business of being on display under glass has 
its humorous side, too. As you noted in the slides, our 
vault has been moved up to the street level floor from 
its traditional place in the basement. It faces Fifth 
Avenue, set ten feet back, but with its door opening 
directly toward the Avenue. It is separated from the 
public by only one-half inch of plate glass. All of 
this caused one of our friends to comment that, "in 
case of an atomic bombing, Manufacturers Trust Com
pany's vault will become the most accessible vault in 
the country!" 

But all this visibility almost lost the bank some 
customers at the time of the building's opening. These 
customers did not fancy having the general public 
observe every time they went to their safe deposit 
boxes. This was easily solved by pointing out to pub
licity-shy customers that there is also a back door to 
the vault and this is the only entrance for customer use. 

It would be out of place to build a building of glass 
and then fill it with partitioned office cubicles. There
fore, our interior is as open as our exterior. Officers' 
desks are located adjacent to huge plate glass windows, 
and others are on the open floor, or as we call it in 
banking "the platform." We had some reservations on 
this, but we have none now. 

In common with my fellow officers, I found that the 
"boss" is faced with a real problem in organizing his 
time. People step off the escalator, for example, see 
me, and promptly walk over with the invariable com· 
ment, "I saw you weren't busy so I thought I'd come 
over and chin a while." These interruptions are time· 
consuming, but they do serve a most useful purpose. 
Our business, banking, has become a personal contact 
business. The fact that our officers are more available 
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Fig. 3.1-0ver-all view of Manufacturers Trust Co. building including the four main 
floors and the set-back fifth floor. 
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Fig. 3.2-Entire Fifth Avenue side of the building is glass, unbroken by doorways, to 
allow passers-by a full view of the inside activities. 

may be distracting to them, but it is a healthy condi
tion from our customers' viewpoint and that is the 
Qnly viewpoint that is important. 

For those officers seated next to the windows on the 
street floor-and for their customers--during banking 
hours we draw the huge 32-foot translucent Fiberglas 
drapes. This offers sufficient privacy without destroy
ing the "look-through" effect of the glass walls. 

Because we consider ourselves a showcase for bank
ing, we try to take maximum advantage of our glass 
walls. At special seasons of the year-notably Easter 
and Christmas-our two main banking floors bloom 
with flowers of the season. These displays attract at
tention and customers. Although our banking hours 
are from 9 A.M. to 3 P.M., we consider it good business 
to keep our showcase lit. So all lights in the building 
are kept on until l A.M. every night, weekends espe
cially included, because of New York's many tourists. 

I know you would like to have the cons as well as 
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the pros of this business of living in a glass house. 
I haven't given you the bad points because, in our 
experience, we have found none of real importance. 
Nor have our customers found much to criticize. We 
did receive one letter from a neighbor which goes to 
prove that even the finest of architects, builders and 
engineers can't think of everything. This neighbor 
located on the 12th floor of an adjacent building wrote 
us that her constant visual contact with us was the 
sight of our roof and the air conditioning blower over 
which ran a constant stream of muddy water. She 
wound up by saying: "If you will only toss a bit of 
bright vegetable dye into the water your beautiful 
bank will lack for nothing." I understand our engi
neers, Syska & Hennessy, are now studying the color 
charts. 

Our doors as well as our walls are of glass. I'm told 
they are tempered glass. We have had two instances 
where the glass in doors, when sharply struck, has 
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Fig. 3.3-Night view 
demonstrates "look
through" quality of the 
building. Note 30-ton 
vault door in lower 
left corner. 

Fig. 3.4-Senior offi
cers, foreign and trust 
departments and 24 
teller positions for 
commercial accounts 
are located on the sec
ond floor. 
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Fig. 3.5-This sculptured metal screen by Harry 
Bertoia acts as backdrop for the second floor. Of 
copper, brass and nickel fused to steel panels, it 
weighs six tons; is 70' wide, 16' high and 2' deep. 

shattered. For the sake of our customer relations, and 
our insurance premiums, I hope these were isolated 
phenomena. 

Those of you who are nature lovers may be inter-
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ested to know that we quickly found that the humidity 
range for humans and for green plants isn't the same. 
Therefore, we had to learn to water our plantings by 
hand twice a day and to spray the foliage in order to 
keep them alive in temperatures and under humidity 
conditions that were comfortable for people. 

We thought we would have problems about custom· 
ers staying away from paying and receiving teller 
positions most visible from the street. Instead, these 
positions have proved the most popular, which perhaps 
suggests that there's more than a little ham in most 
of us. It was more a matter of business prudence than 
of customer complaint that caused us to move our 
teller positions for handing out large payrolls to the 
less visible second floor from the more visible first 
floor. After all, one of our branches commended itself 
to Willy Sutton's attention and we didn't want to 
encourage any of his pals. 

I think the best testimonial I can give you for this 
business of living and working under glass is that if 
we had it to do over again we can think of no single 
major feature of the architecture, of the design, or of 
the glass that we would do differently. 
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PROBLEMS REQUIRING CONTROLS: 
By Herbert S. Greenwald * 
Builder-Developer 

I think most of you know what the 860 Lake Shore 
Drive building looks like. It not only has two sides, it 
has four sides of glass. Today I can hardly bring 
myself to think about a masonry skin for a building. 
We are building four more buildings in Chicago at 
this very moment-in fact they are being occupied 
today-which have four walls of glass, and in Detroit, 
where we are doing an entire city within a city, we 
will have some 30 or 40 structures, most of which 
will have four walls of glass. 

I would like, however, to start out by telling you 
some of the problems that the apartment house man
ager and owner must cope with in buildings of glass. 
We are not only exposed to view, we are exposed to 
the winds, and in Chicago our winds are well known. 
We are 30 stories in the air. We are exposed to the 
lake. We are exposed to the sun. We are exposed to 
all sorts of elements. It isn't only a question of dress
ing better, it's a question of what you do when you're 
undressed. 

The first form of consumer resistance we meet is 
fear. People are fearful of falling out of windows. 
They fear their babies will fall out. They fear the 
glass will shatter in the high winds in Chicago, and 
some of them actually have the neurotic problem of 
acrophobia. One tenant on the 28th floor put up
holstered chairs clear around the perimeter of the 
living room, which had two walls of glass. Seven 
months later I visited there, and the chairs were gone. 

• Herbert S. Greenwald is especially well known as the 
builder of the Promontory Apartment~, 860 Lake Shore Drive. 
900 Lake Shore Drive, and the Commonwealth Promenade, all 
in Chicago. In the past 10 years 1\Ir. Greenwald has built more 
than $75 million worth of apartment houses and other types 
of buildings and, as operator of these huildings. is especially 
qualified to contribute his experi.,nces with buildings that 
contain unusually large amounts of glass. 

VIEWPOINT OF THE OWNER 

I asked the reason and he replied, "We have cured 
our acrophobia." 

The second thing that people worry about a good 
deal is draperies. In one of our buildings we actually 
gave them draperies because we wanted the facade of 
our building to look right, since we could only get 
clear glass. Then, they wanted their own colors and 
their own materials. Some were still in the benighted 
era of what they call "venetian blinds." 

Some of them had decorating problems of a different 
nature. Some had moved in from Slumburbia where 
they put these red lamps in the so-called picture win
dows, and we had that problem for a while. They 
had to learn how to decorate. When you give them a 
wall that's glass, you don't have a spandrel there. 
They have to find out how to decorate an apartment in 
which they don't have as much wall space, or at least 
what they think of as wall space. 

They also find that their huge, ornate Italian dining 
room suite, which they only use on rare occasions, 
looks a little bit gauche to them- not to us, because 
we can't see it from the street. Another thing they 
worry about is privacy. They get the feeling, even 
though they're 30 stories up in the air and facing the 
lake, that somebody is going to watch them dressing 
and undressing. I guess their greatest need on many 
occasions is to see but not to be seen. 

In 860 Lake Shore Drive we had another problem. 
We resisted the lures of some of our friends, some of 
the glass salesmen who thought we ought to have 
Thermopane, and therefore some of the walls were 
cold in winter and hot in summer. Another problem 
was with ventilation. The code requires that you keep 
a certain number of windows available for ventilation. 
Therefore, we put in hoppers, and sometimes when 
the wind was too strong there were problems with 
those. 
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We had problems washing the windows. I, myself, 
hate to see men hanging on the outside of buildings. 
So at first when Mr. van der Rohe designed the Pro
montory Building, which was partly brick, we made 
the windows come in. They were reversible. Then, 
when we designed 860 Lake Shore Drive, we made it 
possible to wash the windows on the inside, and it 
was a nuisance. The tenants didn't like the window
washer coming into the apartment, and they themselves 
had a pretty difficult job when they wanted to wash 
the windows inside. 

Some of my friends who like masonry on the outside 
of a building complain that glass buildings leak. 
There have been rumors, and I have heard a good 
many of them, about moisture penetration. My punch
list men on the job generally refer to that as "inor
dinate condensation." Well, there's inordinate con
densation in some cases, hut more likely than not there 
has been some moisture penetration. 

On some huildings-I'm glad to say not mine-the 
architects have been unaware of the problem of the 
sight line, and they have put great big bars right 
where you must sit and look at them. I'm glad to say 
Mr. van der Rohe's good thinking eliminated that 
problem in our buildings, hut it is a problem in glass 
buildings in general. 

As I said, we are not only building in Chicago, hut 
also in Detroit now, and we are encountering some 
cities which have codes on fireproofing. They don't 
consider glass sufficiently fireproof for a spandrel 
wall, and it represents a real problem. 

Moving from the early part of 1946 when we did 
Promontory, which was 8 per cent glass, to the 'SO's 
when we started to do all-glass buildings, how have 
we solved some of the problems? We haven't been 
able to solve the decorating problem. We don't at
tempt to do it. We leave that to the people. And, 
amazingly enough, they have learned. People really 
do learn how to decorate their apartments. It's mar
velous to see them move in with their rococo furniture 
and their red lamps, and to see these things gradually 
disappear. I have gone into some of these apartments 
from time to time just out of curiosity, and found 
that people learn to live with glass walls and like it. 
That they do like it is evidenced by the fact that every 
apartment which we sold in the 860 Lake Shore Drive 
building, which is a glass building and is a co-op
and co-ops have a had name in Chicago as they do in 
many other cities in the country-is now selling re
markably higher. People are getting as much as two 
and three hundred per cent over and above what they 
paid for their equity in the first place. 

The fear of insufficient privacy, the fear of heights, 
and the fear of falling seem to disappear when the 
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tenants read in the newspapers that people are jump
ing out of all sorts of buildings with double-hung 
windows, and they can hardly get their windows open 
to wash them, let alone to jump out. In our new 
buildings, as a matter of fact, the hopper on the upper 
portion of the window doesn't open at all. It's hard 
to throw anything out of the window, let alone yourself. 

They still have some problems about privacy. They 
would still love to see and not he seen. And here I 
think our friends in the glass industry have been 
derelict-and I use that word advisedly-in their duty 
to the building trade, because I think they could, with 
research properly applied, give us that type of glass. 
There is such glass, as you know, hut it isn't practica
ble, economical, or feasible to use on the outside of 
buildings. But one day soon they should he able to 
produce a mirrored glass that will last, and that will 
permit people to look out and not he seen inside. 

We, of course, have now come to the point where 
we'll probably never build a building again that isn't 
air conditioned. In our buildings today the heating 
unit and the air conditioning unit are right at the glass, 
and we eliminate the problem of the hot and cold wall 
in its entirety. And, of course, we then also eliminate 
the roasting effect produced by the solar pick-up in 
a glass building which is just straight plate. 

There, too, we were fortunate enough to get some 
foreign help which we could not here. Again, I want 
to say that the glass industry in America is derelict in 
its duty to the building industry, because we could 
not get help from the glass industry in this country. 
They kept talking to us about Thermopane. They kept 
talking to us about that stuff that I heard about yester
day, glass block. They kept talking to us about solar 
lights. But we finally did get what we wanted, a gray
tinted plate. It was made in America, hut the formula 
had to come from Europe. We wanted gray, which is 
neutral, because you cannot put green glass in an 
apartment house building if Mrs. Jones wants to haVf~ 
a coral couch next to it. You have to have somethinl!' 
neutral. At our insistence, a tint of warm red was 
added to the gray, to prevent its being too gloomy on 
a cloudy day. 

We have learned, thanks to the aluminum industry 
from which we have had good assistance, to control 
our hoppers so that ventilation problems are now al
most non-existent. We have also learned how to wash 
our buildings from the outside. We don't do it in quite 
as fancy a way as Skidmore, who designed the Lever 
Building, hut we have a very satisfactory system that 
works well and will he very economical to use. 

One of the things we had a lot of trouble with at 
the beginning, despite the hurricane tests we performed 
on our grids, was water infiltration. Nobody knows 
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too much about that, because it's one thing to do it on 
two stories; it's another thing to do it 30 stories up in 
the air on the lake in a city like Chicago where you 
have enormous temperature variations and enormous 
gusts of wind that come up suddenly. 

We actually had to refelt every grid on 860 Lake 
Shore Drive with heavier felt, and then we had to find 
a better calking compound, but today we have less 
maintenance at 860 than we have on masonry buildings 
which we erected on the lakefront of Chicago. 

We think that we are getting closer to it. We 
desperately need more help from the glazing industry, 
because we don't yet have satisfactory putties or satis
factory calking compounds. We need a glass spandrel 
that will contain the fireproofing elements in cities 
where the code requires that you have a fireproof ma
terial, and does not consider glass adequate. 

So much for the disadvantages. What are some of 
the advantages that we find? Mr. Miner has mentioned 
most of them. We get an enormous sense of freedom 
in our apartment houses up in the air like that. The 
glass room seems larger. It brings the outside in. It 
provides tremendous flexibility of decoration, and of 
space and view. You can draw your drapes any way 
you want. We get a lighter building and, therefore, a 
cheaper building. 

A glass-walled building forces the builder to pick a 
good site. It forces him to do good planning. It forces 

him to get only the finest kind of building on the site, 
because it is exposed. And, it is cheaper to maintain. 

However, we have been way at the end of the line 
in the development of glass buildings, because the 
automobile industry and the airplane industry have 
had the attention of the glass people, and they have 
been pushing glass buildings back because they are 
thinking about masonry buildings. If we are going to 
make progress with glass buildings, the glass industry 
must devise a way to put the air conditioning and 
heating unit in the glass itself. 

We conceive of the glass as a skin, and there is no 
reason why the glass on the outside of the building 
shouldn't be like the human skin; that is, a sheath 
which pulls everything together, through which we 
can breathe in and out. If we had our air conditioning 
and heating in the glass-they have done this in the 
chemical industry and it can be done in the building 
industry-if we had our lighting in the glass, we would 
then have a situation where, night and day, 100 per 
cent of the year, we'd have our heating, lighting, air 
conditioning all from one source, the skin of the 
building, which is where it properly belongs. 

In my judgment, at least, the glass industry has a 
fantastic challenge and fantastic profit-making possi
bilities if only it will stop sending salesmen and put its 
engineers to work at solving these problems, together 
with the plastics industry, air conditioning, etc. 
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By Henry Wright * 
Architect 

Air conditioning of office buildings and other large
windowed commercial buildings is a matter of con
siderable economic importance. It has been possible 
to demonstrate, in many instances, that the saving in 
the first cost of air conditioning equipment, due to 
shading, exceeds the cost of the shading devices them
selves, resulting in a net saving to the building owner 
in over-all building cost, in addition to continuing sav
ings in operating cost. Shading devices are being suc
cessfully sold on this basis. In the case of existing 
buildings which have large, unfavorably-oriented win
dow areas, and where the air conditioning equipment 
is still to be installed, this approach to window shading 
is unquestionably sound. There are still a large num
ber of buildings where these conditions apply, which 
should provide a substantial market for exterior shad
ing devices of various kinds for years to come. 

However, in new buildings the picture is a good 
deal different. In a new building, unless there are com
pelling reasons why large glass areas must face in the 
wrong direction from the standpoint of solar heat gain, 
the conception that exterior shading can be had "free 
of charge," or at a net saving, collapses. In fact, when 
buildings are designed with a sufficient awareness of 
the importance of solar heat gain, it will usually be 
found that the greatest savings can be effected by giv
ing them the best over-all shape and orientation, rather 
than by details of fenestration and shading. 

• Henry Wright is a Technical Promotion Consultant for 
Building Products Magazine and conducts his lmsiness in New 
York City. He is a former managing editor of Architectural 
Forum, and for many years has been a student of solar orienta· 
tion, sun effects on buildings, architectural sun controls, etc. 
He is an A~sociate Member o£ the American Institute of Archi· 
tects. a member of the Illuminating Engineering Society and 
was a member of its Committee on Natural Illumination. He 
is also technical consultant to many manufacturers and is 
Climate Control Editor of House Beautiful magazine. 
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EXTERIOR CONTROLS 

Thus, the question of the economic justification of 
exterior shading hinges, in new buildings, on over-all 
architectural design, and this question must always be 
expored before attempting to settle the secondary ques
tion of shading. 

This can be readily illustrated by taking, as an 
example, the case of a suburban office building being 
planned for the vicinity of New Orleans. As a hypo· 
thetical case, let us suppose a large enough piece of 
land to leave the architect free to employ a shape and 
orientation calculated to minimize air conditioning 
load, and an architect disposed to do so. 

At the latitude of New Orleans, as shown in Fig. 3.6, 
there is a tremendous difference in the maximum quan
tity of sun heat falling on walls facing east and west 
on the August lst "design day," and on walls facing 
north and south. Thus the maximum for walls facing 
east and west is almost 200 Btu per sq. ft. per hour, 
whereas the maximum for a wall facing south is less 
than 50 Btu per hour and that for a wall facing 
north, 25 Btu. 

N·W N NE: 

w 

Fig. 3.6--Maximum solar radiation on vertical walls, 
August I, New Orleans, La. 
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Moreover, in the case of a south-facing wall, about 
half of the solar radiation can very easily be inter
cepted by providing small "eyebrow" projections over 
the windows, since the reason the quantity is so small 
to begin with is the very steep vertical angle of the 
sunshine striking this wall. 

Thus, this particular "sun rose" diagram very obvi
ously calls for a slab-shaped building facing north and 
south, with closed end walls and small projections 
over the south windows. With such a design at this 
latitude, it is very easy to keep the maximum solar 
heat gain on each of the four walls below 25 Btu per 
sq. ft. per hour-which is a very low figure. Moreover, 
the over-all peak solar load, averaged against the total 
wall surface, would be only about 10 Btu per sq. ft. 
for a "slab" four times as long as it was thick. 

In such a building, anything further in the way of 
sun control would be highly redundant. Continuous 
windows or even all-glass walls on the north and south 
sides would be entirely practicable from an air con
ditioning standpoint and, even if such windows were 
used, air conditioning costs would be remarkably low. 
This applies to any location at the latitude of New 
Orleans, which is on the 30th parallel. 

The "sun rose" in Fig. 3.6 was prepared by an air 
conditioning engineer, John Everetts, Jr., in accordance 
with the procedures followed in determining solar load 
in designing air conditioning systems for large build
ings, and consequently represents one of the bases on 
which installed tonnage is actually purchased. It says 
nothing about lamp load and ventilation load, and the 
latter, in New Orleans, would be a very important 
component of the load determination. But with respect 
to solar gain, and therefore with respect to shading, 
it tells the whole story, which is that in locations as 
far south as New Orleans by far the best way to con· 
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Fig. 3.7-Maximum solar radiation on vertical walls, 
August I, Huron, S. D. 

trol solar heat gain is with a properly shaped and 
oriented building. 

Now suppose that, instead of in New Orleans, a 
building is to be built in Huron, South Dakota, which 
is near the 41th parallel of latitude. Here the differ· 
ence in maximum solar irradiation for south, east and 
west walls is much less than in New Orleans (Fig. 3.7). 
The east-west figure is the same-almost 200 Btu per 
sq. ft. per hour. But the figure for a south wall at 
noon is about 140 Btu per hour, or only 30 per cent 
less. This means, incidentally, that even a south wall 
will be hard to shade with a window overhang, since 
the reason the figure is so large is that the noonday sun 
is at a much lower vertical angle. 

At this latitude and north of it, orientation is a 
much less critical factor in air conditioning, whereas 
winter solar heat gain on a south wall can be a real 
annoyance. 

This "sun rose" suggests quite a different approach 
to the problem of minimizing air conditioning cost, 
which might be called a "divide and rule" policy. 
Since the solar load is so nearly equal in three direc· 
tions, one solution is a square building, dividing the 
solar load into three "chunks" to be separately di· 
gested by the air conditioning equipment at three 
different times of day. 

With this and the annoyance of winter solar heat 
gain in mind, let's see what would happen with a 
square building, oriented diagonally to the compass. 
In such a building, there would be 9 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
peaks, on the southeast and southwest walls, of about 
170 Btu per sq. ft. per hour. Expressed in terms of 
the entire building surface, this works out to an aver· 
age of about 60 Btu per sq. ft. per hour, as compared 
to the 10 Btu we were able to achieve with a slab
shaped structure in New Orleans. Moreover, the 170 
Btu peak for the southwest wall would more or less 
coincide with the peak ventilation load, making this 
zone a tough air conditioning problem. 

A slab-shaped building in Huron, on the other hand, 
of similar proportions to the one figured for New 
Orleans, would have an average solar heat gain of 
7l Btu per hour per sq. ft. of total surface, as com
pared with 60 Btu for a square tower. The only virtue 
of this shape, in Huron, would be that shading might 
be more feasible. 

The moral of this, architecturally, is first, smaller 
windows and second, shading. By reducing the window 
area to, say, 25 per cent of the wall area on all four 
walls, we might bring down the average over-all gain 
to around 20 Btu per sq. ft. per hour. Shading devices 
might cut this in half, or perhaps by two thirds, but 
unless larger windows were used shading would not 
have a striking economic effect on the over-all ref riger-
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ation capacity needed to cool the building, only on the 
fans and ductwork for the southwest zone, and to a 
lesser extent in the southeast zone. 

This example serves to underscore the fact that it 
is not possible to generalize as to the savings in air 
conditioning costs to be achieved by shading devices, 
and that it is necessary to particularize as to the type 
of saving achieved. Thus, if we were concerned with 
cooling only a part of the hypothetical building just 
described, and this part happened to be within the 
southwest zone, exterior blinds might pay for them
selves in reduced first cost of the air conditioning 
equipment, even though they would not do so in terms 
of a building-wide system. 

This indicates, in my opinion, that the architect must 
work closely with his air conditioning engineer in 
deciding such questions, but at the same time, on large 
buildings, must make an effort to arrive at the most 
economical building shape and orientation from an 
air conditioning cost standpoint, checking his basic 
assumptions against standard heat load computation 
procedure. Rough computations for a variety of build
ing shapes can be extremely revealing in this respect. 

In New York City, (Fig. 3.81 which is about three 
degrees of latitude south of Huron, conditions are 
somewhat more favorable to a south-facing, slab-type 
building, provided it can be faced almost due south. 
However, on Manhattan Island, where most tall build
ings are built, two specific factors alter the situation. 
The first is that the Manhattan street system, which 
controls the orientation of most such buildings, is 
skewed about 28 degrees with respect to the compass. 
This is sufficient to destroy a good dt>al of the ad
vantage of a south orientation, increasing the maxi· 
mum heat load on the south wall from less than 100 
Btu per sq . ft. per hour to about 130 Btu. The second 
is that Manhattan has what is called in air conditioning 
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Fig. 3.8-Meximum solar radiation on vertical wells, 
Au«Just I, No.v York, N. Y. 
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load calculations an "industrial atmosphere"-in fact, 
the figures used for the effect of such an atmosphere 
are based on readings made in New York City. 

This chart, however, shows values for a clear atmos· 
phere. If it were corrected for the smoke in the atmos· 
phere, the east-west values would drop considerably, 
but the values for north and south would go up, further 
reducing the advantage of a south-oriented, slab type 
building. 

The skew of the Manhattan street system happens to 
be such that the peak afternoon solar heat load on 
August lst is about equally divided between the south
southwest side of a Manhattan office building and its 
west-northwest side. By a further coincidence, the 
angle of the sun with respect to both walls at this time 
is very nearly 45 degrees in both the vertical and 
horizontal directions. 

For those of you who studied shades and shadows 
in architectural school, and have wondered why you 
did, this coincidence provides the answer. Any good 
shades and shadows man should be able to work out 
an effective method of shading for a Manhattan office 
building with a 45-degree triangle, providing he can 
solve the problem of icing, which has so far prevented 
the use of sunshades on such buildings. 

Even without sunshades, the skewed orientation of 
Manhattan may be a blessing in disguise. As was 
suggested for Huron, it tends to break up the over-all 
air conditioning load and distribute it between the 
various building walls, and the "industrial atmos· 
phere" helps this process along. Even congestion is 
in this respect helpful: there is no better form of ex
terior sunshading than the other fellow's building, 
and in Manhattan almost no building is subject to 
the full , theoretical solar heat gain it would get in 
the middle of an open site. 

Figure 3.9 shows the pile-up of solar heat gain for 
a square Manhattan office building tower that has 50 
per cent of its wall area in glass. It demonstrates, 
among other things, that shading on the east wall of 
such a building would have little or no influence on the 
peak over-all heat gain. Shading on the south and west 
walls, on the other hand, would reduce the peak over
all load, and this would be particularly important 
because the peak solar load tends to coincide with 
the peak ventilation load. 

The heavy line is an attempt to estimate the probable 
actual air conditioning load which, owing to the "heat 
capacity" of the building and its contents, comes some
what later in the day, and is somewhat less than the 
peak solar gain. 

A diagram such as this, worked out in terms of the 
actual building shape, is needed to determine the true 
economic feasibility of any large-scale use of exterior 
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Fig. 3.9-Total instantaneous heat gain due to walls and windows for a square tower with 50% window area, 
oriented with Manhattan street pattern, August I. 

shading. Presumably, only a reduction in the over-all 
peak would register as a saving in refrigeration ca
pacity, which means in the instance shown that shading 
on the east wall would affect only the cost of ductwork 
and fans for this portion of the building. It is even 
necessary to take into account how the system will be 
operated: this line, for example, is predicated on con· 
tinuous operation; with intermittent operation it would 
drop more and peak at a higher value, accentuating 
the effect of south and east shading. 

For a building shaped and oriented like the U. N. 
Secretariat, such a load diagram would obviously be a 
great deal different. Such a chart would show a "two 
humped" peak-one peak at about 10 a.m. and the 
other at about 5 p.m. The probable load curve would 
peak at about 11 a.m., due primarily to gain from the 
east window wall. This, in fact, is the experience in 
air conditioning the U. N. Building. 

At the time the Secretariat was being designed, the 
design was criticized on the ground that it should have 
been oriented to face Forty-Second Street. Many critics 
objected particularly to the quantity of glass facing 
west-forgetting that west, in Manhattan Island terms, 
is 28 degrees north of true west, and forgetting also 

the effect of daylight time and the fact that this was 
an office building, not an apartment house. A heat gain 
study made at the time showed that if the same build
ing could have been faced due south and north, the 
summer cooling problem would have been a good deal 
easier, but that the F orty·Second Street orientation 
was very little better than the First Avenue orientation 
from a cooling standpoint. In practice, it has been the 
east wall that is the offender from a peak load point 
of view, and only on this wall would sunshading have 
its full economic effect. 

The chart for a square tower with 50 per cent glass 
area showed a probable peak air conditioning load 
(due to solar heat gain J of about iO Btu per hour per 
sq. ft. of total building exterior. Figure 3.10 shows 
the same building with 25 per cent window area, and 
a probable peak load of 50 Btu per sq. ft., or about 
30 per cent less. On a large building this difference, 
expressed in air conditioning cost, would work out to 
a very substantial amount of money. It would not, 
however, change the picture regarding the economic 
justification of shading devices, which would still prob· 
ably pay off on the south and west walls. 

Now, 25 per cent glass area represents the kind of 
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DAYLIGHT !JAV:NG TIME 

Fig. 3.10-Total instantaneous heat gain due to walls and windows for a square tower with 25% window area, 
oriented with Manhattan street pattern, August I. 

fenestration typical of Rockefeller Center. It is no 
accident, I suspect, that substantially this same window 
pattern has recently been employed by the architects 
in the largest air conditioned building in the world, 
the Socony-Mobil Building in New York. The archi
tects have said that they favored this fenestration be
cause of the flexibility it affords in locating interior 
partitions, as well as for reduced air conditioning 
costs, but the latter factors were undoubtedly of enor
mous economic importance. 

In my opinion, the tendency to go back to smaller 
windows in air conditioned office buildings is sound. 
In fact, it has not yet gone far enough. I would like 
to have seen the Socony-Mobil windows reduced in 
height as well, cutting the percentage of glass on the 
east, south and west walls still further. At the same 
time, I would also very much like to have seen the 
north wall of this building, facing Forty-second Street, 
almost entirely glass, since this would have had a very 
dramatic effect without adding to the air conditioning 
peak, and the type of large tenants using the building 
might easily have planned their use of space to take 
advantage of glass on one side. 

The shape of office building windows is almost un
doubtedly due to their having been, for many years, 
made up of double hung sash. This called for a height 
sufficient to bring the meeting rail of the windows 
above the eye-level of a standing person, resulting in 
a rather tall window. Now that other types are being 
used, this shape has been retained, in my opinion, 
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mistakenly. People almost always prefer to keep the 
upper half of a window covered, to cut out sky glare, 
and now that artificial light is being relied on almost 
entirely in offices, it has no justification other than 
habit. 

To prove this point, I analyzed a photograph of two 
bulidings in the Pittsburgh "Golden Triangle" de
velopment. By counting the first thousand windows 
visible from left to right, I determined that at about 
three in the afternoon 918 of them had the venetian 
blinds adjusted just as the cleaning crew had left them 
the night before: covering more than half of the win
dow, and closed. Such a 92 per cent "vote" is a pretty 
strong indication that the upper half of the window is 
scarcely more than a gesture to convention, and could 
be dispensed with. 

I am at present designing an office building wall 
with 12% per cent of the wall area in glass and ex
ternal sunshades in the form of metal "hoods" over 
each of the windows. This arrangement provides suffi· 
cient fixed shading to reduce the solar gain at the 
critical 3 p.m. hour for a Manhattan office building 
to the equivalent of about 5 per cent glass area. On 
the inside, the hood over the windows provides a recess 
for a remote air conditioner with its fresh air intake 
in the soffit over the window, protected from the 
weather. The hood is so designed that it will not hold 
snow and thus will not ice up. 

So much for the way knowledgeable achitectural 
design might reduce solar heat gain and thus minimize 
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air conditioning load and the need for external shad
ing. I\' ow, as to the effectiveness of controls when they 
are needed. Figure 3.11 shows the heat gain through 
a plate-glass window in an industrial atmosphere, when 
protected by a "perfect" sun shade. By perfect, I 
mean any opaque obstruction which does not reflect 
sunshine into the building, does not heat above the 
air temperature sufficiently to reradiate any consider
able amount of heat to the glass, and consequently 
excludes all of the direct solar radiation and part of 
the diffuse radiation which would otherwise reach the 
window. As I have already mentioned, the very best 
sunshade of this type is a neighboring building. 

Almost equally good, in a single-story building, is 
a solid overhang over the window of sufficient depth 
to shade it completely from the sun's rays. To make 
this example correspond to the diagram, it is necessary 
also to assume that there is no unusual reflecting sur
face, such as white pavement, beneath the window. 
Under such conditions, all of the direct sun heat and 
about half of the diffuse sun heat-that from the sky, 
clouds, etc-is blocked. The other half of the diffuse 
radiation-that reflected from the ground, adjoining 
buildings, etc.-is not. 

For an unshaded window at the peak hour in New 
York City, and at the worst possible orientation, the 
quantity of heat striking the window according to 
standard heat gain data, is 159 Btu per sq. ft. per hour. 
The amount which gets through it and into the building 

DIRECT SOLAR RADIAT ION 
110 

DIFFUSE SOLAR RADIATION 
24 

FROM OUTDOOR AIR AND SURROUND
INC SURFACES 8 

DIFFUSE SOLAR RADIATION 
25 

IDEAL SUNSHADE WITH DOUBLE 
PLATE CLASS 
INDUSTRIAL ATMOSPHERE 

is 144 Btu per sq. ft. per hour. With a perfect sun
shade, that can be reduced to 41 Btu, or 28% per cent 
of the unshaded value. 

All such comparisons are necessarily complicated. 
For a vertical vane type of sunshade, completely 
closed, the entering heat would be even less, unless 
and until the vanes became hot enough to reradiate a 
considerable amount of heat to the glass. 

On the other hand, with a louver type sunshade 
partly open, the amount of heat admitted would un
doubtedly be greater than 28% per cent of the un
shaded value, since radiation would enter by inter
reflection between the vanes. In fact, it is not possible 
to admit light without admitting heat. The consolation 
is that sunshine and diffuse solar radiation contain 
more light proportionately, and less heat by a sub
stantial margin, than any light we have succeeded in 
producing artificially. 

A sunshade designed by Marcel Breuer attempts to 
filter out the heat which sunshine does contain, and 
still admit as much light as possible. In conjunction 
with masonry fins projecting from the wall, dense blue, 
heat-absorbing glass, placed above the window out of 
the sight-line, shades it from direct sunshine. Used in 
this way, the tendency of the heat-absorbing glass to 
become hot does not add to the air conditioning load, 
since the glass is free of the building and cooled on 
both sides by outdoor air. 

Figure 3.12 is a heat-Row diagram for a condition 

TOTAL ADMITTED 29 
207. of quantity admitted by 
regular plate glass 

~1)11·~--· RERADIATED AND CONVECTED 
15 

Fig. 3.11-Heat flow diagram for a "perfect" sunshade-plate glass window in "industrial atmosphere"-peak 
load for worst orientation. 
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CONVECTED 24 ...... 

DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION 
110 

DIFFUSE SOLAR RADIATION 
49 

DENSE HEAT INTERCEPTING GLASS 
SUNSHADE WITH VENTILATED SPACE 
AND REGULAR PLATE GLASS 
INDUSTRIAL ATMOSPHERE 

REFLECTED 14 

TOTAL ADMITTED 59 
4l't of quantity adaitted by 
regular plate glaaa. · 

ABSORBED 
6 

TRANSMITTED 
23 

Fig. 3.12-Heat flow diagram for heat-absorbing glass, sunshade and freely ventilated air space. 

not quite so good as that we have just seen, since the 
heat-absorbing glass, in this instance, obstructs the 
sightline and is in a position to reradiate a good deal 
of heat to the regular window glass. However, owing 
to the fact that the space between is freely ventilated, 
the sunshade is still quite effective, excluding about 
59 per cent of the heat which would otherwise enter. 
Eliminating reradiation from the glass, as in Breuer's 
design, might increase this, at a rough guess, to about 
65 per cent at the critical hour when the window was 
completely in shadow. 

For comparison, the best that can be expected of an 
internal shade or blind is the Thru-Vu Vertical Blind, 
which I manufacture. The computation in Figure 3.13 
assumes that the shade is white, or nearly white, and 
thus reflects a great deal of solar radiation back out 
through the window. Recent tests by the ASHAE have 
confirmed the net figure calculated, which is that white 
shades or blinds exclude about 50 per cent of the heat 
that would otherwise enter, if they cover the window 
completely and are completely closed. 
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Thus, in round numbers, we can say that: 

(a) An exterior louvered sunshade, completely 
closed, excludes about three-quarters of the heat 
which would otherwise enter an unshaded window. 

(b) An overhang or hood, and a partly open 
exterior louvered sunshade, may exclude slightly 
more or slightly less than two-thirds of the heat. 

(c) An interior shade or blind, if white, and if 
completely covering the window, excludes about 
one-half. 

For any of these methods of solar heat control to 
have maximum effect on air conditioning cost, it is 
necessary that they reduce the over-all peak load, in
cluding ventilation and lamp loads, which occurs at 
some particular moment of the design day. Otherwise, 
they influence the cost of only part of the equipment, 
and, of course, operating expenses. This means that 
as the orientation of the windows in question ap· 
proaches the worst possible, savings are at a maxi
mum; to the extent that such orientation can be 
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DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION 
110 

DIFFUSE SOLAR 
49 

REFLECTED 70 

REGULAR PLATE GLASS PLUS 
WHITE, TRANSLUCENT SHADE 
INDUSTRIAL ATMOSPHERE 

RERADIATED AND CONVECTED FROM 
FRONT OF SHADE 32 

TOTAL ADMITTED 73 
501. of quantity admitted by 
regular plate glass 

TRANSMITTED 19 

Fig. 3.13-Heat flow diagram for white finish inside window shade or blind completely covering window. 

avoided, the magnitude of the saving due to control 
devices is reduced. 

Recently, air conditioning engineers have begun to 
make the assumption that the occupants of a building, 
if the space they are in becomes too warm as a result 
of solar radiation, will lower or close inside blinds, 
and they are thus giving credit for inside blinds in 
their cooling load computations. This-if you accept 
the logic-has a marked effect on the economies of 
exterior shading solutions, even taking into account 
the fact that exterior blinds may obviate the need for 
blinds inside the window. I mention this mostly he
cause, in New York City today, it is hard to get an air 
conditioning engineer to grant the economic advantage 
of exterior controls, and to explain how this happens 
to he true, both with respect to shading devices and 
special glass. 

Fundamentally, exterior shading devices are an ex-

cellent way to correct design defects which have been 
built into many buildings because of our lack of ex
perience with air conditioning. They are also an effec
tive way to further reduce sun load when all appro
priate steps have been taken in the design of the 
building itself to minimize solar heat gain. But they 
should not he used to justify thoughtless architectural 
design, or to save imaginary money which need never 
have been spent in the first place. 

When all other factors have been taken into account, 
blocking a square foot of sunshine which would other
wise enter the building during the peak air condition
ing hour can still save five dollars, whether the glass 
areas are large or small-five dollars of first cost which 
can legitimately he applied to the cost of the shading 
device-hut this is not an economic justification for 
unnecessarily facing glass in•the wrong direction or 
for using more of it than necessary. 
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By Sterling S. Bushnell* 
Breneman-Hartshorn, Inc. 

The basic functions of interior window coverings 
are to provide decorative beauty for the window open
ing, to control the entrance of light to the desired 
degree, to provide privacy and to furnish insulation 
against heat and cold. The architect or builder gen
erally has a choice of four different types: conven
tional window shades mounted on spring rollers, vene
tian blinds with either horizontal or vertical slats, cloth 
draw draperies or various forms of bamboo or woven 
wood coverings. A fifth form recently used to a limited 
extent is the slatted, interior wood shutter. 

Of these, the spring roller shade is the simplest in 
design and lowest in cost. It is easy to install, requires 
little maintenance and provides good insulation against 
either heat or cold. It can be made of completely 
opaque materials which exclude all light, or of trans
lucent materials which provide sun protection but do 
not darken the room undesirably. In addition to the 
old-fashioned, plain finish fabrics in green, ecru or 
white, the window shade industry today offers a num
ber of beautifully textured fabrics and many pastel 
colors which add greatly to decorative possibilities. 

Venetian blinds permit a greater flexibility of light 
control than shades. In addition to the conventional 
blind with horizontal slats, there are now several 
blinds on the market with vertical slats (Fig. 3.14). 
These are generally made in two styles. One style 
uses metal slats suspended vertically from an overhead 
traversing mechanism so that they can be opened or 
closed like draw draperies. The other type of vertical 
slat blind has slats made of cloth, usually in a width 
of about 3%". Most of these do not traverse. Since 
the slats are of cloth, they are usually mounted so 

• Sterling S. Bushnell is Vice President and General Sales 
.Manager for Breneman-Hartshorn. Incorporated, manufacturers 
of window shades and venetian blinds. 
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INTERIOR CONTROLS 

Fig. 3.14--Vertieal venetian blinds installed in store 
front. 

that they are under spring tension to keep them taut. 
Both types are equipped with a mechanism that permits 
rotating of the slats to give the desired control of light 
and ventilation. One advantage of the vertical slat 
blind is its lower maintenance cost, since it does not 
collect dust as readily as the horizontal slat type. 

There has been some objection to vertical slat blinds 
with metal slats, because the slats may rattle against 
one another when the window is open. The cloth slats, 
of course, do not present this problem. The vertical 
slat blinds are also more difficult to install, since the 
slats usually have to be assembled on the job, and the 
more complicated operating mechanism requires a 
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little more maintenance than conventional venetian 
blinds. 

Draw draperie;, while they provide good opacity 
and good insulation against heat or cold, are more ex
pensive than the two types of window coverings men
tioned previously, are not as flexible in their control 
of light and ventilation, and have a limited life in 
comparison with their initial cost, especially when the 
window is not also equipped with a roller shade or 
venetian blind. 

Woven wood and bamboo shades or blinds are ris
ing in popularity, due principally to their decorative 
appeal. Particularly in the woven wood materials, 
manufacturers are now offering a range of attractive 
colors with warp threads made of such materials as 
Lurex, colored cord, etc. In comparison with other 
forms of window covering, the woven wood or bamboo 
fabrics have no practical advantages as to control of 
light or ventilation. Most of them do not provide com
plete privacy at night when interior lights are on and, 
because of their rough weave, are not as easy to keep 
clean as other window coverings. 

Woven wood or bamboo shade; are usually installed 
in one of three ways. Some are mounted on spring 
rollers wtih extra heavy springs, others are rolled up 
from the bottom by means of lifting cords with an 

PURRED DOWN 
PLASTER 

JAMB CASII'C 
OPTIONAL IF 
APPLIED TO BE 
REICVABLE 

OPENING SIZE 
IS DROP LENGTH 
OF BLIND 

Fig. 3.15-Coneealed venetian blind housing. 

automatic cord lock in the head member, or installa
tions are made with the woven material in a vertical 
position so that it can be traversed like a draw drape. 

The United States Government has set up Federal 
Specifications for both window shades and horizontal 
slat venetian blinds. The window shade specifications 
are designated as DDD-S-251A and the venetian blinds 
as RR-B-446. Copies of these specifications are ob
tainable from the Superintendent of Documents, Wash
ington 25, D. C. Figures 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 show the 
more common methods of installing shades and hori-
zontal slat blinds. . 

Efforts have been made in the past several years by 
the manufacturers of spring roller shades and venetian 
blinds to standardize on center to center dimensions 
between the mounting holes for their various styles of 
installation brackets, so that manufacturers of metal 
windows could supply windows already bored and 

····· ..... ···-·········. .. ··-· ... -·. 

·-··· , . .,. 
,. ... 

..... ... .... -.. 

Fig. 3.16-Spring roller shades double hung at center 
of window. 
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Fig. 3.17-Three types of brackets for installation of 
spring roller shades. · 

tapped for easier installation of brackets. Unfortu
nately, however, very little progress has been made 
to date, since metal window manufacturers cannot al
ways he sure the holes would fit the bracket dimensions 
for the particular installation. With the growing use 
of metal windows instead of wood, this type of stand
ardization could effect great economies. 

The problem is not as complicated as it might ap
pear. There is one style of bracket for inside installa
tion of shade rollers which can be used for all window 
widths up to 78". For outside installation there are 
three styles of brackets which would cover practically 
all widths of windows and all diameters of rollers. If 
these could be reduced to two standards, namely, one 
dimension for the inside bracket and the other dimen
sion fitting all styles of outside brackets, it would 
simplify the problem greatly. Metal window manu
facturers are, of course, equipped today to supply 
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windows prebored for brackets if they know in advance 
what type of bracket is to he used. An operation of 
this kind can be performed at considerably less ex
pense in the process of manufacture than after the 
window has been installed in the wall. 

Likewise, in the case of the panel wall which is de
livered as a complete unit including the window and 
interior finish, a considerable amount of time and 
money could be saved if the brackets for shades or 
venetian blinds were already in place. The shade or 
blind manufacturer, knowing the dimensions of the 
window in the panel wall, could then deliver his pro
duct directly to the job in the correct size, and it could 
he installed by unskilled labor or maintenance per
sonnel, since the job would not require tools. 

It has been interesting to note the schedule of win
dow sizes recommended as standard dimensions by the 
American Standards Association and NAHB. These 
recommendations, covering wood, aluminum or steel 
windows, call for only two window lengths and five 
widths in terms of rough openings. It is also interest
ing to note that a survey made by Producers Council 
shows that while all of these sizes are available in 
wood or aluminum windows, only two-thirds of these 
sizes are available today in steel windows. 

All of the suggested dimensions were selected to 
conform with the 4" module. If these standards are 
accepted and adhered to, the manufacturers of venetian 
blinds and spring roller shades could in turn produce 
standard sizes that would guarantee a perfect fit. Such 
standardization on the part of both window and win
dow covering manufacturers would show real econo
mies for the builder and home owner. 

This whole question of standardization in the field 
of interior controls is one which has been discussed at 
great length for many years, hut very little seems to 
have been accomplished. Whether this is due to inertia 
on the part of the manufacturers or to the impractica
bility of the suggestions for standardization is difficult 
to decide. It is probably the former. Some progress 
now seems to have been made, however, and we hope 
that this progress will continue so that costs can be 
reduced at both manufacturing and building levels. 
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By E. F. Snyder * 
Minneapolil-Honeywell Regulator Company 

The rapid strides being made by the architectural 
profession in the design of today's and tomorrow's 
buildings have placed a new and very welcome burden 
upon the control industry. The new designs have made 
it necessary to provide sound engineering of balanced 
controls and balanced control systems. 

The term balanced control as used above, might 
well give rise to the question, "What do you mean?" 
To us in the control industry, it means "the provision, 
under variable influences, of a satisfactory environ
ment by means of an automatic control system." You 
will note that we did not say comfortable environment, 
but rather use the word satisfactory to indicate the 
provision of a desirable environment regardless of 
what might constitute satisfaction. We, of course, are 
more familiar with the environment in our homes 
probably than anywhere else and there, of course, we 
consider comfort as being the most important factor. 

However, there are many places such as schools 
where an environment which promotes the learning 
processes is considered more important than complete 
physical comfort. Manufacturing areas might use 

• Edwin F. Snyder, Jr., is Supervisor of Control Application 
in the Commercial Division of the Minneapolis-Honeywell 
Regulator Company. He has been associated with this firm 
since 1945, following four years in the Army supervising the 
design and construction of eight air bases and serving overseas 
with the lOlst Airborne Division. He has a Bachelor of Science 
in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Michigan 
and is an active member of the American Society of Heating 
and Air Conditioninl[ Engineers. 

He is a member of ASHAE's Technical Advisory Committee 
on Panel Heating and Cooling. its Committee on Research, 
Chairman of its Technical Advisory Committee on Air Clean
ing, and of its Coordinating Committee on Air Contaminants. 
From 1951 through 1952, he was President of the Minne~ntu 
Chapter of ASHAE, and is the author or co·author of a number 
of papers on controls and control systems. 

ENGINEERING OF 
BALANCED CONTROLS 

worker productivity as their criterion, whereas in cer
tain hospital areas an environment which promotes 
the healing process might be the most valuable. Cer
tain storage areas might require specialized environ
ment to reduce contamination. There is no one single 
yardstick by which the control results can be measured 
other than satisfaction of the desires for the particular 
area under control. 

You might well ask what factors should be con
sidered in the engineering of balanced controls, and 
here we would like to say that we do not confine our 
thinking to the years-old concept that air temperature, 
air motion, relative humidity and purity are the con
trolling factors. We feel that today we must extend our 
thinking beyond these factors and look into the fields 
of lighting and color dynamics as being a part of our 
environment. Even beyond that, we find that noise and 
radiant temperatures play a large part in determining 
satisfaction with our environment. Any control sys
tem which does not consider and positively control 
all of these factors, is only a partial system. It is not 
complete. 

We might, at this point, add as a guess that a con
trol system which considers every point outlined above 
is complete only as we see it today and may be woe
fully lacking in coverage a few years from now. Per
haps then, ionic characteristics of the air will be more 
important than any single point heretofore considered. 
We do not know the answers to all of the facets of 
control today, but this field is moving forward and 
increasing its over-all knowledge, just as is the science 
of architecture. 

One of the advances in architecture which directly 
concerns the control industry is the practice today of 
using larger areas of glass in the exterior walls of 
buildings. This practice provides no new problems for 
the control industry, but emphasizes some which were 
considered secondary in the past, and turns the spot-
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light on others which had been recognized but ignored 
in the past years. We have reached the point now 
where the latter cannot be ignored any longer, and the 
former have become primary problems instead of 
secondary. 

These large expanses of glass in exterior walls mean 
first of all that our heat transfer factors for exterior 
walls are different than the ones commonly encoun
tered in the past. Secondly, our surface temperatures 
on these exterior walls are different than the ones 
previously worked with. These two factors alone 
affect the choice of controls as well, of course, as the 
choice of heating and air conditioning equipment and 
systems, so that their beneficial effects may be magni
fied and their detrimental effects minimized as much 
as possible. 

Direct sunlight playing against a large glass area 
will transmit a terrific amount of heat energy to the 
interior of the building. The sunlight striking the floor 
may raise the temperature of that floor many degrees 
above the air temperature and thus provide a radiant 
heating panel for the occupants of the room. This 
might tend to decrease the heating load during the 
heating season, but by the same token, it will tend to 
increase the cooling load very materially during the 
cooling season. Thus, any control system must provide 
the optimum environment under these conditions. A 
large glass area on the south or west side of the build
ing is of necessity going to offer a different kind of 
problem than that same glass area on the east or north 
side of the same building. 

On the other hand, we cannot say that, just because 
an area is located on a certain side of the building, 
conditions within that area will be the same. Condi
tions will vary from one room to another, even on the 
same side of the building, depending upon many fac
tors such as occupancy loads. degree of activity within 
the space, amount of artificial lighting, number of 
heat generating devices, kind of dirt producing devices, 
items which might tend to increase or decrease the 
relative humidity, and many others too numerous to 
mention. 

Because of the many factors which contribute to 
environment in a given space, it is felt very strongly 
that each room should be considered on its own merits. 
The environment within that room or space should be 
controlled directly from the conditions within that 
same space, with little or no regard given to surround
ing rooms or spaces. This means, in essence, individ
ual room control. Anything less requires a com
promise with results. 

Today, the architect and consulting engineer have 
a wide choice of controls which they may select to 
accomplish a given job. In a broad sense, they can 
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choose amongst pneumatic controls, electric controls 
and electronic. Each of these control types has cer
tain features which are desirable. 
- In general, today's style of architecture has put the 

spotlight more squarely on the electronic types than 
on either pneumatic or electric, because of the in
creased need to detect minute changes quickly. The 
large glass areas prevalent in buildings do not in
crease the thermal lag on an exterior wall, but rather, 
tend to decrease it. Changes in temperature felt out
doors are more quickly felt inside and, as mentioned 
previously, solar heat is transmitted very rapidly and 
in large volume through these same glass areas. These 
two factors alone mean that changing outside condi
tions are going to be felt very quickly within the build
ing and any control system must recognize and take 
action on these changes just as quickly as they occur. 
The conditions within a space may change the demand 
from heating to cooling within a one-minute period 
and the controls must keep up with these changes. 

So far, we have been discussing the effect of this 
new trend in design on interior temperatures. Lefs 
look at another factor which has been introduced by 
this trend. This is the amount of natural light which 
enters through the same large areas of glass. Previ
ously, quite a lot of dependence was placed upon arti
ficial lighting to maintain a given light intensity level 
and there was not too much variation imposed on the 
space by variations in outside conditions. However, 
with larger glass areas, there is a considerably greater 
variation in interior light level due to variations in 
outside conditions. 

Our lighting engineers tell us that there are certain 
optimum levels which promote efficiency and reduce 
fatigue. There are also certain economic levels to be 
considered. In order to maintain this optimum condi
tion, it may be necessary during periods of low outside 
intensity to provide artificial lighting to bring the 
inside level up to the desired point. In view of this, 
we must say that a control system is not balanced un
less we control interior light intensity along with other 
conditions previously discussed. 

The control of light intensity has been accomplished 
quite successfully by several different methods. One 
approach to this problem, used to some extent in 
schoolrooms, is to provide various banks of light with 
each bank under separate control. These banks are 
arranged parallel to the outside windows with as many 
of them under separate control as practical. When the 
outside light intensity begins to decrease, the banks 
furthest from the window can be turned on to maintain 
the desired level at that point, and as the outside light 
intensity continues to decrease, additional banks nearer 
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the windows can be turned on, until all of the lights 
are on, and still the desired level is maintained within 
the space. 

Another method, which has been used quite success
fully, is to modulate the banks by means of saturable 
reactors, so as to eliminate the step effect of the 
previous method. Of course, this system requires in
candescent bulbs and the rather expensive saturable 
reactors. On the other hand, there is some economy, 
since it has been found that bulb life is ten times 
normal if voltages are maintained at 80% of rated 
voltage or less. 

The choice between modulating and two position 
multi-stage control is simply a matter of economics. 
It the costs were similar, modulating control would be 
preferred, because: 

I. Changes in illumination from the interior 
lights would be less perceptible. 

2. An additional economy would be enjoyed 
through operating the incandescent lights at reduced 
voltage. 

However, because of the several thousand dollars of 
additional cost for automatic dimming equipment, 
modulating control is considered economically prac· 
tical only for large buildings in which the design per
mits regulation of a large number of lights from a 
single control system. 

This becomes practical in a large, one story building 
in which all of the rooms can be equally lighted, re
gardless of orientation, through specially designed 
ceiling and roof sky lights. 

Since the modulation system would not be eco
nomically possible in many new buildings for reasons 
given above, the two position multi-stage control is 
preferable at present. See Figure 3.18. Although an 
installation has actually been successful with as few 
as two stages of lighting, three or four stages are con
sidered more desirable because of the added flexibility. 
It is interesting to note that tests in an actual school
room have disclosed that there was no personal an
noyance from having as high as 50 per cent of the arti
ficial lights turned on at once, when needed to maintain 
the desired light level at the desks. 

Fig. 3.18-Two position multi-stage control for interior lighting. 
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Because of the simplicity of this system compared to 
modulating, it is feasible to divide the building into 
zones selected according to exposure to outside light. 
For example, considering a simple rectangular build
ing, the south exposure would constitute one zone, the 
west exposure another, the north another, and the east 
another. A photo tube {see Fig. 3.19) mounted ex· 
ternally facing the same direction as the zone it con· 
trois will operate through its own independent panel 
to turn on the internal lights as required. 

Theoretically, the photo tube can be mounted in· 
ternally in the space, or externally. In an interior 
location, the photo tube measures the light intensity 
as it occurs in the space and turns on the interior lights 
as required to maintain its setting. However, it is 
usually difficult to mount the photo tube inside cor· 
rectly and satisfactorily. The exterior mounting is 
usually preferred for the following reasons: 

I. Since the cause for a change in interior light 
is a change in outdoor light intensity, changes in 
exterior light intensity, which are proportional to 
interior light changes, can be measured directly. 

2. In conventional buildings, it is difficult to 
locate the photo tube in a room to take care of the 
entire area within the room, because the portion of 
the room farthest from the window will reach the 
point where light is required before the area near 
the windows. 

3. There may be momentary changes in one room 
which would cause a correction in the light intensity 
not present in other rooms within the same zone. 

4. An outdoor mounting precludes any possi· 
bility of tampering with the photo pick-up which 
might occur if it were inside. 

Fig. 3.19-Exterior mounted photo tube. 
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Owners usually desire a da-nite switch, so that the 
system can be on automatic control during the work 
hours. At the close of work in the afternoon, it is de· 
sired to turn all the lights to the "on" position, so that 
they can be turned on or off manually as desired 
during the "out of work" hours. 

In the modulating system, the photo tube located 
outdoors measures the average light intensity and 
pilots a saturable reactor or magnetic amplifier dim· 
mer to reduce the voltage on the inside lamps as re· 
quired. The system is characterized so that the voltage 
to the lamps varies in such a way as to make the 
relationship between changes in light input in the 
control space linearly proportional to changes in out
door light intensity. 

Figure 3.20 illustrates the over-all circuit. Instead 
of the output of this system being a step controller 
with multiple switches. it will pilot a saturable reactor 
or magnetic amplifier dimmer. 

Figure 3.20 illustrates the circuit two position multi
ple stage control which is applied to each zone. The 
outdoor photo tube positions a reset motor which 
turns on stages of light in sequence as required to 
maintain the proper light intensity inside. 

In a normal building the windows are on the outside 
walls only and the lighting stages are arranged with 
the interior lights in rows parallel to the outside wall. 
As the need for interior light increases, the row of 
lights farthest from the windows is turned on first. As 
the outdoor light intensity decreases, the rows of 
lights (2 to 4) are turned on in sequence from the 
innermost row to the outermost row. 

A new arrangement has been proposed by Dr. Darrel 
Harmon in which the room is divided up into stages. 
In this case, the internal lighting in the zones is turned 
on in a sequence according to the manner in which 
they are numbered. This is purported to give improved 
light effect at the desk tops. 

The remarks made thus far have been directed to
ward the increase of space lighting only to maintain 
the level above some minimum. There is also the 
problem of reducing intensity when a maximum level 
has been reached. Lighting engineers tell us that high 
levels of light intensity are not undesirable provided 
there is no glare. Glare from natural lighting is nor
mally controlled by the use of overhang, venetian 
blinds or jalousies. These latter two means can also 
be put under the same sort of automatic control, if it 
is desired, by use of the same equipment described 
above. 

Certainly controlled lighting is a necessary part of 
environmental control but it is still far from the final 
step. Another factor to consider is the psychological 
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and physiological impact of interior color. Psycholo
gists tell us that different colors have very different 
emotional effects on individuals. For example, it has 
been reported that green tends to soothe and calm 
some emotionally stimulated persons, whereas red has 
the opposite effect. 

In the not too distant future we will have interior 
surfaces of materials that will reflect and absorb por
tions of the spectrum so that their color can he changed 

at will. Teachers will change the interior color to keep 
interest and learning levels high, and office and plant 
managers will change colors to keep the effects of 
physical and mental fatigue to a minimum. 

In conclusion, a control system, to he complete, must 
consider and control, on a balanced basis, all phases 
of the interior environment. This cannot he done eco
nomically in all cases today, hut as knowledge in
creases, we are drawing closer to perfection. 
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MR. HENNESSY: You have heard the whole cir
cuit of the control problem, and I am sure it has 
excited a certain amount of interest. I'd like to start 
off the questions by asking Mr. Greenwald whether or 
not he feels that the additional cost of air conditioning 
due to the larger expanses of glass is within the eco
nomic realm of construction today. Does it pose any 
problem? 

MR. GREENWALD: Everything you do that's new 
poses a new problem. You might have asked me the 
same question 50 years ago when we didn't know about 
air conditioning. The answer is, when you sum up the 
the totality of your buildings, what are you looking 
for? We know that in designing a good building with 
a good architect and a good engineer, if you design 
carefully, the cost of air conditioning a glass building 
doesn't begin to compare to the excessive costs of main
taining a skyscraper of masonry which has to he tuck
pointed and which leaks almost continually. 

Or you might ask me another question: Do alumi
num windows warrant the cost? Well, I think of the 
many years I tried to maintain buildings with wood 
and steel windows and the excessive cost we had there. 
The answer to that question is "certainly." 

Air conditioning is a cost. Certainly it gets to he a 
little more costly in any glass building, hut it's worth 
every dime you pay for it. And, if the research people 
just give us what we need, the time will come when it 
will he just as cheap to air condition a glass building 
as it will he any other building. 

MR. HENNESSY: To skip to the other owner, Mr. 
Miner, are the large plates of glass in the exterior of 
your building of tempered plate? And, has there been 
any moisture penetration in the Manufacturers Trust 
Building? 

MR. MINER: No, there's been no moisture penetra
tion. The walls are half-inch plate glass. They are 
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not the Thermopane. And we have had no trouble. As 
I explained before, we only have about an hour of 
sunshine. We're in among the other skyscrapers 
around us, so we have no temperature control problems 
that are not well taken care of by the peripheral heat
ing and air conditioning arrangement. 

G. E. JOHNSON (Reflectal Corp.) : Will you elabo
rate on the so-called problem of icing as regards 
sunshades? 

MR. WRIGHT: In New York City it's commonly be
lieved it would he quite dangerous to use external sun
shades since they might accumulate snow which would 
then turn to ice. There has been experience with ice 
collecting on the spire of the Chrysler Building, and 
sometimes they have to rope off the surrounding streets. 
I don't think anybody knows too much about this. I 
have assumed that a hood over a window in a New 
York City building would either have to have a snow
melting arrangement or a very steep slope that would 
shed the snow. This is all entirely guesswork on 
everybody's part because there isn't experience to go 
by. 

C. B. MONK (Structural Clay Research): Consider
ing the symmetrical solar load on the east and west 
walls, what factors contribute to greater cooling loads 
from a western exposure over an eastern exposure? 

MR. WRIGHT : It's usually assumed that the west 
will he the main offender because the load will come 
at least at the same general time of day as the peak 
temperature and the peak ventilation load. However, 
as a specific cas6-and what I have been trying to 
emphasize is that you can't generalize with any ac
curacy-take the case of the United Nations Building. 
It was believed that the west wall would he the offen
sive wall from an air conditioning point of view. Sev
eral factors have combined to make the east wall the 
prime offender. One of them is the skew of the build-
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ing with respect to the compass, dictated by the street 
system. Another is daylight saving time and the fact 
that it's an office building. It's true in New York City 
office buildings that the west side of the building is 
not usually occupied at the time that the principal 
solar load hits the west wall. It faces 28 degrees north 
of west actually, and with daylight saving time it's 
quite late in the day before that load registers. 

Any of these assumptions have to be checked out in 
terms of the specifics of the orientation, the atmos· 
pheric conditions and the use of the building. An 
apartment house in New York City facing what we 
c:all west in Manhattan is very bad, while an office 
building facing that way makes comparatively little 
difference. 

R. A. BOYD (University of Michigan): How does 
the exterior photo cell for the control of electric lights 
take into account the directional effect of the incident 
daylight? 

MR. SNYDER: Normally a photo cell would be 
located on the same wall as the zone of lights with 
which it was tied in. Other than that, there has to 
date been no attempt to focus it more directly either by 
partially rotating mount or some other divice. 

T. S. DORRANCE (Consultant): Will you enlarge 
on your apparent dissatisfaction with such insulating 
glass as Thermo pane? Have you used it with unsatis· 
factory results? 

MR. GREENWALD: First, Thermopane costs too 
much. Second, I used Thermopane when it first came 
out and found that after a while there was marked 
failure in a number of the plates. Third, we like to 
think that heat will bleed off of a building as well as 
come into a building. And fourth, it costs too much. 

E. C. TAYLOR (Carbon & Carbide Chemicals Co.): 
What have you found to be the most successful gas· 
keting and calking materials? 

MR. GREENWALD: We haven't found a satisfac· 
tory one yet. I think we're getting there. We're experi· 
menting with all sorts of compounds. This area is such 
a vast one that I don't think the industry recognizes 
the problem we face in a city like Chicago where we 
have enormous temperature variations in solar pickup 
from the sash and from the plate itself. They don't 
realize the effect this would have on the oils and put· 
ties, for example. So we are trying to master com· 
pounds. We have tried neoprene with unsatisfactory 
results. 

JOHN EVERETTS, JR. (Charles S. Leopold, Eng.): 
What type of control can be used to compensate for 
large changes in instantaneous solar loads in all-glass 
wall areas? 

MR. SNYDER: The electronic controls will respond 
almost instantly to a very small change in whatever 

condition they are designed to measure. The limiting 
factor is not necessarily the ability of the control sys· 
tern to react to change, but rather whether the basic 
heating or air conditioning system can respond quickly 
enough. 

And don't forget that there is an additional lag, 
even beyond the heating and air conditioning itself, 
and that is the transfer of that change in energy 
through the space. That is another lag which must be 
considered and which will affect the overall operation 
of the system. 

M. D. FOLLEY (Architect): What exterior control 
louver or shield do you suggest for the southwest 
through the northwest orientation that will allow a 
view in New York latitude? 

MR. WRIGHT: Well, my own feeling about New 
York City office buildings would be to use a type of egg 
crate that would provide side shading and top shad
ing to about an equal extent and which you could look 
through, although it would confine the view like the 
blinders on a horse. 

This quite probably wouldn't provide a hundred per 
cent shade for a given square of glass at the critical 
hour, but if it provided 75 per cent shading, which is 
fairly easy with a two-way shield at a 45-degree angle, 
that would make a very substantial difference in load. 
Again I underscore the fact that I'm talking about one 
condition only, namely, a building oriented with re· 
spect to the Manhattan street system in that particular 
latitude and climate condition. 

The movable type of external louver, which I didn't 
have time to discuss at any length, is very widely used 
in parts of the country. It's manipulated or auto· 
matically controlled to cut out the sun load, and a 
great deal of the time can be wide open. 

C. F. HUDDLE (General Motors): What value do 
you place on heat-absorbing glass? 

MR. GREENWALD: I place every value on it. It's 
a very important factor in designing a glass building. 
My only problem is that at the moment there is only 
one color, or almost only one color. We're using this 
gray. We have yet to go through a few summers with 
it and really find out just how much it does to our 
heating and cooling problem. It was a step in the 
right direction to begin with, but it's only the first 
step. Even the glass industry itself today doesn't 
know exactly how much it does cut. 

When the time comes-and I hope it will shortly-
that the gla~>s industry knows precisely what effect the 
tints in the glass have and the air conditioning en
gineer can then work toward it, I think we will be able 
to obviate the problem of how you cure polio by sun
shades and find the vaccine that will prevent polio in 
the beginning. 
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RESIDENTIAL DESIGN: 
ARCHITECT'S VIEWPOINT 

In turning to the dictionary for a definition of the 
word "window," we find that it is a noun, derived from 
an old English word "windowe" or "windoge" with a 
second derivation from the Icelandic word "vindauge," 
literally, "wind eye." The definition is: "An opening 
in the wall of a building for the admission of light or 
of light and air when necessary. In modern buildings 
this opening has usually a frame on the sides in which 
are set movable sashes, containing panes of glass or 
other transparent material." I take exception to the 
definition to the extent that today many windows do 
not necessarily have to be movable and in some in· 
stances the glass or other obscure material is not even 
set in a frame. 

When we look back into history and try to analyze 
the development of windows to their present state we 
find a complex growth which is far beyond the scope 
of this relatively short discussion. I do wish to point 
out, however, the importance of a few things and their 
influence on the subject matter. 

In cold climates, such as the northern part of our 
world, it became necessary in the fight for survival 
with the elements to keep window sizes down to a 
relatively small area because of the cold. Also, few 
materials such as we have today were available; glass 
had not yet been invented. Conversely in the hot, arid 
regions of the world the intense heat had to be kept 
out of the house. Early window coverings were skins, 

• William Keck has been a partner in the architectural firm 
of George Fred Keck·William Keck, in Chicago, Illinois, since 
1946. He has a Bachelor of Science in Architecture from the 
University of Illinois, and has studied at the Chicago Institute 
of Design. From 1931 until the war, he worked in the office of 
George Fred Keck, Architect. During the war, he was employed 
in site planning for the Corps of Engineers, anc.l also was in 
the Naval Reserve. 

By William Keek * 
George Fred Keck, William Keck, Architects 

then probably light-colored cloth and/or parchment, 
long before glass was made. 

Early windows were openings in masonry or other 
type of wall construction which had to be spanned 
with lintels of one material or another in order to 
bring the structural loads down. Consequently, the size 
and frequency of such openings was definitely limited. 
In England in the Middle Ages a continuous ribbon 
type of window was invented in some of the half. 
timber houses. Here the loads were carried down more 
frequently with smaller mullions in an effort to obtain 
more light. Farther north, in Scotland, in one of the 
lesser castles near Dundee, we find examples of win· 
dows which were kept quite small, for protection 
against the elements as well as against man. One of the 
original pieces of glass is still intact after these many 
years. Set directly in the masonry with no frame 
around it, its only purpose was to admit a small 
amount of light. It was high above the outside ground 
where no one could reach it and it was so small that no 
one could climb through if it had been reached. It was 
not necessary to open the window, for the fireplaces, 
kept going most of the year in this cool, damp climate, 
did an excellent job of ventilating. 

Today, of course, we have a far greater choice of 
materials and methods of providing windows. We can 
carry our loads from floors and ceilings down on a 
skeleton type of framework, making the entire outside 
an envelope of glass, if we so desire. 

With the increasing use of glass the problem of 
heating as well as comfort becomes an important one. 
Back in 1933 our office designed the House of Tomor
row for the World's Fair held in Chicago. (Fig. 4.1). 
When the Fair was held over for a second year, we 
offered to allow one of the major glass companies the 
use of the house for the winter in an effort to determine 
more accurately the cost of heating such a structure 
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Fig. •ti-The Crystal House, designed for the Chicago World's Fair, 1933-34, by 
George Fred Keck, William Keck, Architects. 

during a heating season. At that time heating engineers 
would not guarantee that they could heat the house 
with any degree of comfort at a reasonable cost. Here 
was an excellent opportunity for practical research 
which, unfortunately, was turned down. Nevertheless, 
we found in the relatively cold month from October 15 
to 1\ovember 15 that the fuel consumption was re
markably low for the temperatures encountered. This 
was the beginning of considerable research on the sub
ject of solar radiation which finally brought us to the 
conclusion that, given a large amount of glass, by 
orienting it to the south with proper protection it was 
possible to reduce the actual cost of heating, in spite 
of the increase in heat loss through the glass. 

We know that the sun is low in the heavens in the 
winter and high in summer. Considerable technical 
data concerning heat gains from the sun is now avail
able in one form or another in various textbook 
tables. At the time we first began looking for informa
tion on this subject some twenty years ago, very little 
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had been published. All we could find at that time 
was some research done by the U.S. Weather Station at 
the University of Chicago where they had been keeping 
a daily record of a unit of heat measure on a horizontal 
surface within a glass container similar to a clear 
electric lamp bulb. Taking a five day average from 
their records for clear days in the month of February, 
we found that the following statistics held true: 

Hours .....••. . .... . .....•. 9 to 10 

Gram calories per sq. em.. . • 13.96 

Hours . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • 12 to 1 

Gram calories per sq. em.. . • 27.0 

10 to 11 

20.2 

1 to 2 

23.6 

11 to 12 

24.7 

2 to 3 

16.8 

After calculations too lengthy to give here we found 
that we could predict a saving in heat in the amount 
of lO to 15 per cent. Nothing special was done in 
our architecture except to organize the glass areas in 
the houses in such a position as to trap the sunlight 
after it entered the glass in the form of light and was 
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subsequently converted to heat when it touched the 
floor or other objects within the house. 

One of the difficulties with the use of large amounts 
of glass is the excess heat which enters unwanted. The 
shutters developed in our early American architecture 
solved that problem quite well. They provided safety 
when closed, as well as privacy and protection from 
the sun. Unfortunately, they later developed into pure 
decoration. Another solution for protecting the win
dow area was the rolling shutter on the outside. This 
has been used in Europe extensively in the past as 
well as today. Exterior venetian blinds give us another 
form of protection. Overhangs properly placed on the 
south side of a house also give protection from the 
summer sun. 

When large pieces of double glazing were first 
placed on the market our office accepted the fact that 
here was a mechanically joined material which was 
brittle and the less it was moved, the less chance there 
was to break the seal. It was at this point that we 
divorced the functions of light and ventilation. In so 
doing, the large areas of glass could be fixed and the 
ventilation supplied through adjacent areas which 
could be placed strategically where they would be most 
effective, either above and below the window, or ad
jacent to it. 

Here was a new freedom in design. It was now 
possible to work out a system which would give ade
quate ventilation and still give adequate light with 
greater control. We can now keep our glass areas free 
of screening which cuts out the light, impairs vision 
and causes the glass to get dirty quicker, since the 
screen filters and holds the dirt for the first rain to 
redistribute. We can now bring our bedroom windows 
down to the ground with a reasonable sense of security. 
By placing louvers on the ventilating areas we can 
leave the vents open during all but the most severe 
storms and not have a flood. This is most desirable 
during a summer thunder storm where the usual pro
cedure is to have to swelter during the storm because 
we have no way to protect our windows, or when we 
are away for an evening and would like to give the 
house a chance to cool off. 

One of the major problems that any architect fares 
today in the race against increasing costs is that of 
giving the client additional space. This is one place 
where the large window comes to our aid. With the 
use of large, concentrated glass areas reaching to the 
floor, it is now possible to open the end or side of a 
room visually with a relatively small amount of en
closed space. The room just keeps on going out into 
this open space. This can be accomplished just as 
well on a small piece of property as on a large one; 

however, it can not be done by placing a lamp on a 
table in the so-called picture window. 

There was a time in the history of the present sys
tem of double glazing when, because of the difficulties 
encountered in the method of sealing the glass, the 
product was taken off the market for a period of time. 
At that time our office developed a system of double 
glazing, including the solution to the storage problem 
of screens and storm sash, by making an adaptation of 
our old friend, the double-hung window. (Fig. 4.2). 
By providing a pocket over the window and placing 
the head at the meeting rail of a double-hung window, 
it becomes very easy to provide storage space for the 
screen and storm window when not in use. The upper 
sash becomes the storm sash and makes a simple 
method of solving the problem. 

In fixing the glass and separating the function of 
ventilation, it becomes possible to place the ventilating 
units at many different spots. They can be placed 
above and below the window area, or the glass panes 
can be grouped together with the ventilating units at 
the sides of the room or at other positions. Occa
sionally, because of the proximity of a neighboring 

Fig. 4.2-Aiuminum window designed by George 
Fred Keck and manufactured by Adams and Westlake, 
as installed in 1940 in a residence in Menasha, Wis
consin. 
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building, or for some other reason, it is preferable and 
possible to use just the ventilating unit alone. 

What of the future? This is very difficult to predict 
with any degree of accuracy. I will say, however, that 
the future undoubtedly will bring us many new de
velopments. These will he determined by the scope 
of materials available, as well as the fertile imagina
tion of the mind of man. We have at the present time 
a variety of available materials; these include metal 
and wood for frames, with glass as the medium for 
admitting light. As the plastics industry has developed 
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in recent years, we have developed still another me
dium for the transmission of light. We already have 
our double-hung windows, our casement sash and our 
sliding windows as possibilities. As new materials 
are developed we will enlarge the scope of the future, 
which will in turn change our basic planning as it is 
known today. When the early Phoenicians discovered 
glass by melting sand under a fire, little did they 
realize that some day pieces of this substance would 
cover the entire side of a house. So it is today as we 
look into the future. 
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By James T. Lendrum * 
University of Illinois 

A standard analytical technique which is common 
practice in many fields, including building research, is 
the process of subdividing a large, complicated prob
lem into a series of small problems which may be 
solved individually. 

Sometimes, in a field as relatively new as housing 
research, the individual or component problems are 
somewhat difficult to identify. In the case of glass, 
however, this is not necessarily true. For a long time, 
a great many forward-looking architects have been 
asking themselves: "Why do we use windows?" They 
come up with three answers. We use windows because 
we obtain light from them, because of the view or 
vision which is possible through them, and because of 
ventilation which we have long associated with the 
process of "opening the window." Unfortunately from 
the homeowner's standpoint, and to the frustration of 
the architect, the three functions call for vastly differ
ent sized areas, located with different and conflicting 
orientations, and at quite unrelated heights from the 
floor. No one location or orientation seems proper 
for light, vision, and ventilation. 

Actually, one of the three qualities which we associ
ate with windows really has nothing whatsoever to do 

• James T. Lendrum is the Director of the Small Homes 
Council of the University of Illinois. He has a Bachelor of 
Architecture degree from the Unhersity of Michigan, and a 
.Master of Architecture from the University of Illinois, is a 
member of the American Institute of Architects and a Regis· 
tered Architect in Illinois. 

He has served the Federal Government as a consultant on 
housing, and is presently a member of the Architectural Stand· 
ards Committee of the Federal Housing Administration, a con
sultant to House and Home magazine, and serves several indus
try research and advisory committees. He is also a member of 
the American Concrete Institute, the American Society for 
Testing Materials, the National Safety Council, the Building 
Research Advisory Board an<l the Building Research Institute. 

RESIDENTIAL DESIGN: 
RESEARCH VIEWPOINT 

with the most important material which goes into the 
window, glass. I refer, of course, to ventilation. 

The use of windows for ventilation is an archaic 
habit which could easily be traced to the times when 
animal skins were hung over openings in the crudest 
of shelters. Obviously, quantities of fresh air would 
come in through the opening, and when the skin was 
replaced with glass the development problem was 
made more complicated by the feeling that it was still 
necessary to use the window to provide for the ad
mission of fresh air. 

Because of our mechanical ingenuity we have almost 
eliminated the window, even the operating window, as 
a source of ventilation. We do elaborate things in the 
way of weatherstripping; of storm sash which is placed 
over the principal sash to reduce heat loss-but it also 
reduces the infiltration of air; we operate wind tunnels 
to test the windows to see what can be done to further 
reduce this cold air infiltration during the winter 
months. I suppose we should add that painters are, 
by habit, inclined to see that the windows are pretty 
thoroughly sealed closed, and few homeowners that 
I have observed use windows for ventilation during 
the winter months. So, the unimportant function of a 
window might be considered that of ventilation. 

This leaves us with only one real reason for using 
glass in a house, that is, for the vision which it allows. 
I realize that this statement is in direct contradiction to 
a comment by an earlier speaker. My remark is limited 
to housing, where we can do a better job with me
chanical means, often at considerably less expense and 
certainly under very much better control. 

The second function which we expect from a win
dow, the admission of light, is an important one and 
certainly adds to the mental well-being of the occu
pant. Unfortunately, we have no data on the amount 
of light required for the various household tasks 
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which are carried on during the day. Some of these 
tasks are at fixed work centers in the kitchen, not all 
of which are properly located with respect to windows 
so as to provide satisfactory natural light. 

While I admit windows are obviously important 
from a lighting standpoint, they are, in theory at least, 
not indispensable, for they may be replaced entirely 
by artificial sources. In fact, a great many homeowners 
who are forced to commute long distances often find 
that they are leaving home so early in the morning 
that it is still dark. By the time they reach their homes 
again in the evening the sun has set. During the win· 
ter months, it is entirely possible that a man may 
never see his house, inside or out, during the daylight 
hours, except on weekends. Obviously, a carefully de
signed and controlled source of artificial illumination 
is necessary, and as far as lighting is concerned his 
house could be completely windowless. 

Glass doesn't seem to have too much active compe· 
tition from other materials, even though there are some 
which have that one quality of transparency which is 
important with relation to the vision which we associ
ate with windows. Therefore, rather than discussing 
why we should use glass let's look at some of the prob
lems connected with the material as it is used in resi
dential construction. 

First, there are the psychological problems. Of 
course, the.se are the most difficult of all to identify and 
solve. The second major group of problems is based 
on the physical limitations of people. For these it is 
possible to establish standards and offer solutions. In 
addition, there is a group of problems which are 
completely technical in nature and, therefore, quite 
different from the more abstract psychological and 
physical problems. Many of these, such as heat loss 
and heat gain, have been discussed elsewhere, so I 
will not elaborate on them. 

Chief among the psychological problems is that of 
fear. Perhaps you have realized that fear is an im· 
portant item in the selection of windows or in the use 
of glass in residential construction. It is not the fear 
of something new or different, such as contemporary 
design, that disturbs, but rather the fear of personal 
safety. This is the reason many homeowners hesitate 
to accept glass in the large, simple, unbroken areas 
which many of us accept as the most practical and 
best use of the material. 

Instead of admitting the existence of certain, perhaps 
not too well identified, fears the prospective home· 
owner will attempt to rationalize and explain to the 
architect or builder a dislike for the "auto showroom 
effect" of the large pane of glass. Actually, the prob· 
lem is a simpler one--it is the realization that occa· 
sionally individuals fall. Children are impetuous and 
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are inclined to run, increasing the possibility of acci
dent. Older persons with failing vision and slowing 
reactions are prone to fall. Therefore, a large pane of 
glass with no means of arresting a fall presents a 
potential hazard. 

Fortunately, there are simple means of overcoming 
this. You may be familiar with many of the window 
designs developed by the Small Homes Council. In 
these you will find that the maximum piece of glass is 
approximately four feet wide. This provides for a 
vertical structural mullion, or at least a substantial 
division in the glass, at spaces that are well within the 
reach of the outstretched arms of a person who may be 
falling against the window. The addition of these sim· 
pie vertical divisions immediately creates confidence 
in the mind of the person walking near the window 
and, quite possibly, that confidence may in itself help 
to eliminate the hazards of falls. 

Along with the vertical divisions at approximately 
four foot intervals, we feel that there is a real psycho
logical advantage in introducing a horizontal division 
somewhere near the height of a coffee table or the seat 
of a chair. This, while not a protection against falls, 
except possibly for small children, does reassure the 
homeowner that a chair will not be accidentally shoved 
through the view window which so beautifully expands 
the field of vision and adds to the apparent size of the 
room. Thus not only breakage, but the fear of falling 
glass, is removed. 

Some of the other fears in connection with large 
areas of glass are not so easy to allay. Any petty thief 
knows how extremely simple it is to cut through an 
8" x 10" pane of single-strength glass, reach in, un
lock a double-hung window, and have immediate 
access to a house. The homeowner, however, seeing 
the wood muntins and small divisions, has a feeling 
of reassurance quite different than the feeling given 
by a large sheet of plate glass, which actually would 
be more difficult as far as breaking and entering is 
concerned. Nor is there any simple answer to the oft· 
repeated question regarding replacement costs and 
breakage. The larger areas naturally require heavier 
glass, which may resist some minor blows, but which 
will break and is expensive to replace. The four-foot 
unit may be a reasonable compromise between the 
two extremes. 

One other important psychological problem con· 
nected with fear is that of vision-wrong-way vision. 
In many areas, there seems to prevail a rather pro
nounced reluctance to be seen sitting at home reading 
the paper. Drapes must be drawn, curtains pulled, or 
blinds closed, in order to cut out possible viewing 
from the outside. This ties in immediately with the 
problem of vision into bedrooms having large glass 
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areas. Perhaps this is the reason, in the western states 
at least, there are carefully fenced-in yards providing 
sun terraces and controlled private gardens outside 
of bedrooms even on the smallest of lots. Careful 
planning and control in the location of glass areas, 
together with the development of the yard as an out
door living area, are the best solutions to this. 

Unfortunately, these psychological problems are 
very real and cannot be solved by merely supplying 
technical data to a governing body or building code 
inspector. They require relatively long periods of 
education on the part of homeowners and builders. 
Nor do I feel that these fears are entirely groundless. 
I have seen an active teenager go through a glass wall 
-unfortunately the sliding glass door was closed. 
His cuts were serious, and I have often wondered if a 
few simple horizontal divisions such as I have men
tioned would have called his attention to the door and 
eliminated an accident. Probably many of my archi
tect friends will consider me too conservative, but I 
feel that people are sufficiently important that their 
psychological problems, such as their fears, should be 
respected, and windows and vision areas designed 
accordingly. 

If we accept the premise that the primary purpose of 
introducing transparent areas in the outside walls of 
our homes is for vision and not for the admission of 
light or ventilation, then the physical problems-the 
problems involved with the interruption of that vision 
-are extremely important. 

I have just asked for glass to be divided in incre· 
ments of approximately four feet by vertical dividers 
to provide safety to the homeowner, and I have asked 
for a horizontal division approximately the height of 
a chair seat. Such a wall should be entirely satisfac
tory in a living room. I would find it equally pleasant 
in a dining area and personally would have no objec
tion whatsoever to its use in a bedroom, provided the 
lot development was such as to protect my privacy. 
The upper part of such a window might be unaccepta
ble to some who want glass in smaller areas, also. I 
realize that in many homes a window of this type 
would not be satisfactory either in a dining or bedroom 
area and in few cases would it be acceptable in a 
kitchen. Therefore, what are we to do to reduce the 
size of individual pieces of glass without destroying 
our vision? 

There is nothing more aggravating than to attempt 
to look out a window and discover that at eye-level 
there is a heavy, opaque interruption to your view. 
This might be frame, sash, sill, transom bar, or any 
other part of a window. If this opaque device is ver
tical, it is relatively easy to move from one side to the 
other and see around it. If, however, it is horizontal, 

it seems to have the uncanny ability to get between 
you and the particular point at which you want to 
focus your eyes. 

A few years ago, Professor Kapple of our staff 
measured the eye-levels of a number of people varying 
from the junior-size miss in flat heels to men tall 
enough to create envy among basketball coaches. He 
found, while there is a considerable difference in the 
eye-level of people while standing, the difference be
comes less when they are seated. There are apparently 
three zones in which horizontal obstructions are most 
objectionable. These correspond to the range of eye
level of people standing relatively close to the window 
-because if you are some distance away from the win
dow the dividers become less important--second, the 
eye-level of people seated in dining-type chairs and 
third, the eye-level of those seated in lounge chairs. 
At first glance it would seem that this leaves the de
signer with a relatively small choice as far as the 
location of the horizontal divisions concerned. The 
situation is made somewhat easier if we assume we are 
designing windows for specific areas-one for the 
kitchen, presumably to be located over the sink, one 

Fig. 4.3-Dimensions in the four sketches show the 
eye-level range for persons standing, sitting, and sit
ting at a table. 
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Fig. 4.4-Small Homes Council Laboratory showing windows on north elevation with 
ventilating units underneath fixed glass. 

for a bedroom, a dining room, which might also be 
useful in a conservative-type living room, and one for 
a living room or family room. 

For the kitchen and bedroom windows, only the eye
level of a standing person is of significance. The 
sketches show that one or, if desired, two horizontal 
divisions might be introduced without jeopardizing 
the distant view. Similarly, the dining room window, 
with a 2' -6" sill, can have horizontal rails, none of 
which fall within the limits of a seated person. 

The view from the family room or living room is 
most important, and the only satisfactory combina
tion is the one I first mentioned. 

The sketches of these windows do not look at all like 
the windows that were used in colonial times. Neither 
do they look much like the glass walls which some 
architects current I y are finding high I y acceptable in 
custom built houses. They are, however, our interpre-
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tation of data obtained from a variety of sources, and 
we feel they represent a reasonable approach to win
dow sizes for average families. 

If you take my earlier comments seriously, you will 
assume that I would specify that all of these areas 
would be fixed glass. I would like to point out, how
ever, that with the exception of the upper section of 
the living room window the glass sizes are such that 
they might all be operated, or at least the lower sec
tion in many of the windows could be an operating 
sash. 

One of the problems quite unrelated to vision which 
we encounter regularly is how to install the glass in 
the house. I would like to endorse the comments that 
have been previously made on standardization of win
dow sizes, and I feel that the construction techniques, 
the use of building components, systems wherein the 
window is actually the wall even though there may be 
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Fig. 4.5--lnterior view of windows in faculty residence 
designed by Small Homes Council. 

opaque sections above and below transparent sections, 
are the only feasible approach to truly integrated 
housing. 

I am glad to see many manufacturers of windows 
changing from their old approach where limitations 
on the cutting of glass determined the ultimate fram· 
ing opening in the house. As more and more manu· 
facturers become conscious of the total approach to 
house assembly, we are going to find that the cost of 
glass areas in the wall will be reduced sufficiently so 
every home will have an opportunity to have major 
areas of unobstructed vision. If these areas, installed 
primarily for vision, should have as an incidental and 
collateral advantage the quality of admitting light, or 
even fresh air, I would not object too strenuously. 
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Discussion Period-RESIDENTIAL DESIGN APPLICA nONS 

MR. CHATELAIN: I have an unsigned question 
here for Mr. Lendrum. Why insist on lower sash for 
ventilation? Or on lower sash bar for visual warning? 
Ventilation can be elsewhere. Glass can be spotted 
with painted decoration at wide intervals. 

MR. LENDRUM: I won't argue. If you have a 
painted decoration, I hope that it is an interesting 
one, not just the "X" that they put across them under 
construction. But I think that it is entirely possible 
to have some sort of a division in there. It's like our 
space dividers-make you think there's a division 
there and there isn't. A good designer probably could 
do that. 

MR. CHATELAIN: Another unsigned question: 
When you have lower operating windows only, do you 
have close-to-ceiling ventilators elsewhere? 

MR. KECK: We would prefer to use ventilation 
well distributed. Our one major difficulty in the 
Middle West is, of course, as Mr. Greenwald men
tioned this morning, our extremes of climate are very, 
very great. In the winter time no ventilation would be 
desirable, and in the summer time if you could open 
the entire side of the house it would be most desirable. 
We have got to find some kind of happy medium in 
between those two. We have found that, by taking 
smaller amounts of it which meet code requirements, 
but distributing them better, you can do a better job 
of ventilation. 

MR. CHATELAIN: Another unidentified questioner 
asks: What is the attitude of the merchant home 
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builders towards windows in general, large glass areas 
in particular? I might, on my own, add something 
and ask you what does the mortgage banker think of 
it? 

MR. LENDRUM: Well, let's work it backwards. 
The mortgage banker is really the important one 
because if he doesn't like it the merchant builder's 
likes and dislikes aren't very important. I think I can 
answer that one best by, if you will pardon me, a 
personal experience. I live in a shed-roofed house 
with an overhang and a solid glass wall on the south 
that's about 70 feet long. After we built the house we 
had a coffee hour to which we invited one of my banker 
friends, and he took my wife to one side and said, "Do 
you think Jim could design a house for me that does 
what this one does on the inside and still looks like a 
house on the outside?" 

V. W. WEIDMAN (duPont Company): What are 
the limits on size for horizontally sliding glass panels? 

MR. KECK: I don't know of any exact limited. We 
have used some pretty good sized ones, Arcadia and a 
number of others that are manufactured. I think it's 
actually a matter of how far can you go in spanning 
a wide open space without getting into trouble when 
the roof starts to deflect and puts some additional 
pressures on the glass. We have in our houses, how· 
ever, tried to work on some sort of modular system 
where we do not span too great a distance horizontally 
unless there is some very special reason for it. 
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8y Bruce J. Graham * 
Skidmore, Orcings and Merrill 

Structure and form help to stimulate human activity. 
Great architecture is conceived of as a form and not 
as a function. Man puts this form to function. I 
propose then that great architecture, like great art or 
great science, creates a new plateau of activity. It is 
this activity which is the function. Unfortunately, this 
is why many aged greats, not only in architecture but 
in science and art, are often descredited and misguided, 
for as sure as the process of death, their own creative· 
ness is their undoing. Men cannot inhabit the world 
which they create, for they belong to one in which 
these ideas did not exist. The truly understanding 
artist or scientist is humble when faced with succeeding 
generations, the inhabitants of worlds more advanced 
than his own. 

In the beginning, man found himself with more 
capacity and energy than required to sustain the proc
ess of life in a status quo. It is this which helps dis· 
tinguish man from other beasts and which has brought 
him to such an advanced state of evolution. 

Each world has been built upon that immediately 
preceding it and at no time can it be said that there was 
a necessity to change. However, by this ability to 
create new concepts and ideas without necessity, man 
has been able to expand his activities along paths not 
even suspected by man himself. Beginning with pre· 
historic man, the concept of architecture preceded its 
application with a function. The concept of a pyra· 
mid as a form precedes its use as a tomb; the great 
cathedral of Chartres far exceeds in volume any func
tional participation in religious services. So it is 
today, that man continues to expand his realm by con· 

• Bruce J. Graham, AlA, is an Associate Partner with Skid· 
more, Owings and Merrill, Architects. He is an architectural 
graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and has a Civil 
Engineering degree from the Case School of Applied Science. 

OFFICE BUILDINGS 

quest of ideas. However, our structure has, due to 
our large population and history of accelerating crea
tiveness, become so complex that we cannot think in 
terms of single ideas or single men producing any in
dividual change, but rather the works of various minds 
in various fields combining to produce new form, 
structure and abstracts. 

In architecture, buildings are forms and structures 
conceived of in this day, not by one man, but by many 
minds and techniques. We conceived in the past 
century of the skyscraper and have applied to this 
structure many functions; hospitals, office buildings, 
residences, churches and the whole gamut of human 
activity. In fact, our history shows that these functions 
are interchangeable and buildings first used as hos· 
pitals may later be used as office buildings. 

What is our technology? This is all the knowledge 
of man to date. It is the hands of our craftsmen on 
highly developed machines, the electronic computers 
operated by skilled engineers. It is not glass blowers 
in Venice, but the plate glass factories in Detroit and 
Pittsburgh. It is not wood cutters in Japan, but steel 
mills in Chicago and the Tennessee Valley. It would 
be folly to arrive at forms conceived by an individual, 
petty mind in violation of the progress of which man· 
kind is capable. Search for form cannot be the "holy 
grail" of a self-sacrificing martyr. It is a process of 
cooperative activity. Today a chemist cannot progress 
in the field of medicine without the pharmacologist, 
the parisitologist, or the mechanized process. 

An office building, then, is not designed or con
ceived for an individual function. Our clients them
selves cannot predict what the function within its 
walls will be ten years hence. Not only does archi
tecture change, but so does business. The character of 
modem business today is completely flexible and ever
changing. Today, unlike ten years ago, corporation is 
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assimilating corporation; men are using machines in 
offices to an unparalleled degree; accounting alone is 
an entirely different science. The experienced business 
man will tell you how much more the younger men 
understand the business world. So, the problem of 
office buildings is primarily a problem of controlled, 
flexible environment for men. 

The form we must use is a space enclosed by rna· 
terials produced by our craftsmen. These materials 
are changing every day as new ones make older ones 
obsolete. In the Inland Steel office building in Chi
cago (Fig. 4.6) , we used materials which already 
are being replaced by others. On the exterior, we use 
a wall which can be fabricated almost completely in 
shops, where machines can best control quality and 
cost. We use materials which are almost completely 
self-cleaning and at least inert to the industrial atmos
phere of nature around them. Glass today has passed 
from an individual craft to a product produced al
most completely automatically, and which can be 
completely unbreakable. However, today it provides 
the least depressing enclosure, in that it allows man 
to live outside of a cave. It has posed problems of 
control of light. The new grey glass reduces glare, dual 
glazing reduces radiation, now in the making may be 
a glass which will reduce glare, heat loss and yet be 
simply fabricated, a transparent reflector. This will 
change form, however slightly. As a wall panel, it 
provides a large unit which can be placed in one 
operation. 

There are many materials being used and developed 
for the opaque wall . These in turn must also have the 
same characteristics which we have required of the 
glass industry. Aluminum used as a skin to encase the 
fireproofing of structures must serve equally as well 
as stainless steel, as a self-cleaning wall. It must be 
fabricated in metal shops-the most common in the 
nation. We should look, as others have said, not only 
to our own industry but to the achievements in such 
fields as the automotive industry, airplane manufac
turing, railroad construction and fixture shops. In 
fact, the building industry trails all these others, not 
only because of our lack of integration, but the pitiful 
lack of cooperative research. 

In panel construction we are experimenting with a 
sea of methods and materials. For a low cost wall 
which can be used in the country, we specify precast 
concrete panels insulated and finished inside so as to 
provide a large section which can be installed in one 
operation. This panel, cast into stainless steel, we use 
in a city project. Sandwich panels of all sorts are 
being used, but cannot meet the fire requirements 
unless they are used as facing. The method worth 
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experimentation is one by which this wall could be 
replaced in case of damage. 

The concept of a completely sealed building has 
been facilitated by air conditioning. We have found 
that washing a building such as Lever House from the 
outside is an inexpensive operation, and one which 
permits washing the whole building, causing little 
disturbance to occupants and less leakage of air. 

It follows, then, that our building form can be re
duced to three basic elements: sun control glass for 
habitable areas, opaque panels for areas of undesira
ble views (either exterior or interior), and structure. 
The task is then one of developing these elements to 
perfection from a point of view of permanence and 
cost. The joint has been to date the biggest individual 
problem and, while sealers have been developed to 
prevent leakage almost permanently, the problem of 
coordinating the various crafts involved is still a 
serious one. 

Our office buildings, like all other structures of to
day, contain other characteristics which distinguish 
not only office buildings, but modern buildings in 

Fig. 4.6-Model of Inland Steel Company office build
ing, Chicago, Ill. 
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general. We are now air conditioning our buildings, 
and finally are integrating this new type of air struc
ture into architecture. As yet, a clear understanding 
of this creative force has not been expressed properly. 
Again in this field, it is because we are able to air con
dition that air conditioning is a necessity. And further, 
it is because we can control it to almost any degree of 
temperature or humidity that we are required to do so. 
New air systems are being devised almost for each 
building. Every new structure is different than the one 
before it. Not only do we handle a high velocity 
supply system, but at Skidmore, Owings & Merrill we 
are commonly using high velocity return systems as 
well, and this may well be replaced by the develop
ments taking place at California Tech wherein han
dling air may become obsolete. This science is one 
in which architects have not had enough training, but 
I feel that it is unnecessary, since what we require is 
the understanding and respect of our very capable 
mechanical staffs. 

Lighting is finally becoming a modulator in archi
tecture today. In a sense, the proper use of lighting 
architecturally has not been recaptured since the 
Gothic cathedral and the Japanese house, where 
natural light for indoor space was converted into 
colored and diffused light. Today, it is not because 
the eye requires 100 foot-candles that we use 100 foot-

candles, but rather because a fluorescent tube has 
made such lighting possible. Now that the primitive 
days of lighting are rapidly coming to a close, we 
think in terms of the luminous effect of a space, rather 
than the meter reading at a desk. The use of lighting 
in office buildings is now being thought of in the same 
terms as classroom lighting. Color of walls, floors, 
furniture and other reflectors is as important as the 
source of light. The eye itself has no limitation that 
can be read in foot-candles, for people can read out
doors at 1,000 foot-candles, given the proper color for 
both space and reading matter, as well as they can 
indoors with 30 foot-candles, again in the proper 
environment. 

The office building distribution of power may be 
considered by some as unique to office buildings, but 
there is nothing which makes it different from what a 
residence should have, other than the cost. I do not 
propose to put electrical distribution in all buildings 
such as we did in the Lever House, the Inland Steel 
office building, or Chase Manhattan, but I maintain 
that the fact that these buildings are so equipped makes 
them more than office buildings. There are very few 
functions that cannot be held within those walls. 

Elevatoring today has been one of the great con
tributions making possible the structures which form 
most of our cities. Office buildings, in that they are 

Fig. 4.7-Kimberly-Ciark general offices in Neenah, Wis. 
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Fig. ~.8-Model of the Chase Manhattan Bank building in New York, N.Y. 
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one of our most diversified structures, are the best 
equipped.. Prior to these machines, multistory build
ings inhabited by people were impossible. As they 
created new forms, society occupied the multistoried 
building. As a matter of fact, the primary limitation 
on the height of our buildings is the ability to equip 
them with elevators. But as these machines develop, 
limitations of height will change, not because one 
individual wants to build a big building, but because 
technology makes this form possible. 

The respect which was the medieval builder's has 
been lost almost completely by vain dreams of indi
viduality, personal acclaim and plain vanity. One of 
the most satisfying experiences is the unity of the 
Japanese architecture of five hundred years ago, an 
architecture understood and beloved by all. I am sure 
that this unity was the springboard for real individual
ity and freedom. 

Subconsciously, our society contains all the char
acteristics necessary for such unity. In almost all 
other activities, we have found that reading the same 
hooks, driving the same automobiles and cooking the 
same food has not prevented truly great men and small 
workmen from expressing their own views and thinking 
their own thoughts. I have no fear of an architecture 
being produced within which we, as architects, are 
anonymous, for that is what we are today. However, 
an anonymity which prevents us from learning from 

Fig. 4.9-Model of 
the Warren Petroleum 
Corporation building in 
Tulsa, Okla. 

each other, from building upon each other's thoughts, 
is far worse than an anonymity within which ideas 
grow from other ideas and freedom is expressed by 
intellectual activity at the forefront of the progress of 
man. 

As it is now, some would have us take five steps 
backward whenever one man takes one forward. Pro
fessionally, it is our duty to present our clients with 
the best building we can build. This is the duty in 
which I feel all other participants in the building in
dustry must share. Architecture will without a doubt 
he returned to the process of building engaged in by 
our whole technology. By this process of conceiving 
of the industry as one which builds structures, and 
not specialists in a function, we are able to understand 
best those characteristics which all buildings have in 
common. We cannot then allow ourselves to violate 
structural principles, mechanical requirements and 
spacial order as easily as the specialist, who sacrifices 
all for function and whose activity is frustrated as 
soon as anything is changed even the slightest. Fur
thermore, by studying various functions, we have been 
able to interchange ideas to the benefit of our clients. 

Architecture of the office building has been, beeau~e 
of all of these characteristics, the most important con
tributor to the art today, and further, to the under
standing of the new forms evolved by man. 
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By Morris Ketchum, Jr.* 
Ketchum, Gina & Sharp, Architects 

The exterior walls of commercial buildings such 
as specialty shops, chain stores, and department stores, 
have a dual function: 

f. al To enclose and protect the interior sales and 
service spaces of the store building. 

(b I To admit or exclude vision, light, air and 
the public in accordance with calculated provisions 
for advertising and display. 

This dual function applies to any type of store build
ing, whether small or large, one story or multistory. 

The over-all design of the enclosing walls of a store 
building should, in itself, by its form, shape, pattern 
and color create trade mark identification for the 
business contained within. The design can also be 
broken down, in its second function, into at least two 
zones-advertising and display. Sometimes, as in the 
case of a one story store front, these zones are merged 
into a single unit; sometimes, as in the case of a multi
floor department store, there is a separate display zone 
at ground level and an advertising zone formed by the 
upper walls of the building. In either case, advertis
ing and display elements are closely interrelated. 

Glass plays a vital part in both the advertising and 

• Morris Ketchum, Jr., bas been a partner in the architec· 
tural firm of Ketchum, Gina and Sharp for 12 years. Prior to 
this, he had an individual practice for 10 years. He attended 
Columbia College and holds a Bachelor of Architecture de· 
gree from Columbia University School of Architecture. He also 
studied at the School of Fine Arts in Fontainebleau, France. 

Mr. Ketchum is a member and Fellow, American Institute of 
Architects. He has served as Chairman of the AlA Committee 
on Research and also of the AlA Committee on National 
Defense. He has heen Vice President of the Architectural 
League of New York, a member of the Board of Governors of 
the New York Building Congress, member of the Municipal 
Arts Society of New York, a Trustee of the Beaux-Arts lnsti· 
lute of Design, and a member of the Subcommittee on Housing 
and :'\eighborhood Improvement of the Mayor's Advisory 
Council of New York City. 
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display zones of any store building. Without glass, it 
would be impossible to display merchandise to public 
view and at the same time protect it both from the 
public and the weather; to make a store entrance open 
and inviting; or to throw open to public vision an 
entire sales floor. Without glass, sales departments 
needing natural light for merchandise inspection 
could not function. Without glass, doors, vestibules, 
lobbies-the contact point between window shopping 
and actual buying--could not be made spacious and 
inviting and minimized as a visual barrier between 
sidewalk and sales area. 

The uses of glass in the display zone of the store
front vary from transparent glazing for shadow box 
displays (Fig 4.10), show windows and entrance doors 
to entire walls (Fig 4.ll) of transparent, translucent 

Fig. 4.10-Store for Ed Steckler, Inc., New York, N.Y., 
1939. 
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or opaque glass panels. The chief function of enclos
ing walls within the display zone is to admit vision. 
Translucent or opaque walls are therefore compara· 
lively few in number and are used to provide contrast 
value to the visually open portions of the storefront, to 
frame the entire storefront and the walls and ceilings 
of storefront lobbies or to conceal an undesirable view 
of some sales or service area. 

Transparent glass walls of almost every type are 
usually glazed with a single thickness of %" plate 
glass when glass panel sizes are not over 12 feet in any 
one dimension. It is only when glass sizes exceed this 
dimension in width or height that %" or v~" plate 
glass may be required in order to withstand wind pres
sure and buckling. It is advisable, however, to stick 
to standard %" thick glass sizes both for initial 
economy and to avoid extra replacement costs. Over
large panes also require specially designed and fabri
cated glazing members at extra cost. Such extra ex
penditure is only justified if unusual circumstances 
and an unusual design solution logically demand large 
scale glass divisions. 

Fifty years ago, wood glazing members were uni· 
versally used for storefront work-today, they are 
the exception and not the rule. Metal glazing mem
bers are in almost universal use. They do not swell 
or crack, bend or break under severe weather, thus 
cracking or breaking their glass panes. Metal mem
bers can withstand almost any weather condition, re-

Fig. 4.1 1-Street
level gift department 
of Hutzler Bros. depart
ment store, Towson, 
Md. 

quire very little maintenance and are capable of hold
ing plate glass in place without undue danger of 
breakage. 

Metal glazing members can be fabricated from 
steel, stainless steel, bronze or aluminum. Steel glaz
ing is least expensive initially, but must be painted 
and repainted; stainless steel has little or no upkeep, 
but is highest in initial cost; bronze has a rich, hand
some appearance, but is next in cost to stainless steel 
and requires constant maintenance; aluminum is hand
some, reasonable in cost, and easy to maintain. Hence, 
aluminum leads the field in storefront glazing. 

New aluminum finishes have recently been intro· 
duced. They include a natural dull gray finish avail
able in cast aluminum, porcelain enamel on an alu
minum base, and anodized aluminum in a variety of 
colors. So far, these new finishes have not been gen
erally used for storefront glazing. In my opinion, they 
should be, because their use would open up a new 
vocabulary of design in that field. Dull gray natural 
aluminum, for example, would not have the shiny, re· 
flective surface of conventional storefront glazing and 
would not compete as much for attention with show 
window displays. Aluminum in color could add 
graceful charm to a storefront if well handled by a 
competent designer. 

Whatever material is used, the basic operating parts 
of a glazing molding consists of a fixed member, a 
removable member and a tightening device (Fig. 4.12). 
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Fig. 4.12-Typieal Glazing Molding. (Courtesy of 
Kawneer Co.) 

The fixed frame establishes a permanent connection 
between the glazing molding and the fixed structural 
members, or surface of the storefront. The removable 
member can be taken out to allow glass to be installed 
or replaced. Both together hold the glass pane in 
place. The tightening device--either putty or a resili
ent metal lug-is used to ease the tension between 
glass and glazing molding. It allows for normal ex
pansion or contraction of the glass panel caused by 
changes in temperature and for movement caused by 
wind pressure. Putty is less practical for this purpose 
than metal as it dries out over the years and loses its 
resiliency. 

It is preferable to glaze a shadow box display case, 
a show window, or an entire storefront from the out
side so that the display areas within are not disturbed 
when glass is replaced. Therefore, the resilient metal 
lugs forming the tightening device of the glazing mold
ing are usually held in place by set screws located in 
the outside removable frame. Sometimes this frame 
also forms the exterior finish of the glazing molding; 
sometimes, it is covered with another removable finish 
frame designed to slip over the first removable mold
ing and to be held in place by another set of resilient 
lugs, thus concealing the exterior screw heads. 

A glazing molding can be used in one of two ways
as an applied or as a built-in molding. While both 
uses are identical in their operating functions, they 
vary widely in appearance and in application to store
front design. 

Applied glazing moldings are essentially ornamental 
in character. Their visual function is to act as a 
"picture frame" enclosure for a show window or store 
front, or to divide a store front into a series of well 
proportioned modules. This decorative use is reflected 
in the multiplicity and variety of stock styles and 
shapes on the market-from small, neatly formed 
shapes used to give a crisp accent line to large, bold 
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Fig. 4.13-Fiush Glazing Molding. (Courtesy of 
Kawneer Co.) 

moldings capable of dominating an entire storefront. 
Built-in glazing moldings are used to minimize 

visually the junction point of a glazed surface with 
an opaque surface. This treatment carries the ob
server's eye quickly and directly into the display area 
within the enclosing glass, whether it be a show case or 
an entire storefront. The practical and direct way of 
effecting this is to use built-in flush glazing. Applied 
glazing moldings interrupt the visual continuity of any 
surfacing material; flush glazing moldings (Fig. 4.13) 
are inconspicuous and self-effacing. 

Flush glazing can be used successfully at the inter
section of any glazed surface with an adjacent wall or 
ceiling surface. It is impractical to use it by itself as a 
glazing member at the floor line or around all four 
sides of a glazed opening. The fourth side must have 
an applied glazing member in order to permit installa· 
tion or removal of the glass panel. 

Large glazed wall or show window openings need 
some type of bulkhead (Fig. 4.14) at the floor line 

Fig. 4.14-Bulkhead and Sidewall Glazing Member. 
(Courtesy of Kawneer Co.) 
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to protect them from damage. A bulkhead may vary 
in size and shape from a low kick plate to a high plat· 
form. By using a bulkhead combined with sidewall 
and ceiling glazing members, corner mitres can be 
avoided and the field assembly of the storefront im
mensely simplified. 

In any large and uninterrupted glazed wall, it is 
necessary to use division bars (Fig. 4.15) in order to 
keep the glass panels down to standard size. A typical 
division bar consists of two glazing moldings held in 
place by a rigid structural member. In a sense, this 
assembly acts as double flush glazing. The outer ap
pearance of the division bar can be fairly arbitrary. In 
comparatively low storefronts where vertical division 
bars above are required, the entire bar can be scaled 
down to a minimum size and an inconspicuous ap
pearance. Where both vertical and horizontal division 
bars must be used, (Fig. 4.16) both must be heavier 
in section and larger in over-all size--the horizontal 
bars, in order to carry the weight of the glass panels; 
the vertical bars, in order to carry the weight of both 
the horizontal bars and their glass panels. 

Door frames are actually division bars strong 
enough to take the weight of any adjacent glass panels 
and the weight of one or more entrance doors. Built-in 
door checks concealed in either the top member of the 
door frame or else in the floor, plus a top or bottom 
pivot, have superseded side hinges. Such door checks 
make it possible to use multiple entrance doors without 

Fig. 4.15-Division Bar. (Courtesy of Kawneer Co.) 

Fig. 4.16-Showroom for Artek-in-New York, New 
York, N. Y., 1943. 

intermediate frames. The action of the door check 
eases the usual strain on the door frame. It must also 
be strong enough to resist sway and consequent glass 
breakage. 

In the average storefront, there are two basic meth
ods of designing a door frame. One method is to 
extend the side members of the door frame from floor 
to ceiling, creating a fixed or movable transom over 
the door, and to secure them to the structure of both 
floor and ceiling. Where this type of door frame is 
located fairly close to a side wall of the storefront, 
the vertical member of the door frame nearest to the 
side wall can be stopped at the door head and the top 
member carried over and secured to the side wall of 
the storefront. Another method is to mitre the vertical 
members of the door frame and carry them across as 
a top member without carrying them to the ceiling 
above (Fig. 4.17). To do this, the concealed vertical 
structural members of the door frame must be carried 
through the floor construction and braced horizontally 

Fig. 4.17-Store for Plymouth Shops, Inc., New York, 
N.Y., 1945. 
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Fig. 4.18-Entranee doors for Hahn Shoe store, 
Washington, D. C., 1946. 

against lateral sway by means of structural anchorage 
placed beneath the floor slab. 

Door frames. like glazing moldings, can be built into 
the door assembly. If a solid door or doors. with or 
without a small vision panel, is used, the same finish 
used on the door can be carried over the door frame as 
well. This type of door can have monumental charac· 
ter and distinction especially when used in an open 
storefront. More often, storefront doors are used to 
admit rather than to exclude vision (Fig. 4. I 81. Glass 
again-this time tempered glass-makes this possible. 

Show windows, doors and signs are the principal 
elements of a storefront. In one-story store buildings, 
they and their enclosing walls and ceilings form the 
entire storefront and its merged advertising and dis
play zones (Fig. 4.19). In larger, multi-floor com
mercial buildings, typified by multi-floor department 
stores, the upper floors are seldom used for display, 
but are sometimes used as advertising billboards-in 
other words, as sign backgrounds. Where such build
ings occupy corner lots or free-standing sites, the shape 
and exterior finish of the building become an even 
more important architectural and advertising medium. 

These upper walls seldom need large glass areas. 
Glazed surfaces are restricted to wall areas adjacent 
to those few sales departments where natural light is 

Fig. 4.19-Fiorsheim Shoe Salon, New York, N.Y., 1947. 
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desired for merchandise inspection, to administrative 
and service areas, and, if there is a view, to the store's 
restaurant. With good artificial lighting and air condi· 
tioning, department stores have become almost win· 
dow less. 

What fixed windows they have, however, should be 
able to follow changes in location of interior sales 
departments or service elements. Obviously, this can 
be accomplished by major changes to the outer walls, 
but it is preferable to use a modular panel wall system 
for the building, so designed that any wall panel can 
be interchanged with any fixed window panel. This 
approach adds flexible glazing to the flexible planning, 

sales fixtures, lighting, and interior walls and ceilings, 
which all help to meet the changing functional de· 
mands of merchandising. 

Plate glass in the large sizes used today only dates 
from the middle of the nineteenth century; its modern 
application to commercial buildings has evolved dur
ing the last forty to fifty years. So all of the forms 
and procedures I have just outlined are subject to 
change without notice as new materials, new techniques 
and new design ideas arrive on the scene. Ours is a 
live architecture, still in process of development, and 
that is what gives it its vitality, its excitement and its 
never-ending interest. 
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By Alonzo J. Harriman * 
Architect-Engineer 

The types of glass that this paper will treat are, 
mainly: insulating glass, glass blocks, skylights, safety 
glass, structural glass, tempered glass and colored. 

Immediately after the war, 1946-47, all school archi
tects in the country were working and scheming with 
natural light in classrooms and there were about as 
many different ideas of how to light elementary school 
classrooms as there were architects. This was all 
caused by an article by Dr. Hamons of Texas which 
blamed poor school lighting as the cause of many stu
dent physical ailments, so all school architects, young 
and old, tried to be first in developing the perfect 
classroom light-wise. 

There was at this time another force affecting the 
design of elementary schools and classrooms. Cali
fornia, due to its code for structural design able to 
resist earthquake shock, had developed a one-story 
school, typical of California. They informed the rest 
of the world that they had developed the school to end 
all schools that could house the new activities of an 
elementary school teaching program. Now mind you, 
the Californians did not say that bad word "earth
quake" in referring to the advantages of the one-story 
school, but actually this was the necessity that was the 
mother of invention of the one-story school. 

The above statement, relative to California and the 
one-story schools. is not intended to be detrimental or 
super-critical, but is brought out to prove that local 
conditions, social, climatic, financial and others, 

• Alonzo J. Harriman is an architect and engineer whose 
offices are in Auburn, Maine. He has degrees in mechanical 
engineering and architecture and has hcen a practicing archi
tect since 1928. He is a member o< the Illuminating Engineer
ing Society, the Harvard Engineering Society, the American 
Association of School Administrator~. the American Institute 
of Architects and the AlA Committt>e on School Design. 
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should be considered in the design of school buildings. 
To date we have not considered the local factors 
enough in designing our schools, and we are apt to 
use the school designed for California as the model 
for a school in Maine. 

It is by the complete analysis of the problem 
through research that the amount of glass in schools 
should be determined. In this large country of ours 
the amount and orientation of the glass should vary. 
There is no sense in putting large areas of glass in 
schools where the sun only shines 40 per cent of 
the time and, even on those days when the sun does 
shine, the daylight hours are less than the school hours, 
so daylight becomes the auxiliary rather than the main 
source of light. It is equally as bad to build an all
glass school in the middle of a glaring desert where 
relaxation comes from shade. 

In other words, a good school design should be 
functional and the use of materials should be honest, 
not forced, or they may receive adverse criticism which 
could stunt the future use of what might be a very 
good material. Designers are sometimes prone to force 
the use of a new material which has not been properly 
tested and the result is an unsatisfactory structure. 

A great many states have codes or laws that establish 
certain minimum requirements in school design, and 
some relative to the amount and location of the glass 
in school classrooms. The typical law states that the 
glass area should be 20 per cent of the floor area, 
that it should be six inches from the ceiling, and that 
the ceiling height at the windows should be one-half 
the width of the classroom, if unilaterally lighted. 
Figure 4.20 is a typical example. 

Since the war most states have changed this law and 
it is only necessary to have enough glass for a pleasant 
environment. The ceiling height is determined by the 
height of the luminaire or lighting fixture. It is inter-
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Fig. 4.20-Lewiston High School. 

esting to note that at the meetings in New York State 
where this rule relative to natural light was changed 
the eye doctors pr~ent all agreed that there was no 
deleterious effect on the eye from either incandescent 
or fluorescent light. This change in the rules has, of 
course, made material changes in the use of glass in 

schools and we now have some very good schools with 
interior classrooms. (See Fig. 4.21.) 

There are many conflicting ideas as to the use of 
glass and exposure or orientation. I have my own 
ideas, which may be rejected by many, but offer them 
for what they are worth. 

l. Region has a definite bearing on orit>ntation 
of glass, if environment is a major consideration. 

2. In cold climates, I 00 per cent north exposures, 
though they may produce the most uniform lighting, 
are not pleasant during the winter months unless 
glass is used where sun will shine into the rooms 
at some time of the day. 

3. West orientations are preferred to north in 
cold climates, but are not as efficient as east or 
south, due to overheating in spring and fall. 

4. In warm climates, north orientation is gener· 
ally preferred, with I 00 per cent shielding of all sun 
rays on other exposures. 

I am one of those who recommend sunshine in class
rooms in the northern part of this country even though 

Fig. 4.21-lnterior typing room in Hillsdale School, designed by John Lyon Reid. 
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the design may then not conform to the ideal seeing 
condition of limited brightness ratios. Sunshine during 
the cold months helps to t:reate a pleasant living 
environment, and this is our primary consideration. 

One subject that should be further considered rela· 
tive to orientation and glass exposure is ground cover 
and its effect on classroom environment. We have 
ground cover ranging from dead black asphalt of play 
areas with practically no reAection to the same areas 
covered with clean white snow and almost 100 per cent 
reAection. Should we have colored glass for glare re· 
duction in screens, or shades that are transparent and 
not translucent, and thus are not cloistering? 

We have just mentioned insulating glass in passing 
but I should like to discuss here some of our basic 
thinking. We have found that use of double glazing 
insulating glass or glass blocks helps materially to 
reduce the fuel bill and that it pays the greatest divi
dends during the night hours. (See Figs. 4.22 and 
4.23.) We say in our office, although it is not a 100 per 
cent true statement, that a school heating system should 
be designed for the unoccupied hours, as this is apt 
to be the time of greatest fuel consumption. On an 

average winter day with outside temperatures I 0 to 
25° above, and an average wind velocity of 10 miles 
per hour, solar heat and body heat have proven more 
than enough to offset the heat loss from the building, 
with mechanical ventilators running from 9 a.m. to 
3 p.m. except when doors were open and students were 
at recPss or lunch. 

We carried on some experiments with insulating 
cloth tmillium I for shades and drapes. There was no 
doubt that they made a much pleasanter environment 
physically due to reduction of the negative radiation 
from the cold glass, but we were not able to carry the 
experiment to a definite conclusion as far as fuel sav
ings were concerned. 

The use of skylights in schools is illustrated by 
Figure 4.21 showing the Hillsdale School in Cali
fornia, which is known as a loft type and was designed 
by John Lyon Reid. 

Safety glass is being used in a great many ways and 
places where children and playthings come in contact 
with transparent or translucent walls (Figs. 4.24 and 
4.25). The type of glass used varies with the architect 
and use, but both safety and tempered are used. We 

Fig. 4.22-Use of glass blocks in Old Town High School. 
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Fig. 4.23-Use of double glazing at Millinocket School. 

have recently had brought to our attention an imported 
safety glass that is also colored, the color being in the 
middle plastic lamination. 

We are now designing a school using tempered, 
colored, insulated glass for weather protection to 
replace enameled iron. The insulation is an aluminum 
coating on the back. 

Colored glass in schools is in general of two kinds, 
one serious, the other playful. The serious use is of 
tinted glass the color of sun glasses to reduce glare in 
classrooms and give a more ideal seeing environment. 
Colored glass is used playfully in kindergartens and 
sub·primary rooms to color the sunshine coming 
through the windows and create colored patterns on 
floor and walls. t See Fig. '1.26.) It is also used to 
color the world around the school so that the children 
can look through the colored glass and see a blue or 
rosy hue. 

Fig. 4.2-t-Use of safety glass in Washburn School, 
Auburn, Me., designed by Perkins and Will. 
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Fig. •US-Safety glass used in gymnasium of Blythe Park School, Riverside, Ill., 
designed by Perkins and Will. 

Fig. 4.2t-Colored glass panels as used in Heathcote School, designed by Perkins and Will. 
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DESIGN APPLICATIONS 

In designing for glass and windows in a building in 
the past, most of us have taken the traditional ap
proach of accepting a certain shape and adapting it 
to the need for light, air, and view by punching holes 
in it. This was our school. 

The classroom had a floor, ceiling, three solid par
titions, and an exterior wall punched with windows 
and a sill height just high enough to eliminate the 
students' vision outside . . . although not successful 
in eliminating their curiosity. The gymnasium was 
about the same, except a larger box with maybe two 
walls punched full of holes, located high in the wall. 

This approach to design was of obvious concern 
when we immediately found that shades to cover class
room windows, and paint for gymnasium class areas 
were necessary accessories to the design. This ap
proach was encouraged by tradition and limited tech
nology permitted it. We know that this approach when 
applied to school design cannot result in a humanistic 
architecture or a place for learning in which the 
atmosphere is friendly to the child. 

From our experience with school people, we know 
that the educational program cannot be "fenced-in"; 
it requires flexibility. The architecture must help the 
child grow physically, mentally, and socially. To do 
this, it must be healthful, functional, non-confining 
and colorful. 

The learning experience does not stop at the ex
terior wall line, but is obtained on the outside as well 

• Thomas A. Bullock is a partner in the firm of Caudiii
Rowlett-Scott and Associates of Bryan, Texas, and Oklahoma 
City. He has been associated with this firm for the past eight 
years in the design of more than 150 school projects. He is an 
architecture graduate of Texas A. & M. College and was 
formerly an instructor in the Department of Architecture at 
that school. 

By Thomas A. Bullock • 
Caudill-Rowlett-Scott & Associates 

as on the inside. In fact, we have found that certain 
experiences are better acquired on the outside. One 
school superintendent has said that a good teacher 
could teach better under the shade of a tree than inside 
a building, if the weather was perfect. The part about 
the weather is the catch, of course, but why not con
sider this as the starting point for developing a new 
approach, a spacial approach? 

With modern materials and methods, we can allow 
for the fact that space is fluid, without end, and without 
an inside or outside. With glass and windows, we 
begin with nature, its spaciousnetos, view, light, and 
air. Certainly technological advances have made 
larger lighting and ventilating holes possible. The 
spacial aproach can provide a classroom with built-in 
outside learning environment without worry about the 
complexities of weather. 

Let's try out this new approach by starting with a 
class-not a classroom. The place is outside in an 
open field. The class might be studying academic work 
or playing basketball, for if the temperature, breeze, 
view, are just right, and the sun is behind a cloud, a 
teacher could teach, children could learn, and they 
would love it. 

Since outside conditions are always changing, we 
have to be prepared for sky glare and rain by provid
ing a roof, or umbrella. A fully developed umbrella 
might require skylighting to raise the light intensity 
brought on by the induced shade. 

To this point, we have conceived only an overhead 
protective plane. This might be enough for some mild 
climatic region, but in most areas, and certainly in the 
southwest, we have wind-lots of it. Now, we must 
plan a vertical screen as a wind break. It could be at 
the wall line or away from it, just so it is effective in 
directing the wind over or around the children. 

We must also consider sound, even in the mild 
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Fig. 4.27-Giass enclosed corridors and dear glass floor to ceiling, Southwest Elementary School, Clinton, Okla. 

Fig. 4.28-Ciassroom separated from exterior window wall by glare-reducing glass screen. 
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Fig. 4.29-Umbrella school-wide overhang for sun control and protection of play 
area, Washington Elementary School, Clinton, Okla. 

climate regions, because sound occurs anywhere, and 
must be considered in design. So, why not a vertical 
screen to control sound as well as wind? 

When colder weather comes, the children must be 
provided with a thermal screen, so now the vertical 
wall or screen is required to control wind, sound, 
thermal conditions and, certainly, view. 

In order to provide a screen that will take care of 
all of these items, we must conceive of a plan that will 
have convertibility, expandability, and versatility. 
Remember that the educational program for our chil
dren cannot be "fenced-in," and accordingly, demands 
flexibility. 

Such a screen might be one material, but will prob
ably be a combination of materials. We would be the 
first to agree that an all-glass classroom would need 
the help of other materials such as brick for the sake 
of aesthetics as well as functional requirements. 

Now if we have really explored all of the possibili
ties of this approach and have carried them through 
to the finished solution, we will have a school with 

all the advantages of the outdoors and controls neces
sary to maintain the desired environment. 

A look at some of our solutions resulting from the 
spacial approach reveals a large floating cover with 
vertical wall planes slipping into and projecting out
side of the enclosed space. Our experience with glass 
has been good, and we believe it has made a real 
contribution to our architecture, but it also has some 
disadvantages and presents some problems which have 
not yet been solved. We still have our troubles in 
integrating a good heating system in a glass school, 
but it can be done. 

The standard question concerning glass breakage 
has been pretty well answered by the use of tempered 
glass in the all-glass walled gymnasium of our Tyler 
(Texas) Junior High School. Long overhangs with 
high daylight intensity introduced to the playing court 
by skylights helped eliminate sky glare. The Casady 
School Gymnasium (Oklahoma City, Oklahoma) has 
two solid walls of glass and two walls of brick because 
of orientation and aesthetics. We have reason to be-

Fig. 4.30-Use of high brick walls on north and west with small glass area for light 
distribution, Madison Elementary School, Norman, Okla. 
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Fig. 4.31-Low glass area used for visual aid and light, protected by overhang; high glass area used for light 
only with interior horizontal sun control louvers, Westwood Elementary School, Stillwater, Okla. 
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Fig. 4.32-Combi
nation of clear and 
glare-reducing glass 
with roof overhang, 
Norman High School, 
Norman, Okla. 
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Fig. ~.33-Small and large glass areas used together with ample overhang to provide sun and rain protection, 
Elementary School, Port Arthur, Tex. 

lieve that the larger glass sizes are less tempting to 
break, but we are also concerned that in smaller com
munities glass is not stocked in large sizes, and delay 
in replacement causes disruption of the school 
program. 

Glass, as well as any other material, must be used 
properly in a building. What might have worked in 
one school might not work in another. A wide roof 
overhang for glass protection may provide excellent 
sun control when the school site is surrounded by 
trees, but when the site is surrounded by an endless 
prairie, it may have the opposite effect. 

Outside walls of glass have brought some objections 
from visual education teachers. To remedy this, we 

have just designed our first "room within a room" 
classroom. In other words, creating a darkened area 
within the room itself. However, let's keep in mind 
that glass is visual education in itself. We know that 
glass provides for children's observation of the 
weather, of growing things, and also an opportunity 
for parents to view them at work. 

When a classroom is a display case, the students' 
conduct is better, the teachers' morale is higher, and 
the continual observation of their activities by other 
students and teachers builds a fine competitive spirit 
between classes. Glass, in the exterior walls of a 
school, can be as much a part of the learning process 
as a piece of chalkboard. 
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Discussion Period-DESIGN APPLICATIONS 

A. H. FIEDLER (Rust Engineering Co.) : Have you 
had leaking problems with glass blocks in roofs? 
Have you made provision for loss of light when panels 
are covered with snow? 

MR. HARRIMAN: We have had no trouble with 
glass blocks in skylights because we haven't used any 
yet. Those I showed you were somebody else's. The 
reason is that my uncle and his father were both archi
tects. My uncle won a competition for a school in 
1916 that had a lot of skylights in the center of it, 
and the auditorium and the gymnasium were one over 
the other in the center of the building. Let me tell 
you that was the biggest headache that I had in my 
life. I succeeded my uncle, and I boarded up all the 
skylights. But to answer the question, as with the 
pointed roof, it is never the roof that leaks, it is the 
flashing. The same thing is true of the skylights. 

T. W. MOORE (Eastman Kodak Co.): In multi
story, air conditioned structures having fixed, non· 
operable windows, what provisions have been made 
to provide ventilation during shutdown of mechanical 
equipment because of an emergency or for main
tenance? 

MR. GRAHAM: The air conditioning system that 
we design today consists of a number of parts, and 
probably the most important part is ventilation
which is the fan system. We divide a building up into 
sections fed by more than one fan, so that at no time 
is a building deprived of ventilation, except on elec
trical failure through tht> whole area. However. elec
trical failure in our cities today is so slight it isn't 
worth considering. In that case it is taken care of by 
emergency generators, and you also have two fans 
for every duct system. 

M.D. FOLLEY (Architect): One of the best media 
of teaching today is the use of visual aid materials 
such as opaque projectors, slide machines and movies. 

How do you provide "brown-out" for this in the or
dinary classroom, not the assembly room? 

MR. BULLOCK: It is the cumulative thinking that 
school people like to get the children up out of their 
seats and keep them moving. That is why we have 
created, in some schools, theatres for the use of twenty, 
thirty or forty-they are small theatres for visual aid. 
We created a small theatre in a block of classrooms. 
In other places where we have top light, we haven't 
got the answer yet. Maybe technology will show us 
the way. We feel that natural light is very important 
and have all of our interior classrooms daylighted. 
Each classroom has glass partitions and fixed glass 
for about three feet all the way around it. One teacher 
has devised a way of putting blinders on his children, 
and visual education is carried on in that way, but no 
definite solution is available to the problem. 

MR. CHATELAIN: Mr. Harriman, what do you do, 
in the main, about this? 

MR. HARRIMAN: We don't have the problem of 
the skylight, but we have the sidewall, which we cover 
by use of shades, venetian blinds or drapes, so we can 
darken the classroom enough for projection. In our 
experiment with these millium shades, we found that 
they did an excellent job of darkening and also did an 
excellent job of insulating. 

J. H. TURNER fHires-Turner Glass Co.): You 
spoke of the use of two separated sheets of glass~o 
you have a condensation problem in such an installa
tion? How much air space do you allow between the 
two sheets? 

MR. GRAHAM: We have found the trade-term 
"plioform." This material is very flexible and retains 
its flexibility almost forever. It was used in the air
foam industry prior to the building industry and it 
seals the glass very well--completely, as a matter of 
fact. It is very adhesive and adheres to both metal 
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and glass-so closely, a.s a matter of fact, that it is 
quite a job to use the material. I might add that we 
use a space of about an inch between the two sheets. 
This isn't a product of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, 
but it is a product that the industry has developed that 
we are using. Its cost is comparable to glazing-at 
least in the last job the bids were exactly the same as 
for the conventional method. 

MR. CHATELAIN: We have an unsigned question 
for Mr. Graham: Would you d~cribe more accurately 
the glass sun shades for the Tulsa building. Do they 
stand out beyond the face of the building? 

MR. GRAHAM: Yes, we have a balcony completely 
around the building: north, south, east and west. The 
reason for this is that Tulsa is very sunny and clear 
and so glare is a factor in every orientation. There· 
fore, we are using a glass that is highly absorptive of 
the sun's rays. However, that glass could not be 
framed successfully into a building that was com
pletely enclosed, because of its expansion character
istics, so we are suspending it five feet outside of the 
regular glass facings, and that is followed throughout 
within the moldings that are expanded from balcony 
to balcony. 

MR. CHATELAIN: Another unsigned question, this 
one for the school architects jointly. What are the 
pros and cons of bilateral daylighting? Maybe one 
of you might want to take the pros and the other the 
cons. 

MR. HARRIMAN: Relative to bilateral day light
ing, it is an added cost. It is our contention that we 
can get a pleasant environment for less money. In 
considering our particular climate, and this is true of 
northern New York State and the northern part of this 
country, we have fifty per cent overcast weather during 
the school year. Therefore we think we should spend 
more of our money designing a system that will take 
care of all conditions-which is artificial light. So, 
instead of putting the money into bilateral day lighting, 
we have put it into artificial lighting. 

In addition, artificial lighting is much better, as a 
rule, because we can control it. We can put it where 
we want it. In the activities program you can light it 
like a factory and have the light on the subject and on 
the work in progress. Also, in this way we can design 
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an indoor classroom, as we call them, with the short 
length on the outside and the long length inside, 
thereby reducing the area and the cost, and carry on 
our activities in the inner part of the classroom under 
artificial light, where we can see much better. 

This is a frank approach to our problem. Until we 
can get away from hot spots and diffusing better than 
we have, we like our system better. 

MR. CHATELAIN: Have you something to add to 
that Mr. Bullock? 

MR. BULLOCK: We have a lot of daylighted 
schools. We would also like to have night use as well 
as day use, but let's be realistic-how many schools 
are going to use the facilities at night, and how long 
at night? Questions like that lead us to our conclusion 
of bilateral daylighting. We do, for the majority of 
our buildings, depend on daylighting where the 
weather is consistent as far as sun conditions are 
concerned. 

MR. KETCHUM: When you use glass blocks in the 
upper part of the window walls, do you get glare from 
those glass block walls? 

MR. HARRIMAN: The reason we used glass blocks 
is that the superintendent insisted on it so he wouldn't 
have to put on shades or blinds. I have not noticed 
any glare in them. 

MR. GRAHAM: One of the big problems, it seems, 
in school design, is the complete changing of programs 
of education-the size of the class, the type of teach
ing, the mechanical methods, etc. What provision do 
you recommend for the changing type of school, or 
is that provided for in your construction now? 

MR. BULLOCK: As I mentioned, almost without 
exception our walls are frame construction. We don't 
have the more commercial type of fabricated parti
tions. We can't afford it. They are too high priced. 
But we do plan that these partitions will be moved, 
so we support them by pipe columns or independent 
columns. 

MR. HARRIMAN: We have been working on a 
school with partitions between the classrooms. The 
school in Hagerstown is designed that way. They 
carry on the new program and the old program within 
the school without moving the partitions, by just 
moving the furniture. 
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THE BUILDING RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

The Building Research Institute is a unit of the Di
vision of Engineering and Industrial Research of the 
National Academy of Sciences-National Research 
CounciL A technical society for the building industry, 
the primary purpose of the Institute is to promote the 
integration and advancement of building science and 
technology. It also acts as an information center and 
maintains liaison with building research agencies in 
other countries throughout the world. 

The Institute's membership consists of a cross
industry representation of persons particularly quali
fied by their technical competence and by their interest 
to contribute to the advancement of building research 
and technology. Memberships are held by corpora
tions, partnerships, business, professional and trade 

associations and societies, and individuals. Member 
organizations select one or more of their officers, di
rectors, partners or employees to act as Official Repre
sentatives or Technical Participants to the Institute. 

Operating on the principle that the personal ex
change of experience and ideas is the basis of the 
growth of a science, the Institute conducts: 

(I) Research correlation conferences on specific 
design problems and the cross-country applica
tion of building products (open to the public) ; 

(2) Workshop conferences and study groups on 
specific subjects (for BRI members and invited 
guests); 

(3) Annual meetings featuring outstanding tech
nical programs and social events. 

THE BUILDING RESEARCH ADVISORY BOARD 

The Building Research Advisory Board is also a 
unit of the Division of Engiqeering and Industrial Re
search of the National Academy of Sciences-National 
Research CounciL As a Board of the Academy-Re
search Council, BRAB may study, on request, any sub
ject of science or technology in its field and advise any 

department or agency of the Federal Government on 
technical questions submitted to the Board. BRAB 
members are appointed by the Academy-Research 
Council from the ranks of the foremost technologists 
in the building industry, in government or in educa
tional institutions throughout the country. 

PUBLICATIONS 

The Building Research Institute publishes and dis
tributes proceedings of its conferences, technical meet
ings and study groups. With permission from BRAB, 
it also reprints BRAB reports which contribute to the 
advancement of building technology. The BRI news
letter, Building Science 1\'ews, reports monthly on lnsti· 
tute and BRAB activities, as well as on research news 
of general interest to the industry. The Building Sci
ence Directory, founded in 1956, provides a compre· 
hensive guide to sources of information on research 

and technical developments in the industry. Supple
ments to the Directory are issued quarterly with an 
annual index. BRI Abstracts, also issued quarterly, 
furnish a continuing digest of new building science 

publications. All of these services are provided to BRI 

members without charge. Non-members may obtain 

copies of published proceedings of public conferences 

and regular issues of The Building Science Directory 

at nominal cost through the NAS Publications Office. 
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